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Preface

Probably the four most important books I ever read during thepreparation of this dis-
sertation wereAgainst Method(Feyerabend 1993),The Structure of Scientific Revolu-
tions (Kuhn 1970),The Statue Within(Francois 1988) andHet Ongrijpbare Neutrino
(Solomey 1997).

The first, I spied on the shelf of Thijs Ambachts during a nightof rabble-rousing
and persuaded him to let me read it. He was reluctant, claiming it was his favourite
book. I can see why. The second I bought myself during a momentof epistemological
desperation. The third, was leant to me by my friend, Ralf Schmauder, one weekend
when I complained about being bored. It has been an inspiration to me both as an
insight into how science and research groups operate and also as an ideal to be attained.
The fourth, I got as a freebee when I filled in an online questionaire and became
a favourite, staple, holiday read for the next four years. Ithas the twin qualities of
being relatively lightweight and being able to put me to sleep even faster than the
Canterbury Tales. I have taken that book everywhere from Terschelling to Kampen to
Cinque Terre.

When a sample of material is bombarded, it may break up into smaller subatomic
particles. These particles may be indirectly observed witha bubble chamber. This in-
genious piece of apparatus consists of little more than a boxof rarified gas with an
electrical field across it. When a subatomic particle zips through the gas, it leaves a
trail of vapour behind it. The particle is also attracted or repelled by the electrical
field depending on its own relative charge, mass and speed. This means that posi-
tively charged particles will spiral towards the negatively charged plate and negatively
charged particles cycle in towards the positively charged one. Neutral particles zip
right through the chamber and are not deflected. The result isa cascade of sparkling
lines and curves of gently gyrating geometry. Although someparticles do not leave
vapour trails, even these kinds of particles do sometimes decay into smaller particles
which are visible in the bubble chamber. From what is visible, in a controlled envi-
ronment, it is possible to infer the existence of another, invisible particle.

This is symbolic of the spirit of research carried out in thisdissertation. When
studying sentences, one is limited to seeing the visible linearization of an abstract
system. And not all aspects of that system are equally visible. However, under the
right conditions, it is possible to infer the existence of the unseen from the palpable.
Although I support the use of a broad range of linguistic methodologies which can
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and should complement each other, for reasons of rigour, thepredominant method-
ology used in this dissertation is a fundamental scientific method requiring minimal
pairs. Wherever possible, contrasts are made between two contexts differing only with
respect to a single free variable, other variables being controlled. Where there is no
contrast, there can be no true judgement of grammaticality.

The discovery of a multitude of subatomic particles in high-energy physics also
bears certain similarities to the subject of verbal pseudo-coordination. When a puta-
tively atomic, grammatical construct such as pseudo-coordination is placed into spe-
cific, controlled environments, one is able to distinguish that it may not necessarily
be atomic at all, but a complex array of similar constructs with important differences.
Thus pseudo-coordination can be broken up into a number of different types. At a
syntactic level, the same method can break apart a specific construction, identifying
its components and showing how they work together to create meanings. Finally, be-
low head level, it is possible to observe the interactions offeatures – subatomic syntax.
The fact that these complex interactions are derivative of incredibly simple basic com-
ponents of grammar is both coincidental and humbling.

I would not have been able to come as far as I have without the support of my
family, friends, mentors, colleagues and acquaintances ofwhom there are too many to
mention and some of whom would prefer to remain beyond the pages of a book.

My language consultants, many of whom have become friends, deserve special
thanks for their insight into language and putting up with myceaseless question-
ing: Alec Badenoch, Theresa Biberauer, Hans du Plessis, Katie Hargreaves, Carola
Mostert, Johan Oosthuizen, Ryan and Ylan Sutherland and Carien Wilsenach. I’ve
also bothered my Dutch friends and colleagues for their intuitions and other advice at
various times. Among these, I’d like to thank Crit Cremers, the late Jan Kooij, Hilke
Reckman, Bianca Slobbe, Jeroen van Craenenbroeck and Marjovan Koppen.

In addition, the various administrators at the institute have often gone out of their
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Coordination in natural language occurs in a wide range of constructions, not all of
which share prototypical properties of logical, Boolean coordination. The diversity of
sentence types in which coordination occurs has led to it being one of the most hotly
debated, and yet relatively little understood, issues in linguistic science.

This dissertation explores verbal pseudo-coordinative structures in English and
Afrikaans. It argues that the properties of these constructions are derived from (i) the
status of the linking element as a true coordinator subject to the Coordinate Structure
Constraint (CSC) and Law of Coordination of Likes (LCL) and (ii) the specific kind
of syntactic context into which the coordinator is merged.

1.1 Coordination of verbal entities

The discussion of pseudo-coordination is made quite intricate by virtue of the fact
that there are a number of different constructions that appear to coordinate verbal
categories, although arguably not all of them do. I will listand briefly describe them
here for reference purposes, since I will refer to them laterin this dissertation.

(1) Caesar wentacross the Rubicon andhe conqueredGaul [OCo]

(2) Caesar wentto Gaul anddevastatedit [SceCo]

(3) Caesar saluted his legions before. . .
he wentandaddressedthem [ConCo]

(4) Caesar’s legions marchedandmarchedfor days [ReCo]

Example (1) is a case of Ordinary coordination (OCo), arguably coordinating IPs.
The events referred to in each conjunct are distinct from each other. The temporal
ordering of the conjuncts is irrelevant and is not necessarily reflected in the word-order
of the conjuncts. The other three examples are various typesof pseudo-coordination.
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The pseudo-coordination illustrated in (2) exemplifies Scene-setting coordination
(SceCo), where the predicate in the first conjunct seems to set the scene for the action
denoted by the verb in the second conjunct to take place. The conjuncts are intrinsi-
cally, temporally ordered and always occur in a temporally-dependent sequence.1 In
this context, the coordinator seems to act like ‘glue’ creating an ordered set of events,
effectively subordinating one event to the other. In addition, SceCo can be descrip-
tively characterised as allowing a PP or particle within theverbal string in the first
conjunct. This is an important distinguishing factor between SceCo and examples like
those in (3) and will be shown to have syntactic effects.

Example (3) is a pseudo-coordinative construction, which Iwill refer to as Con-
tiguous Co-ordination (ConCo): the verb string is contiguous as opposed to SceCo
where it may be interrupted by a PP or particle. It has properties quite different to
(2). According to Na and Huck (1992) it has a more ‘idiomatic’interpretation and
since the pseudo-coordinative verbgo plays an aspectual role, the activity denoted
by the pseudo-coordinative verb in the first conjunct cannotbe considered an activity
distinct from that denoted by the lexical verb in the second conjunct. The second
conjunct is thus aspectually dependent on the first. The set of verbs that allow ConCo
constructions are much more restricted than those that allow SceCo. Cardinal instances
of ConCo listed in the literature typically include examples with verbs likego and
come.

Example (4) is an example of augmentative coordination (Haspelmath 2005), which
I will refer to as Reduplicative Coordination. This type of construction may also co-
ordinate verbal categories and, like ConCo, appears to refer to a single (marching)
event. However, this cannot be the entire explanation sincethis type of construction
may also yield serial and repetitive readings. In addition,the construction is associated
with pragmatic readings whereby the activity expressed is intensified in some sense.

Finally, there exist pseudo-coordinative constructions in Afrikaans, typically with
posture verbs. Since Afrikaans is an OV language, the verbalarguments typically oc-
cur to the left of the verbal string, consisting of a posture verb (a so-called Indirect
Linking Verb (ILV)), a coordinative marker and a lexical verb. The fact that these are
pseudo-coordinative and restructuring constructions is amply illustrated by the fact
that the object occurs to the left of the posture verb.

(5) Jan
Jan

sal
will

die
the

boeke
books

sit
sit

en
and

lees
read

‘Jan will sit reading the books’

It will be argued that these Afrikaans constructions are quite different to pseudo-
coordinative constructions in English. Afrikaans has overt verb movement in verb-
second contexts whereas English does not. This reveals a surprising phenomenon:
the pseudo-coordinative verb may either move individually(forming a Simplex Initial
(SI)) or pied-pipe a coordinated lexical verb (to form a Complex Initial (CI)). This

1Example (2) is very likely a member of a much broader class of constructions (Postal (1998), Na and
Huck (1992), Lakoff (1986), Schmerling (1975) and Goldsmith (1985)). However a unified treatment will
not be attempted here since my primary concern is with ConCo.
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raises important questions for the nature of head movement and the analysis of verb
second in those languages which have it.

(6) a. Jan
Jan

sit
sit

die
the

boeke
books

en
and

lees
read

‘Jan sits reading the books’

b. Jan
Jan

sit
sit

en
and

lees
read

die
the

boeke
books

‘Jan sits reading the books’

All these constructions in English and Afrikaans could be said to coordinate non-
nominal categories, whether clauses or VPs or events or perhaps verbal heads. The
diversity of construction types necessitates compiling a toolbox of tests with which to
differentiate them. This requirement is all the more compelling because coordinative
constructions may often be surface identical, rendering them effectively ambiguous
between a number of different constructions. Without such differentiation, the postu-
lation of generalizations becomes extremely difficult, andthe negative effects of this
are reflected in the literature on the topic. For this reason,a substantial part of this
dissertation is devoted to exploring a number of tests to distinguish coordinative types
and in creating a typology of variation within verbal coordination. The resulting ty-
pology of verbal coordination types is illustrated in figure1.1.

Figure 1.1: A typology of pseudo-coordination in English and Afrikaans

Coordinationhhhhhhhh
((((((((

Ordinary

Coordination
Pseudo-coordinationhhhhhhh

(((((((
XP-based
HHH

���
Scene setting

Head-based
XXXXXX

������
Contiguous

aaa
!!!

ReCo Non-reduplicative

Non-contiguous

Afrikaans

Posture type

This typology is illustrated for English and Afrikaans. English has been widely
and intensively studied but nevertheless has a number of verb-coordination structures
which are poorly understood. English is quite interesting among the West-Germanic
tongues insofar as it has a number of types of verbal pseudo-coordination which are
not generally shared by languages such as standard German and standard Dutch. An-
other language which also has interesting verb-coordination structures is Afrikaans. It
is unique among the West-Germanic languages in having complex coordinated pred-
icates with posture verbs which can undergo head-movement.There is no substantial
analysis of these structures to date.
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In addition to developing this typology, the dissertation also provides a syntac-
tic analysis of English and Afrikaans pseudo-coordinativestructures, demonstrating
how many syntactic and semantic effects can be derived from the following strong
assumption and general syntactic principles.

(7) Pseudo-coordination is always true coordination.

Of course, this means that the pseudo-coordinative characteristic that one verb is
dependent on the other must be explained in some other fashion than stipulating that
the coordinator is a subordinator. It is argued that this is asymptom of the syntactic
contexts in which coordination occurs and not a function of the lexical specification of
the coordinator itself. In other words, the dependency between the verbs follows from
what is coordinated rather than whether the linking element is a subordinator or not.
It will also be shown that the cross-linguistic variation between English and Afrikaans
pseudo-coordinative types can be accounted for by the hypothesis in (7).

1.2 Coordination

There are three aspects of coordination in natural languagethat are important for
discussion here: (i) the constraints on coordination and extraction from coordinate
structures, (ii) the phrase structure associated with coordination and (iii) the lexical
specification of coordination.

1.2.1 Constraints on coordination

There are two main constraints on coordination that will be important in the following
discussion. These are the Coordinative Structure Constraint (CSC) and the Law of
Coordination of Likes (LCL).

The Coordinate Structure Constraint

It has been known since Ross (1967) that coordinative structures are subject to the
Coordinate Structure Constraint (CSC) and the Across-the-Board (ATB) exception to
it.

(8) a. CSC: In a coordinate structure, no conjunct may be moved, nor may any
element contained in a conjunct be moved out of that conjunct(Ross
1967:89).

b. ATB: In a coordinate structure, the same constituent may be extracted
from within all the conjuncts simultaneously (Ross 1967, Williams
1978).2

2The extracted constituent must perform the same general semantic function in both conjuncts e.g. it
must be a deep subject in both or an object in both etc.
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The CSC is actually a disjunctive definition and can be divided into two separate
constraints (Grosu 1973): the CSC proper forbidding extraction from within a con-
junct, and the Conjunct Constraint, preventing the moving of a conjunct itself.

Consider the following illustrations of the CSC. Examples (9b,c) contain coordi-
nated clauses, from which an NP has been extracted from the first and second con-
juncts respectively. The result is ungrammatical and is an example of a CSC violation.
Example (9c) shows that when the same constituent is extracted from both conjuncts,
the result is grammatical. This is an example of the ATB exception to the CSC.

(9) a. Ralf admired Kgomotso and Peter had the hots for Tjitske

b. *Who did Ralf admire t and Peter have the hots for Tjitske?

c. *Who did Ralf admire Kgomotso and Peter have the hots for t?

d. Who did Ralf admire t and Peter have the hots for t?

The status of these constraints and the ATB exception is one of the longest-standing
puzzles in linguistics and has still not been satisfactorily explained (Progovac 1998a).
This issue is not addressed in this dissertation and since the CSC has never been sat-
isfactorily unified with syntactic islands more generally,the CSC is taken to be deriv-
ative of a deep property of coordination itself.3

In fact, exceptions to the CSC have been pointed out by Cardenand Pesetsky
(1977), Culicover and Jackendoff (1997), Goldsmith (1985), Lakoff (1986), Ross
(1967), Zoerner (1995) etc. Among these apparent exceptions are verbal pseudo-
coordinative constructions. While some, such as Lakoff (1986) argue that in the face
of these exceptions, the CSC must be abandoned, it seems fairto say that many of the
exceptions are fairly systematic and form classes of exceptions. Postal (1998) shows
that some of these exceptions are not true coordination at all, while others admit some
types of extraction but remain selective islands for extraction. This suggests that the
CSC should remain as a meaningful generalization, while problematizing the apparent
exceptions for further study.

The range of apparent exceptions to the CSC addressed by authors such as Lakoff
(1986) and Postal (1998) is too broad to be productively tackled by this dissertation.
However, in approaching a subset of these problematic data,I will argue against both
these authors and claim that the CSC does not need to be weakened to allow certain
types of extractions. On the contrary, the CSC can be maintained in a strong form and
explain apparent violations of it in other terms.4

The Law of Coordination of Likes

Another constraint on coordination concerns what may be coordinated in the first
place. Coordination markers, in English as in other languages, are notoriously promis-

3See Munn (1993) for an attempt to reduce the islandhood of coordinate structures to the islandhood
of adjuncts.

4The examples that allow putative counter examples to the CSC all seem to share a characteristic
of asymmetric coordination. In this dissertation, I will argue that pseudo-coordination is not necessarily
asymmetric coordination, that consequently the CSC can be assumed to hold and that apparent violations
of it must be explained in another fashion.
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cuous with regard to the contexts in which they appear. In fact, just about any substan-
tive category (N, V, P, A) can be coordinated, including others such as quantifiers,
IPs, CPs, VPs etc.5 However, it has long been known that a curious, yet important,
lexical fact about this entity, is that in natural language it always coordinates ‘like’
constituents. This property is usually referred to as the Law of Coordination of Likes
(LCL) in the literature (Williams 1978). The level of similarity may not be restricted to
only syntactic features but also extends to semantic function or functional equivalence
(Dik 1968, Haspelmath 2005, Munn 1993, Peterson 2004, Sag etal. 1985). There are
also a number of well known exceptions to this generalization (Bayer 1996, Dik 1968,
Progovac 1998a;b, Sag et al. 1985, Zoerner 1995). However, there does not seem to
be consensus on either its status as a generalization, its particular analysis or whether
it follows from more general principles (Progovac 1998a). Thus, in the absence of any
better alternative, I will retain the LCL as a useful generalization.

1.2.2 Structure of coordination

Coordination always has at least two conjuncts. Dik (1968) traces this particular prop-
erty back at least as far as Dionysius Thrax. Their relationship to each other and to the
coordinator itself has been hotly debated.

Although coordination has often been treated as a ‘flat’ structure (Chomsky 1981,
Gazdar et al. 1985, Ingria 1990, Jackendoff 1977, Pollard and Sag 1994, Pullum and
Zwicky 1986, Sag et al. 1985), the case for asymmetry in coordinative structures has
been explored by Munn (1993), Ross (1967), Zoerner (1995) and Johannessen (1998)
amongst others.

The case for an asymmetric structure is made by the followingcontrasts from
Progovac (1998a) citing Ross (1967).

(10) a. John left, and he didn’t even say good-bye

b. John left. And he didn’t even say good-bye

c. *John left and. He didn’t even say good-bye

Similarly, it is possible to extrapose from the last conjunct but not from the first
(Progovac 1998a:citing Munn (1993)).

(11) a. John read a book yesterday, and the newspapers

b. *John read the newspapers yesterday, the book and

Following Johannessen (1998), Kayne (1994), Progovac (1998a;b), Van Koppen
(2005), Zoerner (1995), coordination has a specifier-complement structure, where the
first conjunct is in the specifier of a Coordination Phrase headed by a coordinator

5By assuming that almost anything may be coordinated, I disagreewith Kayne (1994) who claims
that heads cannot be coordinated. Another approach that constrains the categories that may be coordinated
is that of Boškovíc and Franks (2000) who argue that VPs cannot be coordinated.Nothing in the present
analysis hinges on this, however.
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AND. The second conjunct is the complement ofAND. This is illustrated in (16).6 This
structure is supported by the fact that a pronoun can occur inthe second conjunct and
is not ruled out by Principle C. A flat structure would not predict the asymmetry.

(12) a. Johni andhisi mother took a stroll along the embankment

b. *Hisi mother andJohni took a stroll along the embankment

Essentially the same point can be demonstrated with Principle A. Although the
first example is not totally well-formed, it still contrastswith the second which is
ungrammatical.

(13) a. ??BothJohn′si essay and pictures ofhimselfi were distributed on the
internet

b. *Both pictures ofhimselfi andJohn′si essay were distributed on the
internet

Note however that this contrast is rendered dubious by the fact that examples with
anaphors are not readily generalizable. Consider the following ungrammatical exam-
ple from Progovac (1998a).

(14) a. *EitherJohni or a picture ofhimselfiwill suffice

b. EitherJohni or a picture ofhimi will suffice.

Stronger evidence for a specifier-complement structure forcoordinate structures
comes from Van Koppen (2005) who uses complementizer agreement facts to drive
home this point. In the following example from Bavarian, thecomplementizer agrees
with either the first conjunct or with the mother coordinate phrase. Agreement with
the second conjunct is not possible.

(15) a. . . . daß-sd
. . . that-2SG

du
[you.SG

und
and

d’Maria
the Maria]2PL

an
the

Hauptpreis
first.prize

gwunna
won

hab-ds
have-2PL

b. . . . daß-ds
. . . that-2PL

du
[you.SG

und
and

d’Maria
the Maria]2PL

an
the

Hauptpreis
first.prize

gwunna
won

hab-ds
have-2PL

‘. . . that Maria and you have won the first prize’ [Bavarian]

6Munn (1993) uses the term Boolean Phrase to refer to the &P. He assumes that both conjuncts are
adjuncts to the Boolean Phrase. I will not make this specific assumption although nothing in my analysis
hinges on this fact. Also, given the deep similarity between specifiers and adjuncts (Kayne 1994), the two
approaches may ultimately be able to be combined.
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(16) &P
PPPP

����
XP
aaa

!!!
CONJUNCT1

&P
HHH

���
AND XP

aaa
!!!

CONJUNCT2

Of course, the label &P is actually a useful shorthand for a far more complex label:
coordination phrases essentially behave as though the mother node, &P, has the same
label as the conjuncts. Cremers (1993) argues that the coordinator itself is ‘combina-
torialy inert’ and does not have a category of its own. Zoerner (1995) suggests that
the features on all the conjuncts percolate up to the mother node.7 Johannessen (1998)
argues that the features of &P are inherited from the specifier (i.e. from the first con-
junct) via spec-head agreement. This approach has a number of problems in terms of
resolving gender (Corbett 1983) and agreement (Van Koppen 2005) on the respective
conjuncts. Moreover, since spec-head agreement is no longer required in a syntactic
system withAGREE, this approach can no longer be sustained.

From a more semantic point of view, conjunction has been treated as group form-
ing (Lasersohn 1995), as intersection (Gazdar et al. 1985, Sag et al. 1985, Winter
1996) or as being ambiguous between intersection and union (Hoeksema 1983, Link
1984, Zoerner 1995). Other approaches make use of lattices (Daniels 2002, Levy and
Pollard 2002). There is as yet, no consensus over this issue.

All these options face problems when considering coordination of unlike cate-
gories, so it is probably necessary to assume some version ofthe LCL, if only out
of necessity. Moreover, a number of these approaches have problems in dealing with
coordinated predicates.

(17) Ralf painted the house yellow and blue

Intersection and union fail because this does not entail that the house was painted
either yellow, or blue or green (Cremers 1993). What it does mean is that the house has
a set of properties, a subset of which are yellow and a subset of which are blue. Thus,
the coordinator is an operator of some kind that creates a group, selected from the
set of yellow things, and also from the set of blue things.8 Given these issues, which
have not been entirely resolved, I will assume that the mother node is a group of the
labels of the conjuncts possibly mediated by rules of resolution in order to account for
the well known interactions of agreement, gender and Case incoordinative contexts
(Corbett 1983, Van Koppen 2005).

7See Cormack and Breheney (1994) for an analysis of (ordinary)coordination in operator-variable
terms. They capture the ’non-projection’ of the coordinatorby claiming that all syntactic operators co-
project in combination with the projection of the complement. Under their analysis the label of the mother
of & would be V/&. In other words, operators like coordinationare transparent for projection purposes. I
do not address this option here.

8This intuitive notion is compatible with coordination always being group-forming (Lasersohn 1995),
but where the operation is crucially constrained by the LCL.Thus, given two coordinated conjuncts, A and
B, the mother node contains the group {A,{B}} where A and B are subject to the LCL.
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The lexical specification of coordination

The ‘meaning’ of coordination has been a subject of some fierce debate over the years
with intense discussion over whether it is Boolean or not. Since this dissertation fo-
cusses on coordination below the level of the head, it is not directly relevant to this
debate, although it does bear on the discussion indirectly.Consequently, it is not my
intention to become too deeply engrossed in this issue and anattempt is made to keep
the assumptions about the nature of coordination as uncontentious as possible.

So, momentarily setting aside the ‘meaning’ of coordination, there are other mat-
ters concerning the lexical specification of coordination which are important for the
discussion in this dissertation. The lexical specificationof coordination has already
been alluded to insofar as it is suggested that the CSC derives from a deep property of
coordination itself. Similarly, the LCL has not been reduced to any deeper principle.
In the absence of better alternatives, I will retain the LCL and CSC useful general-
izations, and assume that they are universal properties that are a function of a deep
property of coordination itself.

1.2.3 Conclusion

In conclusion, the following basic properties of coordination with andare assumed.
i. AND is a head with conjuncts as its specifier and complement,

ii. AND is an operator taking (at least) two conjuncts
iii. which coordinates ‘Like’ entities (Law of Coordination of Likes (Williams 1978))

and,
iv. is subject to the Coordinate Structure Constraint, withthe exception of Across

The Board movement (Ross 1967).
In the present context, it is taken as a fundamental hypothesis that coordination in

pseudo-coordinative contexts is always real coordination(as opposed to a subordina-
tive marker) and has these properties.

1.3 Theoretical background

The theoretical background informing this dissertation isthat of the Minimalist Pro-
gramme (e.g. Chomsky (1993; 1995b) and subsequent works) although many of the
arguments will be interpretable to those working in other frameworks. I make several
sets of assumptions relating to the operations assumed to exist in Narrow Syntax and
to phrase structure.

1.3.1 Operations of Narrow Syntax

There are only three primitive operations in Narrow Syntax,namelyMERGE, MOVE

andAGREE. MERGE is the primitive structure-building operation, creating binary sets
of the form {A, B}. MERGE is incremental and bottom up.MOVE is directly related to
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MERGE and can be seen as ‘InternalMERGE’, where a syntactic element which is al-
ready present in the structure is remerged at a higher point in the structure.AGREE is a
mechanism of feature valuation, where uninterpretable features ‘probe’ for a ‘goal’ in
their complement which can provide them with a specific value. The domain ofAGREE

is assumed to be local, presumably restricted by phases (Chomsky 1999; 2001), Mul-
tiple Spell out (Uriagereka 1999) or similar.

The effect of taking this severely restricted set of operations seriously is that the
system of Narrow Syntax cannot be unnecessarily enriched with additional operations.
Consequently, in this dissertation, an analysis is proposed that is ‘Minimal’ in the
sense that it does not propose additional mechanisms. All triggers for operations are
assumed to be lexical: whether individual features or properties of lexical heads which
drive operations. This will be essential in the analysis proposed in this dissertation
since I will argue that it is the unique properties of coordinative heads which are at the
heart of pseudo-coordination.

1.3.2 Phrase structure

The structures in this dissertation use the traditional labels of CP, TP, vP, VP etc.
In addition, the structures have deliberately been kept simple; there is no need for
recourse to a highly articulated set of functional projections either in the functional
or the verbal layer. This is not to say that such functional projections do not exist,
merely that they are not necessary to explain the pseudo-coordinative properties under
discussion here.

Nevertheless, these simple representations belie the factthat I assume a labelling
system such as the ‘bare phrase structure’ system proposed by Chomsky (1995a).
In this system, the label of a particular node is indistinguishable from the content
of the head which projects it. Thus, the nodes between heads (XP and X-bar) are
not necessarily distinct from the heads themselves and all adjunction is to heads. To
illustrate this, consider the following example where X is ahead.

(18) X

Adjunction of a Y to the head X, yields the phrase marker (19) where Y projects.9

(19) Y
SS��

Y X

However, adjunction of a head Y to the head X, could also yieldthe phrase marker
(20) where X projects. In both (19) and (20), the extension condition has been met.

(20) X
SS��

Y X

9Carnie (1995) points out that this structure is, in fact, ambiguous between head and phrasal status. The
distinction must be stipulated.
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Now consider the following scenario, where the head X is taken to be the head of
a phrase projecting itself.10 A complement, WP, is added for context but will play no
further role.

(21) X
@@��

X WP
TT��

W

Adjunction of a head Y to the head X yields the following structure where X still
projects its phrase.

(22) X
ZZ��

X
SS��

Y X

WP
TT��

W

This is the basic mechanism utilized by head movement, although there is no stip-
ulation thatonly head movement can produce these structures.11 Nothing in principle
prevents an additional head Z from being merged to the complex head X yielding the
phrase marker in (23) where X projects by the same mechanism that yielded (20).12

(23) X
HHH

���
X
ll,,

Z X
SS��

Y X

WP
TT��

W

The implication of this type of phrase structure is that at least some types of com-
plex heads are built using the tools of Narrow Syntax. This isnot really novel view,
given that head-movement standardly uses this mechanism.

10In the parlance of Bare Phrase Structure, XP may be represented asXMAX . For convenience, I will
retain use of XP to denote a projection of X.

11It is well known that head movement results in a problem for Government of the trace of the head.
However, if this structure is base-generated then this wellknown problem dissipates. Admittedly, the issue
of whether head movement complies with the Extension Conditionremains, but see Harley (2003; 2004),
Matushansky (2002; 2005a;b), Richards (1997) for alternative visions of the extension condition and poten-
tial solutions to this problem. Within a Bare Phrase Structure system, the following solution presents itself.
If it is indeed the case that the label of X and X itself are non-distinct, then adjunction to X is effectively
adjunction to all segments of X and thus the extension condition is satisfied in this context too.

12Note that this structure is incompatible with the LCA (Kayne 1994) since two morphological heads
may mutually c-command each other. This structure is also not compatible with the spirit of the ‘tucking
in’ approach (Richards 1997) which was extended to heads by Collins (2002) because head-adjunction is
always to the highest head node, and not to the original projecting head itself.
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1.3.3 Aspect andAktionsart

Another possible point of confusion relates to aspect andAktionsart. Although these
are often referred to collectively as aspect, it is important to distinguish them. By the
term ‘Aktionsart’, I refer to situation aspect (Smith 1997), an inherent property of
verbs whereby they are specified as being bounded or unbounded. This reduces to the
Vendlerian distinction between states, activities, achievements and accomplishments.

(24) Karyn resembled Liv Tyler [State]

(25) Friederike won a race [Achievement]

(26) Neil drove Marjan back home safely [Accomplishment]

(27) Svetoslav trudged through the snow for hours? [Activity]

Every event may have a starting point,initium, a process,cursusor an ending
point, finis (Dowty 1979, Tenny 1987, Vendler 1957, Verkuyl 1972; 1993).This is
what Johanson (1996) calls the ‘Internal Phase Structure’ which reduces to the dis-
tinction between telic and atelic predicates. Thecursuscan be represented as a phase
ϕ, a non-punctual stretch of time corresponding to Vendler’s[+PROCESS], and thefinis
can be represented as atelosτ , a point of punctual change corresponding to Vendler’s
[+DEFINITE]. The resultant classification is basically that of Vendler(1957).ϕ can be
subdivided into subparts whereasτ , being punctual, cannot be subdivided any further.
States, having no apparent internal structure, cannot be subdivided either.

Table 1.1: Vendler Classes
Asp. Class Vendler Class Notation
States -PROCESS,-DEFINITE [−]
Achievements -PROCESS,+DEFINITE [τ ]
Accomplishments +PROCESS,+DEFINITE [ϕ, τ ]
Activities +PROCESS,-DEFINITE [ϕ]

It is important to note that theAktionsartof the verb is generally lexically specified
and is not a property of clauses. It is simply a lexical fact that some verbs such as
‘wander’ are activities whereas other verbs such as ‘shoot’are punctual. This is not
to deny that there are interactions between the lexicalAktionsartof a verb and other
entities within the clause, such as the direct object. Thus,an unbounded activity verb
can be provided with an endpoint by an appropriate DP. In thisdissertation, it will also
be shown that theAktionsartof one verb can interact with that of another.

This should be contrasted with viewpoint aspect, which, although it has common-
alities with Aktionsart, is an external view of an event as to whether it is starting,
progressing, completed etc. regardless of its Vendlerian class (Comrie 1976). Hence-
forth, when the term ‘aspect’ is used, it refers to viewpointaspect.
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1.3.4 Antisymmetry, Dutch and Afrikaans

Following the insights of Kayne (1994), the traditional head-final analysis of Dutch
was reformulated in head-initial terms by Zwart (1994; 1997). Dutch and Afrikaans
share many of the same characteristics with respect to headedness and consequently,
the broad generalization of Zwart (1994; 1997) can be applied to Afrikaans: it is
head-initial (Vriends 1998). Many of the arguments put forward by Zwart actually
do not rest on the LCA itself but follow from more general notions of headedness.
Thus, Afrikaans has clause-initial complementizers, an overwhelming tendency to
use prepositions and canonical 1-2-3 word order where verbal clusters are concerned.
All these facts point to Afrikaans being head-initial. The only factors arguing for a
head-final analysis are some postpositions commonly associated with R-words (e.g.
waarmee, daarometc.), as well as 2-1 word order between the past-tense auxiliary
and lexical verb (e.g.gelees het‘ PST-readAUX ).13 The overwhelming evidence points
to Afrikaans being a head-initial language independently of whether the LCA is as-
sumed or not. Given this, a head-initial analysis of Afrikaans will be assumed although
the structure of the low VP area follows the OV system proposed by Barbiers (2000).
This model easily captures the fact that Afrikaans has preverbal objectswithin verbal
clusters, a fact that will be discussed in more detail in the second part of this disserta-
tion.

Nevertheless, some broad antisymmetric notions are taken for granted and are fully
compatible with head-initial structures. These include the ban on rightward movement
and on right-adjunction. However, contrary to what is suggested by Kayne (1994), it
is assumed that coordination can occur below head level. While Kayne’s argument is
no doubt correct for syntactic structures, the fact remainsthat morphological struc-
tures must be represented somehow; traditional morphological structures are incom-
patible with the LCA. Whatever solution is found to this problem can also be applied
to coordination below head level. Thus, if one assumes a framework such as that of
Ackema (1995) or Carnie (1995; 2000), then structure below head-level follows syn-
tactic structure. All this suggests that coordination below head level is indeed possible
and is governed by whatever principles of linearization areapplied to morphological
structures independently.

1.4 Structure of the dissertation

The dissertation is divided into two parts, one dealing withEnglish verbal pseudo-
coordination and the other dealing with pseudo-coordinative structures in Afrikaans.
The first part is largely concerned with developing a set of tests to identify pseudo-
coordinative construction types and in outlining a typology of pseudo-coordinative
structures based on those found in English. The second part applies these tests to
Afrikaans hendiadys-type constructions with posture verbs, showing how they fit into
the proposed typology and also accounting for some problematic verb-second effects
in Afrikaans.

13See Biberauer (2003; 2004) for an interesting analysis in terms of remnant movement.
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1.4.1 Part I:

Chapter (2) compares a number of coordinative types with respect to a number of
tests. Ordinary, garden-variety coordination is used to establish a base-line for coordi-
native behaviour. The tests show that there are actually a number of different pseudo-
coordinative constructions, each with slightly differentproperties.

In chapter (3), the tests developed in chapter (2) are applied to a different type of
construction: reduplicative coordination (ReCo). It willbe shown that ReCo construc-
tions pattern very similarly to a subtype of pseudo-coordination. This comparison will
yield important clues to the analysis of pseudo-coordination more generally.

In chapter (4), an analysis of a subtype of pseudo-coordination is developed. It
is argued that contrary to the conclusions of others, pseudo-coordination is not an
instance of subordination, but is instead a particular typeof syntactic compounding
at or below the level of the head and using coordination. Thisis corroborated by a
demonstration thatAktionsartfeatures must also be coordinated in a similar way.

1.4.2 Part II:

The second part of the dissertation extends the conclusionsarrived at in the first part,
through a discussion of Afrikaans pseudo-coordinative constructions. Afrikaans is im-
portant in this regard because (i) it has not been as widely studied as other languages
with pseudo-coordination and (ii) it exhibits ‘quirky’ verb-second effects, namely
complex initials, which raise important questions for the theory.

Chapter (5) contains a general introduction to the verbal system of Afrikaans, in-
cluding various kinds of functional verbs in Afrikaans. It is shown that Afrikaans verbs
are not inflected for person, number or tense. Pseudo-coordinative complex initials are
introduced and explored.

Chapter (6) explores how pseudo-coordinative complex initials (and their simplex
initial counterparts) behave with respect to general testsfor pseudo-coordination. It is
demonstrated that there are no semantic or syntactic differences in the ways that com-
plex initials and simplex initials behave with respect to these tests. This suggests that
they are derived from a common base. It is also determined that pseudo-coordinative
constructions of this type behave identically to pseudo-coordinativetry constructions
in English. This corroborates the typology developed in theEnglish sections of the
dissertation.

Chapter (7) develops an analysis of pseudo-coordinative complex initials. It is
shown that complex initials are complex heads derived in thesyntax. The properties
of this derivation are crucially dependent on the fact that acoordinative marker is
merged: it is the properties of individual lexical items that drive the derivation. It is
also argued that the Afrikaans quirky verb-second effects follow from a strict inter-
pretation of the Coordinate Structure Constraint and Law ofCoordination of Likes as
applied to featuresbelow the level of the head. Finally, the appendix to chapter (7)
briefly outlines an analysis of complex initials with certain aspectual verbs (Direct
linking verbs) which do not appear to be pseudo-coordinative in nature. This class
of verbs is argued to be non-heterogeneous and, once the exceptional cases are con-
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trolled for, the remainder of verbs in the class behave identically to ILVs when tests
for pseudo-coordination are applied. This suggests that direct linking verbs have a
‘hidden’ pseudo-coordinative character.
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Part I

English pseudo-coordination





Chapter 2

Distinguishing
pseudo-coordinative structures

In chapter (1), several types of verbal coordination were listed (examples (1) to (4) on
page 1). Some of these are repeated here as (1) to (3).

(1) Caesar wentacross the Rubicon andhe conqueredGaul [OCo]

(2) Caesar wentto Gaul anddevastatedit [SceCo]

(3) Caesar saluted his legions before. . .
he wentandaddressedthem [ConCo]

Example (1) is an instance of ordinary coordination (OCo). Examples (2) and (3)
are instances of asymmetric coordination, also known generally as pseudo-coordination
or subordinating coordination (Quirk et al. 1985). They have been labelled as ‘V1
and V2’ (Shopen 1971), ‘go & V’ (Carden and Pesetsky 1977), and ‘go & get’ (Pul-
lum 1990). More descriptively, they have also been called ‘non-logical coordination’
(Lakoff 1986, Schmerling 1975) and ‘asymmetrical coordination’ (Na and Huck 1992,
Schmerling 1975) in the sense that one conjunct is semantically more central than the
other. Schmerling (1975) claims that this type of coordination is VP coordination and
that it describes two closely related events.1

Although asymmetric coordination has been recognised as a non-unitary phenom-
enon (Schmerling 1975), almost all studies have treated ConCo as being the same as
SceCo. An exception to this is Na and Huck (1992) who briefly characterise this con-
struction, which they call ‘idiomatic, non-logical coordination’ as being ‘less context

1Schmerling (1975) explicitly denies that all asymmetric coordination has a temporal relation holding
between the conjuncts. The distinction she makes is capturedby the system of Lakoff (1986). According to
Lakoff (1986), Type A asymmetrical coordination expresses a natural course of events; Type B expresses
a course of events counter to natural expectation; and Type Cexpresses a cause-effect relation. While it is
certainly true that asymmetric coordination in general may exhibit these different types, it seems to me that
SceCo almost always is of Lakoff’s Type A.
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dependent’ (Na and Huck 1992:271) in the sense that the eventdenoted by the pseudo-
coordinative verb is not distinct from that denoted by the lexical verb (as it was for (1
and (2)). They do not offer any further distinguishing teststo bolster their intuition.

One of the aims of this chapter is to make an explicit distinction between examples
(2) and (3). Thus, the goals of this chapter are to:

i. compare the properties of OCo, SceCo and ConCo,
ii. demonstrate that pseudo-coordinative constructions (SceCo and ConCo)) are

distinct from OCo,
iii. demonstrate that SceCo and ConCo constructions are different from each other

and
iv. provide a number of tests that can be applied to distinguish these constructions.
The result of these tests will be a typology of coordinative and pseudo-coordinative

structures illustrated by the tree 2.1.

Figure 2.1: First approximation of pseudo-coordination inEnglish
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2.1 Tests for OCo, SceCo and ConCo

This section compares garden-variety OCo with two types of pseudo-coordination.
The first of these is ConCo proper (3) and the second is a construction that superficially
looks like ConCo with a PP in the verbal string, namely SceCo (2). That both these
types have been taken to be pseudo-coordination is evident from the literature. What
this chapter will show, however, is that not only does pseudo-coordination generally
differ from OCo, but also that SceCo differs from ConCo. By making these differences
explicit and by providing a variety of tests to systematically distinguish them, I hope
to more precisely circumscribe these phenomena, reducing some of the confusion in
the literature and hopefully paving the way to a comprehensive analysis.

2.1.1 Violation of the Coordinate Structure Constraint

The first difference between these coordinative types, and the one most frequently
alluded to in the literature is the fact that they differ withrespect to their extraction
properties. As is well known, OCo are strong islands (Ross 1967). Nothing can be
extracted from them unless extraction proceeds in an across-the-board (ATB) fashion
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(Ross 1967). Informally, ATB extraction is the phenomenon where the same element
is extracted from both conjuncts simultaneously.

(4) a. John both planned an article and he wrote a book

b. *Who t both planned an article and he wrote a book?

c. *Who did John both plan an article and t wrote a book?

d. *What did John plan t and he wrote a book?

e. *What did John plan an article and he wrote t?

f. What did John both plan t and write t?

(4a) is the basic sentence. (4b-e) show that subjects and objects cannot be extracted
from either conjunct. (4f) shows that extraction can only occur from OCo provided that
it is across-the-board (Ross 1967).

This paradigm can be repeated with an intransitive verb in the first conjunct. This
is potentially important because (i) pseudo-coordinativestructures typically have an
unaccusative verb in the first conjunct (e.g.go, come, sit etc.) and (ii) Cormack and
Breheney (1994) suggest that unaccusativity/ergativity licenses extraction from OCo.

(5) a. Citizen Kane died and he left a mysterious legacy

b. Who died and left an amazing legacy?

c. *What legacy did Citizen Kane die and leave?

Example (5a) is the basic sentence. (5b) shows that the subject may be extracted in
ATB fashion from both conjuncts. (5c) shows that the unaccusativity of the first verb
does not license non-ATB extraction of the object. The paradigm is quite similar to
that of extraction from transitive structures (4). For the sake of completeness, it can
also be shown that an unergative verb in the first conjunct does not license non-ATB
extraction.

(6) a. Sir Aguecheek talked and he bored everybody to tears

b. Who talked and bored everybody to tears?

c. *Who did Sir Aguecheek talk and bore to tears?

This may be compared to the paradigm for unaccusative verbs (5). There is no
distinction to be found between them. Thus, contrary to whatis suggested by Cormack
and Breheney (1994), ergativity does not license extraction from OCo. Thus, OCo are
strong islands for extraction (Ross 1967). This is a very robust test for coordinate
structures and consequently I use it fairly systematicallyin this chapter to distinguish
OCo from other, non-canonical coordinative structures.
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ConCo

One of the most salient properties of ConCo constructions isthat they allow for sys-
tematic violations of the CSC constraint.

(7) a. John went and read a book on the bus

b. What did John go and read on the bus?

c. Who went and read a book on the bus?

(8) a. John sat and read a book on the bus

b. What did John sit and read on the bus?

c. Who sat and read a book on the bus?

Although these types of examples are deemed violations of the CSC by Ross
(1967) himself, it might be suggested that argument extraction in these cases is ac-
tually ATB extraction; in other words, that the extracted WH-element is coindexed
with two different gaps. This would essentially mean that there is no real difference
between OCo and ConCo. However, this is demonstrably false.First of all, one would
expect a difference between unergative and unaccusative verbs. It has already been
shown that such a distinction does not exist ((5) and (6)). Another argument comes
from examples of extraction from the complement of the benefactive prepositionfor.

(9) a. John pumped water for the soldier and Mary bought a present for the
soldier.

b. *Who did John pump water and Mary buy a present for?

c. Who did John pump water for and Mary buy a present for?

Example (9b) strands a preposition in the second conjunct ofan OCo construc-
tion. The ungrammaticality of (9b) can be derived from the fact that extraction has
occurred from both conjuncts, but the preposition has only been stranded in one. (9c)
shows that if ATB occurs, then the preposition must be stranded in both conjuncts.
Thus preposition stranding can be a diagnostic of ATB movement. Let us now look at
ConCo constructions in this regard.

(10) a. Who did John go and pump water for?

b. *Who did John go for and pump water?

c. *Who did John go for and pump water for?

(11) a. Who did John sit and pump water for?

b. *Who did John sit for and pump water?

c. *Who did John sit for and pump water for?

‘John sat (for a portrait) for X and also pumped water for X’
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If preposition stranding marks the extraction site, then in(10a) and (11a), ex-
traction occurred only from within the second conjunct. Thefact that this is gram-
matical implies that extraction did not proceed in ATB fashion. Examples (10b) and
(11b) demonstrate that extraction from the complement of the pseudo-coordinative
verb, within the verbal string, is impossible. Finally, (10c) and (11c) strand prepo-
sitions in both conjuncts; this would be what ATB would look like if it had indeed
occurred. They are both ungrammatical on a pseudo-coordinative reading. In other
words, the coordinated verbs cannot be interpreted as single predicates. Where some
type of interpretation is possible at all (e.g. (11c)), it isan ATB reading but not a
pseudo-coordinative one, as the transliteration implies.The fact that these examples
are ungrammatical is evidence that ATB did not take place in ConCo contexts. Thus,
extraction from ConCo constructions does indeed violate the CSC. ConCo construc-
tions are thus not islands at all

This is supported by the fact that a variety of adjuncts can beextracted from
ConCo. Adjuncts of different types are usually deemed to be merged in the structure
at different points, whether arranged according to semantic constraints (Ernst 2002)
or a functional hierarchy (Cinque 1999). Those adjuncts attached relatively ‘high’ in
the functional structure, such as reason adjuncts, can be collectively called ‘high’ ad-
juncts. Those that attach lower, such as manner adverbs, areknown as ‘low’ adjuncts.

(12) I wonder why John went and pumped water? [High reason]

(13) I wonder how John went and pumped water? [Bare ‘how’]

(14) I wonder how often John went and pumped water? [Frequentative]

(15) I wonder how carefully John went and pumped water? [Low manner]

Extraction of adjuncts is always grammatical with ConCo. Reason adjuncts (12)
are merged ‘high’ and may even be base generated in Spec CP (Culicover 1991, Rein-
hart 1981), allowing them to escape from some weak islands. In this regard, consider
the negation island below.

(16) a. *How carefully didn’t John fix the car?

b. Why didn’t John fix the car?

For these reasons, these types of adjunct extractions should be treated with caution.
While grammaticality of extracted reason adjuncts would notnecessarily indicate that
a constituent is not an island, ungrammatical results couldbe a significant indicator of
islandhood.

Frequentative adjuncts adjoin to events and are thus higherthan PredP (Ernst
2002:446). In the functional hierarchy of Cinque (1999), frequentatives are merged
in the high mid-range of the hierarchy. Manner adjuncts are among the lowest-merged
adjuncts, being merged either atvP or VP level (cf. Ernst (2002), who uses the terms
PredP and VP respectively to refer to adjunction sites within L-syntax). For this reason
they are particularly useful in ascertaining the potentialislandhood of VP conjunction.
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Thus the fact that examples (13) and (15) are grammatical is particularly telling. This
more fine-grained approach to extraction of adjuncts will prove important in later sec-
tions of this chapter.

In conclusion then, ConCo constructions are not islands forextraction at all. This
characteristic will be used repeatedly in many of the examples to follow in this thesis,
in order to distinguish ConCo from OCo.

SceCo

SceCo constructions allow arguments to be extracted. In this respect, they pattern
with ConCo. The following examples show that extraction of arguments from SceCo
is unproblematic.

(17) What did John go off and read?

(18) What did John go to town and buy?

(19) What did John finally sit down and read?

(20) What did John sit at home and read?

Similarly, DPs can be extracted from the complement of benefactivefor, stranding
the preposition.

(21) a. John went to town and pumped water for the soldier

b. Who did John go to town and pump water for?

c. *Who did John go to town for and pump water?

d. *Who did John go to town for and pump water for?

‘John both went to town for X and also pumped water for X’

As demonstrated in section (2.1.1), the stranding of the preposition marks the ex-
traction site. Thus example (21b) shows that extraction canoccur from the second
conjunct: SceCo like ConCo allows systematic violations ofthe CSC. Example (21c)
shows that this kind of extraction cannot occur from the firstconjunct within the verb
string.2 Example (21d) shows that although ATB extraction is possible on an OCo
reading, ATB is impossible with a pseudo-coordinative reading.

2Examples like (21c) seem to imply that the first conjunct is an island for extraction. This would be
supported by the findings of a number of studies claiming that extraction is possible from one conjunct but
not another depending on semantic primacy (seeinter alia Culicover and Jackendoff 1997, Goldsmith 1985,
Höhle 1991, Na and Huck 1992). They argued that extraction isnot possible from a semantically subordinate
conjunct. Na and Huck (1992) quote the following examples as being ungrammatical and therefore support
for their generalization. My own judgements are that these examples are well-formed.

(1) ?By which route did he go and buy liquor at the store

(2) In which chair can I sit and listen to him?

(3) Where has Carla gone and told the story this time?

In fact, all these examples can be construed as ConCo constructions and are predicted to be grammatical by
the tests developed in this chapter.
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The ability to extract arguments without incurring a CSC violation shows that
SceCo has something in common with ConCo. However, it doesn’t seem possible to
extract all types of adjuncts from SceCo: they are selectiveislands. Manner adverbs
seem not to be extractable from the second conjunct althoughthey extract freely from
the first. Thus, care must be taken to ensure that they scope only over the second
conjunct.

(22) a. How did you go and pay the proprietor? [ConCo]

i. By credit card

b. How did you go to town and pay the proprietor? [SceCo]

i. By bus

ii. *By credit card

In the ConCo construction (22a), the answer indicates that the manner WH scopes
over the manner ofpaying. It is not really possible to find a good interpretation for the
case in which the adverbial would scope over the manner ofgoingbecause this would
then, by definition, be a SceCo construction. What is important however, is that the
reading available for the (a) example is ill-formed for (22b).

(23) a. What did John go to town and read?

b. *How carefully did John go to town and read the book?

c. *How thoroughly did John go to town and read the book

The same logic applies to all the following examples.

(24) a. I wonder how fast John went and read the notes I gave him?

i. It only took him an hour to finish them all

b. I wonder how fast John went to town and read the notes I gave him

i. *It only took him an hour to finish them all

ii. He managed to go to town and start reading within an hour, but he
still hasn’t finished

(25) a. I wonder how often John went and sang the national anthem at the
football match yesterday?

i. He got drunk and sang it three times in a row!

b. I wonder how often John went to the stadium and sang the national
anthem yesterday?

i. *He got drunk and sang it three times in a row!

ii. He arrived a the stadium three times because there were three
different matches being played
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In the following examples ((26), (27)and (28)), I have chosen extractees that are
inherently difficult to associate with the pseudo-coordinative verb. In other words,
they must necessarily scope over the lexical verb and not thefirst. As expected, the
relative ungrammaticality of the SceCo examples follows from the fact that SceCo are
selective islands.

(26) a. John goes and looks busy every time his boss arrives [ConCo]

i. Just how busy does John go and look every time his boss arrives?

b. John goes to work and looks busy every time his boss arrives[SceCo]

i. *Just how busy does John go to work and look every time his boss
arrives?

(27) a. John goes and behaves badly every time his mother in law visits [ConCo]

i. Just how badly does John go and behave every time his motherin
law visits

b. John goes to the bar and behaves badly every time his motherin law
visits [SceCo]

i. *Just how badly does John go to the bar and behave every timehis
mother in law visits?

Consider the following scenario where boxers actively try and weigh as little as
possible and may even engage in various nefarious activities to ensure that they do.

(28) a. A referee complaining that boxers tend to weigh as little as possible on
weigh-in: “You’ll find that your typical boxer mysteriouslygoes and
weighs half as much on weighing in”.

i. On weighing day, can you guess just how much does your average
boxer can go and weigh? [ConCo]

ii. ??On weighing day, how much does your average boxer go into the
ring and weigh? [SceCo]

In summary, all these data show that SceCo constructions areselective islands in
the sense that arguments can be extracted but that low adjuncts cannot.3

2.1.2 XPs in the verbal string

On the basis of the extraction facts, it is possible to identify two types of pseudo-
coordinative structure, ConCo and SceCo. A salient difference between them is that
the former has a contiguous verb string whereas the latter may have a PP or particle
before the coordinator. This section explores whether XPs can occur inside the verbal
string more generally.

3Wiklund (2005) shows that Swedish pseudo-coordinative structures with PPs within the verbal string
do not show selective island effects. However, she also quotes examples that demonstrate that Swedish may
allow extraction from within adjuncts independently. It isalso suggested that the selective islandhood of
English SceCo is not sufficient to warrant its classificationas a different construction from ConCo. Note
however, that there are additional tests which can distinguish ConCo and SceCo independently of extraction.
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OCo

First consider the distribution of XPs in OCo constructions.

(29) a. John
↑A

sang
↑B

and
↑C

danced

b. John sang≺regularly� and≺regularly� danced before the president

c. John sang≺in 2004� and,≺in 2004�, danced before the president

Example (29a) is the OCo base example. The verbal string has been underlined and
two potential positions for XPs are shown by the arrows. (29b,c) show that adverbials
and PPs can occur immediately to the left or right of the coordinator in positions B
or C. Note that due to a general prohibition on PPs before the verb in English, the PP
takes on a parenthetical function in Position C.

ConCo

ConCo constructions, do not allow XPs in Position C. In the following examples,
WH-extraction is used to force a ConCo reading.

(30) a. John went and, in 2004, carefully read a biography

b. What did John go and (*in 2004) read?

c. How carefully did John go and (*in 2004) read the biography?

d. What did John go and (*regularly/*never) read

The first example (30a) is the base example with a PP and adverbial in Position C.
The PP takes on a parenthetical intonation. It is grammatical because it is actually an
OCo construction as subsequent non-ATB extractions demonstrate (30c,d). Extraction
forces a ConCo reading. However, when extraction is performed in the presence of
an XP in postion B, the result is ungrammatical. Even allowing for the parenthetical
nature of PPs in this position, there is a clear distinction.Given that extraction from
ConCo is well-formed in the absence of an XP in Position C, it is clear that ConCo
cannot have an XP in this position. (30d) shows that a preverbal adverb may also not
occur in this position. The inability of an adverb to occur inPosition C is especially
important because PPs do not usually occur preverbally in English and their ungram-
maticality in Position C might be excluded on these grounds.However the same rea-
soning does not apply to adverbs. The same results hold for ConCo constructions with
sit.

(31) a. The hermit sat and, in 2004, read a biography

b. What did the hermit sit and (*in 2004) read?

c. How carefully did the hermit sit and (*in 2004) read the biography?

d. What did the hermit sit and (*regularly/*never) read?
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Concerning Postion B, at first glance it seems that a PP, particle or adverbial can
occur in Postion B of ConCo constructions. However, a glanceat the selective-island
data in section (2.1.1) will show that ConCo cannot have XPs in this position, whereas
SceCo can; the presence of any XP in Postion B is indicative ofa selective island and
thus is symptomatic of SceCo constructions and not of ConCo.4 The generalization
is thus that ConCo cannot have any XPs anywhere within the verbal string, hence the
name: contiguous coordination.

SceCo

Even though SceCo constructions can have some XPs in PostionB , there are limita-
tions on what kinds of material can occur there.

(32) a. What did the hermit go offand buy? [Directional/affective]

b. What did the hermit go to townand buy? [Directional/goal]

c. What did the hermit go (*last week) and buy? [Temporal]

d. What did the hermit go (*with dignity) and buy? [Manner]

e. What did the hermit sit at homeand read? [Location]

The generalization seems to be that only verbal particles associated with the first
verb can occur in Position B. PPs that establish a location, goal or final position of
the subject can occur in Postion B . Temporal or manner PPs areungrammatical in
Postion B.

One of the defining features of SceCo constructions is that itis possible to have an
XP in Postion B . However, even in SceCo constructions, no XPscan occur within the
verbal string in Position C.

(33) a. John went to town and, in 2004, bought a book

b. What did John go to town and (*in 2004) buy?

c. What did John go to town and (?regularly/*never) buy?

Example (33a) is the base example and is actually an instanceof OCo. WH ex-
traction is used to filter out OCo readings; (33b,c) show thatextraction is impossible
in the presence of an XP in the second conjunct. The same can bedemonstrated with
preverbal adverbs (33c). This indicates that SceCo does notallow an XP in Position
C. The same results hold for SceCo with particle verbs.

(34) a. John went off and, in 2004, bought a book

b. What did John go off and (*in 2004) buy?

c. What did John go off and (?regularly/*never) buy?

4More precisely, the presence of an XP in Postion B could also indicate that one is dealing with an OCo
or a SceCo construction. In the examples at hand, however, thepresence of non-ATB extraction excludes
the possibility of OCo constructions.
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The choice ofneveras a negative adverbial in (34c) is deliberate. In the literature,
it has been reported that pseudo-coordinative constructions can be modified withnot
(Pullum 1990). The following examples show that (i) this effect is still not perfectly
grammatical and (ii) only occurs in WH contexts and is completely ungrammatical
in the absence of WH movement. This means that the base versionof the sentence is
ungrammatical anyway and so there is no minimal contrast. For this reason, these data
are treated as being suspicious.

(35) a. ??What did John go and not eat

b. John went and (*not) ate

c. John did≺not� go and≺*not� eat

In addition, these data cannot disprove the generalizationthat XPs cannot occur in
Position C in ConCo/SceCo contexts since in Englishnot is not an XP but a head, as
is evident from the fact that it triggersdo-support (Chomsky 1995b). The tests in the
literature are thus inconclusive about this matter. In contrast,neverdoes not trigger
do-supportand is thus a true XP.

In conclusion, in both ConCo and SceCo, it is not possible to have any XP in
Position C, within the verbal string between the coordinator and the lexical verb.5

Concerning Postion B , it is possible for some PPs, verbal particles and adverbs to
occur in Postion B in SceCo constructions. For ConCo, Postion B cannot host any
XP-like material.

2.1.3 Restrictions on matrix subjects

Examples (36a-d) demonstrate that certain predicates can only co-occur with certain
types of subjects: intransitivegatherrequires a plural subject;preachdoes not.

(36) a. *The man gathered

b. The congregation gathered

c. The missionary preached

d. #The congregation preached

Using these facts, it is possible to construct examples of OCo where it is clear that
each conjunct places restrictions on its own subject.

(37) a. The missionary preached and the congregation gathered

b. *The missionary gathered and the congregation preached

In OCo constructions such as (37), the matrix subject is entirely determined by the
predicate in the first conjunct; the subject of the second conjunct is determined by the
predicate of the second conjunct.

5The explanations for ungrammaticality might be different for ConCo and SceCo. This does not affect
the generalization made here and remains for future research to tease apart.
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ConCo

The situation is very different for ConCo constructions. Here, it is the lexical verb that
determines the subject of the entire clause. Example (38a) shows that weather verbs
can have expletive subjects whereas a motion verb likegocannot have a weather-type
expletive (38b). The grammaticality of the ConCo construction (38c) indicates that it is
the lexical verb which determines the subject of the clause.In other words, the pseudo-
coordinative verb is seemingly invisible with respect to the selectional restriction of
the verb and its subject.6

(38) a. It rained

b. *It went

c. It went and rained

The same phenomenon occurs with inanimate subjects. Whereasgrow can occur
with an inanimate subject (39a), a verb likego is incompatible with an inanimate sub-
ject (39b). The grammaticality of the corresponding ConCo construction (39c) shows
that it is the lexical verb that selects the appropriate subject.

(39) a. The tree grew tall and strong

b. *The tree went

c. The tree went and grew tall and strong

More evidence that the ConCo predicate does not affect the selectional relationship
between the subject and the lexical verb comes from Stahlke (1970) (also cited by
Pullum (1990)). ConCo can undergo transitivity alternations.

(40) a. John went and broke the bottle [ConCo]

b. The bottle went and broke

SceCo

When the same tests are applied to SceCo constructions, it transpires that in this re-
spect SceCo is quite different to ConCo.

(41) a. It rained

b. *It went out over the English Channel

c. It went and rained out over the English Channel [ConCo]

d. *It went out over the English Channel and rained [SceCo]

6Shopen (1971) also notes thatcomeandgodo not require agentive subjects in these types of construc-
tions.
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The pair (41a,b) show that there is a restriction on verbs which co-occur with
weather expletives and inanimate subjects. (41c) demonstrates that the lexical verb
determines the subject of the clause in ConCo constructions. (41d) is a SceCo con-
struction and is ungrammatical. The same paradigm can be illustrated by SceCo with
particle verbs.

(42) a. The tree grew tall and strong

b. *The tree went off/on the ridge

c. The tree went and grew tall and strong on the ridge [ConCo]

d. *The tree went off and grew tall and strong [SceCo]

e. *The tree went on the ridge and grew tall and strong7 [SceCo]

These show that the pseudo-coordinative verb of a SceCo construction determines
the nature of the subject. Thus, ConCo and SceCo behave differently to each other
with respect to the selectional relationship between the verb and its subject.

It is also the case that SceCo constructions cannot engage intransitivity alterna-
tions. This makes them different to ConCo predicates which do so readily (cf. (40)).8

(43) a. John went to town and broke the bottle [SceCo]

b. *The bottle went to town and broke

Perhaps related to this, is the fact that SceCo constructions seem to require animate
subjects. All examples until this point have demonstrated this. However, consider the
following sentence which superficially resembles a SceCo construction.

(44) a. The book went on sale and made its author proud

b. *Who did the book go on sale and make proud?

Example (44a), at first glance, appears to be a standard SceCoconstruction, albeit
with an inanimate subject. However, this example is demonstrably not SceCo. (44b)
shows that non-ATB argument extraction leads to ungrammaticality. Thus the example
is actually an instance of OCo and shows that true SceCo constructions must have
animate subjects.

These data indicate that in ConCo the pseudo-coordinative predicate does not im-
pose any restrictions on the subject of the clause. This is compatible with the notion

7This example has a marginal OCo reading, wherego meansis located. This is not the reading I am
interested in.

8Curiously, however, neither ConCo nor SceCo can be passivised.

(1) a. You’ve gone and broken the bottle again! [Participles]

b. *The bottle was gone and broken by the kids again [Passive]

(2) a. You’ve gone to town and broken the bottle again! [Participles]

b. *The bottle was gone to town and broken by the kids again [Passive]

This is discussed more fully in sections (4.1.3) and (4.2.9).
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that ConCo verbs either do not asssign a theta role, or assignone that is always consis-
tent with that of the lexical verb. SceCo constructions are quite different in this regard:
they require animate subjects and affect the kinds of alternations in which the lexical
predicate can engage in.

2.1.4 Semantic bleaching

The absence of restrictions placed on the subject by the pseudo-coorordinative verb
of a ConCo construction, discussed in section (2.1.3), can be related to the apparent
‘semantic bleaching’ of the pseudo-coordinative verb.9 I intend the term ‘semantic
bleaching’ as a theory-neutral, descriptive term to denotea process whereby parts of
the lexical semantics of a verb are deaccented. In OCo, the full lexical meanings of
both verbs are always accessible. However, in ConCo the firstconjunct (go, sit etc.)
may be semantically bleached.

(45) a. John walked and read the constitution

‘John physically walked and read the constitution at the same time’

b. John went and read the constitution!

‘John actually read the constitution’

In example (45b) the first conjunct (went) is bleached insofar as it does not require
a literal, motion interpretation as in example (45a) (walked). Furthermore, (45b) is
felicitous even in contexts where no physical movement is required; for instance, in a
context where the reader of the constitution is bed-ridden and reads the constitution
while lying in bed. In this context it appears thatgo is aspectual; it relates to prospec-
tive aspect: the period of the event that relates to the preparatory phase of the event,
the ‘run-up’ to the event (cf. Moens and Steedman 1988). For many speakers, pseudo-
coordinativego has a counter-expectational interpretation. The counter-expectational
focus is due to the fact that somebody bothered to initiate a constitution-reading event
at all – not whether the reading event was completed, or whether it took a long time
or not.10 Thus,go places focus on the initiation stage of the event. This is notpartic-
ularly surprising given thatgo has aPROSPECTIVEfeature independently of ConCo
contexts. Consider the denotation ofgo in the following sentence.

(46) a. John is going to die

‘John is about to die’
9I use the term ‘semantic bleaching’ here rather than ‘grammaticalization’ simply because the second

implies a historical process whereas the first is hopefully more theory neutral. Nevertheless, this is not to
deny that grammaticalization ofgomay play a role; I leave this for future research. Furthermore,grammat-
icalization may not be the only process at work in ‘bleaching’the verb. ‘Bleaching’ could also correspond
to other processes such as movement to the functional domain (see Ijbema 2002). This question, too, I leave
open.

10Stefanowitsch (1999) analysesgo as contributing a motion schema which is incorporated into the
main event by blending. According to him, failure to adhere to the established path yields counter-
expectationality. It is not clear to me, however, what kind ofcontent a motion schema has in a ConCo
construction wheregohas no deictic content e.g.It went and rained.
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b. John will die

In example (46a) it seems thatgo refers to a prospective event. In other words,
go refers to the stage preparatory to death and places focus on it. For instance, it is
entirely compatible with a reading where John has already started to die. (46b) is
entirely neutral in this respect.11

Naturally, sincego relates to the initiation of the event, the presence of an animate
subject easily triggers a reading whereby the animate subject is the agent for the ini-
tiation of the event. However, this does not necessarily have to be the case. Even the
expletive subject of weather verbs can occur in an ConCo construction (47) despite the
fact that an expletive subject is incapable of movement; a literal, motion interpretation
is impossible:go is semantically bleached.

(47) It could go and rain today

The verbsit seems to retain more of its lexical meaning thango, although there
are still examples of bleaching.12 Generally, it seems thatsit implies extended duration
(Koops 2004). This is, of course, consistent with the durative interpretations associated
with ConCo more generally. However, it also seems to me thatsit implies a particular
lack of dynamism, or static manner, in the way the activity iscarried out.

(48) These helicopters are piloted with “a computer controlpanel" which enables
them to “fly and sit and hover," Fischel tells MassNews. “I didn’t believe it
until I saw it myself," he says
(http://www.massnews.com/2002_editions/12_Dec/122302_mn_uss_constell.shtml (14.07.2004))

The speaker is describing helicopters. The ConCo predicateis underlined; it is part
of an OCo construction withfly. In this context,sit specifies a ‘static’ nature of the
activity in the sense thathover implies that the helicopter is in a fairly fixed position,
even though its rotors etc. are moving. It is also the case that in this context,sit cannot
be interpreted to show a physical location of the helicopterupon/insomething else.
Thussit does not have the semantics of posture. Instead it implies the static nature of
the activity.13

11Theresa Biberauer (p.c.) drew my attention to a similar construction in South African English. In
SAE, there is apparent overgeneralization of the ‘busyV+ing’ construction. This is actually very similar
to pseudo-coordination in its semantics since (i) it focusses on the part of the event before thetelosand
placing focus on the activity part of the predicate and (ii) is relatively bleached. To British ears it may imply
intentionality on the part of the subject, but in SAE this is not always the case.

(1) John is busy dying

‘John is dying’

12Kuteva (1999) notes that in many languages which use posture verbs as aspectual markers of durativ-
ity, the subject does not necessarily have to be in a particular posture. The problem for an approach such
as that of Kuteva (1999) is that the ability of the English PCoconstruction to occur with an inanimate sub-
ject suggests a high degree of grammaticalization when, in fact, posture verbs andgo have not even been
grammaticalized into auxiliaries in English.

13It might be said that aspectual usage ofsit and other verbs is a case of metaphoric extension of a
lexical verb with non-bleached semantics. I think it very plausible that metaphoric extension is at work, but
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(49) Big companies (Fortune 500) hire contractors to come inand do something or
set the foundation. The employees sit and age
(http://discuss.fogcreek.com/joelonsoftware/default.asp?cmd=show&ixPost=60168 (14.07.2004))

Example (49) concerns employees who are not physically sitting insofar as they
are administering a company. Also note that a contractor could potentially take months
to complete a project; this time period is consistent with aging, but not with sitting.
Clearly, sit does not have all of its lexical semantics activated in this context and
instead denotes durative aspect consistent with the staticnature of the activity.

(50) %Martha didn’t go out; she sat and washed the dishes instead

‘Martha stayed (at home) and washed the dishes rather than goout’

(51) John left his computer to sit and scanall its disks before he turned it off

‘John’s computer engaged in an activity of a static nature ofscanning disks’

For the relevant speakers, example (50) does not necessarily imply that Martha was
physically sitting when she was washing the dishes. However, she was involved in an
activity with a static nature in the sense that although she was washing the dishes, her
location in the kitchen was static. Similarly, a computer cannot literally ‘sit’ although
it can nevertheless be an active agent as example (51) shows.

(52) In Konitsa we finally had some sun during the day and we hada new moon (no
moon at all) at night, which let all the stars sit and shinein the expansive
heavens, surrounded by the mountains as the clouds came and went
(http://www.bikeabout.org/journal/notes_104.htm (14.07.2004))

Since it is physically impossible for a star to maintain a body posture, this example
also illustrates the fact that ConCo withsit do not always activate the entire lexical
semantics of the verb. In this context, the verbsit implies that the star remains static
at a certain physical location.

I would like to suggest two things here. Firstly, the ‘bleaching’ evident here is not
a property of specific constructions but of lexical items. Itseems to me that verbs like
goandsit display a range of semantic interpretations regardless of whether they occur
in ConCo constructions or not.

(53) a. John went from Canada to India

b. John went over to the bar

c. John went ballistic

I do not think that metaphoric extension necessarily implies that the verb is actually activating its entire
lexical semantics. Quite the contrary: I suspect that metaphoric extension implies that the lexical semantics
of the verb is ‘adjusted’ with some components of the lexical semantics being overridden. This corresponds
to bleaching/deaccenting in my view. I would rather turn the issue on its head and query why it is that these
particular verbs and not others undergo metaphoric extension: precisely because these verbs already are
semantically bleached.
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In (53a),gohas a meaning involving John’s physical movement from one location
to India, presumably of his own volition. In this context, itis very unlikely that John
actually walked. In contrast, the context of (53b) makes it much more likely that John
walked over to the bar, but not necessarily e.g. if he were in awheelchair. Finally,
(53c) has a meaning which implies no physical movement of anykind, but merely a
change from one state into another. What is clear in all these examples is thatgo can
have a bleached semantics independently of whether it occurs in ConCo construction
or not.

The second thing I would like to point out is that there is an interaction between
the subject and the lexical semantics of the verb. Consider what happens when the
previous example (53) is reproduced with an inanimate subject.

(54) a. The letter went to India

b. ?The letter went over to the bar

c. The letter went mouldy

In these examples, the volitional-motion reading corresponding towalking is ab-
sent. (54a) retains the notion of a physical change of location, although the sentient,
volitional interpretation associated with (53a) is lost. (54b), although grammatical,
has a rather strange reading. It might be felicitous in a context where a letter is being
passed hand-to-hand around a pub; eventually it is placed onthe bar. The example
can only be interpreted as a change of location, without volition. Finally, (54c) has a
change of state reading, just as its counterpart (53c) does.Apparently, it is the animacy
of the subject that may activate (i) the volitional reading and (ii) the physicalwalking
reading.14 Essentially the same point can be demonstrated with the verbsit where it
has a purely locative interpretation.

(55) The plant sat on the windowsill

(56) The drink sat on the bar for hours before somebody drank it

(57) a. John sits at the mouth of the Mississippi (fishing)

b. New Orleans sits at the mouth of the Mississippi

The minimal pair in (57) demonstrate that the verbsit can be interpreted as either
a verb of physical posture or as a static verb indicating location. In (57a), it is most
likely that John is physically sitting, whereas in (57b), the salient reading is that New
Orleans is located at the mouth of the Mississippi.

In summary, the restrictions on the subject and the degree towhich the verb is
bleached are in an interdependent relationship. This can beused to distinguish ConCo

14This may be taken as evidence that the ‘semantic bleaching’ alluded to earlier is not, in fact, an
artifact of a diachronic process or even a synchronic explanation such as movement of the affected verb to
the functional domain. Instead, what seems to be taking place is that a verb likegohas a core interpretation
along the lines ofCHANGE. The addition of a suitable goal/location activates the meaning CHANGE OF

LOCATION and similarly, the addition of an animate subject activates the meaningVOLITIONAL CHANGE

OF LOCATION BY WALKING . I leave this issue open to future research.
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and OCo constructions, provided the caveats I have mentioned are taken into consid-
eration. This may be contrasted with OCo constructions (as well as constructions like
(53), (54) and (57)) where the (in)animacy of the subject necessarily determines the
interpretation of the verb. In addition, the degree of bleaching is not a function of the
construction itself (ConCo) but of lexical items. The degree of bleaching of a ConCo
construction is determined by the degree of bleaching of a lexical item such assit or
go independently of its occurence in a pseudo-coordinative context.

SceCo

SceCo constructions react differently with respect to semantic bleaching.

(58) a. John went to town and read the constitution

b. What did John go to town and read?

(59) a. John went off and read the constitution?

b. What did John go off and read?

In contrast to the equivalent ConCo construction (45b), examples (58) and (59) can
only be interpreted with a literal, motion reading. In otherwords, unlike (45b), these
examples are not felicitous when said about a bed-bound patient who has started read-
ing the constitution to pass the time. Furthermore, the inability of inanimate subjects
to occur in SceCo constructions (see (41) and (42)) corroborates this point.

More evidence that ConCo and SceCo are not the same construction comes from
the fact that ConCo admits aspectual readings far more readily than SceCo does.

(60) a. It’s not worth using an iron post to prop up that tree; it’ll just go and rust
in the rain. [ConCo]

b. *It’s not worth using an iron post to prop up that tree; it’ll just go off and
rust in the rain. [SceCo]

(60a) is a ConCo construction and is compatible with an aspectual use ofgo and
the motion reading ofgo is not available. However, in (60b), the motion reading ofgo
is obligatorily present and this leads to ungrammaticality.

In summary, in ConCo constructions, the degree of ’bleaching’ is dependent on
whether an animate or inanimate subject is used. In other words, an animate subject
triggers a literal posture/motion interpretation; an inanimate subject triggers an aspec-
tual interpretation. What is clear from these examples is that in SceCo constructions,
the animacy of the subject does not have this effect: a literal (motion, posture) read-
ing is always present. Exactly the same point is illustratedby examples (41) and (42).
Thus, there is a clear selectional relationship between a SceCo predicate and its sub-
ject and SceCo contexts only permit the full lexical meanings of the relevant verbs.
These data indicate that ConCo and SceCo are different typesof pseudo-coordinative
structures.
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2.1.5 VP-deletion

OCo allows various ellipsis phenomena such as the deletion of a VP, gapping, sluicing
etc. In particular, it is possible to partially delete some of the verbs in a clause. For
instance, in (61b) only the lexical verbkisshas been elided, leaving the remainder of
the verbs behind. I refer to this as partial VP-deletion.15

(61) John has wanted to kiss Mary . . .

a. . . . and Peter has too

b. . . . and Peter has wanted to too

ConCo

It is not possible to partially elide ConCo constructions inthis way.

(62) a. The tree went and grew well on the ridge and the flower did too

→ ‘The flower also grew well on the ridge’

b. The tree went and grew well on the ridge and the flower went too

9 ‘The flower also grew well on the ridge’

→ ‘The (magic) flower physically changed location to the ridge’

As demonstrated in section (2.1.3), the use of an inanimate subject ensures that we
are dealing with a ConCo construction. Example (62a) shows that the entire VP can be
elided in the second conjunct. However, in (62b), what appears to be partial deletion
of the VP (namely, elision of the lexical verb but not the first) yields ungrammaticality
on the required reading.16 The only possible reading for (62b) is that the flower is
magic and is thereby attributed an animate status which allows the flower to change
its physical location to the ridge.

It is also possible to test partial VP-deletion by attempting to keep the aspectual use
of the pseudo-coordinative verb constant (as opposed to themovement interpretation).

(63) a. Mary will go and get pregnant and Sarah will too

→ ‘Sarah will also get pregnant’

b. Mary will go and get pregnant and Sarah will go too

9 ‘Sarah will also get pregnant’

→ ‘Sarah will leave but not necessarily get pregnant’

15The choice ofwant is deliberate. It has been claimed that pseudo-coordinationmight be similar to
infinitival subordination. The tests in this section show that English pseudo-coordination does not pattern
like infinitives with respect to elision.

16Actually (62b) is not VP-ellipsis at all. This serves to emphasize my main point: VP-ellipsis is not
possible in ConCo contexts.
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Example (63a) is an ordinary VP-deletion clause. It does notnecessarily imply
that either Mary or Sarah will be involved in any physical motion of going. Rather,go
lends a counter-expectational flavour. (63b) is very different and has a rather strange
interpretation. The motion reading ofgo is highlighted and thus it is necessary that
Mary go to some location in order to become pregnant while Sarah will also leave, but
not necessarily in order to get pregnant. What is clear here isthat partial VP-deletion
is not possible with ConCo constructions.

Finally, it is difficult to test partial VP-deletion using extraction to force ConCo
readings because extraction from coordinate structures isnot possible on independent
grounds. However, it is possible to use asuch thatconstruction for this purpose.

(64) a. What will John go and read such that Peter will too?

‘ John will read something such that Peter will also read it’

b. What will John go and read such that Peter will go too?

‘John will leave to read something such that Peter will leave’

Example (64a) has an aspectual interpretation where neither John nor Peter have
to physicallygo anywhere. However, whengo is left unelided as in (64b) thengo
gets a physical motion interpretation. This demonstrates that partial VP-deletion is
not possible with ConCo.

SceCo

SceCo predicates are not always elided when a VP is deleted. They differ, in this
respect, from ConCo predicates which must always be.

(65) a. John goes to town and watches movies, and Mary does too

→ ‘Mary also goes to town and watches movies’

b. What did John go to town and watch such that Mary did too?

→ ‘Mary also goes to town and watches movies’

Example (65a,b) are SceCo constructions coordinated with another in such a way
that the VP is elided. In order to ensure that we are indeed dealing with a pseudo-
coordinative structure, an argument is extracted, although to do so one must resort
to such thatconstructions. Both examples imply that Mary also went and watched
movies.

(66) a. John goes to town and watches movies, and Mary goes too

→ ‘Mary also goes to town and watches movies’

b. What did John go to town and watch such that Mary went too?

→ ‘Mary also goes to town and watches movies’

Examples (66a,b) illustrate what appears to be partial VP-deletion using extrac-
tion to force SceCo interpretations. The meaning remains the same. Thus partial VP-
deletion is indeed possible in SceCo contexts.

To summarize, OCo licenses VP-ellipsis and this can also be seen at work in SceCo
constructions. However, no such deletion can occur in ConCocontexs.
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2.1.6 Coordinator substitution

Since coordination is a class of constructions, it is possible to substitute one coor-
dinator for another in OCo contexts and retain grammaticality (at the expense of a
semantic change).

(67) a. John ate some cake and drank some tea

b. John ate some cake or drank some tea

Coordinator substitution is not possible with ConCo as the following examples
using extraction of arguments and adjuncts indicate.17

(68) a. Who did John go and talk to?

b. *Who did John go or talk to?

(69) a. How often did John go and talk to Peter?

b. *How often did John go or talk to Peter?

SceCo constructions pattern after their ConCo counterparts in this regard. The
coordinating particle cannot be substituted for another.

(70) a. What did John go off and read?

b. *What did John go off or read?

(71) a. What did John go to town and read?

b. *What did John go to town or read?

2.1.7 Semantic subordination

In OCo, the two conjuncts are independent propositions. It is not the case that the first
conjunct is necessarily semantically dependent on the second orvice versa.

(72) John walked and John danced

Thus in (72) the truth conditions needed to interpret the second conjunct, namely
that John danced, are independent of the first conjunct, namely whether John walked
or not. Similarly, there is no temporal dependency between the two conjuncts: the
dancing could precede the walking orvice versa. This is directly evident in the fact
that OCo allows one to reorder the conjuncts (74).18

17This test was also used by Schmerling (1975) to distinguish symmetrical from asymmetrical coordi-
nation.

18Of course this is not always the case. It is quite possible forOCo conjuncts to be causally and tempo-
rally related as shown by the following example.

(73) John fell down the stairs and he broke his leg

My point is merely that such a temporal relation is not necessarily obligatory in OCo as it is in SceCo.
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(74) a. John both walked and danced

b. John both danced and walked

The situation is very different in SceCo constructions.19 There is always a semantic
dependency between the first and second conjuncts. Since thefirst conjunct sets the
scene for the activity in the second to take place, the conjuncts cannot be interchanged.

(75) a. What did John go to town and buy?

b. *What did John buy and go to town?

Similarly, in ConCo contexts, the lexical verb is intrinsically related to the pseudo-
coordinative verb. In ConCo, the first verb seems to play an aspectual role.

(76) a. John could sit and run programmes on his computer all day

b. *John could sit and run to school

In example (76a)sit denotes an activity of a static nature which is fully com-
patible with the notion of working on a computer. However, the same static-natured
activity is not compatible with dynamic predicates. Thus, the choice of lexical verb is
restricted by the properties of the pseudo-coordinative verb.20 Consequently, it is also
not possible to invert the order of the conjuncts without also changing the meaning.
The non-posture reading ofsit is absent in (77b).

(77) a. How carefully did John sit and read the lecture notes Igave him?

b. *How carefully did John read the lecture notes I gave him and sit?

The point can also be made using an inanimate subject which isincompatible with
a posture reading ofsit.

(78) a. The tree just sat and grew on the ridge for as long as I can remember

b. *The tree just grew on the ridge and sat for as long as I can remember

Similarly, the non-motion reading ofgo is absent in (79b): it is only interpretable
as OCo.

(79) a. John went and read the book that I gave him

‘John read the book that I gave him’

b. John read the book that I gave him and went

‘*John read the book that I gave him’

‘John read the book that I gave him and he also went away’

19In Schmerling (1975), ellipsis is used to distinguish symmetrical from asymmetrical coordination. She
allowed each conjunct to stand on its own to see if it could be interpreted elliptically. See also Na and Huck
(1992) for a similar approach to determine the ‘semantic primacy’ of each conjunct.

20I will deal with the nature of these restrictions more fully insections (4.3) and (4.4).
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The same point is illustrated more forcibly using a weather verb. Here, since a
weather verb expletive is incompatible with a movement reading of go, inversion of
the conjuncts yields ungrammaticality (80b).

(80) a. It went and rained out over the channel

b. *It rained out over the channel and went

Thus, ConCo and SceCo constructions do not allow their conjuncts to be inverted
because the pseudo-coordinative verb in the first conjunct is semantically subordinate
to the lexical verb in the second. The same is not always true of OCo.

2.1.8 Distributivity

OCo can supportbothmodification of the coordinated verbs. Sinceboth is a distribu-
tive operator over two separate events, it is not at odds withOCo where two indepen-
dent propositions are coordinated.

(81) John both ate some cake and drank some tea

ConCo constructions, however, do not permit modification byboth.21

(82) a. John both went and read the book

b. *What did John both go and read?

c. *How carefully did John both go and read the book?

Example (82a) is an OCo construction that superficially looks like ConCo. How-
ever, examples (82b,c) show, that when extraction is used toforce a ConCo reading,
then modification byboth is not possible.

Like their ConCo counterparts, SceCo cannot be modified by the operatorboth
either.

(83) a. What did John (*both) go off and read?

b. What did John (*both) go to town and read?

(84) a. What did John (*both) sit down and read?

b. What did John (*both) sit at home and read?

In summary, ConCo and SceCo differ from OCo with regard to distributivity.

21Schmerling (1975) used this test to distinguish symmetrical from asymmetrical coordination.
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2.1.9 Quantifier raising

Given that OCo are strong islands, it is not surprising that quantifier raising, giving rise
to wide-scope interpretations, also cannot occur – unless of course quantifier raising
occurs in an ATB fashion (Ruys 1993).

(85) a. A policeman serenaded every widow

‘Some policeman serenaded all the widows’ [NS]

‘For each of the widows, there was some policeman or other who
serenaded her’ [WS]

b. A policeman both went to town and (he) serenaded every widow

‘Some policeman went to town and also serenaded all the widows’ [NS]

‘*Some policeman or other went to town and for each of the widows,
there was some policeman or other who serenaded her’ [WS]

Example (85a) has two interpretations corresponding to narrow and wide scope
of the quantifier respectively. The more interesting example is (85b) which is an OCo
construction, having only a single interpretation which corresponds to the ‘narrow
scope’ reading. In other words, the quantifier scope is restricted to the second conjunct
and cannot scope over the subject of the first conjunct. This is not too surprising given
that LF movement of the quantifier out of the second conjunct would have been a
violation of the CSC. Now consider the following ConCo examples.

(86) a. A policeman went and serenaded every widow

‘Some policeman serenaded all the widows’ [NS]

‘For each of the widows, there was some policeman or other who
serenaded her’ [WS]

b. A policeman sat and serenaded every widow

‘Some policeman serenaded all the widows’ [NS]

‘For each of the widows, there was some policeman or other who
serenaded her’ [WS]

Examples (86a,b) are interpretable as ConCo constructions. Importantly, both nar-
row and wide-scope readings are available, indicating thatthe quantifier has raised at
LF without incurring a CSC violation. This supports the findings of section (2.1.1)
which demonstrated that extraction out of pseudo-coordinative structures is possible
whereas it is not from OCo.

Interestingly, it appears that like OCo, SceCo are islands for quantifier raising. In
other words, it is not possible to get a wide-scope reading.

(87) a. A policeman went to town and kissed every widow

‘Some policeman went to town and that same policeman kissed each
widow’ [NS]

*‘For each widow, there was some policeman or other who kissed her’
[WS]
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b. A policeman went off and kissed every widow

‘Some policeman went away and that same policeman kissed each
widow’ [NS]

‘*For each widow, there was some policeman or other who kissed her’
[WS]

This property makes SceCo similar to OCo when it comes to quantifier raising.
However, it is also possible that this property follows fromthe fact that SceCo are
selective islands.22 However, ConCo contexts freely allow quantifier raising.

2.1.10 Restrictions on verbs

OCo can productively occur with almost any verb; it is not restricted to a particular
subclass of verbs. ConCo is very restricted with regard to which verbs it can combine
with. ConCo verbs in English are typicallygo, sit andcome.23

(88) a. John went and he also behaved badly

b. John departed and he also behaved badly

(89) a. Did you notice how badly John went and behaved?

b. *Did you notice how badly John departed and behaved?

In (88), I ensure an OCo reading by including a subject in the second conjunct and
a ConCo reading in (89) by extracting an adjunct from the second conjunct. What is
clear is that the OCo examples in (88) admit a wider range of verbs than do the ConCo
examples (89) insofar asdepartedis allowed in OCo but not ConCo.24

SceCo constructions can combine with a much wider range of first verbs than can
ConCo constructions. For instance, a verb likewandercan occur in a SceCo construc-
tion but not a ConCo one.25

(90) a. The children wandered and carefully ate mushrooms inthe forest

b. *What did the children wander and eat in the forest? [ConCo]

22The wide-scope reading is also much degraded in negative islands.

(1) A man doesn’t love every woman

‘There is a man who does not love every woman’

‘*For every woman, there is a man who does not love her’

23Pullum (1990) also includesrun. Some authors (e.g. Carden and Pesetsky (1977), Stefanowitsch
(1999)) regardtry as ConCo. However, Pullum (1990) rightly points out that these constructions exhibit
properties different to ConCo.

24In Scandinavian, the class of verbs which can be first conjuncts is similar but larger, but nevertheless
a closed class (seeinter alia Josefsson 1991, Wiklund 1996).

25cf. Newman and Rice (2001) for discussion of manner of motion verbs in the context of posture verbs.
However, they do not distinguish OCo, SceCo and ConCo.
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Example (90a) is an instance of OCo. When extraction is used toforce a ConCo
reading, the result is ungrammatical. This indicates thatwandercannot be used as a
ConCo verb. It is ungrammatical because ConCo is restrictedto verbs likesit, go, and
come. The verbwanderis simply not a verb that enters into the ConCo construction.
Given this, the grammaticality of the following examples comes as a surprise.

(91) a. The children wandered off and ate mushrooms very carefully in the forest

b. What did the children wander off and eat in the forest? [SceCo]

c. *How carefully did the children wander off and eat mushrooms in the
forest?

Example (91a) is the base example of SceCo usingwanderas the SceCo verb.
Evidence that this is indeed a SceCo construction comes fromthe grammaticality of
(91b) which allows extraction of an argument and the ungrammaticality of (91c) which
demonstrates that adjuncts may not be extracted from withinthe second conjunct.26

The class of SceCo verbs thus appears to be broader than that of ConCo, systematically
excluding transitive verbs selecting DP objects, but including many manner of motion
verbs in addition togoand posture verbs.27

I conclude then, that OCo can productively coordinate any verbs. ConCo can only
occur in a very few cases and SceCo can occur with many more verbs than can ConCo,
but is still restricted to fewer than OCo.

2.1.11 The ‘sameness’ condition

Garden-variety coordination typically conjoins elementsof the same sort. This has tra-
ditionally been known as the Law of Coordination of Likes (LCL) (Williams 1978).
However, this does not normally apply to verbal inflection: in the following OCo ex-
amples, the verbs in each conjunct can have different tense specifications etc.

(92) a. John went to a party yesterday and the dancers will kiss Susan tomorrow

b. John will go to a party tomorrow and the dancers kissed Susan yesterday

26It is still possible for the adjunct to scope over the matrix verb (i.e. wander) but this would yield
incongruous readings in this case becausewander implies a lack of care and thus, to ask a question like
(91c) is rather strange.

27The following list of additional examples is not exhaustive.A proper characterization of the class of
SceCo verbs remains for future research.

(1) Who did the superheroes fly off and beat up after that?

(2) What did grandpa totter off and do after that?

(3) What did the idiot bugger off and do after that?

(4) What did the bunny hop away and do after that?

(5) Who did the police march off to town and arrest?

(6) Who did the sniper stand lazily and observe?

(7) Who did the sniper lie lazily and observe?
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Example (92a) illustrates an OCo construction with a past-tense verb in the first
conjunct and a future-tense modal in the second followed by an infinitival lexical verb.
(92b) demonstrates, by inverting the conjunct order, that sequence-of-tense effects
are not necessarily operative. Clearly, there is no requirement that the verbs in each
conjunct should match each other with respect to their morphological marking.

However, in this respect, pseudo-coordinative constructions are different from
OCo. Both verbs in a pseudo-coordinative verbal string musthave exactly the same
morphological specification. Pullum (1990) notes that ‘both verbs must represent the
same form of the paradigm’ and quotes Stahlke (1970) as claiming that the two verbs
must share tense, aspect and modality. This generalizationholds true, although Pullum
(1990) shows that there is some systematic variability fromspeaker to speaker about
the exact instantiation of this generalization in different speaker grammars.28 That
both verbs of a pseudo-coordinative construction must havethe same morphological
specification is illustrated in (93) forPAST and (94) for participle morphology.29

(93) a. I wonder how John went and behaved?

b. *I wonder how John went and behaves?

c. *I wonder how John goes and behaved?

(94) a. I wonder how John has gone and behaved?

b. *John has gone and behaves

c. *I wonder how John will go and behaved

The same holds for SceCo: the morphological marking on each verb must be iden-
tical. This is shown in (95) forPAST and (96) for participle morphology.

(95) a. I wonder who John went to the party and kissed?

b. *I wonder who John went to the party and kisses?

c. *I wonder who John goes to the party and kissed?

(96) a. I wonder who John has gone to the party and kissed?

b. *I wonder who John has gone to the party and kisses?

c. *I wonder who John will go to the party and kissed

The same effect is demonstrated with SceCo verbs with particles.

(97) a. I wonder who John went off and kissed?

b. *I wonder who John went off and kisses?
28Pullum (1990) also argues that pseudo-coordinative conative try is not subject to this restriction, and

appears to differ to ConCo withsit andgo in a number of respects (see also Pullum 1990). I shall deal with
try more fully in chapter (3).

29In the case ofPRES.3SG it is obvious that both verbs should be inflected becauseboth verbs share the
same subject.
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c. *I wonder who John goes off and kissed?

(98) a. I wonder who John has gone off and kissed?

b. *I wonder who John has gone off and kisses?

c. *I wonder who John will go off and kissed

Since I shall be referring to this property repeatedly, I define it informally here.30

(99) Morphological ‘Sameness’ Condition (MSC):Both verbs of a
pseudo-coordinative construction must have the same type of morphological
marking i.e. both verbs must be either bare or morphologically marked with
present, past, participle or similar.

This essentially reduces to the following condition.

(100) In a pseudo-coordinative construction, on each verb,those formal features
with a morphological expression must be matched.

What this means is that for a feature such asPRES.3SG which has a morpholog-
ical expression in English, the same feature must occur on both verbs of a pseudo-
coordinative construction. This can be seen simply as an expression of the LCL ap-
plied to the feature bundles of the verbs themselves.

The fact that the ‘sameness’ condition applies to the morphology in ConCo con-
structions marks them as being different to garden-varietycoordination. Importantly,
however, I do not want this phenomenon to mask the deeper semantic similarities
which OCoandand pseudo-coordinativeandshare. There is a similarity between OCo
and pseudo-coordination: both require parallelism between their conjuncts. Whereas
for OCo, the ‘sameness’ condition applies to semantic and/or categorial type (Munn
1993), for pseudo-coordination, it applies to morphological features. I take this to be
a deep similarity between the coordinators of OCo and pseudo-coordination. I will
discuss this more fully in chapters (4) and (7).

2.1.12 Counter-expectational readings

OCo constructions do not affect the declarative ‘force’ of their conjuncts. Thus coor-
dinated declaratives remain declaratives and do not gain additional focus, surprise or
counter-expectational readings as a consequence of coordination.

ConCo constructions, however, are different. Consider thefollowing example,
originally from Ross (1967) and cited by Schmerling (1975).

(101) She’s gone and ruined her dress now

30Note that this is very different to the ‘Bare Stem Condition’of Carden and Pesetsky (1977). They
claim that ConCo verbs can only occur in their bare form. However, as pointed out by Pullum (1990), while
this may be true oftry (see section (3.1.1)), it certainly is not true of ConCo verbs such assit, andgoas any
of the (a) examples in this section show.
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Schmerling (1975) claims that this kind of sentence conveysa:

‘mild sense of condemnation on the part of the speaker. . . . One senses
that the speaker is trying to convey the notion, “It was her fault”’(Schmerling
1975:218).

ConCo constructions withgo very often have an ‘unexpected event’ (counter-
expectational) interpretation.31 Carden and Pesetsky (1977) claim that pseudo-coordinations
(they do not distinguish ConCo and SceCo) are actually divided into two subtypes:go
ConCo with a counter-expectational reading and other ConCothat do not.32 However,
Pullum (1990) claims that Carden and Pesetsky (1977) are wrong in treating counter-
expectational ConCo differently from ConCo. Pullum (1990)provides the following
sentences to show that ConCo do not all necessarily imply an ‘unexpected event’ read-
ing.

(102) I expect you to go and not do anything wrong for a week

(103) What sort of bad stuff do you expect me to go and not do for aweek?

(104) ??How carefully do you expect me to go and not do anything wrong for a
week?

The problem with these examples is that they all includenot between the coordi-
nator and the lexical verb, which could indicate that these are not examples of ConCo
at all but of SceCo. The degraded status of (104) confirms thispossibility. Thus, these
examples are not conclusive. For our present purposes however, it is sufficient to note
that the mere possibility of a surprise reading for ConCo butnot for OCo implies that
they are not the same construction.

31This is especially productive with ConCo withgo. However, Postal (1998) refers to a wider range of
reputedly CSC-violating phenomena that also admit a counter expectational meaning.

32They cite the fact that counter-expectational readings arenot necessarily unique to ConCo as evidence
for this. For example, the following two sentences are close paraphrases of each other (Carden and Pesetsky
1977:89).

(1) He went and hit me

(2) He up and hit me

There does, however, seem to be evidence that ConCo and the prepositional variants above, are not
necessarily the same construction.Up and Vconstructions have very different morphological requirements
to ConCo.

(3) a. He up and went

b. He upped and went

c. *He upped and go

d. *He up and go

Example (32a) shows that it is not obligatory for both conjuncts to have the same morphological marking.
It is possible to have a bare preposition followed by a finite verb (32a), or for both prePostion B nd verb to
be marked for tense. The same is not true for ConCo (cf. (99)). Thusup and Vand ConCo constructions
are less related than they initially seem.
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SceCo are compatible with surprise readings, but do not necessarily seem to re-
quire such readings. Importantly, whereas ConCo withgo very naturally lends itself
to a counter-expectational interpretation, SceCo constructions typically require an ad-
ditional item to force counter-expectational readings.

(105) a. The Pope went to the rally and addressed the crowd

b. To our amazement, the Pope went to the rally and addressed the crowd

c. Who did the Pope go to the rally and address?

Example (105a) is totally unmarked: there is no counter-expectational reading to
be had from it. (105b) has a counter-expectational reading,but this is obviously con-
tributed not by the SceCo construction itself, but by the topicalized element. Similarly,
(105c) does not have a counter-expectational reading.

Putting aside counter-expectational focus, it is important to note that verbs of body
posture cross-linguistically often have the ability to imply pejorative affect: passivity,
prolonged inactivity, idleness, apathy etc. These follow from the general properties of
core posture verbs such as likesit, standandlie (Koops 2004, Kuteva 1999, Newman
2002, Newman and Rice 2001) and not from the specific syntactic environment into
which these verbs are merged.

I conclude, then that ConCo, SceCo and OCo, do not have counter-expectational
semantics as an inherent property of the constructions themselves, but that their under-
lying semantics does allow such readings to occur. I thus take counter-expectational
semantics to be parasitic on the deeper semantics of these constructions as well as on
factors such as the animacy of the subject etc.

2.1.13 Phonological cues

Pseudo-coordinative contexts also have phonological cueswhich distinguish them
from OCo. These include reduction of the coordinator, phrasing effects and focus.

Reduction of the coordinator

In OCo, the coordinator may be reduced slightly to[@n].33 However further reduction
to syllabic[n

"
] is not possible (Carden and Pesetsky 1977).

(106) a. John will go and he will catch Harry

b. John will go[@n] he will catch Harry

c. *John will go[n
"
] he will catch Harry

Carden and Pesetsky (1977) argue that in pseudo-coordinative contexts, the coor-
dinator may be reduced to syllabic[n

"
]. This does not occur in OCo. In my variety,

the contrast remains clear between OCo[@n] and the syllabic[n
"
] found in pseudo-

coordination. The following examples are based on Carden and Pesetsky (1977).34

33In my variety, namely South African English.
34Carden and Pesetsky (1977), unfortunately, base their examples on conativetry which is too idiosyn-

cratic a verb to be able to generalize the results.
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(107) a. Who will John go and catch?

b. Who will John go[@n] catch?

c. Who will John go[n
"
] catch?

There are two main problems with these results. Firstly, it is not clear whether
this test can distinguish ConCo from SceCo. Secondly, it seems that reduction of the
coordinator can also occur in some non-pseudo-coordinative contexts. Each of these
will be dealt with in turn.

Unlike ConCo whose pseudo-coordinating particle may be reduced to a syllabic
[n
"
], SceCo do not seem to license reduction of this kind as productively.

(108) a. What did John go to Paris and buy?

b. What did John go to Paris[@n] buy?

c. *What did John go to Paris[n
"
] buy?

However, these data should be taken with a pinch of salt. Reduction could be
phonetically motivated. In these examples, the coordinator is not placed in the same
phonetic environment as in a pseudo-coordination construction. To do so, one must
place the coordinator after a stressed syllable, with the same characteristics as the
pseudo-coordinative verb. In the following examples I use PPs which place the coor-
dinator in the same phonetic environment as in ConCo; extraction is used to ensure a
pseudo-coordinative reading. It seems to me that the ability to reduce the coordinator
to syllabic[n

"
] is enhanced.35

(109) a. John went[n
"
] met a carpet dealer

b. John will go to Tashkent[n
"
] meet a carpet dealer

c. ??Who will John go to Tashkent[n
"
] meet?

(110) a. John will try[n
"
] meet a carpet dealer

b. John will go to Dubai[n
"
] meet a carpet dealer

c. Who will John go to Dubai[n
"
] meet?

If these data are correct, then reduction of the coordinatorcan take place in all
pseudo-coordinative contexts and is perhaps rather a function of phonological context
than syntactic environment.

There is still other evidence that suggests that similar reduction occurs in other
coordinative situations too.

(111) a. Caesar both planned and/[n
"
] prosecuted the campaign [RNR]

b. Caesar both planned AND prosecuted the campaign

35The lack of a test with pseudo-coordinativego is because of the difficulty in finding words that could
function as suitable goals, ending in stressed ‘o’.
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In example (111a) a distributor is used to ensure an OCo reading and the object
occurs in the right field: a classic instance of Right Node Raising (RNR). Reduction of
the coordinator seems quite acceptable in this context. What(111b) shows, however is
that the coordinator can be focussed, which can never happenin pseudo-coordinative
contexts. The same data can be reproduced in OCo ATB contexts.

(112) a. What did Caesar both plan and/?[n
"
] prosecute? [ATB]

b. What did Caesar both plan AND prosecute?

What these data seem to show is that reduction can occur in other coordination
contexts too. Thus, reduction may not be structurally triggered at all and consequently,
this test should be regarded as being unreliable.

Phrasing effects

Carden and Pesetsky (1977) point out that in addition to phonological reduction, there
also appear to be phrasing effects. In OCo, there may be a pause after the first conjunct.
This is not evident in ConCo contexts. In other words ConCo predicates appear to be
a single phonological domain (with respect to reduction andphrasing) in a way that
OCo are not.

(113) a. John will go . . . and (he will) catch Harry

b. John will go and catch Harry

c. *Who will John go . . . and catch?

Focus

Finally, ConCo and OCo differ with respect to focus. In the following ConCo example,
focus can only be placed on the lexical verb. It is not possible to felicitously focus
either the pseudo-coordinative verb or the coordinator itself.

(114) a. It went and RAINED

b. *It WENT and rained

c. *It went AND rained

In contrast, OCo has a different distribution of focus.

(115) a. John went to town and he actually BOUGHT something

b. John actually WENT to town and he bought something

c. John both went to town AND he bought something

Finally, it is difficult to test SceCo constructions because, in order to rule out OCo
readings, it is necessary to extract an object which usuallyrequires focus on the moved
constituent. This prevents focus from being applied to any other constituent. However,
with the use of focussing adverbials, it is possible to see that SceCo has a similar
distribution of focus to ConCo.
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(116) a. What did John actually go to town and buy– instead of stealing it?

b. ??What did John actually goto town and buy – not stay at home?

c. *What did John actually go town andbuy?

Given the caveats mentioned above, one must construeactually as scoping over
the underlined verb. It can be seen that to the extent that these judgements are shared
by the relevant speakers, SceCo has a similar pattern of focus distribution as ConCo.
In particular, the coordinator itself can be focussed in OCocontexts, but never in
pseudo-coordinative ones.

These tests show that the phonological reduction of the coordinator is not neces-
sarily a reliable test of pseudo-coordination. However, the focus differences between
ConCo and SceCo on the one hand and OCo on the other are quite clear.

2.2 Findings

The findings of this chapter are presented below. Table (2.1)clearly indicates that both
ConCo and SceCo differ from OCo significantly. They also differ from each other.

The table demonstrates very clearly that pseudo-coordinative structures (SceCo
and ConCo) share many characteristics that distinguish them from OCo. These in-
clude the ability to extract arguments in non-ATB contexts,the non-occurrence of XPs
and subjects in the second conjunct, the semantic subordination of one conjunct to an-
other, inability to change conjunct order or to substitute on coordinator with another,
the incompatibility with distributive elements and the fact that pseudo-coordination is
restricted to a subset of verbs. This leads me to conclude, along with many others that
English pseudo-coordinative structures are not instancesof OCo.

The data in the table also illustrate the fact that there are many differences be-
tween ConCo and SceCo; they are not exemplars of the same construction. Among
these differences are crucial ones such as (selective) islandhood and the related quan-
tifier raising facts, semantic bleaching, the selectional relationship between the subject
and the verb, the differing ability to undergo transitvity alternations and partial VP-
ellipsis. All these distinguishing factors demonstrate that ConCo and SceCo should be
classified as different constructions.

I take these tests as ample evidence for the typology of coordinative structures in
figure 2.2 on page 53.

This study has focussed on distinguishing ConCo from SceCo primarily because
the two constructions can look superficially similar, leading to confusion. For this rea-
son, most of the SceCo examples I have used have been with verbs like go andsit
which also occur in ConCo contexts. However, I would like to emphasize that SceCo
can occur with a much wider range of predicates than can ConCoand that the SceCo
construction might ultimately be unifiable with a much broader range of ‘asymmetric’
coordinative constructions (for example see Carden and Pesetsky (1977), Goldsmith
(1985), Lakoff (1986), Na and Huck (1992), Pullum (1990), Schmerling (1975) and
Postal (1998) for an overview of some of these structures). Such a project, however,
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Property Section OCo SceCo ConCo
Syntactic tests

Non-ATB argument extraction (2.1.1) No X X

Non-ATB adjunct extraction (2.1.1) No No X

XPs in Postion B (2.1.2) X X(Some) No
XPs in Position C (2.1.2) X No No
Partial VP-ellipsis (2.1.5) X X No
Coordinator substitution (2.1.6) X No No

Semantic tests
Subject restricted by Verb A (2.1.3) X X No
Semantic bleaching of Verb A (2.1.4) No No X

Semantic subordination (2.1.7) No X X

Distributivity (2.1.8) X No No
Wide-scope reading ofquantifier (2.1.9 No No X

Restrictions on possible Verb A (2.1.10) No X X

Inherent counter-expectational reading (2.1.12)No No No (go)
Morphological and phonological tests

Morphological Sameness (2.1.11) No X X

Focus on Verb A (2.1.13) X No (?) No
Focus on coordinator (2.1.13) X No (?) No
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Figure 2.2: Three basic pseudo-coordinative types in English
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lies beyond the purview of this thesis. However, in the following chapter I will at-
tempt to address this issue to a limited extent. In an attemptto consolidate and expand
the typology developed in this chapter, I will apply the tests to pseudo-coordinative
constructions with conativetry and reduplicative coordination.
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Chapter 3

Pseudo-coordinativetry and
reduplicative coordination

I have demonstrated that pseudo-coordination is a diverse phenomenon. However,
there are two questions that spring to mind when confronted with the typology de-
veloped this far. The first question is whether or not there are other types of pseudo-
coordination in addition to ConCo and SceCo. The second question is whether there is
any additional motivation for the existence of any particular pseudo-coordinative type
like, say, ConCo.

With respect to the first question, I will attempt to expand the proposed typology
to include pseudo-coordinations with conativetry. These exhibit interesting charac-
teristics that distinguish them from the ConCo and SceCo constructions discussed in
chapter (2). In the following chapter I will discuss these characteristics in order to
place pseudo-coordinativetry more accurately in the typology being developed.

Concerning the second question, I will discuss data which have hitherto not been
discussed under the rubric of pseudo-coordination. This new data is of a reduplicative
nature. The properties of these will also be discussed because they are particularly
interesting with respect to ConCo. In exploring these new data, the existing typology
will be consolidated.

3.1 The putative uniqueness oftry

We are now in a position to explore a less canonical example ofpseudo-coordination,
namely pseudo-coordination with conativetry.

(1) a. John will try and kissMary at the party tonight

b. Who will John try and kissat the party tonight?

There are two main reasons why I would like to deal with conative try separately.
Firstly, it seems different to other pseudo-coordinative structures in a number of re-
spects. For instance, one immediate difference between structures with conativetry
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and other ConCo constructions is that conativetry constructions can be paraphrased as
infinitives.1 In contrast, ConCo constructions can only be paraphrased with a purpose-
adjunct reading.

(2) a. John will try and eat an apple [Conativetry]

b. John will try to eat an apple

‘*John will try, in order to eat an apple’

(3) a. John will go and eat an apple [ConCo]

b. John will go to eat an apple

‘John will go, in order to eat an apple’

(4) a. John will sit and eat an apple [ConCo]

b. John will sit to eat an apple

‘John will sit, in order to eat an apple’

Secondly, despite their atypicality, examples withtry have informed a number of
studies (e.g. Carden and Pesetsky (1977)) adding to the confusion between ConCo and
SceCo and leading to incorrect generalizations. For these reasons I consider it vitally
important to establish the place of conativetry in the typology I have developed. To
this end, I will apply the tests developed in the first part of this chapter. I will show
that conativetry constructions differ from ConCo constructions withsit andgo in most
respects.

3.1.1 Morphological conditions

Another salient and curious difference between conativetry and ConCo and SceCo
is that it cannot tolerate any inflection (Carden and Pesetsky 1977, Schmerling 1975).
Only the bare forms of the verbs can occur in this construction. The same is not true of
other ConCo verbs likesit andgo.2 The following examples illustrate this with respect
to bare verbs, present tense, past tense and participle morphology.

(5) a. John will try and eat an apple [Conativetry]

b. John will go and eat an apple [ConCo]

c. John will sit and eat an apple

(6) a. *John tries and eats an apple [Conativetry]

b. John goes and eats an apple [ConCo]

c. John sits and eats an apple

1This idea is expressed as far back as Gleitman (1965).
2Pullum (1990) notes thattry and V constructions act like bare aspectualcomeandgo (Jaeggli and

Hyams 1993) in being subject to a morphological condition prohibiting inflection on these forms.
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(7) a. *John tried and ate an apple [Conativetry]

b. John went and ate an apple [ConCo]

c. John sat and ate an apple

(8) a. *John has tried and eaten an apple [Conativetry]

b. John has gone and eaten an apple [ConCo]

c. John has sat and eaten an apple

(9) a. John and Mary try and eat apples [Conativetry]

b. John and Mary go and eat apples [ConCo]

c. John and Mary sit and eat apples

Thus conativetry differs from SceCo and ConCo with respect to the morphology
condition. Note that becausetry cannot be inflected, I will use either a plural subject
or a modal verb in most of the examples in this chapter.

3.1.2 Extraction

It is possible to extract both arguments and adjuncts from conativetry constructions.
Thus conativetry has properties identical to ConCo with respect to extraction (see
section (2.1.1)).

(10) Who do you think will try and kill the Pope?

(11) Who will they try and kill?

(12) How much will they try and pay the assassin?

(13) How badly did they try and behave?

3.1.3 XPs in the verbal string

XPs cannot occur in Position B within the verbal string and somewhat marginally in
Position C. This contrasts with the contiguous nature of ConCo (section (2.1.2)).

(14) a. Bafana-Bafana tried and, in 2001, won the African cup

b. *What do they try and, in 2001, win?

(15) a. What do they carefully/regularly/never try and eat?

b. *What do they try carefully/regularly/never and eat?

c. What do they try and ?carefully/regularly/never eat?
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3.1.4 Restrictions on subjects

Conativetry constructions seem to require an obligatorily sentient subject. Conse-
quently, it is incompatible with the expletive subject of weather verbs and with non-
sentient objects such as trees (unless one imputes consciousness to them). This makes
try seem rather more like a SceCo verb (section 2.1.3).

(16) John will try and become a pilot

(17) *I wonder if it will try and rain today

(18) *The acorn will try and become an oak

3.1.5 Semantic bleaching

There does not seem to be much semantic bleaching oftry per se. For instance, there
does not seem to be any significant semantic difference between pseudo-coordination
with conativetry and the corresponding infinitival construction. The following exam-
ple is (2) repeated for convenience.

(19) a. John will try and eat an apple [Conativetry]

b. John will try to eat an apple

Moreover, conativetry does not seem to exhibit bleaching independently of pseudo-
coordinative constructions; in fact, it is not at all clear to me what a ‘bleached’ seman-
tics of try would correspond to. Given the lack of semantic bleaching, conativetry
seems quite similar to SceCo.

Paradoxically, however, conativetry contexts are intrinsically different from SceCo;
SceCo implies a sequence of events, where the pseudo-coordinative verb denotes an
event that sets the scene for the main activity to take place.Where conativetry is used,
however, thetrying event must necessarily be cotemporaneous with the main activity.
In this respect constructions with conativetry are like ConCo constructions.

3.1.6 VP deletion

In VP deletion contexts with conativetry, it is not necessary thattry obligatorily be
deleted with the rest of the VP. This setstry apart from ConCo constructions and
makes it similar to a SceCo predicate (section (2.1.5)).

(20) a. They will try to kill mosquitos and Mary will too

→ ‘Mary will also try to kill mosquitos’

b. They will try and kill mosquitos and Mary will try too

→ ‘Mary will also try to kill mosquitos’
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3.1.7 Coordinator substitution

The coordinator cannot be substituted by another in conative try constructions. This is
a characteristic shared by all pseudo-coordinative structures (section 2.1.6) and indi-
cates that conativetry constructions are not a special case of OCo.

(21) a. John will try and kill mosquitos

b. *John will try or kill mosquitos

3.1.8 Semantic subordination

In conativetry constructions, as for ConCo and SceCo, the activity denotedby the first
predicate (try) is semantically subordinate to the main activity denoted by the lexical
verb, in the sense of Na and Huck (1992). This is reflected in the fact that the conjuncts
of a conativetry construction cannot be reordered. This is a common propertyof all
pseudo-coordinative constructions (section (2.1.7)).

(22) a. John will try and kill mosquitos

b. *John will kill and try mosquitos

c. *John will kill mosquitos and try

3.1.9 Distributivity

Conativetry constructions do not allowbothmodification. This shows that there is a
semantic dependency between the verbs since the distributor requires to verbs denot-
ing independent events (section (2.1.8)). This too shows that conativetry constructions
are not instances of OCo.

(23) a. *John will both try and kill mosquitos

b. *What will John both try and kill?

3.1.10 Quantifier raising

Conativetry constructions allow quantifier raising, thereby yielding both wide and
narrow scope readings. This is not surprising since conative try is not a selective island.
This property is also common to ConCo constructions (section (2.1.9)).

(24) A policeman will try and kiss every widow

‘Some policeman will attempt to kiss every widow’ [NS]

‘For every widow, some policeman or other will attempt to kiss her’ [WS]
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3.1.11 Counter-expectational readings

Instances of conativetry do not seem to yield any particular counter-expectational
readings. Thus (25) appears to be completely neutral in thisregard. In this respect,
conativetry constructions pattern with SceCo (section (2.1.12)).

(25) John will try and eat an apple

3.1.12 Phonological cues

The coordinator may reduce to syllabic[n
"
] in ConCo constructions withtry (Carden

and Pesetsky 1977). WH extraction is used to force a pseudo-coordinative reading.

(26) a. John will try and he will catch Harry

b. John will try[@n] he will catch Harry

c. *John will try [n
"
] he will catch Harry

(27) a. Who will John try and catch?

b. Who will John try[@n] catch?

c. Who will John try[n
"
] catch?

Once again, as I mentioned in section (2.1.13), these facts may have a phonetic
explanation. Thus, until more is known, these facts should be treated cautiously.

With respect to focus, constructions with pseudo-coordinative try behave slightly
differently to other pseudo-coordinative constructions.It is indeed possible to focus
the first verb, namelytry. It remains impossible to focus the coordinator.

(28) a. Why don’t you at least try and EAT something?

b. Why don’t you at least TRY and eat something?

c. *Why don’t you at least try AND eat something?

3.1.13 Findings

The findings of this section are summarized in table 3.1 on thefacing page.
Firstly, it is very clear that conativetry constructions do not pattern with OCo but

are a pseudo-coordinative structure of some sort. This is indicated by, among other
things, extraction in non-ATB contexts, quantifier raising, the ban on XPs and subjects
in the verbal string, coordinator substitution, the inability to change the order of the
conjuncts and the incompatibility with distributors.

Secondly, although conativetry does have certain characteristics in common with
ConCo (namely extraction of adjuncts and quantifiers and phonological reduction),
other tests preclude the possibility that conativetry constructions are ConCo struc-
tures. ConCo exhibits properties of constituenthood (partial VP-deletion test, XP-in-
cluster test etc.), a fact exploited in my analysis in chapter (4). Since conativetry
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Table
3.1:S

um
m

ary
oftests

includingtry

Property Section OCo SceCo try ConCo
Syntactic tests

Non-ATB argument extraction (3.1.2) No X X X

Non-ATB adjunct extraction (3.1.2) No No X X

XPs in Position B (3.1.3) X No No No
XPs in Position C (3.1.3) X X(Some) Some (?) No
Partial VP-ellipsis (3.1.6) X X X No
Coordinator substitution (3.1.7) X No No No

Semantic tests
Subject restricted by Verb A (3.1.4) X X X No
Semantic bleaching of Verb A (3.1.5) No No No X

Semantic subordination (3.1.8) No X X X

Distributivity (3.1.9) X No No No
Wide-scope reading of quantifier (3.1.10)No No X X

Restrictions on possible Verb A No X X X

Inherent counter-expectational reading (3.1.11)No No No X(go)
Morphological and Phonological tests

Morphological Sameness (3.1.1) No X N.A. X

Focus on Verb A (3.1.12) X No (?) X No
Focus on coordinator (3.1.12) X No (?) No No
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structures readily allow partial VP-deletion, they cannotform a constituent with the
lexical predicate. Finally, whereas ConCo predicates exhibit semantic bleaching and
do not affect the selectional relationship between the verband the subject, conative
try does not appear to be bleached at all and strongly selects foran animate, sentient
subject. Thus, it cannot be analysed as a typical ConCo construction.

Thirdly, there are important characteristics that make conative try quite similar
to SceCo. I have already alluded to some of these. They include the lack of semantic
bleaching, the selectional relationship between the verb and its subject and partial VP-
ellipsis. On the other hand, the ability to extract adjunctsand quantifiers freely, not to
mention the peculiar morphological constraints on the conative try construction make
me reluctant to classify it as SceCo. These data lead me to conclude that conative
try is yet another type of pseudo-coordination which is distinct from both SceCo and
ConCo.

At this point, we have identified at least four different types of verbal coordination:
OCo, SceCo, ConCo and pseudo-coordinativetry. These are schematized in figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Pseudo-coordination, includingtry

Coordination``````̀
       

Ordinary Coordination Pseudo-coordination
XXXXXXBB

������
SceCo ConCo

aaaa
!!!!

sit, go, come . . .

try

3.2 Reduplicative coordination constructions

At this point, having developed tests to distinguish ConCo from superficially similar
constructions like SceCo, we are now in a position to exploreanotherV and Vcon-
struction which may shed some light on ConCo. With this in mind, let us step back
from ConCo of thego, sit type and consider Reduplicative coordination (ReCo).3

(29) He begins reading about dinosaurs and tigers, and he reads and readsuntil the
library closes
(http://www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2003/05/20030520-17.html (12.10.2004))

(30) My friend Jim Stoltz walks and walks and walksin the wilderness
(http://www.walkinjim.com/wwbookart_book.html (14.10.2004))

(31) Starsky pulls his revolver from his shoulder holster and shoots and shootsat
Huggy Bear(http://www.g21.net/cc14.html (01.07.2005))

3It has also been called Augmentative conjunction Haspelmath (2005).
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ReCo constructions typically reduplicate activity verbs,example (31) notwith-
standing.4 However, example (31) does raise a pertinent question: doesdurativity li-
cense iterativity orvice versa. This question requires the sketching of the relationship
between ReCo and pluractionality.

There are many similarities between ReCo and pluractionality – so-called plural
marking on verbs. Many languages have verbal affixes which are:

frequently reduplicative, most often derivational ratherthan inflectional,
and expressing a broad range of notions typically includingaction by
more than one individual, temporally iterated action and spatially scat-
tered action (Lasersohn 1995:238).

Among the meanings associated with pluractionality are repetitiveness, repeated
occasions or events, conation, persistent consequences, habitual agency, distributed
quality, inchoativity, cumulative result, intensity, plurality of sites of action, dura-
tion, continuity, distribution, celerativity/retardativity, augmentation, diminution as
well as perfectivity, causativity and plurality of subjector object noun phrases (Cusic
1981:74–75).

This enumeration of properties bears many similarities, not only with ReCo, but
also with ConCo more generally. However, a central questionis which of these read-
ings is primary because the answer relates directly to the types of analyses that can be
proposed. Whereas Cusic (1981) and others have regarded pluractionality as having
a fundamental meaning of combining different events (i.e. iterativity), I want to ap-
proach ReCo in English from the opposite direction. I will regard it as coordinating,
not discrete events, but substages of the same event.5 From this basic meaning, the
iterative readings more typical of pluractionality can be easily derived by the analysis
I will propose. There are empirical reasons for this approach which are reviewed in
the following section.

3.2.1 Empirical reasons to favour durativity over iterativi ty

To answer the question of whether ReCo constructions are primarily durative or itera-
tive, consider the following minimal pair.

(32) a. John looked up and looked up at the sky but never saw a comet

4ReCo can also occur with non-verbal material as the followingexamples show. Crucially, it is durative
aspect that licenses reduplication in these contexts. Theyare discussed more fully in section (4.5).

(1) The balloon went up and up

(2) The plane flew around and around the airfield

(3) Merlin slept for years and years

(4) John slept (*about/*in/for) hours and hours

(5) Eternity lasts for ever and ever

5Needless to say, I am not making a general claim about pluractionality in all languages. My claim
holds for the ReCo constructions under discussion. However, whether the claim can be extended to other
pluractional-marking languages is an interesting one, worthy of more exploration.
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b. *John looked up and looked up from his work

Examples (32a,b) are a minimal pair. Since the reduplicatedpredicates are syntac-
tically identical, the grammaticality distinction between them must be derived from
semantics and not from a purely syntactic explanation. Thus, it is the semantics of the
constructions that license reduplication.6 To look up from workis an activity that is
easily repeated as demonstrated by example (33a), the particle predicate itself cannot
be reduplicated (33b).

(33) a. John looked up from his work repeatedly

b. *John looked up and looked up from his work

If ReCo were inherently iterative in its semantics, then examples like (33b) would
be predicted to be grammatical. The fact that (33b) is ungrammatical shows that mere
iterative potential is not sufficient to license reduplication.

However, ReCo does have durative, atelicity as an inherent part of its semantics.
For this reason it is only possible to reduplicate durative predicates. Thuslook up at the
sky(32a) can be construed duratively whereaslook up from work(32b) cannot; only
the former can be reduplicated. Thus, it is the ability to be interpreted duratively, rather
than iteratively that is a good predictor of the grammaticality of ReCo constructions.

This is not to say that iterative readings never occur in ReCocontexts; they do.
However, an iterative reading is parasitic on durativity and can only be licensed in cir-
cumstances where a durative reading is pragmatically unlikely, as occurs with punctual
events. In effect then, an iterative or serial reading is a strategy by which a punctual
event can be construed as durative. For instance, in (34), the plurality of the subject
licenses a serial reading, while the singular subject in (35) licenses an iterative reading.

(34) The police shot and shot at the protesters

(35) John shot and shot at the rabbit

And yet there is still another reading associated with ReCo constructions: inten-
siveness. Whenever ReCo occurs it typically means not only that a particular activity
is durative, but that it is done to a large, excessive or intensive degree. Thus theshoot
and shootexamples above differ from ordinary progressives insofar as the former but
not the latter imply that the shooting was somehow excessive.

(36) The police shot and shot at the protesters

(37) The police were shooting at the protesters

6This is supported by the fact that durative aspect licenses doubling of DPs more generally, whereas
bounded events do not.

(1) a. John read (the book) for days and days

b. *John read the book in days and days
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In summary, then, ReCo constructions have as primary meanings, durativity and
intensiveness. The serial reading, when it exists, is parasitic on these two meanings.

This gives us an explanation for why certain particle verbs can be reduplicated
while others simply cannot. The following events, althoughpotentially durative, sim-
ply cannot be carried out in an ‘intensive’ manner.

(38) a. ??John climbed up and climbed up the mountain

b. ??John climbed up the mountain intensively

(39) a. *John went off and went off into the sunset

b. *John went off intensively

(40) a. *John put down and put down the book

b. *John put down the book intensively

(41) a. *John looked up and looked up from his work

b. *John looked up from his work intensively

(42) a. *John walked away and walked away

b. *John walked away intensively

In contrast, the activities denoted by the following particle verbscan be done in
an ‘intensive’ manner and they can also be reduplicated.

(43) a. I can’t believe it! Just because Mary was a professor,John just sucked up
and sucked up and sucked up

b. John sucked up intensively

(44) a. John read up and read up for weeks on the lawsuit

b. John read up intensively

(45) a. ??John danced around and danced around until he was exhausted

b. John danced around intensively

(46) a. John looked up and looked up at the stars but never saw acomet

b. John looked up at the stars intensively but never saw a comet

There are also some particle verbs whose grammaticality in ReCo contexts in-
creases markedly when an ‘intensive’ reading is given by thecontext.

(47) a. ??John called up and called up Mary

b. The stalker called up and called up Mary until she was a nervous wreck

There is one apparent exception to this observation.
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(48) a. ?I can’t believe it! The government just puts off and puts off making any
decisions on the pension crisis

b. *The government put off making the decision intensively

A predicate likeput off is punctual and thus not compatible with a durative read-
ing. For this reason an iterative reading is licensed. However, an adverb like ‘inten-
sively’ also cannot typically modify a non-durative predicate. Consider the following
example withshoot.

(49) *John shot the rabbit intensively

This accounts for the ungrammaticality of (48b). Thus this example is not a counter
example at all.

To conclude, ReCo constructions denote durativity and intensiveness and conse-
quently only predicates (including particle verbs) which are compatible with both du-
rativity and intensiveness may be reduplicated. In some cases, where a punctual activ-
ity like shootis involved, then a serial reading is parasitic on the durative readings.

Having discussed some general properties of ReCo, it is now possible to place it
in its pseudo-coordinative context by systematically applying the tests developed in
chapter (2). In this chapter I will demonstrate that

i. ReCo is a pseudo-coordinative structure, i.e. that ReCo is not OCo and

ii. ReCo shares many properties of ConCo.

Because ReCo has not been analysed as pseudo-coordination before, I will first
focus on demonstrating that ReCo is not OCo. To this end, I will not necessarily retain
the tests in the order in which they were introduced in chapter (2). Tests that indicate
that ReCo is not an instance of OCo include the inability to substitute one coordinator
with another, the incompatibility of ReCo and distributivemarkers likeboth, the fact
that ReCo conforms to the Morphological Sameness Condition(99), the possibility
of non-ATB extraction and quantifier raising, and also the inability of a subject (or
indeed any XP) to occur in the second conjunct.

Other tests show that ReCo patterns with ConCo. These tests include the absolute
ban on XPs within the verbal string, the incompatibility of ReCo with partial VP-
deletion, semantic bleaching, and the fact that ReCo constructions allow quantifier
raising.

3.2.2 Coordinator substitution

A classic test for pseudo-coordination is whether or not thecoordinator can be re-
placed by another (section (2.1.6)). Whereas OCo allows suchsubstitution, pseudo-
coordination does not. The following examples can be compared with examples (29),
(30) and (31). They demonstrate unequivocally that ReCo structures do not allow co-
ordinator substitution and are thus indeed pseudo-coordinative structures.
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(50) a. *He read or read or read in the library

b. *My friend walked or walked or walked in the wilderness

c. *He shot or shot at Huggy Bear

3.2.3 Distributivity

In OCo structures, distributive markers such asboth can occur. This is not possible
in pseudo-coordinative contexts (2.1.8).Both modification is also blocked in ReCo
constructions, exactly like their SceCo and ConCo counterparts. Thus ReCo is not
OCo.

(51) a. John both reads and writes books

b. *John both reads and reads all day long

3.2.4 The ‘Sameness’ Condition

Another important characteristic of pseudo-coordinationis that each of the predicates
is subject to the Morphological Sameness Condition (99) on page 46. This condition
also applies to ReCo. This is illustrated in (52) forPAST and (53) for participle mor-
phology.

(52) a. John sang and sang

b. *John sang and sings

c. *John sings and sang

(53) a. John has sung and sung

b. *John has sung and sings

c. *John will sing and have sung7

3.2.5 Extraction

ReCo constructions can have arguments extracted from them.Thus, just like ConCo
and SceCo, they constitute exceptions to the CSC.

(54) a. Who was the guy who sang and sang all night?

b. What was the song that John sang and sang all night?

7This example is ungrammatical on a ReCo reading, but is still grammatical on a OCo reading.
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It should be noted that ReCo examples can sometimes be a little clumsy. For in-
stance, while an objectless ReCo construction is perfectlygrammatical its counterpart
with a direct object is sometimes less well-formed, but not outright ungrammatical.8

(55) a. John read and read

‘John read (a book) but didn’t finish it’ [Durative, unbounded]

*‘John read a book twice’ [Bounded]

b. John read and read a book

%‘John read a book but didn’t finish it’ [Durative, unbounded]

‘John read a book twice’ [Bounded]

Often, but not always, a ReCo construction with a definite object has a natural
interpretation as a bounded predicate. For some speakers, this is most naturally inter-
preted iteratively (see also Rothstein 2004). The effect isameliorated somewhat with
indefinite objects. The reason for this is that verbs and direct objects are together con-
strued as telic. Thus, the use of an object (and by corollary the extraction of an object)
is relatively marked. Nevertheless, extractions of objects are grammatical as shown by
examples like (54).

It might be suggested that (54) is merely ATB extraction: in other words the subject
is coindexed with two extraction sites, one in each conjunct. This would reduce ReCo
to OCo. As has been demonstrated in section (2.1.1), ATB extractions cannot occur
from pseudo-coordinative constructions. Consider the following examples illustrating
extraction of benefactives.

(56) a. The peasant kept trying to pump and pump and pump a glass of water for
the soldier

b. What did the peasant keep trying to pump and pump and pump forthe
soldier?

c. Who did the peasant keep trying to pump and pump and pump a glass of
water for?

d. *Who did the peasant keep trying to pump for and pump for and pump
for a glass of water for?

Imagine a context in which a troop of soldiers walk through a rural village. A
soldier might ask a peasant to pump some water from the well inorder to drink it.
Example (56a) is the basic example. (56b,c) show that both the direct and beneficiary
objects can be extracted, the latter optionally stranding the preposition. The stranding
of the preposition in final position marks the extraction site and thus (56d) illustrates
that ATB extraction is not possible.

In conclusion, extraction of arguments from ReCo is possible without recourse to
ATB movement. Such extractions constitute exceptions to the CSC and are indicative
that ReCo is a pseudo-coordinative structure.

8Some speakers are able to distinguish a slightly clumsy durative reading, even with a definite, direct
object. For other speakers, a direct object always implies boundedness of the predicate and thus immediately
triggers a serial reading.
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Adjunct extraction

With respect to adjunct extraction, there are somewhat mixed results as a result of the
semantics of ReCo. Although low, manner adjuncts can be extracted, occasionally the
result is somewhat degraded, although still grammatical.

(57) I know how well John can argue and argue

(58) ?I wonder how quickly John worked and worked at his project?

(59) ??I wonder how carefully John worked and worked at his project

The explanation for this lies in the semantics of ReCo constructions: they encode
a manner component indicating intensity of the activity. For this reason it is simply
pleonastic and incongruous to ask, in the previous examples, howquickly, or howcare-
fully the action was carried out. The very nature of the ReCo construction denotes that
the arguing or working actions were done ‘intensively’ which could subsume speed
and carefulness. In contrast, note that it is possible to extract low manner adjuncts
which have nothing to do with ‘intensiveness’ (57). What thismeans, of course, is
that extraction of low adjuncts is indeed possible, but is often blocked for independent
reasons.

In summary, extraction of higher adjuncts and arguments is possible. Thus, al-
though ReCo constructions may appear to be selective islands (like SceCo), the cause
of the islandhood does not seem to be necessarily related to whatever causes island-
hood in SceCo. In ReCo, it seems to be an ‘intensiveness’, manner component which
causes islandhood. The case is not as clear for SceCo, where the first verb sets the
scene for the activity depicted in the second to take place. In other words, the first
verb does not necessarily suggest a manner component in SceCo contexts. If this is
true then the similarity with SceCo could be illusory. In short, the extraction facts
argue that ReCo patterns with ConCo.

3.2.6 Quantifier raising

In the cases of ConCo and SceCo constructions, quantifier raising tests corroborated
their status as non-islands and selective islands respectively (section (2.1.9)). Thus,
wide-scope readings are freely available for ConCo but not for SceCo. Interestingly,
quantifier raising tests suggest that ReCo contexts are not islands since wide scope
readings are possible.

(60) a. A policeman serenaded and serenadedeveryi widow until theyi were all
sick of his voice

‘The same policeman serenaded each of the widows’ [NS]

b. A policeman serenaded and serenadedeveryi widow until shei was sick
of his voice

‘For each widow, there was some policeman or other
who serenaded her’ [WS]
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In (60a,b) the adjunct (until. . . ) has been added to assist in the interpretation. There
is a tendency for definite direct objects to cause noise in thegrammaticality judge-
ments since the object interacts with aspect to create a telic interpretation which is
not a possible interpretation of ReCo. Nevertheless, the availability of both wide and
narrow-scope readings seems clear. The implication of thisis that ReCo construc-
tions allow LF raising of the quantifier without incurring a CSC violation. This shows
(i) that ReCo constructions are not OCo and (ii) affirms theirnon-island status. In this
respect ReCo constructions pattern with ConCo.

3.2.7 XPs in the verbal string

It has been demonstrated that ConCo constructions do not permit an XP to intervene
inside the verbal string. This is also true of ReCo contexts.

(61) a. John walked and walked across the desertfor three days

b. *John walked across the desertand walked for three days

c. *John walked and across the desertwalked for three days

Adverbs cannot intervene in ReCo verbal strings.

(62) a. John often/regularly/carefully/never ate and ate all day

b. *John ate often/regularly/carefully/never and ate all day

c. *John ate and often/regularly/carefully/never ate all day

Example (62a) is an unmarked example where the adverb precedes both verbs in
the ReCo verbal string. The strong ungrammaticality of (62b,c) on a ReCo reading
clearly shows that adverbs cannot occur inside the verbal string.9

In summary, XPs cannot intervene within a ReCo verbal string, because it seems
that ReCo constructions are constituents of some kind. In this respect they are pattern
with ConCo constructions.10

3.2.8 Semantic bleaching

In previous sections, I linked the selectional properties of the second verb to semantic
‘bleaching’. In other words, in ConCo constructions where the second verb selected
the subject, then the first verb became more ‘bleached’ and took on a more aspectual
role. The same kind of bleaching does not occur in ReCo constructions. Verbs retain
their lexical semantics. However, this is not to say that theverbs do not play an as-
pectual role; they clearly do. ReCo constructions are durative and imply intensity of
activity. Thus, like ConCo they have an aspectual interpretation.

9(62b,c) are grammatical under an OCo reading, although they would be distinctly odd from a semantic
point of view.

10As shown in section (3.2), verbal particles can occur in Position B in a restricted fashion. This does not
refute the generalization that XPs cannot intervene in Position B because it is not clear that English verbal
particles are always independent XPs rather than being incorporated into the verb (Farrell 2005). This will
be discussed more generally in section (4.2.2).
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3.2.9 VP ellipsis

The inability to elide part of the VP is a property of ConCo constructions (2.1.5). In
the case of ReCo constructions, the VP must be elided as a unit; it is not possible to
elide only part of the VP. However, since both verbs are identical, an ellipsis structure
actually looks identical to a simplex form. This means that the VP-ellipsis test needs
to be approached in a subtle way. The test I have developed relies on the unbounded
Aktionsartof ReCo constructions.

(63) a. Mary worked and worked at the project

→ ‘Mary worked at the project intensively’

b. John worked and worked at the project. . .
. . . and Mary worked and workedat it too

9 ‘Mary worked intensively’

Example (63a) is the basic ReCo example. Note that the characteristic intensive,
durative reading is available. Example (63b) exhibits partial VP-deletion in a ReCo
context. The supposed ellipsis site is marked by∅. Note that the second conjunct is
identical to a simplex (non-ReCo) clause and is thus not ill-formed. Importantly, how-
ever (63b) does not have the intensive action reading associated with (63a). What this
means is that the purportedly elided constituent in (63b) cannot be a ReCo comple-
ment. In fact, the reading of the second conjunct is only compatible with a non-elision
structure. Consequently, the ‘elision’ example is ungrammatical on a ReCo interpre-
tation. Thus, partial VP-deletion cannot occur in ReCo contexts.11

3.2.10 Restrictions on subjects

A major difference between ConCo and SceCo constructions isthat the former do not
place any restrictions on the selectional relationship between the subject and the lexi-
cal verb. In effect, the pseudo-coordinative verb is invisible to selectional requirements
in ConCo but not in SceCo (section (2.1.3)).

Similarly, ReCo constructions do not have any restrictionswith respect to their
subjects. For instance, they admit weather-verb expletives and inanimate subjects.
Thus it seems, like for ConCo, that the subject-selectionalproperties of the predicate
are not affected (2.1.3).

(64) a. It rained all night

b. It rained and rained all night

(65) a. The tree stood on the ridge for more than 80 years

b. The tree stood and stood on the ridge for more than 80 years

11This ellipsis test also confirms the results of section (3.2.8); the presence of the second verb contributes
towards an aspectual meaning.
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Of course, this is not particularly surprising since all thepredicates in a ReCo
construction are identical. Thus, unlike ConCo and SceCo where there is a non-local
relationship between the lexical verb and the subject, in ReCo, the subject is always
in a local relationship to the first verb, which appears to be lexical. For this reason,
one needs to differentiate whether it is the first verb of the ReCo construction that
selects the subject (in which case ReCo would pattern with SceCo) or whether it is the
second verb that selects the subject (in which case ReCo would pattern with ConCo).
Unfortunately, given that both verbs are identical it is notpossible to tell directly which
of these options is the correct one.12

3.2.11 Restrictions on which verbs can occur in ReCo construc-
tions

ReCo constructions are very productive. However, there arerestrictions on which
verbs can enter into this construction.

(66) *John did and did something [Light verb]

(67) *John will and will do something [Modal]

(68) *John has and has done something [Auxiliary]

(69) *John resembled and resembled his father [States]

(70) *John won and won the race [Achievements]

(71) *John ate and ate 46 hamburgers in only 2 hours [Accomplishments]

(72) John walked and walked for hours [Activities]

(73) John shot and shot at the rabbit

‘John repeatedly shot at the rabbit’ [Serial Achievement]

Two generalizations can be made from these data. Light verbslike do as well as
modals and auxiliaries cannot occur in ReCo constructions.In other words, ReCo con-
structions are limited to lexical verbs. The second generalization is that only activity
verbs can occur in these constructions, although some endpoint implying verbs can
occur in ReCo constructions with serial or repetitive readings, i.e. they are construed
as activities. The main point I am trying to make is that thereis (i) a definable class
of verbs entering into ReCo constructions (activity verbs)and (ii) there is a definable
class of verbs which do not participate in this construction(modals, light verbs, states,
achievements and accomplishments). This is also a propertyof pseudo-coordinative
constructions generally (section 2.1.10).

12However, given that with respect to the semantic bleaching and VP-ellipsis tests ReCo patterns with
ConCo, it is perhaps reasonable to assume that it is the secondverb that selects the subject in ReCo con-
structions and that they thus pattern with ConCo.
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3.2.12 Counter-expectational readings

Pejorative and/or surprise readings do not seem to be characteristic of these construc-
tions, although they are not incompatible with them.

(74) a. To our amazement, John studied and studied for three days

b. As we had arranged, John studied and studied for three days

In these examples the counter-expectational force comes entirely from the topical-
ized elements. To my ear, an out-of-the-blue ReCo construction is very neutral with
respect to this kind of reading. Thus, ReCo constructions donot have inherent counter-
expectational readings associated with them. In this respect, they pattern with ConCo
more generally, but not ConCo withgo (section (2.1.12)).

3.2.13 Phonological cues

ReCo constructions permit the coordinating particle to be reduced to syllabic[n
"
]. This

is a general characteristic of pseudo-coordinative constructions (section (2.1.13)).

(75) a. What did he read and read all day?

b. What did he read[@n] he read all day

c. What did he read[n
"
] read all day?

As was the case for ConCo, the first verb cannot be focussed in isolation. How-
ever, unlike ConCo, it is possible for both verbs to bear equal focus. This is probably
because, unlike ConCo constructions, ReCo contexts do not require that the first verb
be grammaticalized and functional; it is clearly a lexical verb with a lexical stress pat-
tern. Importantly, however, the coordinator itself cannotbe focussed. This is a general
property of pseudo-coordination.

(76) a. What did John read and READ all day?

b. *What did he READ and read all day?

c. *What did John read AND read all day?

d. What did John READ and READ all day?

These data demonstrate that ReCo are indeed pseudo-coordinative in nature and
also support the intuition in section (2.1.13) that the inability of ConCo predicates to
be stressed is a function of the fact that they are functional, grammaticalized elements.
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3.2:P

roperties
ofpseudo-coordinative

types

Property Section OCo SceCo ConCo ReCo try
Syntactic tests

Non-ATB argument extraction (3.2.5) No X X X X

Non-ATB adjunct extraction (3.2.5) No No X X X

XPs in Position B (3.2.7) X X(Some) No No No
XPs in Position C (3.2.7) X No No No Some (?)
Partial VP-Ellipsis (3.2.9) X X No No X

Coordinator Substitution (3.2.2) X No No No No
Semantic tests

Subject restricted by Verb A (3.2.10) X X No N.A. X

Semantic bleaching of Verb A (3.2.8) No No X N.A. No
Semantic subordination No X X X N.A.i X

Distributivity (3.2.3) X No No No No
Wide-scope reading of quantifier (3.2.6 No No X X X

Restrictions on possible Verb A (3.2.11) No X X X N.A.
Inherent counter-expectational reading (3.2.12)No No X(go) No No

Morphological and Phonological tests
Morphological Sameness (3.2.4) No X X X N.A.
Focus on Verb A (3.2.13) X No (?) No No X

Focus on coordinator (3.2.13) X No No No No
iSemantic subordination in ReCo contexts cannot be tested. Since both verbs are the
same, the commutativity of conjuncts is not at issue.
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3.2.14 Findings

In this section I have systematically subjected ReCo constructions to the battery of
tests developed in previous sections. The results of these are tabulated in figure 3.2 on
the preceding page.

Firstly, it is clear that ReCo is not OCo. This is indicated bythe ability to extract
arguments, quantifiers and some adjuncts, the restrictionson subjects, the inability
of other XPs to occur in the second conjunct, the incompatibility with distributive
elements, the Morphological Sameness Condition, phonological reduction and the fact
that only a subclass of verbs can be coordinated in this way.

Secondly, I would like to make the case that ReCo is a type of ConCo. The only
way in which ReCo patterns with SceCo is the inability to extract manner adjuncts.
However, the results of this test are undermined by the fact that quantifiers can freely
raise yielding wide-scope readings. Furthermore, there isthe possibility that the is-
landhood of ReCo and SceCo are not, in fact, triggered by the same factors, mak-
ing the similarity superficial only. The remaining tests show that ReCo patterns after
ConCo. These include the ban on subjects and XPs within the verbal string, the se-
mantic bleaching effects, the inability to partially elidethe VP and the wide-scope
readings associated with quantifiers.

3.3 Conclusion

In summary, ReCo is an instance of ConCo. This lends some credence to the typology
which as been developed insofar as ReCo constructions provide independent proof
of the existence of a structure with the properties of ConCo.It is also important be-
cause some of the properties of ReCo may illuminate the mechanics of ConCo. This
possibility is explored in the following chapters.

With respect to pseudo-coordinativetry, I have argued that it constitutes a separate
type of pseudo-coordination from ReCo, ConCo and SceCo. Diagram 3.2 illustrates
the resulting tableau of coordinative types explored in previous chapters.

Figure 3.2: Pseudo-coordination in English
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Chapter 4

Solutions and derivations

In previous chapters, I have disambiguated various pseudo-coordinative structures.
Importantly, I have argued that ConCo with predicates likegoandsit subsumes ReCo.
Now, an analysis of ConCo (subsuming ReCo) can be approached. In this chapter,
I will first discount analyses of ConCo along the lines of subordination. Thereafter,
I will suggest my own analysis in terms of complex predicatesand garden-variety
coordination at (sub)-head level.

4.1 Approaches to pseudo-coordination

Over the years three broad approaches to pseudo-coordinative phenomena can be dis-
tinguished.

i. Pseudo-coordination is true coordination;
ii. Pseudo-coordination isvP/VP subordination typical of modal and auxiliary con-

figurations;
iii. Pseudo-coordination is clausal subordination, on a par with infinitival or raising

constructions.
Analyses belonging to the first group consider the coordinative morpheme to mark

coordination of XPs. Cormack and Breheney (1994), Josefsson (1991) and Lakoff
(1986) all fall into this category. For them the primary problem is how to explain the
asymmetry between the conjuncts and the systematic exceptions to the CSC.

Approaches which are part of the second group regard the coordinator as a subordi-
nating element very different to logical coordination. Whether explicitly or tacitly, co-
ordinator is treated as a functional, subordinative head, while the pseudo-coordinative
verb is equivalent to either a modal or auxiliary, or even a hybrid category between
lexical and functional verbs. Hargreaves (2004), for instance, suggests thattry and
is a single head merged into a functional head while a pseudo-coordinative verb like
go is a light verb heading its ownvP-shell. Another subordination analysis is sug-
gested by Cardinaletti and Giusti (2001) who claim that motion verbs (in Marsalese)
are ‘semi-lexical’ because they are lexical verbs which aremerged in functional pro-
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jections. Carden and Pesetsky (1977), Gleitman (1965), Goldsmith (1985), Pullum
(1990), Quirk et al. (1985), Schmerling (1975) and probablyNa and Huck (1992) also
fall into this category.1

The third group analyse pseudo-coordinations as being akinto infinitival construc-
tions. This body of research essentially also treats the coordinator as a subordina-
tor fundamentally different to logical coordination. The similarity between pseudo-
coordination and infinitives is pointed out by Gleitman (1965) but is more fully devel-
oped by Wiklund (1996; 2005). Johannessen (1998) sides withthe analysis of Wiklund
(1996). Lødrup (2002), working in the framework of LFG suggests that Norwegian
pseudo-coordinations are a non-uniform phenomenon and correspond to what I take
to be control and raising constructions.

I argue that ConCo cannot be analysed as any of these. Concerning the first ap-
proach, the tests in chapter (2) all show that OCo is not applicable. The problems as-
sociated with the second, modal-auxiliary approach are empirical in nature and stem
from the fact that ConCo verbs do not seem to behave like othermodals or auxiliaries,
but form a class of their own. The objections to the biclausalapproach are of a the-
oretical character and revolve around the fact that the licensing of the subject of the
embedded clause is not trivial. In fact, I will argue in this section that it is simply not
possible to license a subject in the embedded clause of a ConCo construction.2

4.1.1 Coordinative approaches

Approaches to pseudo-coordination in terms ofvP coordination face several problems.
Although coordinative accounts of ConCo all attempt to explain away the CSC vio-
lations Cormack and Breheney (1994), Josefsson (1991), Lakoff (1986) these effects
remain problematic.

Lakoff (1986), for instance, argues that the CSC should be completely discarded
as a generalization because of examples where it does not hold. This seems to be
throwing the baby out with the bath water since Lakoff (1986)does not provide an
explanation for those cases where the CSC does seem to hold. In addition, these classes
of exceptions to the CSC seem fairly restricted.

(1) How many classes can you teach and still complete your dissertation on time?

(2) This is a hormone that many athletes take and grow immensely strong

These classes of exceptions prove rather difficult to define.Postal (1998) argues
that not all the exceptions which Lakoff (1986) gives are true coordination and that

1Some research has attempted to make a link between bare aspectual go(and similar verbs) and pseudo-
coordination.

(1) a. Why don’t you go and jump in the lake? [Pseudo-coordination]

b. Why don’t you go jump in the lake? [Bare aspectual]

Thus Carden and Pesetsky (1977) claim that bare aspectual constructions are derived from corresponding
pseudo-coordinative constructions. However Jaeggli and Hyams (1993), Pullum (1990), Shopen (1971) and
Wulff (2005) all deny there is a link.

2I focus here on ConCo. The same arguments extend to SceCo.
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they do not necessarily contravene the CSC. Furthermore, neither Lakoff (1986) nor
Postal (1998) define these exceptions, let alone provide anyanalysis for them. In ad-
dition, it is important to note that these examples are quitestrongly ungrammatical in
other languages like Dutch (Barbiers, p.c.). It is probablyinadvisable to discard the
universality of the CSC on the basis of a subset of the extraction facts of English.

Other approaches based on coordination relate the ability to extract to the argu-
ment structure of the predicates involved. For instance, Cormack and Breheney (1994)
suggest it is the unaccusative character of pseudo-coordinative predicates that licenses
extraction.

‘There is ample evidence from other languages that ergativity is what is
crucial in allowing the extractions in examples such as (80)’ (Cormack
and Breheney 1994)[Their (80) is reproduced as (3) below]

(3) What did John go and buytWH?

This approach has to explain (i) why SceCo constructions areselective islands
and (ii) the lack of contrast between ATB-violating extraction in unaccusatives and
unergatives more generally (cf. the lack of a contrast between the unaccusative and
unergative examples (5) and (6) on page 21).

These accounts also cannot explain why the verbal string does not admit XPs,
especially low adjuncts.3 It should be perfectly acceptable to adjoin low, manner ad-
juncts at VP level, for instance. In addition the partial-VP-ellipsis effects, semantic
subordination, non-commutativity, restrictions on the subject of the first conjunct and
the inability to cooccur with distributors do not follow naturally from such accounts.
The coordination ofvPs would also seem to imply that two, independent events are
coordinated, assuming that there is an eventive head loosely corresponding to littlev
(Harley 1995, Travis 1994; 2000).4 This is not in accordance with the facts of ConCo
in English where the pseudo-coordinative verb does not denote an independent event.
Finally, it has been claimed by Bošković and Franks (2000) thatvP coordination does
not exist in English.

(4) Ellen partially solved the problem and wrote up her findings (Boškovíc and
Franks 2000:117)

This example is consistent with an interpretation where themanner adverb scopes
over only the first predicate. In other words, Ellen partially solved the problem,not that
she partially wrote up her findings. IfvP or VP coordination were indeed possible, then
the adverb in (4) would indeed be able to scope over both conjuncts. The fact that it
cannot implies that there is neithervP nor VP coordination. For these reasons ConCo
cannot be avP-coordination structure.

3In fact, the framework of Cormack and Breheney (1994) explicitly allows XP-like material such as
PPs to be placed within a head.

4I take this to be the same head that Kratzer (1993; 1996) named VoiceP.
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4.1.2 Subordination: auxiliaries and modals

Pollock (1994), Pullum (1990), Jaeggli and Hyams (1993) andCarden and Pesetsky
(1977) argue that bare aspectual verbs behave differently to modals. These arguments
can also be applied to ConCogo andsit. The differences include the fact that modals
and auxiliaries behave differently to ConCo predicates with respect to verb-raising
to T, subject-auxiliary inversion, subjunctives, free modal co-occurrence, ellipsis, and
VP preposing.

Raising to T

Modals and auxiliaries can raise across negation to T (5a,b)whereas ConCo verbs
cannot (5c,d).5

(5) a. I will not speak to her [Mod]

b. I have not spoken to her [Aux]

c. *I go not and speak to her [ConCo]

d. *I sit not and speak to her

The same data may be repeated with emphatic particles (Jaeggli and Hyams 1993:319)
or indeed, with any adverbial.6

(6) a. *I go seldom/always/usually/also and speak to my supervisor every week
[ConCo]

b. *I sit seldom/always/usually/also and speak to my supervisor every week

c. I will seldom/always/usually/also speak to my supervisor every week
[Mod]

d. I have seldom/always/usually/also spoken to my supervisor every week
[Aux]

The pseudo-coordinative verb may not raise across an adverbial as a modal or
auxiliary would: they remain in situ. Thus they are not the same class of verb. More-
over, this kind of data supports the conclusion reached in chapters (2) and (3) that the
ConCo verbal string exhibits characteristics of constituency.

5Rajesh Bhatt (p.c.) has pointed out that not all modals raise.For examplehave todoes not raise to T
in all varieties of English.

(1) a. I don’t have to raise

b. %I haven’t to raise

However, this is also subject to dialectal variation as the following lines fromThe death of a hired man
by Robert Frost indicate.

I should have called it
Something you somehow haven’t to deserve (Frost 1915)’

6I find theso/tooexamples quoted in Jaeggli and Hyams (1993) strange to my ear.
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Subject-auxiliary inversion

Modals and auxiliaries can undergo subject-auxiliary inversion (7a,b) but ConCo verbs
cannot (7c,d).

(7) a. *Go you speak to her? [ConCo]

b. *Sit you speak to her?

c. Will you speak to her? [Mod]

d. Have you spoken to her? [Aux]

Once again it appears thatgoandsit do not behave like auxiliaries or modals.

Subjunctives

ConCo verbs are compatible with subjunctives. Modals and auxiliaries are not (exam-
ples adapted from Jaeggli and Hyams (1993:318)).7

(8) a. I requested that he go and consider his options that night [ConCo]

b. ?I requested that he sit and watch TV

c. ??I requested that he can be there by 3pm [Mod]

d. *I requested that he has been there by 3pm [Aux]

Ellipsis

Modals and ConCo verbs also differ with respect to partial VP-deletion. Modals need
not be deleted in VP-ellipsis contexts.

(9) a. John can study every subject that Sarah can?

b. John can go and study every subject that . . .
Sarah can (*go) and study. . . ?

Example (9a) is an ordinary example of VP-deletion and demonstrates that a
modal need not be deleted when the VP is. However, section (2.1.5) showed that
ConCo verbs must obligatorily be deleted; partial VP-ellipsis is not possible. Example
(9b) demonstrates this once more. It is sharply ungrammatical if the ConCo verb is not
deleted along with the rest of the VP. Note that I have used adjunct extraction to force
a ConCo reading as opposed to a SceCo one.

7I have tried to make (a,b) as non-deictic as possible to ensurea strict ConCo reading.
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VP preposing

In English, lexical verbs can be topicalized.

(10) John wanted to join the army and join it he did

Similarly, a constituent containing the ConCo verbal string can be topicalized.
However, modals and auxiliaries cannot be topicalized in this way (examples adapted
from (Jaeggli and Hyams 1993:318)).

(11) a. Mary wanted to go and join the army,
and go and join it she did [ConCo]

b. John wanted to sit and watch a movie,
and sit and watch it he did

c. *Mary said that she would write a novel,
and would write it she did [Mod]

d. *Mary said that she has written a novel,
and has written it she did [Aux]

These examples show that ConCo verbs differ from modals and auxiliaries with
respect to topicalization. In fact, there is an added twist;modals and auxiliariesmust
be stranded when a verb is fronted as in (11d). This follows ina straight forward way
from the fact that modals are merged outside thevP. ConCo verbs cannot be stranded
in this way. This suggests that unlike modals, ConCo predicates are within thevP.

(12) a. Mary said that she could go and write a novel,
and go and write it she eventually would [Mod]

b. Mary said that she could go and write a novel,
and gone and written it she has [Aux]

c. *Mary said that she could go and write a novel,
and written it she has gone and [ConCo]

Free modal co-occurrence

ConCo verbs can freely co-occur with modals; modals cannot freely co-occur with
other modals. This suggests that pseudo-coordinative ConCo predicates and modals
are different classes of verbs (examples adapted from Jaeggli and Hyams (1993:318)).

(13) a. I must go and watch this movie [ConCo]

b. I must sit and watch a movie

c. *I must can watch this movie [Mod]

Not too much weight should be placed on this test because the restriction on co-
occurrence of modals could well be related to the defective paradigm of modals. Since
ConCo predicates do not have defective paradigms, they may not be subject to this
restriction.
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Summary

In this section I have underscored the research of among others Pollock (1994), Pullum
(1990), Jaeggli and Hyams (1993) and Carden and Pesetsky (1977) in demonstrating
that pseudo-coordinative predicates (and particularly ConCo predicates), are neither
modals nor auxiliaries. ConCo verbs display none of the characteristics of modals or
auxiliaries in English. Assuming that auxiliaries and modals head distinct projections
in a Cinque-like functional hierarchy, in a monoclausal configuration, ConCo verbs
cannot be easily analysed in the same way without stipulating the differences in be-
haviour.

4.1.3 Subordination: licensing a subject

The third family of approaches to pseudo-coordination attempts to draw a parallel with
clausal subordination such as that found in infinitivals andraising constructions as has
been suggested by Wiklund (1996; 2005) and Lødrup (2002) forMainland Scandina-
vian and Haslinger and Van Koppen (2003) for Dutch.8 Such an analysis implies that
the embedded clause must have some manner of subject. I will argue in this section,
that such a subject is not easily licensed given current theoretical assumptions about
the nature of empty categories (De Vos 2004a). Assuming a biclausal structure, the
coordinator could either be a type of subordinating complementizer, as represented in
(14a), or it could be an overt reflect of T as represented in (14b). This is not crucial
to the problem I present below. In the representations that follow, I assume that the
coordinator is a reflex of T simply because that is assumed by (Wiklund 1996:45).

(14) a. [CP1 Johni will go [CP2 andei take Mary on a date]]

b. [CP1 Johni will go [CP2 ei and take Mary on a date]]

The central problem concerns the nature of the empty subjectrepresented bye in
(14a,b). Current theory provides four candidates for the position:9

i. pro,
ii. PRO,

iii. a trace of DP movement (where the first verb is analysed asa non-theta-marking,
raising verb analogous toseem), and

iv. a trace of DP movement as a result of ATB extraction.

pro

One possibility is that the empty position ispro. This possibility is illustrated in (15).

8The actual size of the complement is independent of this argument. While infinitivals might be CPs
or TPs, the complement of a perception verb could be much smaller.However, they face similar problems
with licensing subjects.

9One other option might be to consider the structure to be conjunction reduction: a biclausal structure
with arguments deleted under identity. This approach is a non-starter for the reasons discussed exhaustively
in chapter (2).
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(15) Johni will go proi and take Mary on a date

However, English is not a pro-drop language and it would seemcounterintuitive to
postulate the existence of a category that never seems to occur independently in other
contexts. Thus we can rule outpro as the subject of the embedded verb.

PRO

By analogy with infinitivals one might suggest that the emptyposition is PRO.

(16) Johni will go
[CP

PROi

[TP

and take Mary on a date
]]

However, the fact that the embedded verb can also have person/number (17) and
tense (18) inflection shows that it is not an infinitive.10

(17) John sits and sends e-mails all day instead of working

(18) John sat and sent e-mails all day instead of working

If this is true, then the embedded clause is unable to licensePRO since PRO must
be ungoverned and Tense is a governor.

A further argument against an analysis analogous to infinitivals is that there is a
truth conditional distinction between ConCo verbs likegowith to andand.

(19) a. John went and ate→ John ate

b. John went to eat9 John ate

(20) a. How carefully did John go and eat→ John ate

b. How carefully did John go to eat9 John ate

Example (19) contrasts a ConCo construction with an infinitival construction.
There is a truth-conditional difference between them. (19a) has as an entailment that
John eats. However, this is not an entailment of (19b). The same data are repeated with
adjunct WH-extraction to ensure that a ConCo reading is available. Note that in (20a)
the adjunct scopes over the lexical verb as opposed to (20b) where it only has matrix
scope. This is additional evidence that (20a,b) are not equivalent.

Raising

Having excluded the binding options for the subject position, what of the possibility
that the empty position is a trace left by movement? There seem to be two possible
options: raising and ATB extraction.

10Wiklund (1996; 2005) suggests that the embedded lexical verbis actually an infinitive but that mor-
phology has been ‘shared’ with the pseudo-coordinative verb.
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A raising analysis would entail that the subject could not get nominative case in
the embedded clause because infinitives do not assign nominative case.11 As a result,
the subject DP must raise into the matrix clause. This process is illustrated in (21a) for
a typical raising verb likeseem. If a raised DP was indeed the antecedent of the empty
subject in a ConCo construction, then the configuration would look like that in (21b).

(21) a. Johni seemsti to be sick

b. Johni will go andti take Mary on a date

That the subject of the embedded verb is a trace of a raised DP is extremely un-
likely given that raising occurs when a DP cannot get case in the lower clause. How-
ever, having demonstrated that the embedded verb is not an infinitive ((19), (17) and
(18)), and thus perfectly able to assign nominative case, there is no rationale for a
raising analysis. Moreover, the proposed structure is simply unworkable with respect
to checking ofφ features onboth verbs. Assume for a moment that English verbs
have theirφ features checked byAGREE. T would probe the goal, namely the pseudo-
coordinative verb, and check its features. There is no possible way for T to probe past
the pseudo-coordinative verb to check the features of the embedded verb.12 Note that
the same argument applies against the use of an infinitival structure.13

Another argument against a raising analysis is that ConCo verbs and raising verbs
have different distributional properties. A true raising verb like seemis compatible
with an expletivetherein subject position (22a). This is not true forgoandsit.14

(22) a. There seemed to be a man lounging on my doorstep [Raising]

b. A man went and lounged on my doorstep [ConCo]

c. *There went and lounged a man on my doorstep

d. *There went a man and lounged on my doorstep

11Lødrup (2002) proposes a ‘structure sharing’ analysis of Norwegian pseudo-coordination construc-
tions within the framework of LFG. I take this to be similar to a raising analysis in the GB framework.

12The same intuition can be expressed in a model where English verbs are subject to affix lowering. In
fact, the problem is even more acute. Suppose that an affix on T must lower to the pseudo-coordinative verb.
This is not problematic. However, in order to affix-mark the embedded verb, the affix must also move past
the pseudo-coordinative verb and the coordinative marker, thus violating the HMC twice, before reaching
the embedded verb. This situation is simply not allowed by a raising structure.

13It might be suggested that the embedded clause has its own TP which would serve to check features
on the verb. Putting aside the problem of how to ensure strictidentity between matrix T and the embedded
T, there is a much deeper problem. If the embedded clause had a TP which could check T features and
assign case, then the empty subject position in the embedded clause would remain a problem. It could not
be filled by PRO orpro for the reasons already discussed, and there would be no rationale for the DP to
raise. It would also not explain the absence of constructions with tensed modals in the so-called embedded
clause.

(1) a. John could work and work all day

b. *John could work and could work all day

14Wiklund (p.c.) points out that in Swedish pseudo-coordination expletives are possible (see also Josef-
sson 1991).
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(23) a. There seemed to be a man lounging on my doorstep [Raising]

b. A man sat and lounged on my doorstep [ConCo]

c. *There sat and lounged a man on my doorstep

d. *There sat a man and lounged on my doorstep

Another distributional difference is that whereas the complement of a raising con-
struction can be passivised, passivising a ConCo complement is not possible. The
following examples demonstrate that raising constructions have passive counterparts.

(24) a. The warders seemed to watch the convict continuously
[Raising]

b. The convict seemed to be watched continuously by the warders

(25) a. The warders are likely to watch the convict continuously
[Raising]

b. The convict is likely to be watched continuously by the warders

In the following ConCo examples the lexical verb alone is passivised. The (a)
examples are grammatical OCo constructions where the lexical verb in the second
conjunct is passivised. In the (b) examples, pseudo-coordinative contexts are assured
by extraction. The result is strongly ungrammatical.

(26) a. The convict sat and was watched continuously by the warders

b. *Who sat the convict and was watched by?

c. *Who did the convict sit and was watched by?

(27) a. The convict went and was watched continuously by the warders

b. *Who went the convict and was watched by?

c. *Who did the convict go and was watched by?

Examples are given both with and withoutdo-support. In passive questions, the
auxiliary moves to C. Since pseudo-coordinative predicates do not raise to C, it is
unsurprising that the (b) examples are ungrammatical. The ungrammaticality of the
(b) examples is also not surprising given that the heads in a ConCo verb string must
be contiguous. In fact, the lack of contiguity means that the(b) examples are, by
definition, not ConCo. However, it should still be possible for do-support to solve this
problem as in the following pseudo-passive example.

(28) Who did the convict get killed by?

Given the possibility ofdo-support the ungrammaticality of the (c) examples is
surprising. The point remains that the lexical verb cannot be passivised.15

Somewhat more surprising is the fact that even if a passive auxiliary scopes over
both the pseudo-coordinative and the lexical verb, and bothof them have passive mor-
phology, the result is still ungrammatical.

15The intuition is that both verbs must be passivised, but sincego cannot be passivised for independent
reasons, the derivation cannot converge.
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(29) a. The warders have sat and watched the convict continuously
[ConCo]

b. *The convict was sat and watched continuously by the warders

(30) a. The warders have gone and watched the convict continuously [ConCo]

b. *The convict was gone and watched continuously by the warders

These examples stand in stark contrast with examples with past participles, which
also require auxiliaries.

(31) a. Who have the warders gone and watched all day?

b. Who have the warders sat and watched all day?

These data clearly indicate that ConCo constructions cannot be passivised and thus
do not pattern like raising constructions. Consequently, the empty subject cannot be a
trace left by a raised DP.16

ATB

The final possibility is that, by analogy with OCo (32a), the subject position of the
embedded verb is a trace left by ATB extraction. This possibility is illustrated in (32b).

(32) a. JohnATB bothtATB ate the cake andtATB drank the tea

b. JohnATB will tATB go andtATB take Mary on a date

The most obvious problem with the structure in (32) is that itimplies that ConCo
constructions involve OCo. This, I have already demonstrated to be false (chapter (2)).
Thus a paradox arises; the empty subject position in the second conjunct is not a trace
of ATB movement.

In conclusion, I have shown that there is apparently no possible way to license
an empty subject position in the second conjunct of ConCo. This militates against
a biclausal analysis which requires the existence of such a subject position. In the
following section, I pursue a monoclausal analysis.

16Also note that even though passive and participle morphologyare often surface-identical in English,
it is not possible to combine passive and participle morphology in ConCo constructions. Thus the following
examples, which combine the two are ungrammatical. This shows that it is actually the underlying mor-
phological feature-specification that is relevant and not mere surface-form. In short, the MSC is actually
sensitive to the feature-composition of ConCo predicates and not merely their morphological and phono-
logical shape.

(1) *Who had John gone.PART and was watched.PASSby?

(2) *Who had John sat.PART and was watched.PASSby?
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4.2 A complex-predicate analysis

Having explored the properties of ConCo (go, sit, etc. and ReCo) in chapters (2) and
(3), one reaches the conclusion that these constructions are closely related. For in-
stance, they share extraction properties and all display characteristics of constituent-
hood insofar as XPs cannot break up the verbal string and partial VP-ellipsis cannot
apply. The question then arises as to what exactly these peculiar structures are. A sub-
ordination analysis has already been excluded. There are two broad components to the
analysis I will follow.

i. In terms of structure, the verbal string of a ConCo construction is a complex head
derived in the syntax itself i.e. not an item stored in the lexicon.

ii. Semantically, the coordinator is an instance of garden-variety coordination.
The proposed structure is illustrated below. The ConCo predicate (go, sit etc.)

and the lexical verb are coordinated at head level (De Vos 2004a).17 With respect
to ReCo constructions, the same lexical verb is coordinated. The projection of &P
is a combination of the features of its conjuncts as per my basic assumptions about
coordination described in section (1.2).
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It is central to this analysis that the complex predicate head is not a lexical com-
pound specified in the lexicon but is formed byMERGE (of heads) in the (narrow)
syntax itself. For ReCo constructions, a lexical verb is merged twice, namely in the
positions of Verb A and Verb B. For ConCo withgo, sit etc. Verb A is one of a finite,
lexically specified set of verbs; Verb B is a lexical verb.

17The complex-predicate analysis also captures the intuitions of a number of researchers that ConCo
form constituents of some kind (Koops 2004, Pollock 1994, Stefanowitsch 1999). Cormack and Breheney
(1994) suggest that pseudo-coordination in general (they do not distinguish ConCo from SceCo) can be
analysed as a single head. Note however, that their proposalis fundamentally different to the present one
because they allow XP-like material (such as PPs) to occur within a syntactic head. Their proposal does not
seem able to distinguish SceCo from ConCo for this reason.
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There are a number of reasons why I propose that ConCo is derived by MERGE

in the syntax rather than having ConCo verbal strings in the lexicon. Firstly, ConCo
constructions clearly have morphological marking. Since lexical compounds gener-
ally do not have inflectional morphology within the terminal/word itself, the presence
of morphological marking would militate against a lexical-compounding analysis.18

Secondly, V-V compounds seem to be a fairly systematic gap inthe Germanic lan-
guages.19 I would not want to propose thatV and Vcompounds are exempt. Finally,
ConCo constructions are productive. In a related vein, I will demonstrate that the se-
mantics of ConCo constructions are compositional and regular. The very productivity
of the construction militates against it being stipulated in the lexicon. Nevertheless,
this structure can immediately account for a number of characteristics of ConCo con-
structions. These are explored in the following sections.

4.2.1 Extraction properties

In sections (2.1.1) and (3.2.5) I showed that ConCo were not islands for extraction
at all. The extraction facts follow from the fact that in structure (33) the complex
predicate does not act as a blocking category, just as ordinary simplex predicates do
not act as blocking categories. In other words, the ConCo structure does not contain the
extraction site: the extraction site is not contained in anyconjunct of the coordination.
Consequently, extraction does not violate the CSC. Exactlythe same logic applies to
the wide scope reading obtained by quantifier raising ((2.1.9) and (3.2.6)). Since the
quantifier is not located in any conjunct, quantifier raisingis free to apply.

4.2.2 Constituenthood

The fact that no XPs such as adverbs, particles etc. can occurwithin the verbal string,
as illustrated in sections (2.1.2) and (3.2.7), derives from the fact that the verbal string
is a head. There are no possible XP positions (whether specifiers or XP adjunction
sites) which could host an XP such as an adverb or particle.20 Instead, XPs are hosted
in their standard positions within the functional layers ofthe clause.21

More needs to be said about particle verb combinations in ReCo formations such
as those in section (3.2). Example (44) from chapter (3) is repeated here.

(34) a. John read up and read up for weeks on the lawsuit

b. John read up intensively

The existence of these types of examples is puzzling if verbal particles are always
independent XPs. However, there are reasons to think that they can also be incorpo-

18Possible exceptions include examples likeattorneys general, although this is a prescriptive form. Most
native speakers consistently chooseattorney generalsas the plural form.

19There are arguably some examples in Afrikaans e.g.laat spaander‘get going’.
20I take it for granted that XPs cannot adjoin toX0s.
21The analysis proposed here works independently of whether one adopts a cartographic approach

Cinque (1999) or a semantically-conditioned adjunction approach Ernst (2002).
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rated into the verb. English often has an alternation between particle stranding (35a)
and particle incorporation (35b).

(35) a. John turnedthe lights on

b. John turned onthe lights

There are good reasons to analyse examples like (35b) with the verb and parti-
cle as being a single head-constituent (Den Dikken 1995, Farrell 2005, Guéron 1990,
Haegeman and Guéron 1999, Johnson 1991, Pesetsky 1995).22 In contrast, in (35a),
the particle acts more like an independent XP. Only the stranded version can be mod-
ified by a degree adverbial. This follows easily if in (36b) the particle and verb are a
single head.

(36) a. They messed the song all up

b. *They messed all up the song (Farrell 2005:100)

More evidence comes from the fact that two DP-PRT strings can be conjoined
(37a); conjunction is not possible when the particle precedes the DP (37b). This also
follows if one assumes that the (b) example has the particle and verb as a single head.

(37) a. She turned these lights on and those lights off

b. *She turned on these lights and off those lights (Farrell 2005:101)

The non-stranded order also serves as input to derivationalmorphology; the stranded
order does not (where it is able to be tested). This supports the notion that the particle
and verb are under the same head.23

(38) a. *You might want to re-plug the VCR in

b. You might want to re-plug-in the VCR

(39) This book is un-put-downable

Particle-verb combinations also can be nominalized. This also supports their status
as being single heads.

(40) a. He was going to hold up the store (Farrell 2005:103)

b. He was arrested after the holdup

In summary, XPs may not occur in either Position B or C of ConCoor ReCo
verbal strings. This is because the complex predicates are actually complex heads and
there are no positions for XPs to adjoin to. It has also been shown that particle-verb
combinations can be analysed as single heads in English.

22More specifically, Farrell (2005) argues that they are lexical compounds.
23Example (38a) is adapted from Farrell (2005:102).
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4.2.3 Subject licensing

The fact that there is simply no subject position available within the complex predicate
means that the PRO problem discussed in section (4.1.3) simply evaporates: there is no
PRO/pro or similar empty category in the second conjunct because there is no clausal
complementation relation between the two conjuncts.

With respect to the ability of the second verb in ConCo to determine the type
of subject that is merged (sections (2.1.3) and (3.2.10)), it follows simply from the
analysis of the verbal string as a coordinated complex head.Since the ConCo predicate
is bleached and does not assign a lexical theta role, it cannot select the subject; it is the
lexical theta role assigned by the lexical verb that is the determining factor in subject
selection.

4.2.4 Partial VP-ellipsis

The structure also explains why partial VP-deletion (sections (2.1.5) and (3.2.9)) and
VP-preposing (4.1.2) is not an option for ConCo. The verbal string, consisting of a
ConCo predicate, a coordinator and a lexical verb are a single head: a constituent.
Since partial deletion of terminal constituents is not possible in English, it is also not
possible to partially delete a ConCo construction. Both first and second verbs must
both be elided together.

4.2.5 Behaviour as lexical or functional verbs

It has been demonstrated that although ConCo predicates have been likened to aux-
iliaries and modals, they do not pattern like them. In fact, ConCo predicates behave
very much like lexical verbs. The differences in the behaviour between modals and the
pseudo-coordinative verb follow from this analysis (section 4.1.2). Since the first verb
is merged as part of a complex predicate within the VP, it patterns with lexical verbs.
Hence, it must be deleted when VP-deletion occurs and cannotraise to T or undergo
subject-auxiliary inversion.

4.2.6 Bleaching

The way in which arguments are licensed in coordinate structures of this type has
important implications for the degree of ‘bleachedness’ ofa verb. Consider a ReCo
construction, where two lexical verbs are coordinated at head level. Since both verbs
are identical, they must both assign the same theta roles. However, since these verbs
are coordinated, and there is only a single set of arguments,there is the potential for
a violation of the theta criterion.24 For instance, the same internal argument will be
assigned theta roles by two verbs.

24It is possible that the theta criterion can be dispensed with(Brody 1993, Chomsky 1995b) being
replaced by selection or some other mechanism. Under this view,since the pseudo-coordinative verb does
not select a subject, it also does not assign a theta role (or its equivalent).
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In a ReCo construction, both verbs are identical in their lexical specifications.
Since both verbs must assign the same theta roles and engage in the same selectional
operations, it is necessary that these functions are discharged, not by each individual
verb, but by the complex predicate itself (Bobaljik and Wurmbrand 2004, Neeleman
1994, Steedman 1985). Each verb thus ‘co-projects’ its theta roles. This is only pos-
sible because of the coordination marker which allows its label to be a combination
of the features of both conjuncts. Since both verbs assign the same theta role, there is
no clash of roles. Thus, in the following example, the complex predicate as a whole
selects the internal argument and assigns a role to it. The same logic applies to all
other selectional and theta-operations of the predicate.

(41) The peasant tried to pump and pumpwaterfor the soldier

However, the situation is slightly different in ConCo constructions withgo or sit.
Here, the pseudo-coordinative verb and the lexical verb arenot identical and po-
tentially do not assign the same theta roles.25 If it were the case that the pseudo-
coordinative verb and the lexical verb assign fundamentally different roles to the ex-
ternal argument, role clash would cause the derivation to crash.

The problem is eliminated if the pseudo-coordinative verb is semantically bleached
and does not assign a full lexical theta role or engage in selectional activities at all.
In English, verbs likesit andgo are bleached independently of ConCo contexts and
are listed in the lexicon as such. Only then, can they be ‘plugged’ into a ConCo con-
struction. It is still the complex predicate which selects arguments and assigns theta
roles, however the selectional and theta-properties of thecomplex predicate are deter-
mined by the lexical verb. In the following example,go effectively does not assign a
substantive theta role at all; it is the lexical verb that determines the selectional and
theta-properties of the complex predicate.

(42) It went and rained

Thus, the theta criterion ‘forces’ a bleached interpretation of ConCo predicates in
the cases ofsit andgo. Note however, that if the theta-roles and selectional require-
ments of both verbs be identical, then nothing prevents bothverbs assigning full theta
roles as described in the previous paragraph for ReCo. Thus,this mechanism does not
preclude the possibility of a literal, posture reading for ConCo structures should the
subject be consistent with such a reading. Importantly, however, in ReCo construc-
tions, since both verbs in the complex predicate are identical, there is nothing that
‘forces’ a bleached interpretation. Semantic bleaching and the lack of it is thus deriva-
tive of the proposed syntactic structure where heads are coordinated to form a complex
predicate. Incidentally, this explains why such a limited set of verbs can act as ConCo

25It might be pointed out that in OCo ATB contexts, the theta roles assigned to a subject need not be
identical. I concede this point, but it is also true that in such cases a unique theta role is assigned in each
separate subject position. That is quite different to the current case where a subject would receive two
distinct theta roles in a single position, namely SpecvP. This would be a violation of UTAH.
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predicates: only those verbs that are independently semantically bleached may occur
as ConCo predicates.

4.2.7 Distributivity

The fact thatboth modification is not tolerated with ConCo constructions (sections
(2.1.8) and (3.2.3)) is a result of the fact that the distributor, both, scopes over two
distinct events (i.e.vPs). I assume an eventive head to head EventP, a projection loosely
corresponding tovP (Harley 1995, Kratzer 1993; 1996, Travis 1994; 2000).

In OCo contexts where two IPs are coordinated,bothmodification can thus take
place. However, in structure (33), there is only a single event: the entire complex
predicate is located within the VP under a single verbal label.26 Consequently,both
cannot be interpreted in this structure.

4.2.8 The Morphological Sameness Condition

This kind of structure also opens the way to an explanation ofthe MSC. The answer
comes in two parts, one relating toφ-features and the second to other features.

The structure proposed here involves both the pseudo-coordinative verb and the
lexical verb being governed by the same T head. In fact, the features of both verbs
must be equidistant to T because the features of both conjuncts are visible on &P inde-
pendently of ConCo contexts; this is a property of coordinate structures (Van Koppen
2005). Given this, the specification for tense, person etc. must trivially be identical on
both verbs because T would probe the features on both verbs simultaneously.

Note that in this regard the biclausal proposal is unworkable. Under a subordi-
native, biclausal approach, the verbal features are most definitely not equidistant and
affix lowering from T to the lexical verb would violate the HMC. The same intuition
can be formalised in a probe-goal framework. Both verbs are merged into the struc-
ture with appropriateφ features and both verbs can have those features checked by
the corresponding features on T. In a complementation configuration, the lexical verb
would be much lower in the structure than the pseudo-coordinative verb. Given that
both verbs have identicalφ features (as seen by their inflection), the probe would not
be able to ‘see’ past the pseudo-coordinative verb and consequently the features on the
lexical verb would never be checked.27 However, in the proposed structure, the probe

26In approaches such as that of Travis (2000) and Pylkkänen (2002), the complex predicate would be
dominated by several heads of a splitvP which would introduce arguments and serve to identify the entire
complex predicate as being part of a single event. Also Ernst (2002) claims thatvP (his PredP) and lower
projections are the domain of L-syntax.

27One might consider that if ConCo were truly subordination, then a single Tense operator in the matrix
clause might non-selectively bind a Tense variable in the embedded clause, yielding identity between the
tenses of each clause. The problem with this is that it is likely that the embedded clause would probably have
an independent Tense operator of its own which would act as anrelativized minimality intervener. Also,
this approach would not be able to explain the absence of modals and auxiliaries in pseudo-coordinative
constructions.

(1) a. John could work and work all day

b. *John could work and could work all day
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would simultaneously check all the features of the verbs on &P.
The second part of the MSC puzzle relates to formal features more generally. The

MSC can also be formulated as a requirement that features in acomplex predicate
be matched with each other. When the MSC was first discussed in section (2.1.11),
it appeared to be a fortuitous fact about pseudo-coordination. However, under the
present approach, the pseudo-coordinative marker in a ReCo/ConCo construction can
be analysed as a true coordinative morpheme. This means thatit is subject to the ba-
sic assumptions about coordination outlined in chapter (1). This includes the fact that
coordination is subject to the LCL. This means that the MSC isno longer a strange
artifact of pseudo-coordination but has a principled explanation in the LCL.

This is important because it is not merelyφ-features which are subject to the MSC,
but also formal features more generally, including features like [PASS], [PART] etc. In
short, the MSC applies to a variety of different types of features that make up the
lexical specification of the verb.28

4.2.9 Passivisation

A similar kind of argument explains why ConCo constructionscannot be passivised.
There is no restrictionper seon promoting the deep object to subject position as is
indicated by the fact that ConCo can occur in transitivity alternations ( 40 on page 30).
The only difference between passives and transitivity alternations is the fact that the
former utilize an auxiliary whereas the latter do not. This suggests that the reason
ConCo constructions cannot be passivised lies with the nature of the auxiliary. What
I want to suggest is that ConCo constructions cannot be passivised because ConCo
predicates likesit andgocannot be passivised; they are incompatible with the passive
auxiliary.

(43) a. John will go

b. *There will be went/gone by John

(44) a. John will sit

b. *There will be sit/sat by John

The MSC requires that both verbs in a pseudo-coordinative construction share ex-
actly the same set of features. For the sake of argument, suppose there is a feature
[PASS]. Yet, the fact thatsit andgo cannot be passivised means that they are incom-
patible with the auxiliary and with passive features. As a result the derivation crashes.
The inability of ConCo constructions to passivise can thus be reduced to the MSC and
thus the LCL.29

28In section (4.3) it is argued that pseudo-coordination alsoaffectsAktionsartfeatures and in chapter
(7), it is shown that Afrikaans pseudo-coordination is sensitive to phonological features.

29It has been proposed (e.g. Musan (2001)) that a participle raises and incorporates into its auxiliary at
LF. In a ConCo construction, this would result in the complex predicate, includingsit or go incorporating
into the auxiliary. Sincesit andgoare both compatible with participle auxiliaries, this is no problem. How-
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4.2.10 Phonological effects

In section (2.1.13) I argued that phonological effects suchas reduction of the coordina-
tor are not indicative of ConCo status but are characteristic of all pseudo-coordinative
constructions. Thus, these effects do not follow from the structure proposed here.
However, as suggested in section (2.1.13), they are the result of the fact that pseudo-
coordinative predicates, fulfilling a functional role, cannot be stressed. Consequently,
stress is rightmost (i.e. on the lexical verb), the coordinator falls under the low-stress
contour of the unstressable pseudo-coordinative predicate and may be reduced as a
result.

4.2.11 Summary

In summary, the structure proposed in (33) accounts for a number of the ConCo facts
previously discussed, and which are difficult to handle in other analyses. The follow-
ing section takes a closer look at the internal structure of the verbal string and the
processes that apply within it, arguing that it is garden-variety coordination.

4.3 The internal mechanics of the verbal string

Having proposed that ConCo constructions are complex predicate heads, I will now
discuss the internal structure of these heads. Central questions relate to (i) what is the
categorial status and function of the pseudo-coordinativemarkerandand (ii) how are
the overall semantics of ConCo/ReCo derived. Pretheoretically, there are three, visible
major components to a ConCo construction.

i. coordinator:and
ii. Verb A: sit, go, lexical verb (e.g.readetc.)

iii. Verb B: lexical verb (e.g.readetc.)
A specific question to ask is what roles do each of these elements play. Let us start

with some discussion of what role the coordinator plays.

4.3.1 The role of the coordinator

In the pseudo-coordination literature, the main reason whythe coordinative morpheme
has been analysed as a semantically vacuous subordinator isin order to account for the
apparently subordinative properties of pseudo-coordination. These include the ability
to extract arguments in non-ATB fashion etc. In the current analysis of ConCo, most
of these so-called subordinative properties follow directly from the structure and not
from the nature of the coordinator.

In effect, this means that one is free to analyse the coordinative morpheme as
true coordination. I take pseudo-coordinativeand to be identical to garden-variety

ever, if this analysis is extended to passives, then sincesit andgoare incompatible with the passive auxiliary,
then they cannot raise and incorporate without causing the derivation to crash. Consequently, passivisation
cannot occur.
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coordinativeand subject to the assumptions listed in chapter (1). It is an operator
coordinating (at least) two arguments of the same type, is subject to the LCL and the
CSC. Informally, the meaning ofand is basically “given X, give me more of the same
kind": and(x,x).

Thus, the differences between ConCo and OCo flow from the different syntactic
structures that the coordinative marker is merged in. The major distinction between
OCo and ConCo is structural. In OCo coordination contexts, the entities in the domain
of coordination are XPs;andprojects an entire &P of its own and has its conjuncts in
specifier and complement positions (Progovac 1998a;b). Where ConCo is concerned,
and is merged below theV 0 level. However, sinceand is merged below the level of
the head, it is a pertinent question to ask exactly what entities are being coordinated.
Since coordination is below the level of the head, the entities being coordinated must
also be below the level of the head, in short, a subset of the feature bundle of the head
itself.

4.3.2 Coordinating feature bundles

I have already demonstrated that the MSC has access to various features within the
complex predicate. Also, in describing the meaning of ConCoin section (2.1.4), I al-
luded to the fact that ConCo verbs place focus upon various substages of the event, and
that in the case of ReCo, endpoints in theAktionsartof the verb could be deaccented
(section 3.2.8). I would like to develop this idea further and I propose, therefore, that
andselects semantic entitieswithin the argument structure of the predicate itself. This
includes substages of the event.30 I tentatively define substages as follows.31

(45) For every Event E instantiated by a predicate, let S be a substage of E if S is a
subset of E.

Thus, in a complex predicate,and operates over ordered substages. There is a
clear link between substages andAktionsart. Every event may have a starting point,
initium, a process,cursusor an ending point,finis (Dowty 1979, Tenny 1987, Vendler
1957, Verkuyl 1972; 1993). This is what Johanson (1996) calls the ‘Internal Phase
Structure’ which reduces to the distinction between telic and atelic predicates. The
cursuscan be represented as a phaseϕ, (a non-punctual stretch of time) and thefinis
can be represented as atelosτ . To the extent that both the phase and thetelosare
subsets of the event, they are also substages. Note however,that a phase can itself be
subdivided into substages, but that ateloscannot be further subdivided. This is the
structure over whichandoperates.32 In what follows, I will take theseAktionsartento

30In a Distributed Morphology approach (Marantz 2000, Marantz and Halle 1993) ConCo would effec-
tively be coordination of roots which do not yet have categorial labels. At this stage such roots might serve
as loose labels of activities. Moreover, this coordinationoccurs before any event variable (such asEvent0

or v0) is merged. From this it follows naturally that the coordinator would operate over internal substages
of events.

31I will assume that the ordering of the substages is a property of and: when possible consecutive
interpretations of coordinated events are triggered. I do not know what triggers these interpretations, but it
may be related to encyclopedic knowledge or the pragmatics interface (Bickel 1997, Schmerling 1975).

32The manner in which ConCo interacts withAktionsartis explored more fully in section (4.4).
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be lexically determined and therefore listed as part of the lexical specification of the
verb.33

(46) and → { Substage1

ϕ

cursus

. . . Substagen}Event

. . . τ

. . . finis

Given these assumptions, consider the following example.

(47) John read and read all afternoon

When considering an example like (47), there is only a single reading event ex-
tending over the entire afternoon. Note that there is no implication that the reading
event eventually culminated in the finishing of the book, in other words, it is durative
and imperfective. Whatever explanation we choose must account for the fact that there
is only a single, durative reading event and not two or more.

Durativity implies that the event is phasal (ϕ): subdivided into substages. Thus it
appears that ConCoandoperates over a set of ordered substages.

(48) and→ { Substage1, Substage2, . . . Substagen }Read

Inherent in this structure is the notion that the event is durative; non-durative events
cannot be subdivided. Thus, for this construction, the definition of and(x,x) applies
wherex is relativized to substages of an event as in (49).

(49) and{ Substagei, Substagen }ε: wherei to n are ordered substages of an event
ε and whereandoperates over the ordered substages of the event.

The effect of this definition is thatand serves to spotlight various aspects of the
internal structure of the event. This can be seen in exampleswith inherently non-
durative predicates.

(50) John shot and shot at the rabbit

‘John shot at the rabbit repeatedly’

The verbshootis a punctual predicate, arguably having a simple internal structure
consisting only ofτ . It is very similar to (47) except for the fact that (50) is quantized
whereas (47) is not. What this example shows is that in ReCo contexts, a non-durative
predicate is forced to take on a durative interpretation i.e. the shooting took place over
an extended period of time. However, sinceshootis a punctual event that is inherently
non-durative, the only way of creating a durative event is toimply repeated shooting.

Thus, I suggest that the specific contribution ofand is that in addition to (i) forcing
a durative interpretation and eliminating non-durative readings, it also (ii) spotlights
the substages which it operates over.

33In some approaches to argument structure,Aktionsartenare introduced by aspectual or quantificational
projections within an expandedvP-shell (Borer 2003; 2004, Ramchand 2005). This is, in spirit, similar to
the assertion of Verkuyl (1972; 1993) who argues that the VendlerianAktionsarten are actually properties of
VPs. In other words, in these approaches, what has traditionally been thought of structure internal to verbs
is translated into the syntax itself (see also Hale and Keyser 1993). My proposal does not espouse this view
but follows an approach similar to Rothstein (2004) and more traditional approaches, holdingAktionsarten
to be a property of lexical items.
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4.3.3 The functions of the respective verbs

In this light, the role of the lexical, second verb seems fairly straightforward: it deter-
mines the particular activity set from which substages are selected.

(51) {Substage1, Substage2, . . . Substagen}Read

The more difficult question concerns the precise nature of the first verb. Each type
of ConCo predicate serves to spotlight the internal structure of the event in a different
way. Consider the meanings of ConCo and ReCo constructions discussed in chapters
(2) and (3) respectively.

i. ReCo: durativity, focus on the activity itself (intensification)
ii. ConCogo: durativity, focus on the preparatory stage of the activity

iii. ConCosit: durativity, focus on manner: static nature of the activity
Each verb typically provides a certain ‘flavour’ of durativity to the ConCo con-

struction. It seems that the first verb, in providing this flavour spotlights or places
focus on the denotation of the set of substages. In ConCo,go restricts focus to those
substages which are the preparatory stage to the main activity itself. By the same to-
ken, for ConCo constructions withsit, which I assume to have a lexically specified
STATIC NATURE feature, the focus is placed on the manner component of the event.
ReCo constructions are more complex but abide by the same logic. The first verb de-
termines the part of the event that is spotlighted. However,to the extent that the first
and second verbs are identical, the part of the event that is spotlighted is, in effect, the
event itself. This means that focus will be on the activity itself, hence the intensifica-
tion reading with ReCo.

Summary

To summarize, the contribution of each component of a ConCo/ReCo construction is
as follows.

i. Verb B: denotes the main type of activity
ii. Verb A: provides the ‘flavour’ that determines which substages of the main event

are brought into focus
iii. Coordinator:

a. a garden-variety coordinator that operates over an event’s substages (all of
which must be of the same kind in accordance with the LCL),

b. spotlighting various substages of the main event by meansof the ‘flavour’
provided by the pseudo-coordinative verb,

c. and by virtue of operating over multiple substages, it forces a durative in-
terpretation. In the absence of phasal substages (as inshoot and shoot), the
coordinator operates over discrete point (τ ) events, giving serial or repetitive
readings.
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4.3.4 Deriving ConCo

For the sake of explanatory completeness and to demonstratehow the analysis works,
I will briefly go through a sample derivation for the following sentence.

(52) Somebody went and read the constitution

First, the lexical verbreadwould be merged withandwhich is lexically specified
as a two-place operator that takes constituents of the same kind as its arguments. The
result is a complex head projecting & which requires the merging of another category
identical to the first in order to be saturated.

(53) V
ll,,

&

and

V

read

Now the first verb is merged. Bothgoandsit are possible candidates, as is the same
verb, in this caseread, depending on which of these occur in the numeration. Let us
assume thatgo is in the numeration. The result is a complex coordinated predicate
head with the label & and upon which are visible the features of the conjuncts.

(54) V 0

b
bb

"
""

V

went

V
ll,,

&

and

V

read

The derivation proceeds with merging of internal and external arguments in the
usual way, eventually leading to the well-formed structure(52), whose structure is
illustrated in (55).
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(55)
IP
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b
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V
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V
ll,,

&

and

V

read

DP
aaaa

!!!!
the constitution

Sinceandoperates over (ϕ) substages of thereadingevent, this event is interpreted
as being complex and thus inherently durative. Furthermore, sincego spotlights the
preparatory stage of the event, this is reflected in the semantics, particularly in counter-
expectational connotations associated with this type of construction.

Pejorative and counter-expectational readings

This analysis, making use of focussing substages of events,places us in a position
where we are able to begin to explain the counter-expectational (surprise, annoyance
and pejorative) connotations which are characteristic of pseudo-coordination withgo.

(56) a. Mary got pregnant

‘Mary became pregnant’

b. Mary went and got pregnant

‘Mary played an active role in at least some stage of becomingpregnant’

Example (56a) is a neutral declarative sentence. However, (56b) has a distinct
pejorative connotation. It could imply that Mary got pregnant deliberately, leading to
the possible annoyance of the speaker.

First note that this construction is ambiguous between SceCo and ConCo. Both
constructions potentially have pejorative, counter-expectational connotations although
the sources for these are different.34 I have claimed thatgo spotlights the preparatory

34The intuition is that in ConCo constructions, counter-expectationality follows from the focus on the
run-up to the event. However, in a SceCo construction, meanings such as passivity and prolonged inactivity,
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stage of the action. What a ConCo sentence like (56b) means, then, is that extra fo-
cus is placed on the preparatory substage prior to the getting-pregnant substage. By
placing focus on this component of the event, the hearer is alerted to the possibility
that the preparatory stage is unexpected; that Mary may haveplayed an active role in
becoming pregnant. The surprise, annoyance and pejorativereadings are thus parasitic
on the focussing role of ConCo.

This makes a prediction. For predicates which are socially neutral with respect
to social acceptability (e.g.read) the negative connotation should be absent. There
should be no pejorative reading for a ConCo construction when compared to its non-
ConCo counterpart. This appears to be the case. Whereas (56b)can be followed by a
nasty (sexist) retort, this would be completely out of placefollowing (57b).

(57) a. Mary read a book

b. Mary went and read a book

Although a pejorative reading is absent in this context, thefocus on the prepara-
tory stage is still present. Thus, (57b) is still perfectly compatible with a counter-
expectational or surprise reading, should a suitable context be found, for instance,
if Mary never reads, then such a sentence would focus on the preparatory stage of
reading, stressing its unexpected nature and yielding a surprisal reading. The same
explanation applies to sentences like the following one.

(58) Somebody went and read the constitution!

This example is felicitous even when the subject is a bed-bound patient who is
incapable ofgoing. In this example, the pseudo-coordinative verb focusses onthe
preparatory stage to the constitution-reading event, showing that it is unexpected. This
provides a volitional flavour which leads to a counter-expectational reading.

Finally, this approach also makes the prediction that ConCowith verbs other than
gowill not have the same counter-expectational flavour. Of course, if a verb likesit is
used in a ConCo construction, then focus is placed on the static nature of the activity.
This may lead to a sense of passivity which may have pejorative (but not counter-
expectatonal) connotations. This is in accordance with speaker intuitions.

4.4 Aspect andAktionsart

In the previous sections I proposed that ConCo is an instanceof garden-variety coor-
dination below the head level whereand, instead of having two arguments of the same
categorial status, has two arguments of the same ‘substage’kind. I also proposed that
the semantic entity which is coordinated by ConCoand is a substage in theAktionsart
of the predicate. In this section I will explore this notion further to show that ConCo
is sensitive toAktionsartquite generally.

idleness and apathy (often associated with verbs likesit, standandlie) follow from cross-linguistic proper-
ties of the posture verbs involved (Koops 2004, Kuteva 1999,Newman 2002, Newman and Rice 2001) and
not from the specific syntactic environment characteristic of SceCo.
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4.4.1 Different flavours of durativity

Firstly, painting with a broad brush, we could generalize and say that ConCo construc-
tions all seem to denote durative aspect. This follows from the proposed analysis. I will
show that the semantics of ConCo is rather more complex than merely being aspec-
tually durative. Clearly, aspect plays a central role in ConCo structures. However, the
meanings of these constructions are seemingly ephemeral and difficult to pin down.
In my opinion, a large part of the confusion lies in the fact that constructions like (59)
and (60) are structurally ambiguous between at least three different structures.

(59) John went and read a book

(60) John sat and read a book

These examples could have a structure consistent with any ofthe following:
i. OCo,
ii. SceCo,

iii. or ConCo.
However, since I have distinguished these constructions atlength, we are now fi-

nally in a position to explore what ConCo constructions actually mean. I have already
shown that different types of ConCo predicates have different kinds of durative mean-
ings.

i. ReCo: durativity, focus on the activity itself (intensification)
ii. ConCogo: durativity, focus on the preparatory stage of the activity

iii. ConCosit: durativity, focus on manner: static nature of the activity
However, this is not the entire story. I demonstrate that ConCo constructions form

a complex system of aspect andAktionsart.

4.4.2 The interaction between ConCo predicates and aspectual classes

Although all ConCo can be characterized as being aspectually durative, they exhibit
different Aktionsartproperties. In fact, ConCo withgo, sit and ReCo predicates are
progressively more restrictive with regard to which type ofAktionsartenthey can com-
bine with. Specifically, I will show that ReCo constructionscan combine only with
activities (they are inherently durative). ConCo usingsit can combine with activities
and accomplishments, while ConCo usinggohave the widest range of possible mean-
ings, being compatible with activities, achievements and accomplishments. Secondly,
I will show that these aspectual-Aktionsart properties follow from the nature ofand
as garden-variety coordination operating overAktionsartsubstages of events.

Go: A ConCo predicate likegocannot combine with states. This is the ConCo pred-
icate least restricted in its distribution.35

35Wulff (2005) explores theAktionsartproperties of pseudo-coordination withgo and comes to the
same conclusion. She argues that the instances when pseudo-coordinativego does occur with states, then
they are actually interpreted as activities. Interestingly, she shows that bare aspectualgodoes not select the
same type ofAktionsartenthat pseudo-coordinativego does with the same statistical regularity. Ingo-V
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(61) *Who did John go and resemble?

(62) *John went and was mortal

(63) *John goes and loves potatoes [States]

(64) Which mountain did John go and summit?

(65) Which board-game did John go and win? [Achievements]

(66) Who did John go and drive back home safely? [Accomplishments]

(67) Which board-game did John go and play for hours? [Activities]

Sit: ConCosit is more restricted in whatAktionsartenit can combine with. It can
combine with neither states nor achievements.

(68) *Who did John sit and resemble?

(69) *John sat and was mortal

(70) *John sat and loved potatoes [States]

(71) *Which mountain did John sit and summit?

(72) *?Which board-game did John sit and win? [Achievements]

(73) What did John sit and eat 43 of in only 30 minutes?
[Accomplishments]

(74) Which board-game did John sit and play for hours? [Activities]

There does not seem to be a telic/atelic distinction. This isunsurprising since both
accomplishments and achievements are telic, and bothgo andsit may combine with
accomplishments.

(75) a. John went and read a book in an hour

b. John went and read a book for an hour

(76) a. John sat and read a book in an hour

b. John sat and read a book for an hour [No (a)telic distinction]

constructions, achievement verbs occur less frequently than for the correspondinggo-and-Vconstructions
(Wulff 2005).
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ReCo: ReCo constructions also have a durative aspectual reading.However, they are
much more restricted with regard to whichAktionsartenthey combine with. In fact,
they may only combine with activities.36 Given that they can combine with neither
achievements nor accomplishments, they are inherently atelic (although their inability
to combine with states suggests that another factor is also at play).

(77) *John resembled and resembled his father [States]

(78) *John won and won the race [Achievements]

(79) *John ate and ate 46 hamburgers in only 2 hours [Accomplishments]

(80) John walked and walked for hours [Activities]

It should be noted that ReCo constructions are not necessarily incompatibleper se
with telic predicates, merely that they always force an atelic or serial reading on them.
This is especially clear with a verb likedrown, which has as its natural end point, the
death, by drowning, of the subject. This is exemplified by thefollowing example.

(81) And he just drowned and drownedand I saw his head go under
(http://www.abc.net.au/austory/transcripts/s418748.htm (14.07.2004))

But note that the entailments ofdrown and drownare very different to those of
drown. Whereasdrown entails that the subject necessarily dies by drowning,drown
and drown(i) does not entail that death follows immediately after thefirst substage of
the drowning event or (ii) at all.

(82) a. John drowned→ John died

b. John drowned and drowned9 John died

Thus the only possible reading for (81) is that drowning is a durative event and
that each ‘drown’ is actually a sub-part of the larger drowning event. It is not even
necessary that the subject eventually dies in this example,in contrast to normal usage
of this verb. Thus for (81) it would be perfectly felicitous to continue the dialogue in
the following way.

(83) . . . but suddenly a lifeguard put an arm around him and lifted him to safety37

Thus, it seems to be the case that ReCo constructions can deaccent a portion of the
Aktionsartof a verb (in this case the endpoint/telos (τ )) in order to obtain a durative
reading. Now consider the following example with the verbdie.

(84) Chaos Warriors died, and died, and died
(http://www.eldaronline.com/fluff/fiction_astandunited.shtml (14.10.2004))

36Or with accomplishments and achievements which are construed as activities with the aid of a plural
subject etc. licensing serial readings or iterative interpretations.

37In the story on the website where this example originated, thesubject died.
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In the case of a predicate likedie, a serial reading is more natural, especially in a
war-game, battlefield context where ‘deaths’ are quick, being determined by the fall
of the dice. Note that given the nature of the game, death is punctual, not a gradual
event. Thus, no internal stages of dying can be selected and contrasted byand to yield
a durative reading. Only a serial reading is available. Onceagain, a portion of the
lexical semantics of the verb has been deaccented. In this case, thetelos(τ ) has been
favoured at the expense of the non-punctual portions of the dying event.

Summary

Although ConCo and ReCo constructions can be characterizedas durative, they have
differentAktionsartproperties. When tabulated (table 4.1), there is a gradual increase
in the restrictiveness of theAktionsartcategories with which each can be combined.
This is potentially important because it allows us to characterize precisely the semantic
contribution of each construction.

Table 4.1: Vendler classes and pseudo-coordination
State Achievement Accomplishment Activity

go * X X X

sit * * X X

verb & verb * * * X

4.4.3 Pseudo-coordination and the internal structure of events

In fact, the semantics of the ReCo and ConCo constructions are totally predictable
and compositional. In this section, I will demonstrate thattheAktionsartenof differ-
ent ConCo constructions follow from the fact thatAND coordinates two arguments
of the same type. I assume the following breakdown of aspectual classes based on
Vendler (1957), whereϕ is a phase (a non-punctual stretch of time ), corresponding
to Vendler’s [+PROCESS] andτ is a teloscorresponding to Vendler’s [+DEFINITE]. ϕ

can be subdivided into substages.τ , being punctual, cannot be subdivided any further.
States, having no apparent internal structure, also cannotbe subdivided.

Table 4.2: Vendler classes (repeated from page 12)
Asp. Class Vendler Class Notation
States -PROCESS,-DEFINITE [−]
Achievements -PROCESS,+DEFINITE [τ ]
Accomplishments +PROCESS,+DEFINITE [ϕ, τ ]
Activities +PROCESS,-DEFINITE [ϕ]

Furthermore, as I have argued, (49) holds. In other words,and is a two-place op-
erator that (i) coordinates (at least) two entities of the same semantic sort and (ii) that
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the entities in question are substages of events (i.e. either ϕ or τ ). I choose to represent
this state of affairs by the following schematic.38

(85) and
ANDi,j

→ Verb
[ϕi]

Verb
[ϕj ]

What this means is that the operatorandcoordinates identical elements, namelyϕ,
in both its arguments. This relationship is indicated by thesubscript. This can also be
illustrated graphically. Assume that each verb is associated with a feature bundle with
various features omitted for simplicity in this representation. These features might also
include those relating toAktionsartsuch asϕ andτ . The circle informally indicates
the scope of coordination.

(86)





VERB

. . .

ϕ



 &





VERB
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ϕ
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Sit: Let us assume that the lexical verbsit is [ϕ] since it denotes an activity ofsitting.
This is indicated by the fact thatsit is an atelic predicate.

(87) John sat (*in/for) 10 minutes

Thus, in a ConCo construction with an activity,andcoordinates two substages of
the event. In this case, since bothsit andplay areϕ, this is the substage that the is
coordinated, yielding the following representation.

(88) and
ANDi,j

→ sit
[ϕi]

play
[ϕj ]

Now, let us consider a ConCo construction with an accomplishment. The coordi-
nation must be over entities of the same sort. Since the only feature which both verbs
have in common isϕ, this is coordinated. The representation looks like this.39

(89) John sat and ate 43 hamburgers in only 30 minutes?

(90) and
ANDi,j

→ sit
[ϕi]

eat
[ϕj , τk]

Finally, sit cannot occur with an achievement (τ ). The representation looks like
this.

(91) a. *?John will sit and win the scrabble game

b. and
AND

→ sit
[ϕi]

win
[τj ]

Since there is no substage which bothsit andwin have in common, the LCL is not
satisfied and the derivation crashes.

38The linear representation is for the sake of convenience, and should not be taken to have any empirical
import.

39Example (90) implies that theτ is outside the scope of coordination. This is made clearer andexploited
in chapter (7).
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Go: go can co-occur with activities, achievements and accomplishments. This cor-
relates with the fact thatgo appears to be more grammaticalized thansit and is char-
acteristically underspecified for aspectual categoryindependently of ConCo.

(92) a. John went to India for good/for 10 days[ϕ]

b. John went across the sea to India in 10 days[ϕ, τ ]

c. John went ballistic[τ ]

Thus,go may have a starting point but be unbounded it as in (92a) (notethe pres-
ence of afor PP as opposed to anin PP). It could be a bounded activity that neverthe-
less takes time to occur (92b). However, it could also be a punctual change of state as
in (92c).

It seems thatgo is completely underspecified with regard to its aspectual structure.
This effectively means thatgo can freely select anyAktionsart, whether activities,
achievements or accomplishments.40

(93) a. Which board-game did John go and play for hours?

b. and
ANDi,j

→ go
[ϕi]

read
[ϕj ]

[Activities]

(94) a. Which board-game did John go and win?

b. and
ANDi,j

→ go
[τi]

win
[τj ]

[Achievements]

(95) a. Who did John go and drive back home safely in two hours?

b. and
ANDi,j

→ go
[ϕi]

drive
[ϕj ,τk]

[Accomplishments]

(96) a. Who did John go and drive back home safely in two hours?

b. and
ANDi,k

→ go
[τi]

drive
[ϕj ,τk]

[Accomplishments]

In each of these examples, a substage in the pseudo-coordinative verb must match
a substage of the same sort in the lexical verb. Note that in (95) and (96) the grammar
is faced with a choice: eitherϕ or τ in the second verb may be coordinated depending
on whethergo is regarded asϕ or τ . This choice may be determined by context,
encyclopedic knowledge and the pragmatics interface (Bickel 1997).

40It might also be the case thatgo is specified as being [ϕ,τ ] which would achieve the same empirical
coverage. However, it seems to me that a specification ofgo as [τ ] is needed independently to account for
examples like (92c).
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ReCo: ReCo constructions seem to have the most complex semantics of all, since
their aspectual-Aktionsart selectional properties differ from predicate to predicate. For
activity predicates likewalk, having the specification[ϕ] means they can freely be
coordinated with other activity predicates.

(97) a. John walked and walked for hours

b. and
ANDi,j

→ walk
[ϕi]

walk
[ϕj ]

When accomplishments are coordinated, since both conjunctscontain bothϕ and
τ , nothing, in principle, prevents both these features from being coordinated. Such
a predicate isdrown which involves a durative activity of drowning, followed byan
endpoint.

(98) a. The Titanic’s passengers just drowned and drowned and nobody could
save them

b. and
AND(i,j),(k,l)

→ drown
[ϕi,τj ]

drown
[ϕk,τl]

In this example, each drowning sub-event occurs over a period of time (ϕ) and has
a (fatal) endpoint in each case (τ ).

However, there is much more to be said about accomplishmentsand Reco. A very
curious effect occurs when two accomplishment predicates are coordinated. Depend-
ing on pragmatic variables as well as factors such as the number of the subject, a
choice exists as to what can be coordinated. The coordination of bothϕ andτ was
demonstrated in (98). However, it is also possible to coordinate only a single pair of
these features. I will show that eitherϕ or τ can be selected, the exact strategy being
independently determined by the pragmatics interface.41 The following representation
corresponds to example (81) discussed at length earlier.

(99) a. And he just drowned and drowned and I saw his head go under

b. and
ANDi,k

→ drown
[ϕi,τj ]

drown
[ϕk,τl]

In this representation,and coordinatesϕ in both verbs, yielding a durative inter-
pretation. Since neitherτ is coordinated, no endpoint is implied. In other words, (i) it
is only a single event of drowning that is being described andnot two (ii) the drowning
event need not culminate in the death of the victim.

However, it is equally possible forτ to be coordinated in each case. Consider the
example ofdie and die(84). The verbdie, like drown, is a durative predicate followed
by an endpoint:[ϕ, τ ]. Example (84) has the following representation.42

41Bickel (1997) proposes that in mismatch contexts, the pragmatic component can insert or deaccent a
telosor phase in accordance with Gricean maxims.

42In the following example, the number of the object is sufficientto trigger an atelic and a telic, serial
reading.
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(100) a. Chaos Warriors died, and died, and died

b. and
ANDj,l

→ die
[ϕi,τj ]

die
[ϕk,τl]

The fact that two endpoints are coordinated, forces a serialreading on the con-
struction. Similarly when two achievement verbs occur in a ReCo combination, a ser-
ial reading occurs.

(101) a. John shot and shot at the rabbit

‘John shot at the rabbit repeatedly’

b. and
ANDi,j

→ shot
[τi]

shot
[τj ]

It seems reasonable to suggest that factors such as the number of the subject, not
to mention pragmatics influences, determine the appropriate choice of whether to co-
ordinateϕ, τ or both. Thus, a serial reading is more natural withdie and diegiven
the war-game context; a durative reading is most appropriate with drown and drown
although a plural subject can also license the serial reading in this context.43 What is
systematically excluded by the LCL, however, is that unlikefeatures are coordinated
in this way.

In conclusion, it has been shown that ReCo and ConCo constructions interact with
the Aktionsartor aspectual class of the predicates involved. On the one hand, this
provides an example of how, in ConCo/ReCo contexts, coordination, subject to the
LCL, applies to individual features within the feature bundles of the predicates (i.e.
below head level). On the other hand, it shows that the durative/iterative interpretations
of ConCo/ReCo are determined by the underlyingAktionsartof the predicates.

4.4.4 Accounting for some outstanding issues

There remain some aspects of ConCo that I have not yet explained, namely the inabil-
ity to change the order of conjuncts and to substitute the coordinator. In fact, these

(1) a. John unloaded the truck/s

→ the trucks were fully unloaded [bounded]

b. John unloaded and unloaded the truck but it remained as fullas ever

9 the truck was fully unloaded [unbounded]

c. John unloaded and unloaded the trucks, but more trucks keptcoming

→ each truck was fully unloaded [bounded, serial]

43One open question is how a deaccented endpoint is actually interpreted. The question is parallel to
that of the interpretation of endpoints in interrupted progressive achievements.

(1) John was dying but miraculously recovered

Althoughdiehas an endpoint, in this example, it is deaccented and effectively neutralized.
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phenomena are not properties of ConCo alone but of pseudo-coordination more gen-
erally. Consequently, they probably do not follow directlyfrom the structure I have
proposed.44

4.5 Extending the analysis: particles and nominals

The conjunction of heads can also be extended to reduplicated particles in English.

(102) The plane looped around and around

(103) The plane looped over and over

(104) The plane climbed up and up and up

(105) The plane dived down and down and down

Let’s assume that the previous analysis can be applied in itsentirety to the redu-
plicated examples above. Then, the following complex-headstructure underlies the
reduplicated string.

Prt0

Q
Q

�
�

up Prt
@@��

and Prt

up
As for the previous analysis, assume thatand is an operator selecting substages of

an event. This is shown in the following schematic.

(106) ANDi,j → upi upj

Essentially what this means is that given an unbounded process (ϕ) during which
a plane goesup, two substages of that process, namelyup andup can be selected by
the coordinative operator. This yields exactly the same semantics as for ReCo con-
structions with verbs.

Furthermore, note that when the preposition inherently implies an end point (τ )
such asaround, then the operator selects endpoints, yielding plurality and a serial
reading. This too is directly comparable to similar examples such as (84).45

44The inability to change order of conjuncts may be related to headedness within compounds. Given
the Right-hand-head rule, the lexical verb will always be the head of the complex predicate, determining
projection, theta-assignment etc. Were order of verbs to be inverted, this would no longer be the case. In
fact, it would not be a possible outcome since I have argued that the creation of complex predicates requires
a non-theta-assigning head in non-head position.

The inability to substitute coordinators might also simply follow from the semantics of the coordinator.
For instance, a disjunctive operator such asor would yield radically different semantics even if it were to
converge; in short, it would no longer be pseudo-coordination. Note that a subordinative account would not
be able to account for this since the ‘coordinator’ is assumedto be a grammaticalized subordinative element
with very little, if any, semantic content.

45The analysis may also extend to particles which obtain an adverbial meaning when reduplicated.
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(107) The plane flew around and around the airfield

Finally, it is also possible to account for reduplicated nominals in this way. Gener-
ally nominals do not reduplicate as the following examples show.

(108) *John and John went to town

This is partly because a referential expression such asJohncannot easily be di-
vided into ‘substages’. However, in certain contexts, whenthe noun is plural and
when it denotes a durative, unbounded temporal expression,then reduplication be-
comes possible.

(109) Merlin slept (*about/*in/for) years and years

(110) John slept (*about/*in/for) hours and hours

In this section, I have briefly outlined how the analysis of complex predicates can
easily be extended to a number of non-verbal reduplicative contexts.

4.6 Conclusion

I have proposed a two-part analysis. Firstly, ConCo is analysed as a complex predicate
formed in the syntax. This immediately accounts for a numberof the properties of
ConCo. Secondly, ConCo is analysed as garden-variety coordination over substages
of events. This also accounts for a number of the characteristics of ConCo.

By way of conclusion, I will return to examples (1), (2) and (3) with which I started
the discussion in chapter (2). They are repeated here for convenience.

(111) Caesar wentacross the Rubicon andhe conqueredGaul [OCo]

(112) Caesar wentto Gaul anddevastatedit [SceCo]

(113) Caesar saluted his legions before. . .
he wentandaddressedthem [ConCo]

The differences between these constructions have been explored in the previous
chapters. (111) is an example of OCo which probably coordinates IPs. More impor-
tantly, I have extensively argued for an explicit distinction between SceCo (112) and
ConCo (113).

In SceCo constructions, we are probably dealing with coordination of VPs where
the coordination marker acts as a kind of ‘glue’ which creates a single ordered set

(1) John was wet through and through

‘John was totally wet’

In example (45), there are a number of interesting similaritiesto ReCo constructions, namely the inten-
sification implied and also the fact that the construction refers only to a single event. In other words, John
was wet through only once, not twice. This means that the same analysis can be applied to it.
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of events from two smaller events. It thus appears that the verb in the first conjunct
denotes an event that sets the scene for the activity denotedby the verb in the second
conjunct to take place.

In ConCo constructions we are dealing with coordination of verbal heads, which
reduces to coordination of substages of events. The pseudo-coordinative verb in the
first conjunct lexicalises a manner component in the internal event structure. The co-
ordination marker is identical to coordination in other contexts. The analysis, captures
the curious syntactic phenomena associated with ConCo while simultaneously retain-
ing the coordination marker as an instance of garden varietycoordination. Essentially,
we can have our cake and eat it.

I have also explored in much more detail the complex interrelationship between
aspect andAktionsart. I have shown that although ConCo and ReCo constructions are
aspectually durative, they differ substantially with respect to whichAktionsartenthey
may combine with. I have also demonstrated that these effects follow simply from
the analysis thatand is identical to garden-variety coordination: a coordinator that
must coordinate (at least) two substages of an event. Moreover, I have demonstrated,
that not only can we account for the productive ConCo and ReCoconstructions in
this way, but that the analysis also accounts for the apparently idiosyncratic ability of
ReCo constructions to occur with accomplishment predicates like drown anddie. In
short, whether ReCo is interpreted as being durative or iterative is entirely predictable,
based on theAktionsartof the predicates themselves. In addition, it was demonstrated
the ConCo constructions work in essentially the same manner.46

The complex predicate analysis also offers several theoretical advantages over
analyses which depend on biclausal (infinitival) complementation. Biclausal analyses
require that the lexical entry for ConCoand be fundamentally different to garden-
varietyand; in essence ConCoand is regarded as some manner of infinitival marker.
The complex predicate analysis, instead, emphasises the similarities between garden-
variety coordinationandand ConCoand.

This chapter also made the following general, theoretical points.
i. Complex head compounds can be formed in narrow syntax byMERGE

ii. Complex head compounds are compositional
iii. Coordination can occur at (sub-)head level and retainsessential properties of

true coordination
iv. Coordination can apply to subparts of the verbal featurebundle, in particular, to

features expressingAktionsarten
In the following chapters, these insights will be applied todata from Afrikaans.

46The relative simplicity of the analysis proposed here can be contrasted with the system, proposed for
pluractional verbs by Cusic (1981), which required four different parameters to obtain the correct interpre-
tations for pluractionality. In fact, just one of those parameters (distributivity) had four different settings
and another (connectedness) had three (Lasersohn 1995:253)!
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Afrikaans pseudo-coordination





Chapter 5

An overview of Afrikaans
verbal phenomena

In the first part of this dissertation, pseudo-coordinationin English was explored and
a typology of pseudo-coordination developed. It was proposed that coordination may
apply to features of heads. In the following chapters, this approach is expanded and
deepened through an exploration of Afrikaans pseudo-coordinative structures of the
following kind.

(1) a. Jan
Jan

sal
will

die
the

boeke
books

sit
sit

en
and

lees
read

‘Jan will sit reading the books’

b. Jan
Jan

sit
sit

die
the

boeke
books

en
and

lees
read

‘Jan sits reading the books’

c. Jan
Jan

sit
sit

en
and

lees
read

die
the

boeke
books

‘Jan sits reading the books’

It is immediately apparent that Afrikaans pseudo-coordinations are slightly dif-
ferent to English ConCo constructions. The underlined pseudo-coordinative verbal
string is not contiguous and may be broken up by verb-second (1b) as well as by
certain XPs when the verbal string isin situ. There is also the curious phenomenon
where a pseudo-coordinative verbal string appears to occurin the second position of
the clause, a position usually reserved for single verbs (1c).

Several questions spring to mind, among them, (i) where do Afrikaans pseudo-
coordinative constructions fit into the proposed typology (ii) what is the best way to
represent this type of pseudo-coordinative construction and (iii) how can the pseudo-
coordinative verb-second effect be accounted for. However, before these questions can
be answered, it is necessary to outline some important background assumptions about
Afrikaans and how it should be approached.
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5.1 Selected characteristics of the Afrikaans verbal sys-
tem

In this section I will give a brief overview of some characteristics of Afrikaans verbal
syntax which may be relevant to subsequent discussion. It will be demonstrated that
Afrikaans has no overt verbal morphology on lexical verbs, although the remnants of
a present/past distinction are still visible on some modalsand copulas. Then, verb-
second in Afrikaans will be introduced as well as a peculiar property of Afrikaans,
namely the occurrence of a complex predicate string in the second position of root
clauses.

5.1.1 Classes of verbs and verbal complements

The Afrikaans verbal system represents one of the most dramatic differences between
Afrikaans and European Germanic varieties (Du Plessis 1990:74). The language has
developed a complex system of functional verbs. Principal among these are indirect
linking verbs (ILVs)and direct linking verbs (DLVs).1 Other verbal classes include
auxiliaries, modals, verbs takingte-complements. Since I will refer to these classes
repeatedly, I provide a brief, non-exhaustive overview here and outline a few of the
ways in which they differ to similar verbs in other OV verb-second languages like
Dutch and German. Additional properties of these classes will be discussed when
they become relevant.

Auxiliaries: Afrikaans auxiliaries include those based on HAVE and BE. There is
no simple, preterite past tense except with some modals. Afrikaans usually ex-
presses the past tense with a complex tense form using the past auxiliary het
‘have.AUX .PST’ combined with a participle which is ambiguous between per-
fective and imperfective aspect (De Vos 2003b, Van der Kleij1999). Afrikaans
also does not have auxiliary switch triggered by unaccusatives as in Dutch. The
only Afrikaans verb which obligatorily takes BE as an auxiliary iswees‘be’.2

Modals: Some typical Afrikaans modals are listed in the table. The imperfect forms
of these modals arekon, mog, moes, souandwou respectively. Note thatmog
is archaic and very infrequently used. In addition, verbs such asbehoort‘ought
to’, durf ‘dare to’, andhoef ‘(not) to need to (NPI)’, also occasionally play a
modal role (Donaldson 1993:247). The verbgaan‘will (lit. ‘go’)’ also acts as a
future modal when it occurs in the second position.3

Direct Linking Verbs: Functional verbs selecting bare verbal complements are called

1. The term skakelwerkwoord was first used by Ponelis (1968).
2The past copulawas ‘be.pst’ is increasingly used in Afrikaans past passives, but is regarded as an

anglicism (Donaldson 1993:241). The imperfect form of the auxiliary het is had ‘be.pst’ but this is archaic
and very seldom heard in ordinary contexts.

3Whengaan‘go’ appears elsewhere in the clause it seems to lose much of itsfuture interpretation. This
will be discussed in section (7.A.1).
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Table
5.1:A

frikaans
verbalclasses

Auxiliaries Modals DLVs ILVs teselectors
het ‘have.AUX ’ kan ‘be able’ loop ‘walk’ loop ‘walk’ behoort‘ought’
is ‘be.AUX .PASS’ moet‘must’ kom‘come’ sit ‘sit’ durf ‘to dare’

mag‘may’ begin‘begin’ lê ‘lie down’ begin‘begin’
sal ‘will’ laat ‘ CAUS’ staan‘stand’ blyk ‘appear’
wil ‘want’ bly ‘stay’ skyn‘seem’
gaan‘will’ gaan‘go’

help ‘help’
leer ‘learn’
probeer‘try’
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Direct Linking Verbs (DLVs).4 The class includes a variety of different verbal
types and is probably not a homogeneous class (De Villiers 1951, De Vos 2001).
Some DLVs are grammaticalized and occur in IPP constructions (De Villiers
1951, Ponelis 1979). Given the non-homogeneous nature of the class of DLVs,
it is particularly important to use unambiguous, core members of this class (i.e.
kom ‘to come’ andbly ‘to stay/to continue doing’) when pursuing generaliza-
tions.

Indirect Linking Verbs: Functional verbs selecting a verbal complement headed by
a pseudo-coordinative marker,en‘and’, are called Indirect Linking Verbs (ILVs).
They encode progressivity and may also have pejorative, hendiadys-type inter-
pretations. They are not purely aspectual as they do seem to retain some of their
lexical meaning ( Ponelis (1979:241), Donaldson (1993:220)). They denote a
manner component of the activity and consequently must be cotemporaneous
with the activity denoted by the lexical verb.

Verbs selectingte-Complements: Some functional verbs select a verbal complement
headed by an infinitival markerte ‘to’. These verbs usually cannot select a CP
complement with the infinitival complementizer,om, in C0. The class is not
homogeneous and can be divided into two types selecting AgrOP and TP com-
plements respectively (Robbers 1997). Some verbs are ambiguous between both
classes.

Needless to say, this list and description are not comprehensive and there is also
dialectal variation concerning which verbs fall into whichclass. In particular, verbs
like gaan‘go/will’, laat ‘allow/CAUS’ and begin‘begin’ are ambiguous between sev-
eral classes. These different classes of verbs can be rankedin a functional hierarchy
of functional heads (De Vos 2001). The general hierarchy is as follows.5

(2) Aux� Mod� DLV � ILV � en� LexV

Within each class there also exists a hierarchy of verbs, although some variation
exists in the class of DLVs with respect to some of the less prototypical members. The
data motivating the relative rankings of DLVs are too numerous to reproduce here, but
see De Vos (2001). The entire hierarchy is as follows.

(3) Type-A verbs� Type-B verbs� Modalnecessity � modalability � . . .�
gaanfuture � beterobligative � perception verbs� gaaningressive �
ophouterminative � laatpermissive � aanhoudurative /blydurative � helpI

� probeer� laatcausative � begininchoativeI � kom� loopandative /leer
� helpII � loopILV /komILV � sitILV /lêILV � Lexical Verbs

4They are called ‘Direct’ because they directly select a verbal complement without the need of a ‘sub-
ordinative’ marker likete ‘to’ or en ‘and’.

5Van Niekerk (1995) explores a similar system based on a fuzzy gradient of relative ‘auxiliaryness’.
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5.1.2 Verbal inflection

With the exception of the past-tense prefix and the remnants of imperfective marking
on some modals, Afrikaans does not mark verbs for person, number, tense and –what
Ponelis (1993) calls– ‘inflectional class’ (i.e. regular vsirregular paradigms).6 This
is demonstrated by the following paradigm: the form of the verb remains invariant
regardless of which pronoun is used. The same applies to modals.

(4) a. Ek
I.1SG

eet
eat

b. Jy
you.2SG

eet
eat

c. Hy/sy/dit
he/she/it.3SG

eet
eat

d. Ons
we.1PL

eet
eat

e. Julle
you.2PL

eet
eat

f. Hulle
they.3PL

eet
eat

g. U
You.HON

eet
eat

Afrikaans does exhibit a present/past distinction on modals and the copula. The
present/past distinction on the past auxiliaryhet ‘ AUX .have’ is archaic, and on the
passive auxiliaryis ‘be.pass’ such a distinction is an anglicism.7

(5) a. Ek
I.1SG

is/was
be.PRES/be.PST

b. Ek
I

het/??had
have/have.PST

’n
a

boek
book

c. Ek
I

sal/sou
will/will. PST

d. Ek
I

kan/kon
can/can.PST

e. Ek
I

wil/wou
want/want.PST

6Donaldson (1993:239) claims that only the verbshê ‘have.INF’ and wees‘be.INF’ have distinct finite
and non-finite forms.

7In these glosses I take the present-tense form to actually beunderspecified and that the past-tense
form of the verb is specified for past tense. The exception is the verb BEis ‘be.PRES’, which also has an
infinitival form om te wees‘to be’.
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f. Ek
I

moet/moes
must/must.PST

Note that for (5b), the imperfective formhad is archaic, as is the imperfective form
of mag‘may’, namelymog(Donaldson 1993).

The past-tense forms of modals can also occur, within a clause, in the scope of
another past-tense modal. This is known as preterite assimilation: the assimilation of
modals to a preterite context (Ponelis 1979:270).

(6) Ek
I

het
AUX .have

nooit
never

kon
can.PST

dink
think

sy
she

sou
would.PST

dit
it

wees
be

nie
NEG

‘I would never have thought that she would have been it’ (De Villiers 1968:29)

(7) Hulle
they

sou
shall.PST

wou
want.PST

help
help

‘They would want to help’ (Ponelis 1993:440)

(8) Picasso
Picasso

sou
shall.PST

kon
can.PST

lekker
nice

bly
stay

in
in

Hartenbos
Hartenbos

se
POSS

hand
hand

‘Picasso would have been able to live nicely in the hand of Hartenbos’
(Kombuis 2002)

Preterite assimilation probably should not be regarded as adistinct tense, but
merely as a morphological variant of the modal.8 Preterite assimilation is most com-
mon with modals followingsou‘shall.PST’. Instances with verbs likemoet‘must’, kan
‘can’ andbehoort‘ought to’ are much more sporadic although they do exist (De Vil-
liers 1968:29).

Abstracting away from the remnants of imperfective markingon modals, Afrikaans
uses periphrastic methods of expressing tense. For instance, the past tense, which is
ambiguous between perfective and imperfective readings, uses the past auxiliaryhet
‘ AUX .have’ and a past participle prefixge-on the verb (De Vos 2003b, Van der Kleij
1999). I argue in De Vos (2003b) that the Afrikaans participle marker is in fact a kind
of tense marker (marking the Reference Time, Event Time relationship: [R,E]) while
the auxiliary expresses the relation between Reference Time and Situation Time: [R-
S].

(9) a. Ek
I.1SG

het
have

geëet
PST-eat

b. Jy
you.2SG

het
have

geëet
PST-eat

c. Hy/sy/dit
he/she/it.3SG

het
have

geëet
PST-eat

8For instance, ‘infinitival’ equivalents are usually possible, although marked and are usually charac-
teristic of very formal style (De Villiers 1968, Ponelis 1979). In addition, there are even some (marked)
examples of ‘past’ modals inom teinfinitives. This is evidence that the so-called ‘past’ formsof modals are
merely morphological variants (De Villiers 1968:30).
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d. Ons
we.1PL

het
have

geëet
PST-eat

e. Julle
you.2PL

het
have

geëet
PST-eat

f. Hulle
they.3PL

het
have

geëet
PST-eat

g. U
you.HON

het
have

geëet
PST-eat

This section presented a brief introduction to the Afrikaans verbal system. Afrikaans
verbs have no inflectional marking for tense, person or agreement. Although some
modals do display what is seemingly tense marking, whether it is truly a reflection of
tense is brought into question by phenomena like preterite assimilation. Furthermore,
Afrikaans has developed a complex set of functional verbs which express aspect. The
existence of this flexible array of functional verbs combined with the lack of overt in-
flectional morphology on verbs will play an important role indetermining the options
available to the Afrikaans grammatical system.

5.2 Verb second in Germanic and Afrikaans

In the Afrikaans sections of this dissertation, I will be discussing verb movement to T
in Afrikaans. For this reason, I provide a brief overview of my assumptions regarding
verb movement here.

Afrikaans, like other North Germanic and West Germanic tongues (excluding
modern English) exhibits verb-second in root clauses. Thisphenomenon is character-
ized by the finite verb being located in the second position ofroot clauses with some
other XP preceding it. Typically, the pattern exhibits a matrix/embedded alternation,
although Icelandic, Yiddish and Faroese are well known exceptions to this rule.

Usually, this has been analysed as V-I-C movement with an XP in Spec CP (Den
Besten 1989). More recently, Zwart (1997) has argued that, in Dutch matrix clauses,
the subject is not in Spec CP but in Spec TP with the verb heading T. Similar data
are not so apparent in Afrikaans in the absence of the pronominal clitics on which
this argument is based. However, this does not affect the argument I make in this
dissertation, since I will be focussing on verb movement to T.

In embedded clauses, in the particular analysis that Zwart (1997) employs, the
formal features of finite verbs raise to T and C. However, since C is already lexicalised
by a complementizer, there is no need for the lexico-phonological features of the verb
to raise to C. Consequently, at Spell out the lexico-phonological features of the finite
verb are spelled outin situ although the formal features have raised. Nevertheless,
their formal features migrate to T. In traditional terms, one might say that the verb
does not move to T or C in embedded clauses.9

9The analysis of Zwart (1997) presupposes that narrow syntactic operations may operate on features
within feature bundles. This is a property that is explored in this dissertation.
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I will assume that Zwart’s analysis is basically correct insofar as verb-second is
analysed as feature movement. I will ignore, for the moment,the assumption char-
acteristic of early Minimalist theory that verbs raise to check morphological features
(Chomsky 1995b, Solà 1996). Obviously, since Afrikaans does not have any verbal
inflection to speak of it would be incorrect to claim that Afrikaans finite verbs raise
to satisfy morphological criteria. The question of whetherverbs subsequently raise
from T to C in root clauses, does not concern me directly, since I will focus almost
exclusively on V-to-T movement in Afrikaans.

5.2.1 Verb second in Afrikaans

Verb second in Afrikaans has similarities and differences to verb-movement in Dutch
and German. In the standard language, Afrikaans displays a matrix/embedded asym-
metry in much the same way as do Dutch, German and the majorityof the other
verb-second languages of continental Europe and mainland Scandinavia. That is, the
matrix, finite verb moves from V, through T (to C) in matrix clauses but remainsin
situ in embedded clauses.

(10) a. Jan
Jan

maak
make

elke
every

dag
day

potjiekos
potjiekos

‘Jan makes potjiekos every day’10

b. . . . dat
that

Jan
Jan

elke
every

dag
day

potjiekos
potjiekos

maak
make

‘. . . that Jan makes potjiekos everyday’

In this respect, Afrikaans verbal syntax looks rather like verb-second syntax in
Dutch and German. Accordingly, my approach to verb-second phenomena is essen-
tially identical to analyses of verb-second in these languages. Following standard as-
sumptions the finite verb moves to T and thereafter to C, resulting in the verb appear-
ing in the ‘second position’ in the clause.

(11) a. Jan
Jan

eet
eet

altyd
always

appels
apples

‘Jan always eats apples’

b. Jan
Jan

wil
want

nie
not

appels
apples

eet
eet

nie
neg.AGR

‘Jan doesn’t want to eat apples’

Thus in example (11a), the finite lexical verb is in the secondposition of the sen-
tence. It thus occurs to the left of adverbs. In (11b), a modalis in second position with

10Note thatpotjiekos, is a hugely popular, South African cuisine based on cookingin a three-legged,
cast-iron pot over an open fire. Life is too short not to try it.
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the lexical verb occurring to the right of adverbs. This is the in situ position for the
lexical verb.11

Afrikaans also exhibits verb-second in embedded clauses, especially in informal
registers and some dialects (Biberauer 2002; 2003; 2004). Although this does not nec-
essarily negate the matrix/embedded asymmetry it sounds a cautionary note when
comparing word orders. Thus, the usage of an embedded clauseis not always suffi-
cient to guarantee a base-generated word order as is the casefor Dutch. Consequently,
I often use adverbs and modal constructions to disambiguatestructures. By using an
adverb, embedded verb-second can be distinguished from thein situorder.

5.2.2 Complex initials

A curious feature about Afrikaans that distinguishes it from other West-Germanic lan-
guages is its capacity to form ‘complex initials’ (CIs). A complex initial is a construc-
tion in which more than one verb appears in the verb-second position. In other words,
a complex predicate appears to have been formed. I will continue to use complex ini-
tial in this paper as a descriptive, analysis-neutral term for this phenomenon, since
the term has been used at least ever since Ponelis (1993). However, I will use ‘quirky
verb second’ to describe the derivation which I propose underlies it. The following
examples are adapted from Ponelis (1993:326).

(12) a. Sy
she

kom
come

vandag
today

die
the

boek
book

lees
read

‘She will read the book today’

b. Sy
She

kom
come

lees
read

vandag
today

die
the

boek
book

‘She will read the book today’

In example (12a) the finite verbkom, a future modal, has moved to the second
position. This is the paradigm expected based on verb-second phenomena in other
Germanic verb-second languages. The state of affairs unique to Afrikaans is illus-
trated by (12b): in the second position, namely between the subject and the adverb,
there are two verbs and not merely one as would have been expected. This example
suggests not only that the formation of complex initials is possible, but that it oc-
curs with direct linking verbs. However, it is when complex initials are formed with
pseudo-coordinative predicate strings that deeply troubling questions are raised for the
contemporary syntactic toolbox. Consider the following examples of complex initials
formed with pseudo-coordinative verbal strings.

(13) a. Hy
he

sal
will

die
the

heeldag
whole day

na
at

die
the

wolke
clouds

lê
lie

en
and

kyk
look

‘He’ll lie looking at the clouds the entire day’

11Note that Afrikaans is a negative concord language with the negative-concord marker typically occur-
ring in sentence final position.
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b. Hy
he

lê
lie

die
the

heeldag
whole day

na
at

die
the

wolke
clouds

lê en
and

kyk
look

‘He lies looking at the clouds the whole day long’ (Robbers 1997:65)

c. Hy
he

lê
lie

en
and

kyk
look

die
the

heeldag
whole day

na
at

die
the

wolke
clouds

lê en kyk

‘He lies looking at the clouds the whole day long’ (Robbers 1997:65)

Example (13a) illustrates a typical instance of pseudo-coordination utilizing an
ILV in Afrikaans. The underlined modal verb is in the second position and is on the
left hand side of an adverbial phrase. The pseudo-coordinative verbal string is in a
clause-final,in situ position. Note that the order of the pseudo-coordinative verbal
string reflects the base-generated order: ILV� LexV.

Example (13b) illustrates that the ILV can raise to second position in isolation
stranding the remainder of the verbal stringin situ. This is not a particularly surpris-
ing state of affairs given that any other West-Germanic verb-second language would
behave in a similar way. The example demonstrates that the ILV is indeed the highest
verb in the verbal string.

It is example (13c) that is puzzling. In this example, the entire pseudo-coordinative
verbal string has moved to the second position to the left of an adverbial phrase. What
is more, the pseudo-coordinative particle itself has been pied-piped into second posi-
tion. I have used strikeout fonts to illustrate the originalposition of the verbal string
as a theory-neutral device; at this point one is uncertain whether the verbal string is
moved by remnant-movement (in which case there would only bea single trace,tV P )
or whether various head movements have derived the construction (in which case there
may be more traces:tILV , tLexV erb etc). The exact nature of the representation will
ultimately depend on what kind of analysis is chosen. In the following sections I will
discuss the properties of these constructions.

Verbs entering into complex initial constructions

Complex initials typically include combinations of a lexical verb and either a DLV
(14a), an ILV (14b) or both (14c) (Ponelis 1993:327).12

(14) a. Gaan
go

lees
read

sy
she

die
the

boek?
book

‘Is she going to read the book?’(Ponelis 1993:326) [DLV+LexV]

b. Sit
sit

en
and

lees
read

sy
she

die
the

boek?
book

‘Is she sitting and reading the book? /Is she busy reading the
book’(Ponelis 1993:326) [ILV+LexV]

c. Kom
come

staan
stand

en
and

lees
read

hy
he

die
the

boeke?
books

‘Does he come and read the books?’ [DLV+ILV+LexV]
12Not all DLVs can occur in CI constructions (see chapter (7.A)).
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Auxiliaries and modals do not enter into complex initials incombination with
lexical verbs. The following examples below are from Ponelis (1993:326).13

(15) a. *Sy
She

het
AUX

gelees
PST-read

vandag
today

die
the

boek
book

‘She read the book today’(Ponelis 1993:326)

b. *Het
Aux

gelees
PST-read

sy
she

vandag
today

die
the

boek?
book

‘Did she read the book today?’(Ponelis 1993:326)

(16) a. Sy
she

moet
must

die
the

kinders
children

help
help

‘She must help the children’ (Robbers 1997:174)

b. *Sy
she

moet
must

help
help

die
the

kinders
children

‘She must help the children’ (Robbers 1997:174)

In the (a) examples an auxiliary and a modal occur in the second position. How-
ever, it is not possible to create a CI in second position witha combination of an
auxiliary or modal, and a lexical verb as the (b) examples demonstrate.

It has also been claimed by Robbers (1997) that CIs cannot occur if both verbs are
modals.

(17) a. Sy
she

sal
will

die
the

kinders
children

moet
must

help
help

‘She will haveto help the children’ (Robbers 1997:174)

b. *Sy sal moet die kinders help

(18) a. Sy
she

sou
would

die
the

boek
book

moes
must.PST

gelees
PRT-read

het
AUX .have

‘She would have had to read the book’ (Robbers 1997:174)

b. *Sy soumoesdie boek gelees het

While these data do reflect common usage, it is still possible to have a verbal string
that superficially looks like a complex initial with both verbs being modals.14

(19) Sy
she

sal
will

moet
must

die
the

kinders
children

help
help

‘She will have to help the children’

13Den Besten (2002) treats the ILVs and DLVs as auxiliaries andseen from this perspective it might be
claimed that auxiliaries do occur in CIs. What is clear, in any event is that HAVE and BE auxiliaries do not
occur in CIs. Whether DLVs and ILVs are auxiliaries or not is a debate that I do not wish to engage in here.

14Thanks to Prof. Hans du Plessis (p.c.) for these examples.
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(20) Hy
he

sal
will

kan
can

die
the

bal
ball

skop
kick

‘He will be able to kick the ball’

(21) Hulle
they

sal
will

wil
want

die
the

kinders
children

leer
teach

‘They will want to teach the children’

(22) Sy
she

sou
will. PST

moes
must.PST

die
the

boek
book

gelees
PST-read

het
AUX .have

‘She had to have read the book’

(23) Hulle
they

sou
will. PST

wou
want.PST

die
the

olifante
elephants

sien
see

‘They would have wanted to see the elephants’

However, when the same examples are placed in a question context they become
ungrammatical. This demonstrates that they are not true complex initials. Thus the
generalization stands that modals may not occur in complex initials.

(24) a. *Waarom
why

sal
will

moet
must

sy
she

die
the

kinders
children

help?
help

‘Why will she have to help the children?’

b. *Waarom
why

sal
will

kan
can

hy
he

die
the

bal
ball

skop?
kick

‘Why will he be able to kick the ball?’

The only way modals can occur in anything resembling a complex initial, is if
they are coordinated with an overt coordinator. The coordinated complex predicate
can occur in the second position, even in question contexts.

(25) a. Jan
Jan

kan
can

en
and

moet
must

vandag
school-to

skooltoe
go

gaan!

‘John can and must go to school today!’

b. Kan
can

en
and

moet
must

Jan
Jan

skooltoe
school-to

gaan?
go

‘Can and must Jan go to school?’

It should be noted, however, that this kind of complex predicate does not exhibit
the CI/SI alternation and is thus not the same as the ILV construction.

Optionality

A cardinal feature of complex initials is that they appear tobe completely optional
with posture verbs: if a verb can appear in a complex initial,it can also appear in a
simplex initial.15 As examples (12) and (13) show, there do not appear to be significant

15With the exception of CIs with DLVloop ‘walk’ (Du Plessis 1990) and some fossilised verbs. See the
appendix to chapter (7).
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semantic differences between the complex initial and simplex initial versions of the
examples. The point is also demonstrated by the following pair.

(26) a. Die
the

heelagter
full-back

laat
let.CAUS

die
the

bal
ball

val
fall

‘The full-back dropped the ball’ (Van Niekerk 1995:150)

b. Die
the

heelagter
full-back

laat
let.CAUS

val
fall

die
the

bal
ball

‘The full-back dropped the ball’ (Van Niekerk 1995:150)

The optionality and overwhelming productivity of CIs showsthat these construc-
tions cannot all be analyzed as involving ‘fossilized’ complex predicates listed in the
lexicon as single lexical items. However, there are a few instances of CIs which prob-
ably are fossilized. These are briefly discussed here. For instancelaat spaander/laat
waai ‘run away, race away’ (perhaps more equivalent to ‘let’s getout of here!’) is a
common collocation. In fact,spaanderis a cranberry morpheme that does not appear
independently.

(27) Hy
he

sal
will

dan
then

laat spaander
run out

na
to

waar
where

Charlie
Charlie

buite
outside

voor
in front of

die
the

ingang
entrance

met
with

luierende
idling

enjin
engine

wag
wait

‘He will then run out to where Charlie is waiting outside the entrance with a
running engine’(http://www.litnet.co.za/fiksie/hsteyn.asp (15.01.2004))

(28) Goeie
good

ding
thing

dat
that

ons
we

laat spaander
run out

het
AUX .have

‘Good thing that we got out of there’
(http://www.litnet.co.za/fiksie/hanru04.asp (15.01.2004))

The fossilizedlaat spaandercannot enter into alternations between complex and
simplex initials. This differentiates fossilized complexinitials from their syntactic
counterparts which do allow such alternations optionally.

(29) *Hy
he

laat
let.CAUS

na
to

waar
where

Charlie
Charlie

buite
outside

wag
wait

spaander
V

‘He runs out to where Charlie is waiting outside’

Although a few fossilized complex predicates likelaat spaanderdo exist in Afrikaans,
they are, predictably, neither numerous nor productive. This contrasts with the major-
ity of CI constructions, which are very productive, optionally occur in SI contexts and
are consequently not fossilized.

Generally, Minimalist syntactic theory does not handle optionality easily. There
are at least two approaches to it: (i) deny that true optionality exists and attempt to
show that the two variants exhibit syntactic of semantic differences of some kind or
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(ii) accept that optionality exists but attempt to derive itfrom two equivalent notions of
economy. I explore both these options in this dissertation.In chapter (6) I will explore
the structural properties of these two variants and, to preempt my findings somewhat,
will conclude that there is indeed true optionality. I will explore the second option in
chapter (7).

Limitations on the number of verbs in a complex initial

Ponelis (1993) claims that there is a limit on the number of verbs in a complex initial.
The following types of complex initial are found according to Ponelis (1993). Only
one DLV and a lexical verbor an ILV and a lexical verbor a DLV, an ILV and a lexical
verb can form a complex initial (Ponelis 1993).

i. An ILV selects a lexical verb as its complement: ILV� LexV (30)
ii. A DLV selects a lexical verb as its complement: DLV� LexV (31)

iii. A DLV selects an ILV as its complement: DLV� ILV � LexV (32)
iv. *A DLV selects a DLV as its complement: DLV� DLV � LexV (33)
v. *An ILV selects an ILV as its complement: ILV� ILV � LexV (34)

(30) lê
lie

en
and

slaap
sleep

hulle?
they

‘Are they lying asleep?’

(31) Kom
come

slaap
sleep

hulle?
they

‘Will they come and sleep?’

(32) Gaan
go

lê
lie

en
and

slaap
sleep

hulle?
they?

‘Are they going to lie and sleep?’ (Ponelis 1993:327)

(33) *Gaan
go

laat
let

bou
build

hulle
they

die
the

sentrum?
centre

‘Will they go and get the centre built?’ (Ponelis 1993:327)

(34) *Sit
sit

en
and

lê
lie

en
and

slaap
sleep

hulle?
they

‘Are they lying asleep?’

In the first example, an ILV selects a lexical verb as its complement in a complex
initial construction. In the second example, a DLV selects alexical verb as its comple-
ment. The third example shows that a DLV selects an ILV complement with a lexical
verb in a complex initial context. The fourth, ungrammatical, example illustrates two
DLVs forming a complex initial. It is also worth noting that two ILVs cannot form
a complex initial either. If this is true, then the generalization seems to be that there
can only be one verb of each type in a complex initial, namely aDLV, and ILV and a
lexical verb. Example (33) is grammatical on an OCo reading corresponding tothey
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are going somewhere in order to have the centre built. Note that the subject, i.e.hulle
is not shared by all the verbs for this reading.

Complex initials and the domain of extraction

Complex initials are strictly clause bound. It is not possible to move a verb from an
embedded clause to form part of a complex initial in the matrix clause.

(35) a. Wie
who

hoop
hope

Jan
Jan

om
C.INF

goed
well

te
to

leer
learn

ken?
know

‘Who does Jan hope to get to know better’

b. *Wie
who

hoop
hope

leer
learn

ken
know

Jan
Jan

om
C.INF

goed
well

te?
to

Example (35a) is an infinitival clause from which extractionis possible on inde-
pendent grounds.16 (35b) has a complex initial composed of the finite verb from the
matrix clause and the verbal string from the embedded clause. The result is strongly
ungrammatical. The same effect can be seen with a finite complement.

(36) a. Jan
Jan

weet
know

iemand
somebody

gaan
go

sterf
die

‘Jan knows that somebody is going to die’

b. *Jan
Jan

weet
know

gaan
go

sterf
die

iemand
somebody

The embedded verb cannot be part of a complex initial.

(37) a. Jan
Jan

het
AUX .have

die
the

koppie
cup

hoor
hear

val
fall

‘Jan heard the cup fall’

b. Jan
Jan

hoor
hear

die
the

koppie
cup

val
fall

‘Jan hears the cup fall’

c. *Jan hoorval die koppie

Example (37a) shows that a perception verb may form a verbal string with a verb
in its complement. (37b) shows that a simplex initial may be formed by moving the
perception verb to the second position. (37c) shows that it is impossible to create a
complex initial with a perception verb and the embedded verb. These data shows that
complex initial formation is strictly clause-bound.

CI formation also cannot extract a verb out of an island. Examples (38) and (39)
show the impossibility of non-ATB extraction from a coordinate structure island and
a complex NP island respectively.

16In Afrikaans, unlike Dutch, most infinitival clauses are of the om tetype and do not have the purpose
reading characteristic of Dutchom teclauses.
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(38) a. Jan
Jan

skryf
write

briewe
letters

en
and

lees
read

boeke
books

‘Jan writes letters and reads books’

b. *Jan
Jan

skryf
write

lees
read

briewe
letters

en
and

tlees

t
boeke
books

(39) a. Jan
Jan

skop
kick

die
the

man
man

[wie
who

hom
him

bekyk]
look-at

‘Jan kicks the man who is looking at him’

b. *Jan
Jan

skop
kick

bekyk
look-at

die
the

man
man

[wie
who

hom
him

tbekyk]
t

Even in cases where WH movement from an embedded clause is possible, multiple
verb movement is not possible.

(40) Wat
What

dink
think

Bush
Bush

dat
that

Blair
Blair

sê
say

tWH?
t

‘What does Bush think that Blair is saying?’

(41) *Wat
What

dink
think

sê
think

Bush
Bush

dat
that

Blair
Blair

tWH

t
tse?
t

The fact that CIs respect general constraints on movement strongly suggest that
they are derived by movement.

5.3 Accounts of complex initials

There are not many accounts of complex initials in the literature. Ponelis (1993),
Roberge (1994) and Den Besten (2002: citing Den Besten (1988)) outline the pos-
sible antecedents of the construction and possible influences upon it.

Khoisan speakers were virtually assimilated into the earlyCape colony and in ad-
dition, the Orange River varieties of Afrikaans came into contact with Khoisan speak-
ers. Since various Khoisan languages do appear to have strings of verbs acting as
single constituents (Collins 2002, Den Besten 1988; 2002),it is reasonable to suppose
that the development of Afrikaans was triggered by the existence of a verbal com-
pounding rule in these languages. However, Den Besten (2002) cautions that these
constructions might not be verbal compounding but might be analyzable as VP topi-
calization (cf. Den Besten and Webelhuth 1990).17 Thus, Khoisan influence might not
necessarily be the only reason for the development of complex initials in Afrikaans.
The question of Netherlandic vs. Khoisan origins for complex initials is also taken up
by Ponelis (1993) who suggests that both may have played a role. Ponelis notes that

17But see Collins (2002) for a different approach to verbal compounding in}Hoan in terms of head
movement.
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Khoisan is ‘rich’ in VV compounds. However, he also notes that ‘the low level of lex-
icalization of complex initials does not accord well with extensive Khoisan influence
on this subsystem’ (Ponelis 1993:330).

There are some possible antecedents for Afrikaans complex initials in (early and
dialectal) Dutch, in clause-initial imperative contexts.

(42) Loopt
go

haelt
get

dan
then

. . . die

. . . the
spijse
food

‘Go then and the food’ (Ponelis 1993:330)

(43) Gaet
go

souckt
find

een
a

ander
other

medecijn
medicine

‘Go and find another remedy’(Ponelis 1993:330)

(44) Ga
go

geeftze
give-her

nu
now

de
the

Vorst
Earl

‘Go and give her/it to the king now’ (Ponelis 1993:330)

(45) Loopt
walk

blaast
blow

de
the

Lampen
lamps

uyt
out

‘Go and blow out the lamps’ (Ponelis 1993:330)

These have survived in some modern Dutch dialects. The following data are from
the Syntactic Atlas of the Dutch Dialects (SAND 2005).18

(46) Goan
go

haalt
get

e
a

keer
time

n
a

pintje
beer

‘Just go and get a beer!’ [ Brugge: West-Vlaanderen]

(47) Gaan
go

haalt
get

die
that

bestellinge
order

maar
just

ne
a

keer
time

‘Just go and get that order!’ [Eeklo: Oost-Vlaanderen]

In addition, there are examples of hendiadys-like constructions in Middle Dutch
(Le Roux 1923, Robbers 1997, Roberge 1994).

(48) Een
a

waterlantsche
from-Waterland

Trijn
Trijn

sat
sat

eens
once

ajuyn
onions

en
and

schelde
peeled

‘A Trijn from Waterland was once peeling onions’ ((Robbers 1997:65)
originally from the 17th century author, Cats (Weynen 1965)) [Middle Dutch]

This example is actually exceptional in the Middle Dutch corpus. Middle Dutch
more commonly has constructions of the following type (see also Ijbema 2003).

18The glosses are not entirely straight forward.goan/gaan‘go’ may be an infinitive, whilehaalt ‘fetch’
presumably is second person plural.
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(49) hi
he

lach
lay

ende
and-AFF

sliep
slept

‘He lay sleeping’ (Hoekstra 1999) [Middle Dutch]

There is also a pseudo-coordinative structure in Frisian called imperativus pro
infinitivo (IPI) (Hoekstra 1997) which may have served as a possible antecedent, al-
though this construction does not form complex initials.19

(50) de
the

plysje
police

soe
would

by
by

him
him

komme
come-INF

en
and

helje
pick.IMP

him
him

op
up

‘The police would come by and pick him up’ [Coordinative type]

(Hoekstra 1997:97)

(51) ik
I

ried
advise

jimme
you.PL

oan
on.PRT

en
and

drink
drink.IMP

net
not

te
too

folle
much

kofje
coffee

‘I advise you not to drink too much coffee’ [Subordinative type]

(Hoekstra 1997:98)

All these data indicate that there were certainly no shortage of possible Nether-
landic antecedents for the Afrikaans construction.

Ponelis (1993) also suggests that the loss of verbal inflection during the early de-
velopment of Afrikaans meant that finite and non-finite verb forms were no longer
distinguishable.

a finite verb is marked, by concord inflection, for combining directly with
the subject, and the lack of this marking in non-finite verbs just as clearly
indicates their lack of a direct link with the subject and bars them from
occurring in finite position as part of a complex initial, as in Standard
Dutch (Ponelis 1993:329).

Consequently, a lack of inflection meant that verb second could apply to both finite
and non-finite verbs.

Another facilitating factor for complex-initial development was lexicalization (Ponelis
1993:328). Several complex initials are lexicalized and rarely occur as simplex initials.
These includegaan haal‘fetch’, laat blyk ‘indicate’, laat geld ‘exercise (authority)’,
laat kom‘summon’,laat spaander‘get going’ andlaat staan‘leave’. There are several
problems with such an explanation however. It seems to me a chicken-or-egg explana-
tion: did lexicalization precede complex-initial development, or did complex-initials

19Standard Dutch has a construction very similar to the Afrikaans posture verb construction, which
utilizes the posture verbsliggen ‘lie’, staan‘stand’,zitten‘sit’ and more marginally verbs likelopen‘walk’
andhangen‘hang’ (Hoekstra 1999). However, the Dutch construction has an infinitival markerte selecting
a verbal infinitival complement. The posture verb does not necessarily retain a lexical meaning but tends to
denote durative aspect. Hoekstra (1999) claims that those varieties that lack a literal posture interpretation
of the verb all have the following three characteristics (i)1-2-3 word order in the verbal cluster (ii) IPP
effects and (iii) no obligatory marking withte in aspectual infinitives.
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gradually become lexicalized? The latter seems to me the most natural explanation
(informally speaking), particularly when lexicalized VV compounds are particularly
rare in Germanic.20 Furthermore, Ponelis (1993) notes that although all 10 instances of
gaan haalin a 300 000 word corpus were complex initials, the simplex initial variant
(52b) is not ungrammatical (or even marked).

(52) a. Gaan
go

haal
get

hy
he

die
the

kinders?
children

‘Will he fetch the children’ (Ponelis 1993:329)

b. Gaan
go

hy
he

die
the

kinders
children

haal?
get

‘Will he fetch the children’ (Ponelis 1993:330)

Finally, the lexicalization hypothesis does not explain the productivity of complex
initials in Afrikaans.

Approaches to complex initials to date all suggest incorporation of the lexical
verb into the linking verb (Den Besten 2002, Ponelis 1993, Robbers 1997). However,
at least Ponelis (1993) and Robbers (1997) do not provide anyanalysis beyond sug-
gesting that incorporation occurs. For instance, Robbers (1997) provides the following
explanation.

The embedded verbs [can] optionally accompany the linking verb under
verb second. . . this is the result of incorporation of the main verb into the
linking verb (Robbers 1997:172).

The specific case of ILVs are not discussed to any extent. However, it seems that
Robbers (1997) espouses a stacked VP structure with a functional projection to host
the coordinative particle. The following diagram is based on (Robbers 1997:179).

(53) TP
aaa

!!!
T VP

HHH
���

V

\\��
ILV

EnP
ZZ��

En

JJ


en

VP
SS��
V

V①

②

③

20Ponelis (1993) himself notes this saying:

complex initials may be considered incipient compound verbs ofa type well known in the
languages of the world but uncommon though not completely unattested in Germanic, cf.
the fixed verbal expressions in English:let fly, let go, andmake do(Ponelis 1993:329).

I find it particularly interesting, that English examples arecited, and not Dutch ones which is unexpected
given that Dutch is the most closely related language to Afrikaans.
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This suggests that complex initials are formed by optional incorporation/right-
adjunction of the lexical verb, first into the functional subordinating element which
is theen, and then subsequently into the ILV. Finally, the entire incorporated com-
plex raises to T. By referring to complex initial-formationas ‘lexical’ incorporation,
Robbers attempts to distinguish it from ‘syntactic’ incorporation as evidenced in verb-
raising contexts, which also allow excorporation in verb second contexts.21 The prob-
lem with this approach is that it leaves important questionsunanswered including the
implementation of optionality, counter-cyclice right adjunction, the fact that CIs seem
to be dependent on verb-second movement, and the semantic contribution of the coor-
dinator and excorporation. In the following sections, I shall develop my own analysis
of ILVs which will include a discussion of CIs.

5.4 Conclusion

In this section, I have provided a brief outline of the Afrikaans verbal system and
some assumptions about its workings. It has been shown that Afrikaans verbs are not
inflected for tense, person or number, although the remnantsof tense-marking are
still visible on some modals. Some assumptions about verb second have also been
sketched. I have broadly adopted the analysis of verb secondof Zwart (1997). I have
also introduced a unique pseudo-coordinative structure inAfrikaans known as a com-
plex initial. This section has demonstrated the following facts. Complex initials are
a case of a complex predicate occurring in verb-second position. This construction
appears to place a complex predicate into a position reserved exclusively for heads
(second position) and is optional. The movement involved behaves like local, head
movement. This construction potentially has great implications for analyses of verb
movement as well as pseudo-coordination.

These constructions pose a number of intriguing questions for syntactic analysis
including some of the following ones.

a. How do complex initials with ILVs relate to verbal pseudo-coordination more
generally i.e. where do they fit into the typology developed in chapters one to
three?

b. What is the nature of the moved, verbal constituent and how is it derived?
c. How does the underlying representation derive the meanings of complex initials,

as well as the apparent optionality in the paradigm?
d. What are the implications of this construction for the nature of coordination

generally?
The properties of complex initials formed with posture verbs (ILVs) will be ex-

plored in the coming chapters.

21She also notes that within the VO analysis of Dutch and Afrikaans, no distinction need be made
between these two types of incorporation since verb-raising does not occur overtly in the VO analysis.



Chapter 6

Afrikaans pseudo-coordination

This chapter explores how Afrikaans pseudo-coordinative constructions with indi-
rect linking verbs relate to the typology of English pseudo-coordinative constructions.
Each of the tests developed to distinguish English pseudo-coordinative types are ap-
plied to Afrikaans data. It will be argued that Afrikaans pseudo-coordinations with
ILVs are comparable to neither SceCo nor ConCo but have more in common with
pseudo-coordinations withtry. A secondary goal of this chapter will be to show that
there is no significant syntactic or semantic distinction between complex and simplex
initials. Each of the tests yield the same results, regardless of whether the construction
is a complex or a simplex initial.

6.1 Tests for Afrikaans pseudo-coordination with ILVs

In chapter (2), a variety of tests were utilized to distinguish various subtypes of pseudo-
coordination in English. The same tests are applied here to ascertain the nature of
Afrikaans pseudo-coordination with ILVs.

6.1.1 Violation of the Coordinate Structure Constraint

It is possible to extract arguments, in non-ATB fashion, from one conjunct of an ILV
construction. This is illustrated with respect to objects (1). Note that there is no differ-
ence between complex initials and simplex initials in this respect.

(1) a. Wat
what

sit
sit

Jan
Jan

waarskynlik
probably

en
and

eet
eat

t?
t

‘What is Jan probably sitting and eating?’

b. Wat
what

sit
sit

en
and

eet
eat

Jan
Jan

waarskynlik
probably

t?
t

‘What is Jan probably sitting and eating?’
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With respect to extraction of adjuncts, it is possible to extract a variety of adjuncts
from both complex initial and simplex initial constructions. However, as shown in
chapters (2) and (3), high adjuncts are not necessarily a good diagnostic tool in this
regard. For this reason, it is also important to test whetherlow manner adjuncts can
be extracted. It is also possible to construe low manner adjuncts that can only be
interpreted as scoping over the embedded, lexical verb.

(2) a. Hoe
how

loop
walk

Jan
Jan

die
the

rekening
bill

en
and

betaal?
pay

‘How does Jan go and pay the bill?’

i. Hy
he

betaal
pay

met
with

sy
his

kreditkaart
credit card

‘He pays it with his credit card’

b. Hoe
how

loop
walk

en
and

betaal
pay

Jan
Jan

die
the

rekening?
bill

‘How does Jan go and pay the bill?’

i. Hy
he

betaal
pay

met
with

sy
his

kreditkaart
credit card

‘He pays it with his credit card’

Example (2) shows a manner adjunct extracted in a SI context.The most plausible
answer is when the WH-phrase modifies the embedded verb, namely betaal. This
would not be a possible reading if these constructions were ordinary coordination.1

The only plausible answer is expressed in (2ai) where the adjunct is interpreted as
scoping over the lexical verb. The question could not be construed as querying the
manner of Jan’s walking. The same effect occurs in a CI context (2b).

(3) a. Hoe
how

vinnig
quickly

sit
sit

Jan
Jan

die
the

boek
book

en
and

lees?
read

‘How quickly is Jan reading the book (while sitting)?’

i. Hy
he

lees
read

baie
very

vinnig
quickly

‘He’s reading very quickly’

b. Hoe
how

vinnig
quickly

sit
sit

en
and

lees
read

Jan
Jan

die
the

boek?
book

‘How quickly is Jan reading the book (while sitting)?’

1With additional focus, a reading can also be construed wherethe WH-word modifies the ILV itself. For
instance, it is also possible to answer example (2) with the answerHy het met sy voete loop betaalmeaning
‘He went on foot to pay the bill’ (Prof. Hans du Plessis, (p.c.)). This type of reading also shows that these
constructions cannot be ordinary coordination since extraction from within the first conjunct would also
apparently violate the CSC. What this kind of readingdoesshow, however, is that ILV-type constructions
are different to English ConCo constructions where such readings are more difficult to obtain. In Afrikaans,
these readings show that the ILV is not as bleached as in English ConCo contexts.
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i. Hy
he

lees
read

baie
very

vinnig
quickly

‘He’s reading very quickly’

The same effect is illustrated in (3a) where a manner adverb can only be interpreted
as modifying the lexical verb. It is not a felicitous answer to interpret the adjunct as
scoping over the ILV. Moreover, the effect is identical for CIs (3b).2,3

In conclusion, arguments and adjuncts can be extracted fromILV constructions
regardless of whether they are complex initials or simplex initials. Thus, neither of
these constructions are islands of any kind.

6.1.2 XPs in the verbal string

In chapters (2) and (3) on English, it was shown that ConCo/ReCo constructions do
not allow any XP material within the verbal string. The same tests applied to ILV
verbal clusters show that a limited range of XP material can occur within the verbal
string. Consider example (4).

(4) Hy
He

sal
will

die
the

heeldag
whole day

na
at

die
the

wolke
clouds

lê
lie

en
and

kyk
look

’He’ll lie looking up a the clouds all day’

Given the underlined verbal string in itsin situposition, there are, pretheoretically,
three positions where an XP might be expected. These are marked by the arrows in
(5).

(5)
↑A

lê
↑B

en
↑C

kyk

Position A is essentially outside the verbal string and it isexpected that any XP
associated with SpecvP (or any higher position belonging to the Mittelveld) might
occur here. Positions B and C are within the verbal cluster.

Distribution of adverbs

First consider the distribution of adverbs in the verbal string. Example (6a) illustrates
that a variety of adverbs can occur in Position A i.e. preceding the entire verbal string.
This is completely unexceptional as it is the unmarked position for adverbs in the
sentence. The sequence of adverbs are arranged in order fromleft to right in approx-
imately the same sequence as they would be in the Cinque hierarchy (Cinque 1999),

2This is not to deny that the ILVs contribute a lexical flavour that is consistent with literal interpretations
of these verbs. However, these questions are typically not construed as querying the manner of sitting,
walking etc. At least, my informants, when pressed about whether the question word could modify the
posture verb would apparently interpret the question verb as modifyingboth the ILV and the lexical verb. I
did not encounter situations where a question was interpreted as solely modifying the ILV.

3Example (3) can also be answered using an ILVhy sal baie vinnig sit en leesbut where the adverb can
only plausibly scope over the lexical verb (Prof. Hans du Plessis, (p.c.)).
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although I do not assume such a hierarchy as a syntactic primitive (see also Nilsen
2003) but assume an approach like that of Ernst (2002). Note that sorgvuldig‘care-
fully’ and morsig‘messily’ are manner adverbs which can adjoin to eithervP (PredP
in the system of Ernst (2002)) and to VP. Other adverbs likeherhaaldelikmust nec-
essarily take complete events in their scope and must thus beadjoined at least atvP
level, if not higher.

(6) a. Wat
What

gaan
go

Jan
Jan

Xwaarskynlik/
probably

Xaltyd/
always

Xherhaaldelik/
repeatedly

Xvinnig/
quickly

Xsorgvuldig/
carefully

Xmorsig
messily

sit
sit

en
and

eet?
eat

‘What is Jan probably/ always/ repeatedly/ quickly/ carefully/ messily
going to be eating?’ [Ordinary Adverb positions]

b. *Wat
What

gaan
go

Jan
Jan

sit
sit

waarskynlik/
probably

altyd/
always

herhaaldelik/
repeatedly

vinnig/
quickly

sorgvuldig/
carefully

morsig
messily

en
and

eet
eat

‘What is Jan probably/ always/ repeatedly/ quickly/ carefully/ messily
going to be eating?’ [*Adverbs in A]

c. Wat
What

gaan
go

Jan
Jan

sit
sit

en
and

*waarskynlik/
probably

*altyd/
always

*herhaaldelik/
repeatedly

?vinnig/
quickly

Xsorgvuldig/
carefully

Xmorsig
messily

eet?
eat

‘What is Jan probably/ always/ repeatedly/ quickly/ carefully/ messily
going to be eating?’ [Low adverbs in B]

The options for Position B are illustrated by (6b). No adverbs may be adjoined in
Position B. This is the same as for English ConCo/ReCo constructions.

The options for Position C are particularly illuminating (6c). In this position, all
higher adverbs are excluded. It is especially important that herhaaldelik‘repeatedly’
cannot occur in Position C because this adverb must always take a complete event
in its scope. The fact that this option is ungrammatical shows Position C must lie
belowvP. Crucially, however, manner adverbs likesorgvuldig‘carefully’ andmorsig
‘messily’ (and somewhat less well-formed,vinnig ‘quickly’) can occur in Position
C. Since these adverbs may adjoin to either VP orvP (PredP), combined with the
inability of herhaaldelik‘repeatedly’ to occur here, it may be deduced that Position C
is consistent with VP adjunction.

What this means is that Afrikaans ILV constructions cannot beanalyzed on a par
with ConCo/ReCo constructions, but must be another type of pseudo-coordination.

Distribution of objects

Consider the distribution of objects in the verbal string. Example (7a) shows that
Position A can be filled by an object. This is the unmarked position for objects in
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Afrikaans. This is very similar to the position for objects in Dutch and I presume
it to be no different: Spec AgrOP. However, in addition to this unmarked position,
Afrikaans also allows a subset of objects to occur in a ‘low’ Position C which I take
to be thein situ position for objects: Spec VP (7b). Note that particles can also occur
in this position. Finally, (7c) shows that objects may not occur in Position B.

(7) a. Daar
there

sal
will

altyd
always

iemand
somebody

boeke
books

sit
sit

en
and

lees
read

‘There will always be somebody busy reading books’
[Object in A]

b. Daar
there

sal
will

altyd
always

iemand
somebody

sit
sit

en
and

boeke
books

lees
read

‘There will always be somebody busy reading books’
[Object in C]

c. *Daar sal altyd iemand sitboekeenlees [Object in B]

Before proceeding, I would like to note that there are interesting constraints on the
kinds of objects that can occur in the ‘low’ position. Generally, objects in this posi-
tion are bare plurals, mass or generic nouns conforming to the ‘one-word’ limitation
(Donaldson 1993). The constraints on this position are verysimilar to those governing
the occurrence of phrasal material in DLV clusters (Robbers1997). Nevertheless, it is
probably not the case that the object is incorporated in thisposition since it never is
pied-piped to the verb-second position when the lexical verb undergoes verb second.
Example (8a) shows a CI with the object leftin situ. Example (8b) shows that the
object may not be pied piped as part of verb second movement. This shows that the
object is not incorporated into the lexical verb when it is inthe ‘low’ position.4

(8) a. Waarom
why

sit
sit

en
and

lees
read

Jan
Jan

boeke?
books

‘Why is Jan reading books?’

b. *Waarom sitenboekeleesJan?

Distribution of subjects

Example (7a) also shows that when an expletive is in Spec TP, then the subject, in this
case an indefinite DP, can remain in SpecvP which corresponds to Position A. This is
mirrored by (9a) which essentially shows the same thing.5 It is, however, not possible
for the subject to occur in either Position B (9b) or PositionC (9c).

(9) a. ?Wat
what

sal
will

daar
there

altyd
always

iemand
somebody

sit
sit

en
and

lees?
read

‘What will there always be somebody reading?’
[Subject in A]

4The same data and argument can be duplicated with separable particles.
5The slight ill-formedness of this example is somewhat unexpected and I do not account for it.
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b. *Daar
there

sal
will

altyd
always

sit
sit

iemand
somebody

en
and

boeke
books

lees
read

‘There will always be somebody busy reading books’
[*Subject in B]

c. *Wat
what

sal
will

daar
there

altyd
always

sit
sit

en
and

iemand
somebody

lees?
read

‘What will there always be somebody reading?’
[*Subject in C]

Distribution of separable particles

Although particles can also distribute in a similar way to objects, there are some im-
portant differences in their distribution.

(10) a. Waarom
Why

sal
will

Jan
Jan

die
the

beeste
cattle

sit
sit

en
and

weg
away.PRT

jaag
chase

‘Why will Jan keep chasing away the cattle’

b. Waarom
why

sit
sit

en
and

jaag
chase

Jan
Jan

die
the

beeste
cattle

weg
away.PRT

‘Why will Jan keep chasing away the cattle’

c. Waarom
Why

sit
sit

en
and

≺*weg� jaag
chase

Jan
Jan

die
the

beeste
cattle

≺weg�
away.PRT

‘Why does Jan keep chasing away the cows’

The first example (10a) shows the basic position of the particle within the verbal
string. In this example, the particle occurs in Position C between the coordinator and
the lexical verb. Examples (10b,c) show that when a CI is formed, then the particle
cannot be pied piped into the second position but must be stranded sentence finally.
These data are parallel to those with objects (8a,b). Where the distribution of particles
differs to that of objects concerns Position A. Whereas objects can occur in Positions
A (Spec AgrO) and C (Spec VP) but not Position B, separable particles cannot occur
in Position A or Position B but can only occur in Position C.

(11) a. Waarom
Why

sal
will

Jan
Jan

die
the

beeste
cattle

≺*weg� sit
sit

≺*weg� en
and

≺weg�
away.PRT

jaag
chase

‘Why will Jan keep chasing away the cattle’

b. Waarom
why

sal
will

Jan
Jan

die
the

beeste
cattle

≺weg� laat
let

≺weg�
away.PRT

gaan?
go

‘Why will Jan let the cattle go away?’
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In the ILV construction (11a), the separable particle can occur in its base position,
Position C, but cannot occur in Position B or Position A. Thisis surprising, because
in DLV constructions, the particle is generally able to scramble to the left of the DLV
quite freely (11b). In ILV constructions, this distribution is identical to that of objects
and low adverbs. However, where particles differ from objects and adverbs is that they
cannot scramble across the ILV to Position A.6,7

Summary

In this section, evidence based on the distribution of adverbs, objects, subjects and
separable particles shows that Afrikaans ILV constructions are not akin to English
ConCo/ReCo constructions. The findings of this section are summarized in table 6.1.

Table 6.1: Distributions of subject, objects, particles and adverbs
Position A B C
Subjects X No No
Higher Adverbs X No No
Low Adverbs X No X

Bare Objects X No X

Separable Particles No No X

Position A corresponds to positions in the functional structure. Subjects, objects
and adverbs can occur here, but particles may not. Position Bdoes not allow any XP
material within it at all. Thus the ILV and the coordinator are always strictly adjacent
and act, to all intents and purposes, like a constituent in this respect. Position C is
illustrative. On the one hand, the fact that any XP material at all can occur here shows
that Afrikaans ILV constructions do not pattern like English ConCo/ReCo. However,
XPs that can occur here are limited to some types of objects, verbal particles and low,
manner adjuncts. This position corresponds to VP. The implication of this is that the
ILV and coordinator are located above the VP layer, but stilllie beneath AgrO.

6.1.3 Restrictions on matrix subjects

ILVs place restrictions on the types of subjects they can cooccur with. Weather verbs
such asreën‘rain’ select for weather subjects (12a) and verbs likesit ‘sit’, obviously,

6In this, ILV constructions contrast with DLV constructionswhich generally do allow a separable
particle to scramble across the DLV (see also Bennis 1992, Evers 2001).

7These data are essential in showing that a remnant movement-analysis is not available. In a remnant-
movement analysis, the entirevP, having first been evacuated of all non-verbal material, would be moved
to a specifier of TP and thence to CP to simulate verb-second (Müller 2002; 2004). Such an analysis would
mean that remnant movement could not pied-pipe non-verbal material, which contradicts known properties
of remnant movement in West-Germanic in general (Den Besten and Webelhuth 1990) and Afrikaans in
particular (see Biberauer 2004). However, this example shows that particles cannot be evacuated from the
vP shell in the first place. This leads to the ‘Particle Paradox’ where there is no constituent that includes the
particle for the purposes of thein situ verbal string and yet still excludes the particle for the purposes of
verb-second movement (De Vos 2004b).
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do not (12b). Likewise, it is ungrammatical to use a weather-verb subject in an ILV
construction, whether that is a simplex initial (12c) or (12d). These examples are only
grammatical on a reading where the weather is construed as ananimate object i.e. it is
only grammatical when the subjectdit ‘it’ is construed, not as a weather-verb selected
by reën ‘rain’, but as an animate subject selected bysit ‘sit’. This is consistent with
the notion that it is the ILV which is responsible for selecting the subject and not the
embedded (weather) predicate. Thus Afrikaans ILV constructions differ in this respect
to English ConCo constructions.

(12) a. Dit
it

reën
rain

‘It’s raining’

b. *Dit
it

sit
sit

‘It’s sitting (in the weather-subject sense)’

c. *Dit
it

sit
sit

vandag
today

alweer
again

en
and

reën
rain

‘Its raining again today’

d. *Dit
it

sit
sit

en
and

reën
rain

alweer
again

vandag
today

‘Its raining again today’

In the literature (Roberge 1994), it has been reported that the ILV staan‘stand’
is the most highly grammaticalized of the ILV class and frequently can be used in a
purely aspectual sense. For this reason, I subjected this verb to the weather-verb test.

(13) a. Dit
it

reën
rain

‘It’s raining’

b. *Dit
it

staan
stand

‘It’s standing (in the weather-subject sense)’

c. %Dit
it

staan
stand

vandag
today

alweer
again

en
and

reën
rain

‘Its raining again today’

d. %Dit
it

staan
stand

en
and

reën
rain

alweer
again

vandag
today

‘Its raining again today’

The results were surprising. One informant rejected examples (13c) and (13d) out-
right and another informant gave these examples a single question mark. A third infor-
mant claimed ‘It’s difficult; it’s not ungrammatical, but it’s also not totally grammati-
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cal’.8 It seems fair to say that althoughstaanmay be more grammaticalized than other
ILVs, it still tends to select an animate subject. Nevertheless, this should be treated
with some caution since whenstaanis placed in the scope of another verb, such as
a past auxiliary, a weather reading becomes more acceptable(Prof. Hans du Plessis,
(p.c.)).9

(14) Dit
it

het
AUX .have

alweer
again

gaan
go

staan
stand

en
and

reën
rain

‘It went and rained again’

(15) Dit
it

het
AUX .have

wragtig
EMPH

toe
then

weer
again

staan
stand

en
and

reën!
rain

‘It really began to rain down heavily again!’

The same results are mirrored by a test for animacy. A verb like groei ‘grow’
can select an inanimate subject such asboom ‘tree’ (16a) whereas a verb likeloop
‘walk/go’ cannot (16b). In a pseudo-coordinative context where loop ‘walk/go’ is
an ILV, ungrammaticality results in both simplex initial and complex initial contexts
((16c) and (16d)). This is because it is the ILV which selectsthe subject and not the
lexical verb. This is evidence that ILV constructions cannot be analysed as ConCo
constructions are in English.

(16) a. Die
the

boom
tree

groei
grow

mos
EMPH

‘The tree is (actually) growing!’

b. *Die
the

boom
tree

loop
go

‘The tree goes’

c. *Die
the

boom
tree

loop
walk

mos
EMPH

en
and

groei
grow

‘The tree is (actually) growing!’

d. *Die
the

boom
tree

loop
walk

en
and

groei
grow

mos
EMPH

‘The tree is (actually) growing!’

Supporting evidence comes from the fact that inanimate subjects can occur pre-
cisely in contexts where the ILV is compatible with them. Thus while loop ‘walk/go’
is incompatible with a tree growing,staan‘stand’ is.10

8It was suggested by Prof. Hans du Plessis (p.c.) that in theseexamples and also in (17), the ILVsstaan
‘stand’ andloop ‘walk’ could take on a counter-expectational meaning i.e. something akin towragtig! ‘Can
you believe it!’.

9It is also the case that in Orange River Afrikaans,staancan occur with a weather subject (Prof. Hans
du Plessis, (p.c.)), although the coordinator is almost always missing with the result thatstaanbecomes
ambiguous between an ILV and a DLV. See chapter (7.A) for a discussion.

10An informant seemed to slightly prefer (17c) over (17d), although neither is ungrammatical. Infor-
mants also preferred the ILVstaan‘stand’ as opposed tosit ‘sit’ in this context. Prof. Hans du Plessis (p.c.)
suggests that in (17), the ILV has a counter-expectational function.
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(17) a. Die
the

boom
tree

groei
grow

mos
EMPH

‘The tree is (actually) growing!’

b. ie
the

boom
tree

staan
stand

op
on

die
the

plaas
farm

‘The tree is on the farm’

c. Die
the

boom
tree

staan
stand

mos
EMPH

en
and

groei
grow

‘The tree is (actually) growing!’

d. Die
the

boom
tree

staan
stand

en
and

groei
grow

mos
EMPH

‘The tree is (actually) growing!’

What these data show is that the ILV selects the subject of the clause and it is
not the lexical verb which primarily selects the subject.11 This is very similar to the
behaviour of SceCo predicates in English.

6.1.4 Semantic bleaching

The previous section demonstrated that ILVs do not combine with weather verbs (12)
or subjects ((16) and (17)) which are inappropriate with their semantics. There is also
no real difference between simplex initials and complex initials.12 This leads to the
conclusion that there is more lexical content to ILVs than with ConCo predicates in
English. Thus, ILVs are not completely bleached of their lexical meaning as ConCo
predicates can be. This is consistent with the suggestion byDonaldson (1993) that
ILVs must occur with lexical verbs which can conceivably be carried out in the posi-
tion denoted by the posture verb. However, this is not to say that ILVs must always be
interpreted as denoting physical body postures; this depends entirely on the nature of
the subject. Posture verbs are used quite generally in languages like Afrikaans, Dutch
and German as verbs of location. However, exactly which posture verb is used, de-
pends on a variety of complex interactions between the relative verticality of an entity,
whether it is construed as having a base, its animacy etc. (Lemmens 2002). For in-
stance, a verb likestaan‘stand’ may be used as a lexical verb without implying body
posture if the inanimate subject is consistent with that reading.

(18) Die
the

kers
candle

staan
stand

op
on

die
the

tafel
table

11It should be noted that in (16c) and (17), the ILV has undergone verb second movement (underlined)
across an adverbial.

12It sometimes seems to be the case that when a verb likeloop is used in a DLV function (i.e. without an
overt coordinator), then it may take on more bleached interpretations than the equivalent ILV. In the liter-
ature, the presence/absence of the coordinator has been treated as ‘optional’ with corresponding confusion
between the DLV and ILV uses of the verb. It will be shown in chapter (7) that the presence/absence of the
coordinator isnot arbitrary and does indeed have syntactic reflexes. Consequently, the DLV and ILV uses
of verbs should be treated as distinct.
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‘The candle is on the table’

However, when a human subject is used, then the posture reading is usually trig-
gered.

(19) Die
the

man
man

staan
stand

op
on

die
the

tafel
table

‘The man is standing on the table

So posture verbs can cooccur with a variety of subjects and meanings in Afrikaans.
These are general properties of posture verbs, and these properties are retained in the
ILV usage of these verbs. In other words, the ILV retains the same semantics that it
would have as a lexical verb; non-posture-related interpretations are licensed in the
same contexts as they would be for the equivalent lexical verb.

6.1.5 VP-deletion

Tests based on VP-ellipsis appear to be of limited value in determining the structure
of the ILV verbal string because of a general difficulty in deleting VPs in Afrikaans.

(20) a. Jan
Jan

sal
will

’n
a

bier
beer

drink
drink

en
and

Piet
Piet

sal
will

ook
also

’n bier drink

‘Jan will drink a beer and Piet will too’

b. *Jan
Jan

sal
will

’n
a

bier
beer

drink
drink

en
and

Piet
Piet

sal
will

’n
a

bier
beer

ook
also

drink

‘Jan will drink a beer and Piet will too’

Example (20a) demonstrates an ellipsis construction in Afrikaans in which the lex-
ical verb and the object have been deleted. The fact that the object is elided means that
it is not vP deletion so much as AgrOP deletion that is occurring here. Ungrammati-
cality results if only the lexical verb (and hencevP) is elided (20). Thus, Afrikaans
does not seem to exhibitvP deletion and consequently its application to pseudo-
coordinative contexts is of somewhat limited value. For instance, the unmarked po-
sition of objects is to the left of the ILV in, what I assume to be, AgrOP. Thus, deletion
of AgrOP will necessarily elide the ILV verbal string and it is predicted that partial
deletion of the verbal string will be ungrammatical. This isindeed true.

(21) a. Jan
Jan

sal
will

‘n
a

bier
beer

sit
sit

en
and

drink
drink

en
and

Piet
Piet

sal
will

ook
also

‘n bier sit en drink

‘Jan will drink a beer and Piet will too’

b. *Jan
Jan

sal
will

bier
beer

sit
sit

en
and

drink
drink

en
and

Piet
Piet

sal
will

ook
also

‘n
a

bier
beer

sit
sit

en drink
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‘Jan will drink a beer and Piet will too’

Elision of AgrOP thus ensures that the entire ILV verbal string is deleted; partial
deletion is not licensed. Thus, the only information which we can garner about ILV
verbal strings in this way is that they are located below AgrOP.13

6.1.6 Coordinator substitution

A standard test for pseudo-coordination is whether the coordinator can be substituted
with another. This yields strong ungrammaticality indicating that ILV constructions
are indeed a type of pseudo-coordination.

(22) Wat
What

sit
sit

Jan
Jan

en/*of
and/or

lees?
read

‘What is John sitting and/*or reading?’

6.1.7 Distributivity

Pseudo-coordination, insofar as it deals with only a single, complex event, does not
tolerate markers of distributivity which, by definition, require two events. Thus a dis-
tributive marker is grammatical when combined with OCo (23a), which can also be
seen to be OCo by the fact that the participle prefixge-occurs twice. Use of a distrib-
utor is strongly ungrammatical in ILV contexts (23b,c). In these examples, there is no
reading corresponding to that of (23a). These data demonstrate that ILV constructions
are indeed pseudo-coordinative. The effects are identicalfor both SIs and CIs.

(23) a. Jan
Jan

het
AUX .have

gesit
PST-sit

en
and

gedans
PST-dans

ook
also

‘Jan both sat and danced’

b. *Wat
what

sit
sit

Jan
Jan

en
and

lees
read

ook?
also

‘What is John (*both) sitting and reading?’

c. *Wat
what

sit
sit

en
and

lees
read

Jan
Jan

ook?
also

‘What is John (*both) sitting and reading?’

The same effect can be illustrated with past-participle prefixes. As shown in (23a),
these prefixes act in a distributive way. Afrikaans exhibitssome variability with IPP
effects insofar as IPP is the less-preferred strategy for ILV constructions.14 When the
participle-marker is present, it is always on the ILV (24a),never on both verbs (24b).15

13This test is also irrelevant to CIs because, by definition, itonly applies to verbsin situ; CIs are, by
definition, notin situ.

14See De Vos (2003b) for an overview of IPP patterns in Afrikaans and a discussion of the temporal
system as it relates to the participle prefix. See De Vos (2003a) for a discussion of how it relates to other
verbal prefixes.

15Obviously this test does not apply to CIs since there is always an auxiliary in clause-second position.
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(24) a. Wat
what

het
AUX .have

Jan
Jan

gesit
PST-sit

en
and

lees?
read

‘What did John sit and read?’

b. *Wat
what

het
AUX .have

Jan
Jan

gesit
PST-sit

en
and

gelees?
PST-read

‘What did John sit and read?’

On the other hand, although explicit distributive markers cannot occur in this con-
struction, it is quite possible to interpret ILV constructions as involving activities oc-
curring at the same time: i.e. John is sitting and he is singing at the same time.

(25) Wat
what

sit
sit

Jan
Jan

en
and

sing?
sing

‘What is John busy singing (while sitting)?’

Thus example (25) shows that it is possible to interpret Jan as sitting while he is
singing. This follows from the fact that the ILV retains somelexical content. What
these data show is that ILV constructions are complex eventswhich contain, at most,
onevP.

6.1.8 Quantifier raising

Afrikaans allows quantifier raising, much as English does. Thus (26) is ambiguous
between a wide and narrow scope reading.

(26) ’n
a

Polisieman
policeman

soen
kiss

elke
every

weduwee
widow

‘A policeman kisses every widow’ [NS]

‘For every widow there is some policeman or other who kisses her [WS]

ILV constructions are no different in this regard. Thus example (27a) is a simplex
initial and is ambiguous as is (27b), a complex initial.

(27) a. ’n
a

Polisieman
policeman

sit
sit

elke
every

weduwee
widow

en
and

soen
kiss

‘A policeman kisses every widow (while sitting)’ [NS]

‘For every widow, there is some policeman or other who kissesher’ [WS]

b. ’n
a

Polisieman
policeman

sit
sit

en
and

soen
kiss

elke
every

weduwee
widow

‘A policeman kisses every widow (while sitting)’ [NS]

‘For every widow, there is some policeman or other who kissesher’ [WS]
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Thus, unsurprisingly, the quantifier raising facts mirror the extraction ones. The
pseudo-coordinative marker does not prevent the quantifierfrom raising, giving rise
to wide-scope readings. This is evidence that ILV constructions are indeed pseudo-
coordinative. In fact, they pattern after ConCo with respect to quantifier raising. In
addition, these examples show that there is no difference between simplex initial and
complex initial structures in this respect.

6.1.9 Restrictions on verbs

It is self-evident that ILV constructions are restricted with respect to what pseudo-
coordinative predicates are involved. ILVs can only besit ‘sit’, lê ‘lie’, loop ‘walk/go’
andstaan‘stand’. See section (5.2.2) for an overview of the verbs in this class. In this
respect, ILV constructions pattern with English pseudo-coordination more generally,
which also restricts pseudo-coordination to a relatively small number of verbs.16

6.1.10 Semantic subordination

It is a characteristic of pseudo-coordination in general that, one conjunct being subor-
dinate to the other, it is not possible to reverse the order ofconjuncts. In this respect,
Afrikaans ILV constructions are no different. Example (28)illustrates that conjunct
orders may be changed in OCo contexts.

(28) a. Jan
Jan

sit
sit

en
and

hy
he

lees
read

‘Jan sits and he reads’

b. Jan
Jan

lees
read

en
and

hy
he

sit
sit

‘Jan reads and he sits’

However, the order of conjuncts may not be reversed in ILV constructions. (29a)
shows a grammatical ILV construction with a simplex initial. (29b) illustrates its coun-
terpart with reversed conjunct order.

(29) a. Wat
what

sit
sit

Jan
Jan

en
and

lees
read

‘What is Jan reading?’

b. *Wat
What

lees
read

Jan
Jan

en
and

sit
sit

The same point can be made for complex initial constructions. This illustrates that
simplex initials and complex initials do not differ in this regard.

16SceCo is the exception here, apparently utilizing a much larger class of verbs than do ConCo and
pseudo-coordination withtry.
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(30) a. Wat
what

sit
sit

en
and

lees
read

Jan?
Jan

‘What is Jan reading?’

b. *Wat
what

lees
read

en
and

sit
sit

Jan?
Jan

6.1.11 The ‘sameness’ condition

In chapters (2) and (3) it was pointed out that in English ConCo and SceCo contexts
the morphology condition (99) on page 46 holds. This is repeated here as (31).

(31) Morphological ‘Sameness’ Condition (MSC):Both verbs of a
pseudo-coordinative construction must have the same type of morphological
marking i.e. both verbs must be either bare or morphologically marked with
present, past, participle or similar.

The MSC appears to be trivially true for Afrikaans because there are no morpho-
logical reflexes of grammatical features on Afrikaans verbs. However, when the par-
ticiple prefixge- is used, it can optionally appear either on the ILV or not at all. This
can be interpreted as a prefixge- taking the entire pseudo-coordinative complex as its
complement: [ge- [lê en slaap]]. The following examples are all based on Donaldson
(1993:225-226).

(32) Hy
he

het
have

≺ge-�lê
PST-lie

en
and

≺*ge-� slaap.
sleep.

‘He lay sleeping’

(33) Hy
he

het
have

≺ge-�staan
PST-stand

en
and

≺*ge-� praat.
talk.

‘He stood talking’

(34) Hy
He

het
have

≺ge-�sit
PST-sit

en
and

≺*ge-� skryf
write

‘He sat writing’

(35) Hy
He

het
have

≺ge-�loop
PST-walk

en
and

≺*ge-� fluit
whistle

‘He walked whistling’

While these data are interesting, it is not clear that they count as true exceptions to
the MSC. In section (5.1.2) the participle prefix was discussed. It appears optionally in
ILV contexts (Donaldson 1993:225–226); it does not appear at all on verbs beginning
with inseparable prefixes in Standard Afrikaans and is absent entirely in IPP contexts.
Furthermore, in some varieties of Afrikaans, it appears to change location, appearing
either on the lexical verb or on a linking verb (De Vos 2003b) thus acting more like an
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independent functional head (cf. the approach of Julien (2000) to prefixes.). Thus, the
prefix does not behave as a typical piece of inflectional morphology would. For these
reasons, I do not think that Afrikaans is a counter example tothe MSC. At worst,
Afrikaans is neutral with respect to the MSC and at best it respects it vacuously.

6.1.12 Phonological reduction

As for English pseudo-coordinative constructions, the coordinator in Afrikaans ILV
constructions cannot be stressed.

(36) Wat
what

sit
sit

jy
you

en/*EN
and

eet
eat

‘What are you eating?’

(37) Wat
what

sit
sit

en/*EN
and

eet
eat

jy?
you?

‘What are you eating?’

This shows that ILV constructions are not instances of ordinary coordination and
also implies that the coordinator is a functional element ofsome kind, on the assump-
tion that functional elements are more resistant to stress than lexical elements.

It is still possible to focus the ILV in these structures, although the context is a
little strained.17

(38) a. Waarom
what

SIT
sit

jy
you

nie
neg

en
NEG

eet
and

nie?
eat neg NEG

‘What aren’t you SITTING and eating?’

b. Wat
what

SIT
sit

en
and

eet
eat

jy
you

nie?
neg?

‘What aren’t you SITTING and eating?’

This pattern of stress where the pseudo-coordinative verb is able to bear stress
is very different to that of ConCo/ReCo. However, it is identical to English pseudo-
coordination withtry.

(39) Why don’t you at least TRY and eat?

With respect to phonological reduction, as in English pseudo-coordinative con-
texts, the coordinator in Afrikaans can be reduced to a syllabic [n

"
] in both SI and CI

contexts.18

17Use of an auxiliary or modal improves the context, but makes it impossible to test CIs.
18There are also many instances where the coordinator is completely absent i.e. posture verbs are used

as DLVs. While this may be relevant to the discussion of phonological reduction, the presence/absence of
an overt coordinator does seem to have syntactic import. Thus, I prefer to keep the DLV and ILV usages of
posture verbs separate for the time being.
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(40) a. Wat
what

sit
sit

Jan
Jan

[en]/[n
"
]

and
lees?
read

‘What is Jan reading?’

b. Wat
what

sit
sit

[en]/[n
"
]

and
lees
read

Jan?
Jan

‘What is Jan reading?’

6.1.13 Summary and findings

In the previous sections, tests originally developed to distinguish English pseudo-
coordinative types have been applied to Afrikaans ILV constructions with a mind to
determining their place in the pseudo-coordinative typology developed in part one as
well as their underlying structure. The results of these tests are tabulated in 6.2.

Table 6.2: Comparisons of ILV constructions
Property ILV-SI ILV-CI

Syntactic tests
Non-ATB argument extraction (6.1.1) X X

Non-ATB adjunct extraction (6.1.1) X X

XPs in Position B (6.1.2) No No
XPs in Position C (6.1.2) X No
Overt subject in verbal string (6.1.2) No No
Partial VP-Ellipsis (6.1.5) N.A. N.A.
Coordinator Substitution (6.1.6) No No

Semantic tests
Subject restricted by Verb A (6.1.3) X X

Semantic bleaching of Verb A (6.1.4) No No
Semantic subordination (6.1.10) X X

Bothmodification (6.1.7) No No
Wide-scope reading of Quantifier (6.1.8) X X

Restrictions on possible Verb A (6.1.9) X X

Morphological and phonological tests
MSC (6.1.11) N.A. N.A.
FocusAND (6.1.12) No No
Focus Verb A (6.1.12) X X

This table shows clearly that there is no difference in either the syntactic or seman-
tic behaviour of complex versus simplex initials. The only exceptions to this are that
a CI is a strict, head-like constituent and is absolutely impermeable to any non-verbal
material, whereas when the verbal string isin situ it is clearly not a constituent. Thus
the only differences between SIs and CIs relate to their constituency. This leads to the
inescapable conclusion that both SIs and CIs are derived from the same base structure.
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Afrikaans ILVs differ from ConCo constructions because they do not exhibit se-
mantic bleaching of the pseudo-coordinative predicate andthe ILV selects the sub-
ject. As has been discussed in chapter (7) it the structure ofConCo predicates (that
is, a complex predicate head) forces semantic bleaching of the pseudo-coordinative
predicate and ensures that the lexical verb selects the subject. These facts alone are
sufficient to demonstrate that ILVs are not ConCo constructions. Nevertheless, sight
should not be lost of the fact that ILVs are also pseudo-coordinative and thus have
many characteristics in common with ConCo.

In fact, Afrikaans ILVs appear to behave similarly to English constructions using
pseudo-coordinativetry. In addition to general pseudo-coordinative properties, they
both lack some characteristics of constituent-hood. Thus,some adverbs can marginally
occur betweentry and the lexical verb, and in Afrikaansin situ strings, some objects
can occur in this position. Moreover,try constructions can be partially elided which
shows that they are not a constituent. This test is inapplicable to Afrikaans which lacks
vP deletion, but the argumentation is the same: the verbal strings are not constituents
in either case.19 In both English and Afrikaans constructions, the pseudo-coordinative
verb is not semantically bleached but retains its lexical meaning and consequently
places selectional restrictions on the subject. This requirement for agentivity is in ac-
cordance with the lexical selectional requirements for these verbs. It is also the case
that, in both these constructions, focus can be placed on thepseudo-coordinative verb.
This is quite different to ConCo constructions in English where such focus is not fe-
licitous. Finally, in one particular respect, namely the MSC, the similarity between
English and Afrikaans constructions is extremely interesting. There is a remarkable
correspondence between the ban on all inflection in pseudo-coordinativetry construc-
tions and the fact that Afrikaans has no verbal inflection.

It comes as a welcome result that pseudo-coordination withtry, which until now
has been an exceptional fact about Englishtry, can be seen to be a productive type
of pseudo-coordination. I will call this type of pseudo-coordination Non-contiguous
pseudo-coordination to express the fact that, in contrast to ConCo, the verbal string
is not contiguous, at least in thein situ position. Thus, the Afrikaans data support the
typology of pseudo-coordinative constructions developedin chapters (2) and (3). The
current version of the typology is illustrated in figure 6.1 on the following page.

In addition, the properties of ILV andtry constructions can be used to illuminate
their respective properties. The following chapter will outline an analysis of pseudo-
coordination with Afrikaans ILVs and DLVs.

6.2 Conclusion

This chapter had two aims. The first was to show that there was no difference between
simplex initials and complex initials with respect to theirsemantic and syntactic prop-
erties. The fact that these two phenomena exhibit identicalproperties can only mean

19Note the that the same point is still valid, even if one adopts the view that the object, supposedly in
Spec AgrOP, is actually in a specifier ofvP. In either case, deletion of the projection housing the object
(whether AgrOP orvP) will delete the entire pseudo-coordinative string.
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Figure 6.1: Pseudo-coordination in English and Afrikaans
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that they are derived from the same base. The fact makes theirexplanation particularly
difficult given the current syntactic toolbox.

The second aim of this chapter was to explore the nature of ILVconstructions
and to determine where they fitted into the typology developed in previous chap-
ters. It has been demonstrated that ILV constructions are indeed pseudo-coordinative.
The tests developed in previous chapters also leave no doubtthat ILV constructions
pattern similarly to English pseudo-coordination withtry. This supports the earlier
claim that pseudo-coordinativetry is a solitary exemplar of a different type of pseudo-
coordination. This finding also means that an analysis of ILVs and pseudo-coordinative
try will have to be sought which is both different to the analysisof ConCo and yet
which retains the similarities with ConCo. This is the topicof the following chapter.



Chapter 7

Quirky verb movement and
subatomic structure

In chapter (6), I outlined the properties of Afrikaans pseudo-coordination with ILVs.
These constructions raise some interesting problems for syntactic theory. They force
a reevaluation of how verb second might operate, place optionality on the agenda and
raise the spectre of counter-cyclic operations within the grammar.

7.1 The nature of the problem

As discussed in chapters (5) and (6), Afrikaans ILV constructions occur when a closed
class of posture verbs (i.e.sit, staan, loopandlê) are followed by a pseudo-coordinative
particle and a lexical verb.

(1) a. Hy
He

sal
will

die
the

heeldag
whole day

na
at

die
the

wolke
clouds

lê
lie

en
and

kyk
look

’He’ll lie looking up a the clouds all day’

b. Hy
he

lê
lie

die
the

heeldag
whole day

na
at

die
the

wolke
clouds

lê en
and

kyk
look

’He lies looking at the clouds the entire day’

c. Hy
he

lê
lie

en
and

kyk
look

die
the

heeldag
whole day

na
at

die
the

wolke
clouds

lê en kyk

’He lies looking at the clouds the entire day’ (Robbers 1997:65)

The first example (1a) shows thein situ position of the pseudo-coordinative ver-
bal string. I assume that Afrikaans, like Dutch, does not have short V-v movement
(Barbiers 2000) and that the verbs constituting the verbal string in (6a) are in their
base positions. The second example (1b) shows that ILV constructions interact with
verb-second in the usual way: in the absence of a higher verb,the ILV itself undergoes
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verb second. The third example (1c) is curious and unprecedented in the Germanic
verb-second languages: what looks like a complex, coordinated predicate has moved
to the second position.1 As shown in chapter (6), there is no distinction between a CI
and an SI as regards their behaviour in a number of syntactic and semantic tests. I
will call this the CI/SI alternation. There are a number of problems posed by the CI/SI
alternation with pseudo-coordinative posture verbs in Afrikaans. Questions are raised
concerning the status and category of the pseudo-coordinative particle in Afrikaans as
well as the structure attributed to ILV constructions and how ILV constructions relate
to the ConCo/ReCo types of complex predicates which have already been motivated
in chapters (2) through (4).

7.1.1 The nature and status of the pseudo-coordinative particle

The Afrikaans ILV construction contrasts with its Dutch counterpart in that the Afrikaans
construction uses a coordinative marker whereas the Dutch construction uses a subor-
dinative construction.2

(2) a. Jan
Jan

sit
sit

die
the

boek
book

en
and

lees
read

‘Jan was reading the book’ [AFR]

b. Jan
Jan

zat
sit.3SG

het
the

boek
book

te
to

lezen
read.INF

‘Jan was reading the book’ [DUT]

There is absolutely no reason to doubt that the Dutch construction is indeed a
run-of-the-mill infinitival construction. However, the Afrikaans posture construction
does not behave as its Dutch counterpart does as is evident from the discussion in
chapter (6). There is thus, no real reason to assume that the Afrikaans construction has
a structure comparable to a Dutch infinitival sentence.

One of the themes unifying this dissertation has been the assumption that coordi-
nation is always coordinative despite appearances. The discussion of English pseudo-
coordination has demonstrated that this assumption yieldsinteresting results. Thus, it
is taken as axiomatic that the coordinative marker in Afrikaans ILV pseudo-coordinations
is indeed coordination.

a. AND is a two-place operator,
b. whereAND and its arguments are in a specifier-complement relationship of the

following kind: [α V [ AND [V]]] (where α is an XP for coordination of XPs

1This construction (a CI) is not unique to ILVs but can also occur with a subset of Afrikaans verbs that
also undergo ‘verb raising’ (Evers 1976), namely DLVs. In addition, note that the order of verbs in final
position is the same as the order of verbs in the verb-second position, namely 1-2. Assuming the Mirror
Principle (Baker 1985), this appears to rule out a head-movement analysis where the lexical verb head-
moves to T/C via cyclic left-adjunction to higher heads. Nevertheless, I will argue for a head-movement
analysis that retains Baker’s insights.

2Middle Dutch originally used a construction similar to pseudo-coordination. However, this was sup-
planted by the infinitival posture construction during the sixteenth century (Kuteva 1999).
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(Dougherty 1970, Progovac 1998a;b) and whereα is a head when heads or
features of heads are coordinated (chapters (3) and (4)).

c. Coordination is subject to the Law of Coordination of Likes (Williams (1978)
and chapter (4)) and

d. to the Coordinate Structure Constraint (Ross (1967) and chapter (4).
The advantage of a system based on this axiom is obvious insofar as it leads to a

substantial reduction in the complexity in the lexical representation of coordination. It
also offers the hope of a solution that allows coordination to always be compositional.3

7.1.2 Placing ILVs in the ReCo/ConCo context

The second set of problems raised by Afrikaans ILV constructions relates to phrase
structure. Essentially, all the evidence shows that when a CI is in second position,
it is a complex head. The existence of complex, coordinated heads is discussed in
previous chapters on ConCo/ReCo. Moreover, complex ReCo heads can also undergo
verb second in Dutch, so the Afrikaans CI constructions are not exceptional in this
regard.

(3) a. Jan
Jan

leest
read.3SG

en
and

leest
read.3SG

ieder
every

dag
day

‘Jan reads and reads every day’ [DUT]

b. Jan
Jan

lees
read

en
and

lees
read

elke
every

dag
day

‘Jan reads and reads every day’ [AFR]

Before continuing, it is worthwhile to note that in Dutch andAfrikaans, the complex-
head status of ReCo predicates is corroborated by the fact that they occur in the second
position. This position is reserved exclusively for heads.Furthermore, ReCo predi-
cates display a matrix-embedded positional asymmetry withrespect to their position
in the clause. In short, they have the same distribution as verbal heads.

(4) a. Waarom
why

lees
read

en
and

lees
read

Jan
Jan

altyd?
always

‘Why does Jan always read and read?’

b. . . . dat
. . . that

Jan
Jan

altyd
always

lees
read

en
and

lees
read

‘. . . that Jan always reads and reads’

The proposed structure for English ConCo/ReCo constructions is illustrated here
and I assume it can be generalized to Afrikaans ReCo constructions too.

3The assumption that pseudo-coordination is always real coordination precludes an analysis where the
ILV, coordinator and lexical verb all head their own projections in a subordinative structure:[vP ILV [enP

en[V P V]]]. This structure would simply not satisfy the structuralrequirements that coordination have two
arguments.
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(5)
TP
aaa

!!!
Spec T

PPPP
����

T vP
XXXXX

�����
Spec Vhhhhhhhh

((((((((
v V̀

`````̀
       

V 0

PPPP
����

Verb A









V erbLex

sitConCo

goConCo

etc.









V
b
bb

"
""

&

and

Verb B

V erbLEX

XP
aaaa

!!!!
Complement
of the verb

Afrikaans has ReCo constructions that behave very similarly to their Dutch coun-
terparts. Thus structure (5) is sufficient for examples likethose in (3). However, the
evidence presented in chapter (6) showed that ConCo/ReCo and ILV constructions
are quite clearly different. Another argument that shows that a ConCo/ReCo structure
is inappropriate for Afrikaans ILV constructions is given here. Whereas in ILV con-
structions, the first coordinated verb can undergo verb-second in isolation (7a), this
is impossible in ReCo contexts (7b) since it would seeminglyinvolve extraction from
within a coordination structure.

(6) a. Waarom
why

sing
sing

en
and

sing
sing

Jan
Jan

die
the

hele
whole

dag?
day?

‘Why does Jan sing and sing all day?’

b. Waarom
why

sit
sit

en
and

sing
sing

Jan
Jan

die
the

hele
whole

dag?
day

‘Why does Jan sing all day?’

(7) a. Waarom
why

sit
sit

Jan
Jan

die
the

hele
whole

dag
day

sit en
and

sing?
sing

‘Why does Jan sing all day?’

b. *Waarom
why

sing
sing

Jan
Jan

die
the

hele
whole

dag
day

sing en
and

sing
sing

?

‘Why does Jan sing and sing all day?’
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This contrast clearly means that ConCo/ReCo and ILV constructions cannot be
analysed in the same way. At an intuitive level, it would seemthat ConCo/ReCo
constructions differ from ILV constructions insofar as theformer modifyAktionsart
whereas ILV constructions modify aspect. This would mean that ConCo/ReCo con-
structions are creatures of the ‘deep’ VP level whereas ILV constructions are part of
the menagerie of more ‘functional’ projections. This intuition will be made more ex-
plicit during this chapter.

7.2 A proposed structure for ILV constructions

In this section, I will argue for a particular structure underlying Afrikaans ILV con-
structions. I assume that verbs are lexically specified withthe following types of cate-
gories.

Table 7.1: Specifications of verbs
Type of verb Assumed Specification
Big V +LEX

Little v +ASP

Posture verb +ASP

DLV +ASP

Modals +MOD

Thus, lexical verbs are specified as [+LEX], a property that is independently nec-
essary to distinguish them from auxiliaries, modals and light verbs of all types. Little
v lacks a [+LEX] feature as it is essentially a light verb. In addition, it has an aspectual
feature. This is consistent with a variety of views, including the notion that accusative
case (assigned byv is actually aspectual in nature (Svenonius 2002, Verkuyl 1993),
not to mention the fact thatv has frequently been associated with causativity. Finally,
I assume modals to be specified as being different to lexical verbs with a [+MOD]
feature.4

(8) a. Hy
He

sal
will

die
the

heeldag
whole day

na
at

die
the

wolke
clouds

lê
lie

en
and

kyk
look

’He’ll lie looking up a the clouds all day’

b. vP
XXXXX

�����
v
cc##

sit v
\\��

en v

VP
HHH

���
[

Object,

Particle

]

V

V

4Presumably, the features [+LEX] and [+MOD] are a convenient shorthand for more fundamental feat-
ural differences between lexical verbs and modals.
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In an example like (8a), the underlined verbal string is in its in situ position. I
propose that thevP-shell structure underlying this kind of ILV constructionis that
illustrated in (8b).

The lexical verb is generated in big V and has an object as is sister resulting in
OV order as discussed by Barbiers (2000). I will also assume,that separable verbal
particles are generated in a specifier of the lexical verb, although presumably not the
same one occupied by the object.5 The little v c-commands VP as is usual. Littlev
assigns accusative case to the object and a theta role to the subject.

I take the coordinator and the ILV to be heads adjoined to little v forming a com-
plex predicate head with the form:[v0 ILV [en [v]]]. This structure is actually quite
similar to that proposed for ConCo/ReCo and is entirely consistent with my basic as-
sumptions about coordination. I take the coordinative marker to be a real coordination
lexeme. Given that both the ILV andv have [V] features and are specified as [ASP], the
Law of Coordination of Likes is satisfied at a feature level.6 ,7

The broader question is why verbs likesit and other ILVs can be specified as
being aspectual. The answer is probably that certain fundamental posture verbs etc.
are more ‘primitive’ and lend themselves naturally to having their function extended
from a lexical meaning to a purely grammatical one. This is lent credence by the fact
that these verbs tend to grammaticalize cross-linguistically (Kuteva 1999).

7.2.1 Evidence from the distribution of adverbs, objects, subjects
and separable particles

In addition to the fact that structure (8) adequately takes into consideration the most
basic assumptions about coordination and the structure of thevP shell, there is also a
variety of syntactic evidence for this proposed structure.This evidence comes from the
distribution of adverbs, subjects, objects and particles.As described in section (6.1.2),
for anin situ ILV verb string, there are three logical possibilities where one might find
XP material.

(9)
↑A

lê
↑B

en
↑C

kyk

According to the structure proposed in (8b), Position A corresponds to SpecvP
and anything higher than that, corresponding to a variety ofpositions in the Mittelveld.
Consequently, one would expect adverbials of all kinds, subjects and objects to occur
in positions before the verbal string. Position B would be internal to the complex,

5Nothing in the analysis hinges on this. It would also be possible to postulate a unique projection for
separable particles. All that is important in my analysis is that the particle occurs in a position between
the lexical verb and the coordinative marker. I assume that Afrikaans separable particles are XPs, or more
precisely, a P head within a small-clause XP (Den Dikken 1995,Guéron 1990), as opposed to non-separable
particles which are incorporated.

6In this respect, the ILV construction utilizes the same mechanism as ConCo/ReCo, where coordination
of features is at stake.

7There may be varieties where the posture verb is coordinated with the lexical verb itself. See discus-
sion in the appendix (7.A.1).
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coordinated head, and thus no XP material could ever occur inthis position. Position C
corresponds to Spec VP and so one would expect to findin situobjects, verbal particles
and very low manner adjuncts in this position. These predictions are confirmed by the
distributional data discussed in section (2.1.2). A summary of which type of XP can
occur where is summarized in table (6.1), repeated here as (7.2).

Table 7.2: Distributions of subject, objects, particles and adverbs (repeated from page
141)

Position A B C
Subjects X No No
Higher Adverbs X No No
Low Adverbs X No X

Bare Objects X No X

Separable Particles No No X

7.2.2 Evidence from other properties of ILV constructions

In chapter (6) a number of properties of pseudo-coordinative ILV constructions in
Afrikaans were discussed. These properties distinguishedAfrikaans ILV constructions
from other types of pseudo-coordination such as ConCo and ReCo. A number of these
properties follow from, or are consistent with the structure proposed in (8).

ILV constructions are not islands for extraction (section 6.1.1). Since the scope of
the coordinator encompasses only an ILV andv, no arguments or adjuncts are con-
tained within the conjuncts. Thus extraction may proceed freely in apparently non-
ATB fashion without violating the CSC. The same argumentation applies to quantifier
raising discussed in section (6.1.8): quantifier raising may apply freely without induc-
ing a CSC violation.

ThevP-ellipsis facts for Afrikaans are also explained by this structure. I argued in
section (6.1.5) that Afrikaans did not havevP ellipsis, but rather AgrOP ellipsis. Since
AgrOP dominatesvP, it is not surprising that the lexical verb cannot be elidedwithout
the ILV also being elided: they must both necessarily lie within the elided constituent.8

It has also been shown that the ILV is semantically subordinate to the lexical verb
and that this coincides with the lack of commutativity in this construction (section
6.1.10). The semantic subordination effect is expected since the ILV acts as a light
verb in the proposed structure while the lexical verb is the main verb. In complex-
initial contexts, the lack of commutativity – the inabilityof the ILV and the lexical
verb to invert their order – follows from the fact the ILV is subordinate to the lexical
verb. In the base-generated order, when the ILV is coordinated withv and the lexical
verb isin situ, the lack of commutativity follows from the fact that the ILVand lexical
verb are not actually coordinated in their base positions.

8I assume AgrOP to dominatevP in Afrikaans/Dutch, although it has been said to be within the vP
shell in languages like English (Lasnik 2002).
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The structure in (8) is also consistent with the semantic-bleaching, and subject-
selection facts pertaining to the ILV (sections (6.1.4) and(6.1.3)). The proposed struc-
ture, although different from ConCo constructions, predicts similar effects to the ConCo
structure. I argued in section (2.1.4) for English that the ConCo/ReCo structure forced
one of the verbal conjuncts to be semantically bleached. However, in the ILV struc-
ture, bleaching is not forced to occur because the lexical verb is not coordinated with
the ILV. However, this does not mean that the ILV is never bleached; the structure does
not preclude a bleached verb from being merged in a position adjoined tov. Thus, ILV
constructions may have both bleached and non-bleached readings.

With respect to subject selection, since the ILV is coordinated withv, it is expected
that it will co-select a subject withv. Thus, the subject of an ILV construction should
be consistent both with a subject that is selected by the lexical verb (mediated byv)
as well as with a subject that is selected by the posture verb.It is expected that the
subject will always be consistent with the selectional properties of the posture verb.

A discussion of the properties of ILVs concerning focus (section (6.1.12)), the
MSC (section (6.1.11)) and distributivity (section 6.1.7)is deferred until section (7.6).

7.2.3 Summary

In this section, evidence based on the distribution of adverbs, objects, subjects and
separable particles converges to support the proposed structure. In addition, the struc-
ture explains why ILV constructions are not islands for extraction of objects and is
consistent with the facts of AgrOP/vP ellipsis and semantic bleaching of the first verb.

7.3 Subatomic CSC

Having argued for the base structure underpinning Afrikaans ILV constructions, I will
now turn to the issue of how this structure is derived and how it interacts with verb-
second to form SI and CI structures.

First of all, it is an empirical fact that ILV constructions allow the ILV to be
extracted from a seemingly coordinative structure (10b), given my assumption that
pseudo-coordination is always coordination. This contrasts with ReCo/ConCo con-
structions where extraction of a head out of a coordinated complex predicate is to-
tally ungrammatical (11b). The complex coordinated predicate is marked with square
brackets.

(10) a. Waarom
Why

[loop
walk

en
and

eet]
eet

Jan
Jan

piesangs
bananas

t?

‘Why does Jan eat bananas?’ [Quirky verb-second]

b. Waarom
Why

loop
walk

Jan
Jan

piesangs
bananas

[t
and

en v]
eet

eet?

‘Why does Jan eat bananas?’ [Optional extraction]
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(11) a. Waarom
why

[loop
walk

en
and

loop]
walk

Jan
Jan

oor
over

die
the

duine
dunes

t?

‘Why does John walk and walk over the dunes?’ [ReCo]

b. *Waarom loop Jan oor die duine [t env] loop

This contrast raises some issues. Firstly, it confirms that ILV constructions and
ReCo/ConCo constructions are fundamentally different in nature. This issue has been
solved by the fact that I have assigned two different structures to these constructions.
Whereas ConCo/ReCo is coordination of two lexical verbs, ILVconstructions involve
coordination of an ILV tov.

The second issue is that they behave differently with respect to the Coordinate
Structure Constraint (Ross 1967). It seems to be the case that the optionality of sim-
plex versus complex initials entails a CSC violation. Thereare three approaches pos-
sible here. The first would be to weaken the assumption that coordination is always
coordination:enmight be regarded as a subordinative element, thus evading the prob-
lem of extraction from a coordinate structure. However, this would raise a host of other
questions. A second approach might be to challenge the validity of the CSC such as
was done by Lakoff (1986). However, this approach also raises more questions than
it resolves. Rather, it seems to me, a better strategy to retain the CSC intact as I have
done throughout this dissertation. I make the following strong assumptions.

a. The CSC always holds (with the exception of ATB-extraction)

b. The LCL always holds

The original versions of the CSC and LCL have been assumed to apply to cate-
gories. However, there is actually no reason why this shouldbe so. Categories them-
selves have been assumed to be feature-based since Chomsky (1970). Moreover, within
the Minimalist Programme, features drive computation. Consequently, I will appeal to
a version of the LCL that applies to features. In other words,the LCL is not held to
apply solely to categories but also, at a ‘subatomic’ level,to features within feature
bundles.

(12) a. Subatomic LCL: Coordination always coordinates ‘like’ entities. Where
‘entity’ is a feature or set of features.

b. Corollary: A feature (or set of features) may only be coordinated with
another feature (of set of features) of the same type, which are made
available by the syntactic structure being coordinated.

Formulating the LCL this way has implications for the CSC. Extraction from
within the scope of coordination is disallowed, but crucially, the scope of coordina-
tion is determined by the entities being coordinated in accordance with the Subatomic
LCL.
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(13) a. Subatomic CSC:Extraction from within any coordinated entity is
disallowed. Where ‘entity’ is a feature or set of features.9

b. Corollary: Extraction out of a coordination is disallowed if that
coordination operates over the coordinated entities themselves. Extraction
is allowed if coordination does not scope over the extractedentity.

This entails that extraction out of a coordinated head is allowed if that coordination
operates over features below the level of the head itself. This should be seen as a strong
version of the CSC merely applied to features. Consider thisvisualization of what is
going on.

(14)
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PHON

CAT

φ

AKT
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B
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CAT

φ

AKT
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!

#

"

 

!
There are two feature bundles A and B with identical features. A and B are co-

ordinated heads. Features might plausibly include phonological features, categorial
features, phi-features andAktionsartfeatures (as discussed in chapter (3)). SinceAND

is always coordination of ‘likes’ (LCL) and since the features in both bundles are iden-
tical (even if not identical in the value of their features),coordination scopes over all
the features which are identical in both bundles. The scope of the coordination in each
conjunct is illustrated by the ovals.10 Given this configuration which is merely the
LCL at feature level, one can uncontroversially say that theCSC (interpreted as coor-
dination over features) would disallow extraction of a subset of features (say,PHON

features) out of only one conjunct.11

Now consider the other possibility. Suppose that one feature bundle was a subset
of the other. Then, under the view of the LCL that has been proposed, coordination
would be of all ‘like’ elements in both conjuncts. This wouldresult in a situation
where not all features are under the scope of coordination.

(15)
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!9The second part of the CSC, namely the Conjunct Constraint is presumably affected in the same way:

extraction of any single conjunct of a coordinated entity inits entirety is disallowed.
10Whether coordination reduces to anAND operator binding variables denoting sets of features, or

whether coordination reduces to set unification is not relevant at the moment.
11ATB movement may remain possible.
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In this example, feature bundle B lacks phonological features whereas bundle A
has them. Consequently, the phonological features cannot form part of the coordina-
tion. They thus remain outside the scope of coordination. Given the proposal that the
CSC be applied to features, this configuration would, in principle, allow thePHON fea-
ture of the first feature bundle to be extracted in non-ATB fashion without incurring a
CSC violation. In the following sections, I will show how these abstract formulations
are instantiated in data from Afrikaans.12

7.4 Deriving head-movement properties of ReCo/ConCo
from the CSC

This view of the CSC and LCL explains why, in ReCo constructions, where the sets
of features in both conjuncts are identical, it is not possible to extract the first verb
(7b). ReCo constructions conform to the schema in (14) and thus extraction from one
conjunct is a violation of the CSC.

(16)
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φ

AKT
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The same explanation applies to ConCo structures. ConCo constructions also con-

form to the schema in (14), although the exact values of the phonological andAktion-
sart features may not be identical, it is the presence of these features, and not their
specific values, that blocks extraction.13

(17)
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Similarly, the same explanation applies to coordination ofmodal verbs. In these

cases, coordination scopes over the categories of the modalverbs themselves, not over
a subset of the properties of each modal verb.

12The danger is that this allows any categories sharing at least one feature to be coordinated. One possi-
ble limitation on the mechanism suggested here is that a coordinated feature set must always be a subset of
the broader feature set and there may not be any mutually exclusive features.

13It will be demonstrated that Afrikaans also has structures similar to ConCo (see the appendix to
chapter (7)). For the moment it is sufficient to note that a subpart of an English ConCo construction cannot
be topicalized (section (4.1.2)).
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(18)
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7.5 Deriving simplex and complex initials from the CSC

Until this point, I have shown purported CSC effects in ReCo/ConCo structures and
with coordinated modals. However, these effects might alsobe explained by category
coordination; the application of the CSC to features is not,strictly speaking, necessary
to derive these kinds of effects.

For this reason, I will now turn my attention to Afrikaans ILVconstructions which
strongly suggest the veracity of the application of the CSC and LCL to features. Not
only does Afrikaans allow extraction from coordinated heads, but there are also al-
ternations that show precisely that this extraction is directly sensitive to the feature
composition of the heads themselves.

7.5.1 Deriving simplex initials

In this section, I will discuss how to derive a simple verb-second construction with
a posture verb. In doing so I will give evidence for the structure in (15) that allows
extraction.

(19) Jan
Jan

sit
sit

nou
now

die
the

wolke
clouds

[ tsit en
and

v] aanstaar
at.PRT-stare

‘Jan is sitting and staring at the clouds’

In this example, the ILV, namelysit, was originally coordinated withv but has un-
dergone verb-second movement to T. In doing so, the ILV has moved from within a
coordinate structure.14 I propose that this type of extraction instantiates the configura-
tion in (14) and is thus not a CSC violation at all. The derivation proceeds as follows.

a. Merge avP shell in the usual way.

vP
Q
Q

�
�
v VP

cc##
aan V

staar

14Remember that this is optional; a CI is also possible.
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b. Now adjoin the coordinator to the headv. Following this, the posture verb is
adjoined to the complexen+v. The LCL ensures that only ‘like’ features are
coordinated. This is the only way to satisfy the selectionalrequirements of co-
ordination.

vP
aaaa

!!!!
v
cc##

sit v
\\��

en v

VP
cc##

aan V

staar

At this point, the structure that was proposed in (8) for Afrikaans ILV structures
has been derived. The question still remains about how the verb in the first conjunct,
namelysit, can be extracted to T. Consider carefully the feature composition ofsit and
little v respectively. Features they have in common include categorial V features and
φ features.15 Importantly however,sit has phonological features whereas littlev does
not. Thus the complex coordinated predicate instantiates the possibility illustrated in
(15) represented here.

(20)









SIT
PHON

V

φ









&
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V

φ
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The phonological features ofsit are not within the scope of coordination, under
the interpretation of the Subatomic LCL (12) I have assumed.This means that when
verb-second movement applies, the phonological features of sit can be moved to T
and thereafter to C without any violation of the Subatomic CSC (13).16,17

15Presumably,sit has a complete set ofφ features whereas littlev has at least Case features. I do not
know whether otherφ features might be present on littlev or whether they are on V. Nothing in this analysis
hinges on this.

16In Zwart (1997), verb-second is movement of phonological features. A similar possibility is enter-
tained by Chomsky (1999; 2001).

17ATB movement of a few other features could also be countenanced, but is unnecessary for our deriva-
tion. But note that ATB cannot apply to entire conjuncts, only subparts of conjuncts. This is evident from:
*What did John eat t and t
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(21) T
PPPP

����
T vP

aaaa
!!!!

v
cc##

sit v
\\��

en v

VP
cc##

aan V

staar①

Thus, a strong interpretation of the CSC and LCL as they applyto features derives
Afrikaans simplex initial constructions in a principled way.

7.5.2 Derivation of CI constructions from the CSC

Strong evidence that the CSC definitely does apply to features comes from the fact that
the ability to extract features of the first verb (as discussed in section (7.5.1)) is con-
tingent on littlev remaining phonologically empty. Consider the following example of
a complex initial.

(22) Jan
Jan

sit
sit

en
and

staar
stare

die
the

wolke
clouds

sit en v
t

aan
at.PRT

staar
t

‘Jan is sitting and staring at the clouds’

In a construction where the lexical verb is moved to second position, V must un-
dergo short V-v movement whenv is merged. V-v movement must always occur if
the lexical verb is to undergo verb-second18 This is corroborated by the fact that the
particle has been stranded in clause-final position. This means that V has undergone
short V-v movement across the particle. The derivation proceeds as follows.

a. Merge avP shell in the usual way

v
Q
Q

�
�
v VP

cc##
aan V

staar

18If V remainsin situ, then it will not be visible at the next phase and consequently will not be able to
move to T. This requirement appears to involve a certain degreeof ‘look ahead’ and is discussed in more
detail in terms of the Contingency Problem: see (33) on page 173. However, for the present it is sufficient
to note that this perplexing problem exists independently of the analysis proposed here.
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b. Raise V to littlev

v
HHH

���
v
@@��

staar v

VP
@@��

aan V

t
①

c. Now adjoin the posture verb and coordinator to littlev as done before in section
(7.5.1). Again, this is the only way to satisfy the selectional requirements of
coordination.

(23) v
XXXXX

�����
v
b
bb

"
""

sit v
b
b

"
"

en v
@@��

staar v

VP
@@��

aan V

t

At this point, the derivation is identical to the previous one, except that short V-v
movement has occurred. Now consider the feature composition of the complex coor-
dinated head. V is adjoined tov and the features of V are present on the mother of V.19

This means that V effectively supplies littlev with phonological features.20 Thus, the
feature composition of both conjuncts conforms to that in (14), represented here.

(24)
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As discussed earlier, the interpretation of the Subatomic LCL (12) as applying to

features means that coordination scopes over all the features in these conjuncts. This
means it is not possible to extract the phonological features of the ILV in isolation as

19In the P&P theory, this a result of the Government TransparencyCorollary (Baker 1985), necessary
to allow the moved head to c-command its trace. In more recent work, it is derivative from a definition of
c-command that allows left-branch constituents to ‘see’ higher than a single node (Kayne 1994).

20Presumably also withφ features which might be present on V. Thus at this point,v is alsoφ-complete.
However, this is not important for the present analysis.
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occurred during the derivation of the simplex initial (section (7.5.1)). To do so would
be a violation of the Subatomic CSC (13).

(25) a. *Waarom sit Jan die wolke [tsit en staar] aantstaar

b. Waarom
Why

sit
sit

en
and

staar
stare

Jan
Jan

die
the

wolke
clouds

aan
at.PRT

‘Why does Jan sit looking at the clouds?’

Example (25a) is ungrammatical if the posture verb is extracted from the complex
coordinated head. Note that V-v movement strands the particle in final position. The
only grammatical outcome would be if the entire coordinatedcomplex predicate was
pied piped to T and thence to C. Consequently, the only possibility is for the entire
conjunct to be moved as part of verb-second movement.21 This derives the fact that
once V has undergone short V-v movement, the entire verbal complex must necessarily
be pied-piped to T as part of verb-second.

7.5.3 Lists of possible and impossible derivations

The sentences I have been considering have several variables which provide at least
ten logical possibilities. The first set of variables is whether the ILV, coordinator,v and
V undergo verb second movement. The second set of variables is whether short V-v
movement occurs. The following examples exhaust the possibilities of verb movement
options with ILVs and particles. In addition, the analysis Ipropose has two main parts:
the structure in (8) and my proposals for extraction from coordinated heads given my
assumptions about the LCL and CSC. Given the complexity of the data, I would like
to summarize how my analysis explains each possible derivation.

(26) a. *SUBJ [T sit OBJ [vP sit en staar vPRT staar

b. SUBJ [T sit OBJ [vP sit en vPRT staar

The first example shows a simplex initial where the lexical verb has undergone
V-v raising. This is excluded because V-v raising provides the second conjunct of the
coordinated verbal cluster with phonological features. Thus, under my assumptions,
there is no feature which is not under the scope of coordination which means that no
part of the first conjunct can be extracted without inducing aCSC violation.

The second example is a grammatical simplex initial where V-v raising has not
occurred. This means that the second conjunct of the coordinated head does not have
phonological features. Thus, according to the LCL, the phonological features of the
first conjunct, namelysit, must remain outside the scope of the coordination because
there is simply no corresponding feature in the second conjunct with which they could
be coordinated. This allows the phonological features ofsit to undergo verb-second
movement without violating the CSC.

21ATB of all features in both conjuncts is theoretically possible, but would then result in a stranded
coordinator. This is independently ruled out in order to avoid derivations like:*What did John eat t and tor
*Waarom sit staar Jan [t en t] aan?
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(27) a. *SUBJ [T sit enOBJ [vP sit enstaarv PRT staar

b. *SUBJ [T sit enOBJ [vP sit env PRT staar

In these examples, the stringsit enhas undergone verb second movement, strand-
ing v in situ. This is ruled out by the fact thatsit enare never a constituent to the
exclusion ofv. This follows from the structure proposed in (8).

(28) a. *SUBJ [T sit en vOBJ [vP sit enstaar vPRT staar

b. *SUBJ [T sit en vOBJ [vP sit en vPRT staar

In these examples, the verbal stringsit en vhas undergone verb second movement,
wherev is phonologically empty. The first configuration is ruled outbecause short V-
v movement has applied, which means that the lexical verb is part of the coordinated
head structure. Thus, there is no constituent which includessit en vbut which excludes
V.

The second example, where short V-v movement has not applied is not ruled out
specifically by my analysis. This is ruled out by an independent consideration often
implicit in many analyses: the lexical identification of little v.

(29) Lexical identification of Little v: When littlev is phonologically null, it must
be locally identified by bigV.

The intuition I seek to formalize here is the notion that little v and V are very
closely related to each other and essentially work togetheras a team. Even though
they are formally distinct projections, they operate, for all intents and purposes, as a
single system. An example of this cooperation is that while Vassigns a theta role to
the object, it isv which assigns accusative case to that same object (Burzio’sGen-
eralization (Burzio 1986)). Furthermore, in all analyses of verb movement to T, it is
assumed that the verb (V) raises to T, pied pipingv with it as a function of head move-
ment; there is never any mention of the possibility ofv raising to T by itself.22,23 In
some systems (eg. Larson (1988), Surányi (2002) contra Chomsky (1995b)) this in-
tuition is taken to an extreme: the teamwork effect is captured by a littlev projection
which is formed when V self-adjoins.24 Following Chomsky (1995b), Cinque (1990),
Rizzi (1990; 2002), I assume that identification is achievedthrough chain formation
(antecedent government). In the case of orv, one can assume that V raises tov overtly
in English, but covertly in Afrikaans and Dutch.25 Covert movement of V to av lo-
cated in a complex head of the sort I have been discussing would still be possible

22Perhaps this could also be derived from a general ban on movingphonetically empty verbs in order to
satisfy verb second.

23It has been suggested to me that certain types ofdo-support might actually instantiate this possibility.
This particular option is ruled out in English wheredo-support is in response to the HMC (e.g. a negation
head). However, since the intervening head would block movement of v as well as of V,do-support in
English cannot be movement ofv. Also note that Afrikaans lacksdo-support.

24I follow (Chomsky 1995a) in assuming that such self-adjunction is not a possibility in the current
system. Note that my analysis provides strong evidence of the fact thatv is non-identical to V because the
only way to satisfy the LCL in the base structure is for the ILVto be coordinated to an empty head.

25If the identification component of the ECP is supplanted byAGREE, then presumably movement might
not be necessary.
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because the head of the chain would still c-command V (assuming relevant apparatus
like the Government Transparency Corollary, or whatever takes its place in the Mini-
malist Programme.) Having proposed this condition, it is now quite easy to filter out
the unwanted derivation. Assume that T has just been merged to an ILV construction,
resulting in the following structure.

(30) T
PPPP

����
T vP

aaaa
!!!!

v
cc##

sit v
\\��

en v

VP
cc##

aan V

staar

①

Becausev is phonetically null, it must be locally identified by big V. If the entire
complex predicate were to move to T, then while the copy of thev left by movement
will certainly be locally identified by V, the moved constituent in T (and following
verb-second, in C) will not be able to be locally identified byV. Thus, pied-piping of
v to T will destroy the identification relation because V couldnot raise tov located in
T without crossing the trace ofv and thus causing a HMC violation.26,27

(31) a. SUBJ [T sit en staar vOBJ [vP sit en staar vPRT staar

b. *SUBJ [T sit enPRT staar vOBJ [vP sit en v PRT staar

The first example is grammatical and is a complex initial. Thederivation is identi-
cal to that sketched in section (7.5.2). Short V-v movement of the lexical verb creates
a complex, coordinated head replete with phonological features in both conjuncts. As
a result of the Subatomic LCL, extraction of onlysit would result in a CSC violation.
The only possibility is for the entire coordinated head to move to T.28

The second example is ruled out by my structure in (8) which encodes the notion
that particles are XPs and can consequently never be part of acomplex head such as
the one that undergoes verb-second in this context.

26Other formulations are possible. For instance, if one assumesthatv is locally identified by V through
the same mechanism thatpro is licensed (Rizzi 1986), thenv need only have features coindexed with V;
while this could be achieved through head-movement, this neednot be the case. I assume that the move-
ment approach is slightly more constrained, which is why I haveopted for this implementation of local
identification.

27The proposal by Van Craenenbroeck (2004), thatpro in particular, but possibly empty categories in
general, could be identified byMERGE does not entail that the identifying element and the empty category
must remain local throughout the derivation.

28This raises an interesting question. In a SI, only phonological features move to T. This implies that verb
second is a PF operation. Yet in a CI, verb-second is not feature movement, but syntactic head-movement.
This can only mean that verb second must still be in the syntax and is not only a PF operation. The solution
to this paradox must be that it is a syntactic operation applying to features in general. It can apply to
phonological features in the syntax, but it can also pied pipe additional features.
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(32) a. *SUBJ [T MODAL OBJ [vP sit en staar vPRT staar

b. SUBJ [T MODAL OBJ [vP sit en vPRT staar

The first example shows an ordinary verb-second configuration where the posture
verb remainsin situ and a modal is in second position. However, V-v raising has oc-
curred. This is ungrammatical for independent reasons thathave nothing to do with
posture verbs or coordination. In verb-second, OV languages like Dutch, German and
Afrikaans, it seems that V only ever undergoes short V-v movement if V subsequently
undergoes verb-second movement. I call this the Contingency Problem.

(33) The contingency problem:Big V only ever raises to littlev if verb-second of
big V subsequently occurs.

In order to understand this kind of problem more fully, consider the following
examples which all show the veracity of the generalization.

(34) a. Jan
Jan

sal
will

die
the

wolke
clouds

v
v

aanstaar
at.PRT-stare

‘Jan will stare at the clouds’

b. *Jan sal die wolke staar aan t [Contingency problem]

Ungrammaticality results when a modal moves to second position and short V-v
raising occurs, stranding the verbal particle in the process. When a modal moves to
the second position, then the lexical verb cannot raise tov. The same can be illustrated
in an embedded context.

(35) a. dat
that

Jan
Jan

die
the

wolke
clouds

v
v

aanstaar
at.PRT-stare

‘that Jan stares at the clouds’

b. *dat Jan die wolke staar aan [The same in embedded context]

Even in an embedded context where all verbs remainin situ, it can be seen that
ungrammaticality results when short V-v movement occurs. All this data supports the
generalization that the lexical verb can only move tov if it subsequently also undergoes
verb second movement. While this is undeniably a problem, I would like to point out
that it is not a problem unique to ILV constructions but is a more general property of
verb-second.29

29The problem can be made even more explicit. Note that it is not simply an option to claim that short
V-v raising (movement to the phase edge) is in principle free, and that subsequent operations will cause
the derivation to crash if V, having moved to the phase edge, does not proceed to undergo verb second. The
problem is that nothing causes the derivation to crash sincea modal verb can be merged after V-v movement
has occurred, resulting in the modal moving to second position; the result is still ungrammatical.

One solution might be to say that economy of movement is evaluated‘globally’ at the end of the deriva-
tion. Thus, V-v movement, if it occurred without being licensed by subsequentmovement to T would be
uneconomical and the derivation would crash. The problem with this is that it requires global economy
evaluations which would undermine the very basis for phases and cyclicity in the first place.

The other solution would be to encode some kind of look-ahead in the system. Although there are doubt-
less technical solutions to this, I leave them for future research. At the moment, I merely want to make the
problem explicit.
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In fact, the contingency problem might have implications for cyclic movement
more generally. Thus, in an embedded WH question, the WH item must move, first to
the edge of vP, then to the edge of the embedded clause, then tothe edge of the matrix
vP and finally to Spec CP of the matrix clause.

(36) a. Who did John say that Peter would take on a date?

b. [CP WH . . .[vP t . . .[CP t . . .[vP t . . . t ]]]]

Only the last of these movements is actually motivated by a WH-feature in Spec
CP of the matrix clause. In addition, it is well known that theWH item cannot remain
in an intermediate position, say Spec vP, in English.

(37) ≺who� did John≺*who� say≺*who� that Peter would≺*who� taketWH

on a date

Thus it would appear the cyclic WH movement is also subject to atype of contin-
gency condition: a moved constituent only moves to the edge of a phase if it subse-
quently undergoes further movement. This remains an issue to be solved by a general
theory of movement.30

Returning to the example in (32b), this configuration is grammatical because V-v
raising has not occurred and the contingency problem is bypassed.

The cases of ReCo and coordinated modals in Afrikaans are also explained by this
analysis.

(38) a. Waarom
why

loop
walk

en
and

loop
walk

Jan
Jan

oor
over

die
the

duine?
dunes

‘Why does John walk and walk over the dunes?’ [ReCo]

b. *Waarom loop Jan oor die duine [t en loop]?

(39) a. Jan
Jan

[kan
can

en
and

moet]
must

vandag
school-to

skooltoe
go

gaan!

‘John can and must go to school today!’ [Modals]

b. *Kan Jan [t en moet] vandag skooltoe gaan?

These examples clearly show that coordinated modals and ReCo contexts do not
allow the first conjunct to be extracted. Under the approach to ReCo I have developed
for English (see chapter (3)), ReCo involves coordination at sub-head level of identical
features. Given the feature-based interpretation of the Subatomic LCL and Subatomic
CSC, there would be no phonological feature outside the scope of coordination and
consequently no possibility of extracting any feature fromthe first conjunct. The same
logic applies to modals which are obviously category coordination.31 Consequently,
extraction from the first conjunct is impossible.

30It is not possible to solve the problem by suggesting that movement chains must be shown to have
been feature-motivated at the end of the derivation. Doing sowould reintroduce global economy conditions
which are the very thing that a phase-based model would seek toavoid.

31The interpretation of coordinated modals is not that there issome subpart of the first modal which is
coordinated with a subpart of the second; there are no semantic bleaching effects etc.
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7.6 The other properties of ILV constructions

A number of the properties of ILV constructions brought up inchapter (6) have already
been discussed in sections (7.2.1) and (7.2.2). In this section, the remaining properties
discussed in chapter (6) are reviewed.

It appears to be possible to place focus on the ILV itself (section (6.1.12)) but not
on the coordinative marker, leading to the ability to reducethe coordinative marker.
This does not necessarily follow from the proposed structure, but would be consistent
with it. In their base positions, theILV+en+v constituent is a separate phonological
word from the lexical verb. In the complex headILV+en+v, the ILV is lexically spec-
ified for stress, whereasv, by definition, cannot carry stress; the coordinative marker,
being a functional element does not have lexical stress. Thus, the carrier of primary
lexical stress is the ILV. Since the lexical verb is not a constituent with the ILV in its
base position, the lexical verb is part of a separate phonological word and is stressed
accordingly. In the event of a complex initial being formed,the ILV and the lexical
verb are part of a single head. The indications are that this complex head is part of a
single phonological word and main lexical stress is resolved by the phonological com-
ponent and is assigned to the lexical verb. During all of this, the coordinator is never
stressed.

It is instructive to compare this state of affairs with that in ConCo contexts. Since
ConCo predicates are always complex heads, it will always bethe case that the main
stress is assigned to the lexical verb and never to the coordinator or the pseudo-
coordinative light verb. It is thus not possible to place focus on these two components
in ConCo contexts.

Focussing effects are related to the lack of true distributive readings in ILV con-
structions (section 6.1.7). It is not possible to utilize a distributive marker such asook
‘also’ because such markers require two separate events. InILV constructions, there
is only a single event (and only a single EventP/vP) and so distributive markers are
disallowed. However, since the event is also a complex one, this is not to say that the
ILV is devoid of all meaning. Clearly, it can impart a durative flavour to the construc-
tion where the subject carries out the activity denoted by the ILV concurrently with
the activity denoted by the main lexical verb. This results in readings likeJohn was
busy reading while sittingetc.

The fact that coordinator substitution cannot occur in ILV constructions (section
6.1.6) is a general property of pseudo-coordinative constructions in general and does
not follow from structure (8).

Afrikaans is, at best, neutral with respect to the MSC (section (6.1.11)) and so
there is not much to discuss with respect to structure (8) andAfrikaans. The facts for
English may be more interesting.

7.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, I have outlined an analysis of Afrikaans posture verb constructions
and also shown how they interact with complex and simplex initials in Afrikaans. The
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fact that traditional notions of the CSC and LCL patently fail in the case of Afrikaans
posture verbs shows that these concepts are due for revision. However, it seems un-
necessary to throw the baby out with the bathwater. In fact, Iadopt a strong version of
the CSC and LCL applied to features: the Subatomic CSC (13) and Subatomic LCL
(12) respectively.

Afrikaans is unique insofar as it has complex initials whichare a very useful test
case for these reformulated conditions. This unique property of Afrikaans in allow-
ing complex initials has been shown to be dependent on whether v has phonological
features or not. This alternation provides direct evidenceof the fact that the LCL and
CSC apply to features.32

The advantage of this approach is that it retains the insights behind the CSC and
LCL. These two properties of coordination are not formally weakened at all by the
new definition. In fact, it has been shown that a more rigorousinterpretation of these
two conditions yields greater insight into a broader range of empirical results.

7.A Appendix: Complex initials and direct linking verbs

Complex initials are not a phenomenon restricted to pseudo-coordinative predicates.
As mentioned in section (5.2.2), in some constructions, twoor more verbs may be
juxtaposed without any intervening coordinator or subordinator. This phenomenon is
seen in Afrikaans CIs with DLVs (12) repeated here as (40b).

(40) a. Sy
she

kom
come

vandag
today

die
the

boek
book

lees
read

‘She will read the book today’

b. Sy
She

kom
come

lees
read

vandag
today

die
the

boek
book

‘She will read the book today’

I will argue that, notwithstanding the lack of an overt coordinator, DLV CIs in
Afrikaans exhibit many properties of pseudo-coordinativeconstructions of the same
type as Afrikaans ILV constructions with overt coordinators. Thus, it may ultimately
be possible to unify the analysis of pseudo-coordinative predicates with analyses of
‘bare’ complex predicates more generally.

7.A.1 DLVs are not a homogeneous class

The hypothesis that ILVs and DLVs may have much in common needs to be quali-
fied. The class of DLVs is not homogeneous and there are different types of DLVs.
Only a subset of DLVs can thus occur both in CIs and SIs, and these are the focus
of the following sections. In other words, a subset of DLVs exhibit some of the same
distributional properties as ILVs.

32The very notion of operations being defined in terms of categories is unformulable in the current
theory; categories themselves reduce to features in the familiar [±V,±N] schema (Chomsky 1970).
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DLVs with CI/SI optionality

The following DLVs can occur in both CIs and SIs as shown by examples (41) to (46):
probeer‘try’, begin‘begin/start’,bly ‘keep on doing’,kom‘come’, leer ‘learn’.

(41) a. Waarom
why

probeer
try

lees
read

Jan
Jan

die
the

boek?
book

‘Why does Jan try and read the book?’

b. Waarom
Why

probeer
try

Jan
Jan

die
the

boek
book

lees?
read

(42) a. Waarom
why

begin
begin

lees
read

Jan
Jan

die
the

boek?
book

‘Why does Jan begin to read the book?’

b. Waarom
why

begin
begin

Jan
Jan

die
the

boek
book

(te)
(to)

lees?
read

(43) a. Waarom
why

leer
learn

lees
read

Jan
Jan

die
the

boek?
book

‘Why does Jan learn to read the book?’

b. waarom
why

leer
learn

Jan
Jan

die
the

boek
book

(te)
(to)

lees?
read

(44) a. Waarom
why

bly
stay

lees
read

Jan
Jan

die
the

boek?
book

‘Why does Jan keep reading the book?’

b. Waarom
why

bly
stay

Jan
Jan

die
the

boek
book

lees?
read

(45) a. Waarom
why

kom
come

eet
at

Jan
Jan

by
with

ons?
us

‘Why does Jan come and eat at our house?’

b. Waarom
why

kom
come

Jan
Jan

by
with

ons
us

eet?
eat

(46) a. Die
the

heelagter
full-back

laat
let.CAUSe

val
fall

die
the

bal
ball

‘The full-back dropped the ball’ (Van Niekerk 1995:150)

b. Die
the

heelagter
full-back

laat
let.CAUS

die
the

bal
ball

val
fall

‘The full-back dropped the ball’ (Van Niekerk 1995:150)
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The following two examples also appear to allow CI/SI optionality, although native
speaker judgements do differ about the grammaticality of the complex initials. There
does nevertheless appear to be a contrast between the complex and simplex initials.

(47) a. %Waarom
why

help
help

lees
read

Jan
Jan

Sanet
Sanet

die
the

boek?
book?

‘Why does Jan help Sanet read the book?’

b. Waarom
why

help
help

Jan
Jan

Sanet
Sanet

die
the

boek
book

lees?
read

(48) a. %Waarom
why

laat
let-PERMISSIVE

lees
read

Jan
Jan

Sanet
Sanet

die
the

boek?
book

‘Why does Jan let Sanet read the book?’

b. Waarom
why

laat
let-PERMISSIVE

Jan
Jan

Sanet
Sanet

die
the

boek
book

lees?
read

In all the (a) examples, the DLV moves to the second position and pied pipes the
lexical verb to form a CI. The (b) examples show that this is not mandatory; ordinary
verb-second of only the DLV may also occur without any apparent change in meaning.

DLVs without CI/SI optionality

The following DLVs cannot optionally occur in either CI or SIconstructions:beter,
and fossilizedlaat (as inlaat spaander‘Let’s get going’).33 Some of these only occur
in SI contexts; they are ungrammatical in CI constructions.

(49) a. *Waarom
why

beter
beter

lees
read

Jan
Jan

die
the

boek?
book

‘Why had Jan better read the book?’

b. Waarom
why

beter
beter

Jan
Jan

die
die

boek
boek

lees?
lees

There are also a number of other verbs that are more difficult to categorize. These
includegaan‘will/go’ which is ambiguous and discussed separately in section (7.A.1).
In addition, DLVs likebastado not behave like prototypical verbs.

(50) Basta
NEG

nonsens
nonsense

loop
walk

praat!
speak

‘Stop speaking nonsense!’

(51) a. Jan
you

moet
must

nou
now

basta
NEG

nonsens
nonsense

praat!
speak

‘You must stop talking nonsense now!’

33cf. Causativelaat in example (48).
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b. *Waarom
Why

basta
NEG

Jan
Jan

nonsens
nonsense

praat?
speak

‘Why does Jan stop speaking nonsense?’

Example (50) illustrates a typical example of the use of the negative exhortative
basta. This lexeme has been claimed to be a DLV as it can occur in verbal clusters
(51a) (Donaldson 1993). However, it does not behave like a typical verb insofar as it
does not undergo verb second (51b) (De Vos 2001).34

Egressive complex predicates

Some Afrikaans linking verbs must always occur in complex initials. This is true for
the egressive DLVs,loop ‘walk’ (Du Plessis 1990:73) and, as I will argue,gaan‘go’.

(52) a. Jan
Jan

het
AUX .have

die
the

bokke
buck

loop
walk

skiet
shoot

‘Jan went and shot the buck’

b. Jan
Jan

loop
walk

skiet
shoot

die
the

bokke
buck

‘Jan goes and shoots the buck’

c. *Jan
Jan

loop
walk

die
the

bokke
buck

skiet
shoot

‘Jan goes and shoots the buck’

Example (52a) shows an auxiliary in the second position witha verbal cluster in-
cluding the DLV loop ‘walk’. (52b) shows that the verbal cluster can undergo verb
second as a CI. Interestingly, however, DLVloop cannot undergo verb second inde-
pendently forming a simplex initial (52c).35 Note, however, that when an overt coordi-
nator is used, thenloop switches function and is considered an ILV and a SI becomes
possible. Thus (53) should be contrasted with (52c).

(53) Jan
Jan

loop
walk

die
the

bokke
buck

en
and

skiet
shoot

‘Jan goes and shoots buck’

The fact that obligatory CIs occur with DLVloop indicates that excorporation of
one of the verbs is not always a viable option in Afrikaans andthus indicates the
presence of structures that are akin to those of English ConCo/ReCo constructions,

34This lexeme is probably grammaticalized. Native speakers express an intuition that in these exhortative
types of contexts, verbs likebastado not actually behave in a verbal function (Prof. Hans du Plessis, (p.c.)).

35The suggestion of Du Plessis (1990) is thatdie skakelwerkwoorde dan geanaliseer word as deeltjies
eerder as afsonderlike werkwoorde(that linking verbs can be more readily analysed as verbal particles
than as independent verbs [author’s paraphrase]). However, this seems incorrect insofar as separable verbal
particles are always stranded by verb movement.
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namely a complex predicate that behaves, to all intents and purposes, as a single verb
might.

DLV loop seems quite similar in its semantics to English ConCogo. It places
emphasis on the ‘run up’ to an activity.36 This claim is supported by notes in the
literature. Thus, Robbers (1997:64) claims that DLVloop ‘walk’ is inchoative rather
than progressive.37 This is demonstrated by the following example.

(54) a. Hoe
how

vinnig
quickly

sal
will

Jan
Jan

die
the

boek
book

loop
walk

lees?
read

‘How quickly will Jan read the book’

b. Hoe
how

vinnig
quickly

loop
walk

lees
read

Jan
Jan

die
the

boek?
book

‘How quickly does Jan get down to reading the book’

‘How quickly will Jan read the book’

The first example is the base structure showing thatloop ‘walk’ can occur as a
DLV in a verbal cluster (54a). Example (54b) shows both that amanner adjunct can
be extracted in the context of a complex initial.38 There are two possible readings, it
appears. Not only can this be a question about the manner of John’s reading, but it
can also be a question about the prospective nature of the event. Thus it seems that
DLV loop ‘walk’, like English ConCogo, contributes a prospective meaning to the
construction.

Two facts about DLVloop ‘walk’ draw attention to its intrinsic nature. The first is
that it patterns with ReCo in CI contexts: it obligatorily occurs in CIs. The second is
that it has a prospective interpretation. Both these facts are consistent with DLVloop
‘walk’ being a ConCo construction, with the obvious implication that the coordinator
must be phonetically empty.

The same effect can be shown with the DLVgaan ‘go’, although the effect is
masked by modalgaan‘will’. It is a curious fact about Afrikaans that whengaanis in
the second position it acts as a future modal,gaan ‘will’. However, when it is not in
second position, it acts as an egressive verb,gaan‘go’.

(55) a. Wat
What

wil
want

Jan
Jan

gaan
go

eet?
eat

‘What does John want to (go and) eat?’

b. Wat
What

gaan
go

eet
eat

Jan
Jan

die
the

heeltyd?
whole time

‘What does John (go and) eat the entire time?’

‘*What will John eat the entire time?’
36This was pointed out to me independently by one of my informants.The term ‘run up’ is hers (Theresa

Biberauer, (p.c.)).
37It is also worth noticing that for the other egressive DLV,gaan ‘go’, Donaldson gives an English

translation which utilizes pseudo-coordination (Donaldson 1993:275).
38As demonstrated by example (52), a simplex initial with DLVloop is not possible.
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c. Wat
What

gaan
go

Jan
Jan

die
the

heeltyd
whole time

eet?
eat

‘*What does John (go and) eat the entire time?’

‘What will John eat the entire time?’

Example (55a) shows anin situ verbal cluster with the egressive verbgaan ‘go’.
(55b) shows a CI wheregaan‘go’ is interpreted as an egressive verb. However, (55c)
demonstrates that whengaan ‘go’ undergoes verb second independently, then it ob-
tains a strong, future modal reading of a kind that is lackingin (55a,b). This means
that modalgaan‘will’ never occurs in CIs. This is consistent with the earlier findings
that modals and auxiliaries never occur in CIs (section (5.2.2)). On the other hand,
egressivegaan ‘go’ must always occur as a CI.39 Thus, a CI withgaanwill always
have an egressive reading (55b) whereas a SI will always havea future, modal reading
(55c).

There is independent evidence for the existence of at least two gaans in Afrikaans.
Consider the following examples from Velddrifse Vissertaal (VVT), wheregaanmay
be doubled.

(56) As
If

dit
it

môre
tomorrow

mooiweer
good weather

is,
is

gaan
go

ons
us

gaan
go

visvang
fishing

‘If there is good weather tomorrow we are going to go fishing’ (Heiberg
1950:63:VVT)

(57) Ons
We

gaan
go

vanaand
tonight

gaan
go

gool
drink

‘Tonight we are going to go drinking’ (Heiberg 1950:64:VVT)

Thus, there may be two functional projections, both lexicalized bygaan. The tense
projection can be filled by the future modalgaan ‘will’, while the lower, egressive
functional head can be instantiated with eithergaan‘go’ or loop ‘walk’. Furthermore,
these lower egressive verbs form a ConCo predicate and cannot be excorporated from
it.40

The use of posture verbs as DLVs

The previous section opened up the question of posture verbsbeing used as DLVs,
that is, without an overt coordinator. It was shown that whenloop is used without a
coordinator, then it functions as a DLV in a ConCo-like construction. In other words,
the presence or absence of the coordinator has syntactic effects.

Although I cannot provide a full account, a similar phenomenon may occur when
other posture verbs are used without overt coordinators. Insome varieties of Afrikaans,

39Support for this analysis comes from the fact that non-futuregaanalways occurs as a complex initial
in spoken language, except in very formal Afrikaans (Ponelis1979:245).

40It may be worthwhile to investigate whether Afrikaans ‘pseudo-hendiadys’ (De Stadler 1992:91-92)
could also be classified as a ConCo-type construction. Pseudo-hendiadys refers to the optional insertion of
a coordinating marker inside DLV clusters with verbs likegaanandhelp(De Stadler 1992:91-92).
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notably Orange River Afrikaans, posture verbs are frequently used without an overt
coordinator.

(58) a. Wat
what

sit
sit

kyk
look

jy
you

my
me

so?
so

‘Why are you looking at me like that?’ (Du Plessis, p.c.)

b. *Wat
what

sit
sit

jy
you

my
me

so
so

kyk?
look

In contrast to ILV constructions with CI/SI optionality, when posture verbs are
used as DLVs, then they become obligatory CIs. This parallels the contrast with egres-
sive loop used in Standard Afrikaans. It is also clear from the glossesthat the posture
verb does not necessarily have a literal posture interpretation in this example: it is
semantically bleached. This is what would be expected from aConCo construction.

Summary

Table 7.3 on the facing page lists the properties of Afrikaans DLVs with respect to
their behaviour in CI constructions. Of the DLVs listed in section (5.1.1), only some
can occur in both SIs and CIs. Of these, several are ambiguousbetween different verb
classes. For instancelaat is ambiguous between causative and permissive;kom, in
some varieties, may be ambiguous between DLV and a future-modal usage similar to
what occurs withgaan. probeerandbeginmay also be ambiguous with verbs selecting
te-complements.41 It also seems thatbeteris not a canonical example of a direct link-
ing verb, but seems more like an adverbial; in addition, in English it usually occurs in
conjunction with an auxiliary. This verb is also not widely discussed in the literature.
Thus, the clearest cases of optional DLV CIs occur withkomandbly.

This type of ambiguity is especially a problem with natural,freely occurring data.
As a result, DLVs should always be treated with caution untilit is clear which type
of DLV is being used. For this reason, many of the examples in this dissertation use
DLVs like komandbly which are less ambiguous than others.

7.A.2 DLVs as pseudo-coordinative predicates

I am now in a position to postulate a possible analysis for those DLVs which exhibit
the same distribution as ILVs i.e. those DLVs which can optionally occur in CI or SI
contexts. Essentially, the same analysis as for ILVs can be used for these DLVs with
the caveat that the coordinating morpheme is phonetically empty.43 The following
structure applies and the derivation proceeds exactly in the same way as for ILVs.

41In some Afrikaans dialects and Standard Dutch, these types ofverbs can selectte-complements.
42ReCo constructions also have obligatory CIs but are not, strictly speaking, DLVs and are thus not

included in this table.
43It remains unclear what, if anything, conditions the presence or absence of an overt coordinator.
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Table
7.3:S

ubclasses
ofD

LV
s

Supposed DLVs that are actually modals
gaan.FUT Obligatory SI
kom.FUT(dialectal) Obligatory SI

DLVs that are obligatory SIs
help(?) Obligatory SI
laat.PERMISSIVE(?) Obligatory SI

DLVs that are obligatory CIs42

gaan.EGR Obligatory CI
loop.EGR Obligatory CI
laat spaander(fossil.) Obligatory CI

DLVs with CI/SI optionality
leer CI/SI
laat.CAUS CI/SI
kom CI/SI
bly CI/SI
probeer CI/SI
begin CI/SI
help(?) Obligatory SI
laat.PERMISSIVE(?) Obligatory SI

DLVs not fitting these categories
beter N.A.
basta N.A.
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(59) v
XXXXX

�����
v
aaa

!!!
DLV v

QQ��
[

EN

∅

]

v

VP
ZZ��

OBJ V

LexV

This type of analysis is motivated by several factors. Firstly, ILVs and DLVs have
very similar syntactic properties as defined by the battery of tests developed in pre-
vious chapters. Thus, both ILVs and DLVs allow argument extraction, adjunct ex-
traction, quantifier raising, single-event interpretation, varying degrees of semantic-
bleaching, co-selection of a subject etc.44

Secondly, the DLVs with CI/SI optionality, all tend to be aspectual in nature and
thus can very naturally be assumed to be able to coordinate with v which is also as-
pectual.

Thirdly, the difference between ILVs and DLVs is not always that large considering
the fact that in some varieties, ILVs likesit may optionally occur without an overt
coordinating marker, effectively making ILVs and DLVs ambiguous.

Combined DLV and ILV CIs

Given the proposed analysis, it can also be the case that multiple DLVs or ILVs can be
coordinated tov.45

(60)

44Space concerns preclude listing all the data at this point. It is well-known from the Dutch and
Afrikaans literature that extraction is possible etc. Word-order permutations are listed in De Vos (2001).
The only area where ILVs and DLVs exhibit differences is thatof semantic bleaching, where ILVs typically
exhibit less bleaching than DLVs likekom– althoughstaanis apparently more bleached than other DLVs.
However, it should also be noted that the majority of DLVs withCI/SI optionality do not have significant
bleaching effects at all:probeer, begin, bly etc.

45I leave open the possibility thatv itself may be instantiated as a DLV or whether it is always bareof
phonological features. In addition, nothing prevents the possibility that at least some types of DLVs might
be merged as independent heads in the functional hierarchy, like modals or Dutch posture constructions, for
instance.
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vPhhhhhhhh
((((((((

SUBJ v
XXXXX

�����
v
PPPPP

�����
v
aaaa

!!!!
DLV v

b
b

"
"

[

EN

∅

]

ILV

v
\\��

en v

VP
QQ��

OBJ V

VERB

This kind of analysis makes interesting predictions about partial fronting of ver-
bal complexes. In this type of structure, the DLVs and ILVs form a complex, head
constituent. Thus, one might expect that this constituent could undergo verb-second
to form a CI while leaving the lexical verbin situ. This is indeed possible. Ponelis
(1993) claims that ‘a complex initial consisting of two or more linking verbs without
a main verb is unusual but not unattested’(Ponelis 1993:328).

(61) Nou
Now

gaan
go

laat
let

hulle
they

die
the

sentrum
centre

bou
build

‘Now they will have the centre built’(Ponelis 1993:328)

(62) En
and

hy
he

kom
come

staan
stand

jou
you

en
and

uittrap
scold

‘And he just started scolding you’ (Ponelis 1993:328)

(63) . . . en
. . . and

wie
who

kom
come

kry
get

jou
you

. . . daar

. . . there
lê?
lie

‘And who will get you lying there . . . ?’(Ponelis 1993:328)

(64) Julle
you

loop
walk

staan
stand

nie
NEG

die
the

voëls
birds

en
and

aanjaag
on.PRT-chase

. . . nie

. . .NEG

‘You are going to drive the birds . . . ’ ((Matthee 1985:23) cited by (Robbers
1997:66))

Since there are phonological features in both conjuncts (ofthe conjunction within
the first conjunct), one might expect that extraction of a verbal head from the first
conjunct would be less well-formed.

(65) a. Waarom
why

sal
will

Jan
Jan

die
the

boek
book

loop
walk

staan
stand

en
and

lees?
read

‘Why will Jan go and read the book?’ [Base order]
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b. Waarom
why

loop
walk

staan
stand

en
and

lees
read

Jan
Jan

die
the

boek?
book

‘Why is Jan busy reading the book?’ [CI]

c. ??Waarom
why

loop
walk

Jan
Jan

die
the

boek
book

staan
stand

en
and

lees?
read

‘Why is Jan busy reading the book?’ [SI]

d. Waarom
Why

loop
walk

staan
stand

Jan
Jan

die
the

boek
book

en
and

lees?
read

‘Why is Jan busy reading the book?’ [Partial CI]

Example (65a) has a modal in second position, demonstratingthe in situ locations
for a DLV and an ILV coordinated with a lexical verb. The structure is presumed to
be identical to that in (60). It is possible for the entire setof verbs to be pied piped
to second position as in (65b). This is completely expected if the lexical verb adjoins
to v as claimed in chapter (7); there will be phonological material in both conjuncts
and the entire coordinated head will thus be able to move to second position. The third
example (65c) is extremely interesting as it shows that verb-second with only a single
verb is, in fact, significantly less well-formed than eitherof the previous two examples
(65a) or (65b). This follows from a situation where phonological material is in both
conjuncts and consequently, the first verb cannot be excorporated from the complex
head.46

Finally, example (65d) seems a little strange since it is more grammatical than
(65c). The current analysis suggests that since thev would be empty in this case, the
verbal features from the first (complex) conjunct could be moved to T.

(66)
T
XXXXXX
������

T VPhhhhhhhh
((((((((

SUBJ v
XXXXX

�����
v
PPPPP

�����
v
aaaa

!!!!
DLV v

b
b

"
"

[

EN

∅

]

ILV

v
\\��

en v

VP
QQ��

OBJ V

VERB

46The only possibility for the first verb to undergo verb secondwould be if it were generated as an
independent head in the functional hierarchy. This possibility is probably available to some verbs more than
others e.g.gaan‘go’.
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Thus, the proposed analysis of complex initials accommodates examples like (65c,d)
and can make predictions about whether a verb (or verbs) can be excorporated from
the complex head or not. These predications turn out to be well-founded.

Participle placement and complex predicates

The complex predicate approach to DLVs could also explain the curious distribution of
past participle prefixes in Afrikaans. Afrikaans and dialectal present-perfect construc-
tions exhibit a type of variation not present in the continental West-Germanic dialects.
Three main patterns of participle marking are attested which are present to different
degrees in different dialects. Table (7.4) illustrates distribution of the participle prefix
ge- in a verbal cluster with (AUX ) 2-3 (AUX ) order.

Table 7.4: Participle marking in Afrikaans verbal clusters
(AUX1) V erb2 V erb3 (AUX1)
(AUX1) V erb2 ge- V erb3 (AUX1)
(AUX1) ge- V erb2 V erb3 (AUX1)

AUX1 V2 V3: With the V-V pattern typical of standard Afrikaans, each verb is re-
alized as an infinitive (root). This is the IPP pattern found in all West-Germanic lan-
guages with 1-2-3 word order within the cluster and a participle prefix.47

(67) a. . . . dat
. . . that

Jan
Jan

die
the

huis
house

gebou
PST-build

het
AUX

‘. . . that Jan built the house’

b. . . . dat
. . . that

Jan
Jan

die
the

huis
house

(*ge)-laat
PST-let

bou
build

het
AUX

‘. . . that Jan built the house’

Example (67a) illustrates that Afrikaans verbs in the complement of the past auxil-
iary are marked with the participle prefixge-. (67b) shows that when the lexical verb is
separated from the past-auxiliary by at least one other functional verb, then participle
marking is omitted. Many varieties of Afrikaans, includingGriekwa Afrikaans (GA)
Baster Afrikaans (BA), have at least some constructions of this type.48 However, in
these dialects, V-V patterns are significantly more marked than others. This may be a
result of interference from the standard.

47IPP is the absence of expected participle morphology on the verbal complement of the past auxiliary
and the concomitant realization of that verbal complement as aninfinitive. The effect is common in West-
Germanic varieties with prefixal participle morphology and 1-2-3 order in the verbal cluster (De Vos 2003b).

48These labels are taken from the literature on the topic; their problematic status is noted.
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AUX1 ge − V2 V3: In the ge-VV pattern, the participle occurs as the complement
of the auxiliary. This is an anti-IPP effect. It is typical ofGriekwa Afrikaans and
Knysna Boswerker Afrikaans and is also the pattern of ‘optional IPP’ Robbers (1997)
in Standard Afrikaans.

(68) Hy’t
he-AUX

ge-kom
PST-come

werk
work

‘He came to work’ (Rademeyer 1938:GA)

(69) Ek
I

het
AUX

hom
him

ge-maak
PST-make

gaan
go

‘I made him go’ (Calitz 1957:KBA)

AUX V1 ge−V2: The third pattern, V ge-V has participle marking on the embedded
lexical verb. It occurs in Baster Afrikaans, Griekwa Afrikaans and Velddrifse Visser-
taal (VVT). This pattern, might be called ‘non-IPP’.

(70) Toe
then

ek
I

my
my(self)

kom
come

ge-vind
PST-find

het
AUX

‘Then I came and found myself’ Rademeyer (1938:BA)

(71) Hy’t
he-AUX

aanhou
kept-on

ge-rondloop
PST-round-walk

tot
until

hy
he

gevang
PST-catch

is
is

‘He kept on walking around until he was caught’ (Heiberg 1950:VVT)

A complex-predicate analysis of participle placement

De Vos (2003a;b) argues that, in Afrikaans, the participle prefix ge- is located at a
different point in the structure from that same prefix in Dutch. The Afrikaans prefix
is argued to be located as the head of T2, a tense projection ina modified Reichen-
bachian framework (Giorgi and Pianesi 1997, Hornstein 1990, Reichenbach 1947).
Armed with this, and the complex predicate approach to linking verbs, the curious
distribution ofge- in Afrikaans follows quite easily. If the DLV is adjoined tov and
forms a complex head then the prefix can be adjoined to the DLV.This yields word-
orders as in (68).49

(72)

49In ILV constructions,ge- may occurs on the ILV (an anti-IPP effect), even in those varieties of
Afrikaans that generally have IPP in other contexts e.g. Standard Afrikaans. The same analysis applies.
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OBJ V
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In special instances, ifge- does indeed adjoin tov, then when the structure is
passed to the morphological component, the prefix is reanalysed as being adjoined
to the right-adjacent, lexical, verbal head. This yields word orders such as (70). The
difference between the two derivations depends only on whenge- is merged tov.50

(73)
T
XXXXX

�����
T VP̀

`````̀
       

SUBJ v
XXXXXX

������
v
PPPP

����
DLV v

HHH
���[

EN

∅

]

v
ee%%

ge- v

v

VP
QQ��

OBJ V

VERB

50This option is not available in Standard Afrikaans.
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7.A.3 Conclusion

In this chapter, a number of Afrikaans pseudo-coordinativeconstructions have been
discussed. It has been claimed that Afrikaans ReCo constructions can be analysed
in the same way as their English counterparts. In addition, there are a number of
Afrikaans verbs that form obligatory CIs and which can be analysed in terms of
ConCo. Finally, it has been argued that ILV constructions involve the coordination
of a posture verb with littlev. Given this analysis, it is possible to introduce a new
distinction into the typology that has been developing throughout this dissertation.
Pseudo-coordination can be subdivided into XP-based pseudo-coordination and head-
based pseudo-coordination.

XP-based types coordinate XPs. I take SceCo to fall under this category. The exis-
tence of Afrikaans SceCo constructions is taken for grantedand has not been explored
in this dissertation.

Head-based types coordinate heads. An example of this is theAfrikaans ILV con-
struction. These constructions coordinate a posture verb with vand are non-contiguous.
This type of pseudo-coordination allows certain XP-like material to intervene within
the verbal string. I have also argued that DLVs are not a homogeneous class and that
those DLVs which can optionally occur in either CI or SI contexts can be analysed
with the same apparatus as proposed for ILVs. The analysis makes verifiable predic-
tions about the formation of partial CIs. It has also been claimed that some DLVs form
head-constituents out of which excorporation is impossible, yielding structures which
obligatorily form CIs. It has been suggested that these constructions can be analysed
as ConCo-type structures.

ReCo and ConCo are also head-based pseudo-coordination butare contiguous.
Since both of these coordinate overt verbal heads, the result is a contiguous verbal
string. There appear to be a relatively small number of DLVs which behave differently
to ILVs and much more like ConCo constructions. These include the class of obliga-
tory CIs.51 Here too it is evident that the presence of an overt coordinator varies. The
resultant typology is illustrated in figure 7.1 on the next page.

This discussion concludes the analysis of Afrikaans CIs. Ithas been shown that
treating the coordinative marker as a real coordination hasconsequences for the na-
ture of verb movement as well as excorporation. In addition,it has been shown that
relatively large clusters of verbs can be analysed as complex heads in Afrikaans.

51Although some of these types may prove to be even more complex, this will be left to subsequent
research.
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Figure 7.1: Pseudo-coordinative types in Afrikaans
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and prospects

The purpose of this dissertation was to address the diversity of pseudo-coordinative
constructions, illustrating their properties and to provide a formal account for them.
In doing so, the hope was to help defend a position where coordination in natural
language is always true coordination.

8.1 Pseudo-coordination in a coordinative context

The dissertation was divided into two parts dealing with pseudo-coordination in Eng-
lish and Afrikaans respectively. Each part included a typological component arguing
that pseudo-coordination is not a unified phenomenon but consists of a variety of dif-
ferent strategies of coordinating verbal entities. The typology that emerges from the
discussion in this dissertation is illustrated in figure 8.1on the following page.

Coordination structures are not necessarily uniform and there are a number of
different types. Perhaps the distinction between nominal and verbal coordination is
fundamental Haspelmath (2005).

With respect to coordination of verbal entities, a distinction can be made between
ordinary, symmetric coordination which arguably coordinates clauses and asymmet-
ric pseudo-coordination which does not. Pseudo-coordination is asymmetric syntac-
tically, in the sense that extraction is possible from one conjunct but not the other,
and semantically in the sense that the ‘main’ meaning is contributed by one conjunct
while the other conjunct provides ancillary information. Pseudo-coordination can be
subdivided into XP-based and head-based coordination.

XP-based pseudo-coordination is arguably coordination ofXP-like constituents,
possiblyvPs or perhaps something larger. This group includes the Scene-setting co-
ordination (SceCo) discussed in this dissertation, but is arguably a larger class.

Head-based pseudo-coordination consists of coordinated heads or sub-features of
heads. The first type of head-based pseudo-coordination is Contiguous coordination
(ConCo). This type can be subdivided into Reduplicative coordination and also non-
reduplicative pseudo-coordination. ConCo/ReCo structures are base-generated com-
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He will try and dance

Hy sit en lees die boek (ILV)

Hy laat val die bal (DLV)
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plex coordinated heads with a lexical verb coordinated withan ancillary verb that
specifies it further, usually providing aspectual information. This other verb can be ei-
ther chosen from a relatively small set of ‘primitive’ verbssuch asgo, sit etc. (ConCo),
or it could be identical to the lexical verb itself (ReCo). A number of Afrikaans Direct
Linking Verbs (DLVs) also occur in this type of construction.

The second type of head-based pseudo-coordination is the non-contiguous type.
This is prototypically exemplified by Afrikaans pseudo-coordination with Indirect
Linking Verbs (ILVs). As far as the Afrikaans posture type ofpseudo-coordination
is concerned, it consists of a lexical verb in its base position, while the aspectual,
modifying verb is coordinated with a phonologically empty light verb. Complex Ini-
tials or Simplex Initials occur depending on whether subsequent V-v raising occurs. A
complex initial is a phenomenon where a complex predicate undergoes verb-second;
a simplex initial occurs when only a single verb moves to the verb-second position.

8.1.1 Part I

Chapter (1) introduced a set of constructions coordinatingverbal constituents. These
are repeated here.

(1) Caesar wentacross the Rubicon andhe conqueredGaul [OCo]

(2) Caesar wentto Gaul anddevastatedit [SceCo]

(3) Caesar saluted his legions before. . .
he wentandaddressedthem [ConCo]

(4) Caesar’s legions marchedandmarchedfor days [ReCo]

These examples illustrate Ordinary Coordination, Scene-Setting Coordination, Con-
tiguous Coordination and Reduplicative Coordination respectively. Chapter (2) was
largely devoted to showing that ordinary coordination (1) could be systematically dis-
tinguished from pseudo-coordinative constructions such as scene-setting (2) and con-
tiguous coordination (3). It was also demonstrated, that verbs like sit could occur in
contiguous coordination, a fact that has not been overemphasized in the literature.
In addition, in scene-setting coordination, a much wider range of verbs can occur as
the first verb than has been suggested before. Generally, it was shown that scene-
setting (2) and contiguous coordination (3) are actually distinct subtypes of pseudo-
coordination in English. Generally, the tests demonstrated that contiguous coordina-
tion consisted of a coordinated verbal string that was contiguous: in other words, the
verbal string acted as a constituent of some kind. This is notthe case for scene-setting
coordination where certain adverbials, PPs and verbal particles could follow the first
verb in the verbal string. The fact that these same intervening constituents usually oc-
cur in the end-field of English clauses suggests that in scene-setting coordination, the
coordinated constituent is at least avP.

Chapter (3) extends the field of empirical inquiry by exploring pseudo-coordination
with try and reduplicative coordination (4). The status of pseudo-coordinativetry has
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been a bone of contention amongst linguists. Although it superficially looks like con-
tiguous coordination, it is actually a different construction. Unfortunately, it appears
to be the only verb of its type in English with the result that almost any analysis
remains particular and cannot be generalized. The purpose of the discussion in this
chapter is merely to differentiate pseudo-coordinativetry from other types of pseudo-
coordination. Its status is hinted at in section (8.2.3).

In contrast, reduplicative coordination is extremely productive, not only in Eng-
lish, but also in languages like Dutch and German which lack other types of pseudo-
coordination. In fact, reduplicative coordination is an extremely common discourse
strategy in all the world’s languages, although the syntactic structures used to express
it may differ from that in English. In fact, reduplicative coordination is not limited to
coordinating verbs at all, but can also coordinate degree adverbs and even preposi-
tions.

(5) The train went faster and faster

(6) The balloon flew up and up and up into the sky

The tests developed in chapter (2) were systematically applied to reduplicative co-
ordination constructions. The results showed that Englishreduplicative coordination
and contiguous coordination actually could be categorizedas syntactically similar:
they both behave as though the verbal string is a tightly-knit constituent of some kind.
The resulting analysis can also be extended to augmentativeexamples like (5) and (6).

Chapter (4) established that a subordinative analysis of ConCo/ReCo was not sus-
tainable. A biclausal analysis is ruled out by the fact that it is impossible to license
a subject in the second conjunct. A monoclausal, subordinative analysis is eliminated
by the fact that the first verb does not pattern like an auxiliary or modal in any respect.
In addition, such analyses must regard the coordinator as being a subordinator of a
particularly vacuous kind. The analysis which suggested itself in chapter (4) was that
the verbal string in ConCo/ReCo contexts is indeed a constituent, more precisely, a
single head consisting of two coordinated verbal heads.

(7) V 0

ZZ��
V V

@@��
and V

Of course, if coordination occursbelowhead level, then one is led to askwhat
below head level is being coordinated. Standard assumptions about the specifica-
tion of heads lead to the natural answer that it is features ofheads that are actually
being coordinated. This point is driven home by a discussionof the interaction of
pseudo-coordination withAktionsarten. Aktionsartcan be characterized with two lex-
ical features, namelyτ representing a punctual process/change andϕ representing a
non-punctual process. These two features can express the distinction between activi-
ties, states, accomplishments and achievements discussedby Dowty (1979), Vendler
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(1957), Verkuyl (1993) and Tenny (1987). Since ConCo/ReCo is coordination of fea-
tures below the level of the head, it is obvious that theseAktionsartfeatures must be
able to be coordinated too. The result is that ConCo/ReCo interacts withAktionsartin
interesting ways to yield readings with extended activities, serial interpretations and
even contexts when anAktionsartelement is deaccented. The upshot of all this is that
theAktionsarteffects can only be explained by assuming coordination below the level
of the head.

8.1.2 Part II

The second part of the dissertation extends and supports theconclusions of the first
through an exploration of Afrikaans pseudo-coordinative constructions with posture
verbssit ‘sit’, staan‘stand’, lê ‘lie down’ and loop ‘walk’. The basic paradigm is re-
peated here. Complex Initials occur when two or more verbs, occur in the verb-second
position. These verbs can be either posture verbs (IndirectLinking Verbs) which al-
ways select a complement headed by pseudo-coordinativeen ‘and’, or they may be of
a variety of aspectual Direct Linking Verbs. Simplex initials occur when only a single
verb appears in verb-second position.

(8) a. Jan
Jan

sal
will

die
the

boeke
books

sit
sit

en
and

lees
read

‘Jan will sit reading the books’

b. Jan
Jan

sit
sit

die
the

boeke
books

en
and

lees
read

‘Jan sits reading the books’

c. Jan
Jan

sit
sit

en
and

lees
read

die
the

boeke
books

‘Jan sits reading the books’

Afrikaans is important for the study of pseudo-coordination for a number of rea-
sons. Other than English, it is one of the few West Germanic languages to exhibit
verbal pseudo-coordination. Moreover, it serves a useful contrast to English, because,
unlike English, Afrikaans has verb movement. Consequently, Afrikaans is an ideal
testing ground for notions about the interaction of morphology and verb-movement
and complex predicates. In addition, Afrikaans is the only Germanic language with
complex initials. Clearly any discussion of pseudo-coordination would be incomplete
without a discussion of these forms. Moreover, Afrikaans Complex Initial construc-
tions have not been exhaustively studied from a formal perspective and the resultant
analysis remedies this situation.

Chapter (5) is a brief introduction to Afrikaans in general and coordinated com-
plex predicates in particular. It is shown that Afrikaans has a complex system of func-
tional verbs, many of which are used to express aspectual meanings. These verbs can
be divided into those verbs selectingte complements of various kinds, Direct Link-
ing Verbs selecting bare verbal complements and Indirect Linking Verbs selecting
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complements headed by pseudo-coordinativeen ‘and’. These functional verbs can be
aligned according to a functional hierarchy (De Vos 2001). Afrikaans is also shown
to have no inflectional verbal morphology, notwithstandingthe existence of preterite
forms of some modals and auxiliaries. With respect to verb movement, Afrikaans is
an OV, verb-second language exhibiting a matrix-embedded alternation as is familiar
in languages like Dutch and German.

Having introduced Complex Initial constructions in this way, Chapter (6) applies,
the pseudo-coordinative tests developed in Chapter (2). Itis shown that Afrikaans
Complex Initial constructions cannot be ordinary coordination. However, it is also
demonstrated that Afrikaans Complex Initial constructions differ in significant ways
from English ConCo/ReCo constructions. Crucially, Indirect Linking Verb construc-
tions allow some XP-like material to occur between the coordinator and the second
verb when the coordinated verbal string isin situ. This shows that they are not base-
generated complex heads as is the case with ConCo/ReCo. Indirect Linking Verb
constructions also tend to exhibit a greater degree of selection over the subject and
display less semantic bleaching than do English ConCo predicates likego.1 Interest-
ingly, Afrikaans Indirect Linking Verb constructions behave very similarly to English
pseudo-coordinativetry. This corroborates the typology developed in the English sec-
tion of the dissertation.

Chapter (7) develops an analysis of Afrikaans pseudo-coordinative complex ini-
tials. It is shown that Afrikaans ReCo constructions can be assigned the same analysis
as their counterparts in English. In addition, it is shown that Afrikaans ReCo con-
structions do not permit Complex Initial/Simplex Initial optionality as is the case for
Indirect Linking Verbs. This reinforces the conclusion arrived at in chapter (6) that
Indirect Linking Verbs cannot be treated like English ConCo/ReCo constructions.

There are at least three distinct sets of questions relatingto the analysis of Afrikaans
Indirect Linking Verb constructions: (i) the status of the coordinative marker (ii) the
structure to be assigned to thein situ verbal string and (iii) the manner of deriving
a Complex Initial from that basic structure. Following the results of the first part of
the dissertation, the coordinative marker is taken to be a true coordinative marker, im-
posing the Coordinate Structure Constraint and Law of Coordination of Likes on its
conjuncts. However, since thein situ verbal string is not a constituent, it is argued
that the Indirect Linking Verb is coordinated withv while the lexical verb remainsin
situ. The result is the following type of structure which derivesmany of the syntac-
tic properties ofin situ Indirect Linking Verb constructions as well as retaining the
coordinative analysis of the coordinative marker.

1Arguably, there is a gradient involved in both languages. InEnglish,go is more grammaticalized than
sit, while in Afrikaans, Indirect Linking Verbs likesit ‘sit’ are relatively less grammaticalized thanstaan
‘stand’.
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(9) v
XXXXX

�����
v
cc##

sit v
\\��

en v

VP
HHH

���
[

Object,

Particle

]

V

V

The next step is to explain how this structure can derive Complex Initials and Sim-
plex Initials. The derivation of a Complex Initial is as follows. the lexical verb raises to
v the momentv is merged. The coordinator and Indirect Linking Verb are subsequently
merged to the V+v complex, creating a complex predicate. Given the SubatomicLaw
of Coordination of Likes (12) on page 163), all the features in both conjuncts are co-
ordinated with each other; assuming the Subatomic Coordinate Structure Constraint
(13) on page 164), excorporation of a part of the complex predicate is barred. Conse-
quently, the entire complex head is moved to T (and thence to C) by means of ordinary
head movement.

The derivation of an Simplex Initial occurs when V-v raising does not occur. The
coordinator and Indirect Linking Verb are consequently merged tov itself. Following
conclusions of Chapter (4) that the coordinator conjoins features below head level, and
allowing for a strict interpretation of the Subatomic Law ofCoordination of Likes it
follows that the phonological features of the Indirect Linking Verb are actually outside
the scope of coordination. The effect of this is that these phonological features can be
moved to T without violating the Subatomic Coordinate Structure Constraint. Thus,
Afrikaans quirky-verb-second effects follow from a strictinterpretation of the Coor-
dinate Structure Constraint and Law of Coordination of Likes as applied to features
belowthe level of the head. The result is a principled account of apparent excorpora-
tion from heads that does not overgeneralize.

This concludes the discussion of Afrikaans pseudo-coordinative structuresper se.
However, the book cannot yet be closed on Afrikaans Complex Initial constructions
because Complex Initials can also occur with Direct LinkingVerbs, that is, without
a coordinative marker. Although the intention is not be exhaustive, Appendix (7.A)
briefly addresses this issue. It is shown that some Direct Linking Verbs cannot occur
in Complex Initial constructions at all. Others only occur in Complex Initial con-
structions, hinting at their being either ConCo/ReCo structures or lexical collocations.
Only some Direct Linking Verbs can optionally occur in Complex Initial/Simplex Ini-
tial constructions. For these, it is proposed that they are fully parallel to the Indirect
Linking Verb constructions, albeit with a covert coordinator.

8.2 Prospects

The dissertation sheds light on the nature of category coordination and by extension,
the ways in which categories are combined. It also argues that pseudo-coordination is
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true coordination and that the Coordinate Structure Constraint and the Law of Coor-
dination of Likes are strong generalizations about the intrinsic nature of coordination.

8.2.1 Category coordination vs feature coordination

When categories such as heads are coordinated, the resultingphrase structure is as
follows.

(10) V 0

Z
Z

�
�

V V
@@��

and V

V

This structure is actually ambiguous between two possible types of coordination.
If ‘words’ are atomic islands, then it might be expected thatthe entire feature bundle
is coordinated as in (11). However, it might also be a possibility that it is individual
features within the feature bundle itself which are coordinated as illustrated in (12):
coordination at subatomic level.

(11)
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AKT
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[Categorial rule application]

(12)
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[Rule application to features]

The results presented in this dissertation show that coordination of heads yields
coordination of features within the feature bundle i.e. (12). Thus, English ConCo con-
structions are sensitive to the morphological and theAktionsartspecifications of their
component predicates. This follows from an analysis in which it is these individual
features being coordinated. In Afrikaans Indirect LinkingVerb constructions, it is
demonstrated that verb-movement is sensitive to the phonological features of pseudo-
coordinative predicates. Whenv has no phonological feature, then simplex initials
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result; whenv is lexicalized by the phonological features of V, then complex initials
are obligatory. This result highlights the need for more research on the lexical speci-
fication of coordination (i.e. whether it is set-intersection or group-forming etc.), how
these properties relate to the actual label on &P and also howthis relates to the Coor-
dinate Structure Constraint and the Law of Coordination of Likes.

8.2.2 Pseudo-coordination vs true coordination

The fundamental hypothesis of this dissertation was that pseudo-coordination is ac-
tually true coordination. The pseudo-coordinative phenomena that are not typical of
ordinary coordination can be explained by the structural environment in which coor-
dination is merged. To the extent that this has been successful, it constitutes evidence
for a strong interpretation of the Coordinate Structure Constraint and the Law of Co-
ordination of Likes. This sounds a cautionary note when dealing with other types of
coordination which apparently have properties of subordination.

(13) John went to town and bought a book [SceCo]

(14) How many classes can you teach and not go mad?

(15) That is the drug which bodybuilders take and become quite strong.

The first example is SceCo, which was discussed in Chapter (2). The other ex-
amples are putative counter-examples to the Coordinate Structure Constraint and are
instances of asymmetric coordination. Although it has beenclaimed that some types
of coordination may allow exceptions to the Coordinate Structure Constraint (seeinter
alia Culicover and Jackendoff 1997, Goldsmith 1985, Höhle 1991,Lakoff 1986, Na
and Huck 1992)), it could also be the case that at least some ofthese phenomena can
be accounted in terms of true coordination.

The first thing to note is that these examples are not a heterogeneous class of
counter-examples to the Coordinate Structure Constraint (Lakoff 1986, Postal 1998).
Unlike the coordination in ConCo contexts, coordination inthese examples seems
fairly transparent semantically. Note that while it is truethat the second conjunct is
dependent on the first conjunct in some way, such readings arequite common in or-
dinary coordinative contexts (see also Dik 1968). The following example is clausal
coordination but nevertheless displays a temporal and causal dependency between the
conjuncts.

(16) John fell down the stairs and he broke his leg

Lakoff (1986) concludes that the counter examples are all coordinative (and thus
true counter examples), and Postal (1998) suggests that there are arguments both for
and against their coordinative status (implying they are not all true counter examples).
At best, then, the evidence that these are not true coordinative markers is mixed. Con-
sequently, these examples are not very strong evidence against the strong hypothesis
that coordination is always true coordination. The centralproblem then boils down to
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the fact that a syntactic element can be extracted from one conjunct but not the other:
a Coordinate Structure Constraint violation. Following Postal (1998) it is necessary to
evaluate which of these examples represent true extraction, rather than utilizing, say, a
null resumptive pronoun or operator movement. Should it be conclusively shown that
these examples are indeed extractions, then future research should ideally explain why
this should be so.

8.2.3 English pseudo-coordinative constructions withtry

The creation of complex predicates without the use of any subordinator or coordina-
tor is not limited to Afrikaans but may also be present in English ‘bare aspectuals’
(Jaeggli and Hyams 1993).2 The semantic similarity of complex predicates using ei-
ther pseudo-coordination or a null linking element is amplydemonstrated by English
try constructions where both constructions appear to have identical semantic interpre-
tations (17).3

(17) a. John will try to eat a crayfish [Infinitival complementation]

b. John will try and eat a crayfish [Pseudo-coordination]

c. John will try eat a crayfish [‘bare’ aspectual]

First of all it is noticeable that superficially, there appear to be few semantic differ-
ences between infintival, pseudo-coordinative and bare-aspectual constructions when
conativetry is used. These similarities underlie proposals to link these constructions
derivationally.

It was suggested by Carden and Pesetsky (1977) that the pseudo-coordination and
the bare-aspectual construction might be related by a general rule of and deletion.4

This approach has been correctly criticised by Pullum (1990) who points out a number
of structural differences between bare aspectuals and pseudo-coordination. However,
Pullum (1990) does not subdivide pseudo-coordinative structures as has been done in
this dissertation. When one controls for different types of pseudo-coordination, things
become clearer. Thus, it has been shown that pseudo-coordination withtry is substan-
tially different to ConCo/ReCo constructions. However, itmay be possible to suggest
that ‘bare’ aspectual constructions are related to pseudo-coordination withtry and not
to ConCo/ReCo. This is born out by the fact that both types of constructions are mor-
phologically defective. One of the most salient features ofbare aspectual constructions
is that they may not appear in any inflected form (see also Jaeggli and Hyams 1993).

(18) a. John will go talk to his supervisor today

2See Jaeggli and Hyams (1993), Pullum (1990) for counterarguments to this claim. Nevertheless, these
objections do not take into account the more refined typology of pseudo-coordinative constructions outlined
here.

3An infinitival option is also available with similar interpretation:John will try to eat a crayfish.
4However, almost all their examples were withtry and so their findings are not applicable to pseudo-

coordination in English more generally. Also note that Jaeggli and Hyams (1993) hint at the possibility
of deriving bare aspectuals byand deletion although their own approach does not (Jaeggli and Hyams
1993:317, ff4).
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b. *John goes talks to his supervisor today

c. *John went talked to his supervisor today

d. *John has gone talked to his supervisor today

In example (18a) the bare aspectual verb appears without anyovert morphology.
The verbal string isin situ, demonstrating that there is no ban on 3SG subjectsper
se. However, when combined with inflection, the result is ungrammatical. The un-
grammaticality is purely a result of inflectional morphology on the verb; it does not
depend on abstract features of the subject. Interestingly,pseudo-coordination withtry
also resists morphological marking.

(19) a. John will try and meet his supervisor today

b. John will try meet his supervisor today

c. *John tries and meets his supervisor today

d. *John tries meets his supervisor today

One of the reasons why Jaeggli and Hyams (1993) claim that a coordinate structure
is not the source of bare aspectuals is that pseudo-coordinative constructions with
comeandgoetc. require that the morphology be shared between both verbs, but there
is no outright ban on morphology. I would like to point out that Jaeggli and Hyams
(1993) are not entirely correct in this generalization. While it is true for ConCo and
SceCo, it is not true for pseudo-coordinativetry (see section (3.1.1)).

(20) a. We always try (and) eat as many vegetables as possible

b. *John always tries (and) eats as many vegetables as possible

The morphological defectivity of thesetry constructions is thus especially striking
given the fact that Afrikaans has no verbal inflection to speak of; not to mention the
fact that the rise of Indirect Linking Verb constructions has been claimed to be related
to the loss of verbal inflection (Ponelis 1993).

It thus seems reasonable to conclude that English bare aspectual constructions
have similarities with pseudo-coordination withtry – and consequently, also with Indi-
rect Linking Verb constructions in Afrikaans. Thus, the structure underlying Afrikaans
Indirect Linking Verb and optional Complex Initial constructions might be generaliz-
able to the English data too.

While a full analysis will not be pursued here, structure (8) might offer a solu-
tion. The intuition is that Indirect Linking Verb constructions place conflicting de-
mands on the morphological component of the language faculty. Assume for a mo-
ment, that something similar to the Afrikaans structure underlies the English pseudo-
coordinative structure withtry.
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(21) T
HHH

���
T FP

PPPP
����

F
aaaa

!!!!
F
b
bb

"
""

try F
@@��

AND F

vP
ll,,

v
@@��

v VP
SS��
V

V
①

In this illustration, conativetry is coordinated with some empty functional verbal
head. This structure draws on the insights of Hargreaves (2004) who argues thattry
and is a single head. In addition, V-v raising occurs in English, placing the lexical verb
adjacent to the complex predicate.5

The basic idea is that, in this configuration, T probes the complex predicatetry
and vas the nearest verbal head bearing the relevant features. This should result in an
output wheretry can check the relevant morphology, whereas the lexical verbwould
remain bare. However, sincetry is also coordinated withv, it is also the case that
features onv can be checked since the features of both verbs are present onthe mother
&P.6

The stage is now set for a contradiction to emerge. The logic is as follows. The
verbtry is not ordinarily morphologically defective as is evident from try selecting an
infinitival complement.

(22) John tries to eat tiramisu

The only difference between this example and (17b) is that the pseudo-coordinative
construction has a coordinative marker.7 This means that morphological defectivity
must be triggered by the presence of the coordinative marker.8 However, this is not
a sufficient condition, since it is known from ConCo/ReCo constructions that when
both verbs in a complex coordinated head are overt, no morphological defectivity is
present. This suggests that it is the fact thattry is coordinated with a phonologically

5Presumably, some types of adverbials are able to be merged between the coordinator and the lexical
verb.

6See Van Koppen (2005) for a discussion of equidistance as it relates or coordination.
7I assume that the ‘bare’ aspectual construction in (17c) has aphonologically null coordinative marker)

and is otherwise largely similar to (17b).
8Note that treatingandas a subordinator will not yield this insight.
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unspecified head that is at the root of the morphological defectivity of this construc-
tion. The Morphological Sameness Condition ((99) on page 46) repeated here as (23)),
entails that both verbs must have the same morphological specification.

(23) Morphological ‘Sameness’ Condition (MSC):Both verbs of a
pseudo-coordinative construction must have the same type of morphological
marking i.e. both verbs must be either bare or morphologically marked with
present, past, participle or similar.

Imagine that the morphological component would assign a morphological repre-
sentation to the complex head consisting oftry and v. Althoughtry can be assigned a
morphological interpretation, littlev cannot sincev lacks phonological features. This
would result intry having a morphological form that would be unavailable tov. In
turn, this would be a violation of the Morphological Sameness Condition (23). The
only way in which the derivation would be possible, is iftry is morphologically un-
derspecified (as occurs in the majority of the English person/number paradigm). Thus,
no distinctive morphology would be applied to eithertry or little v. Importantly, how-
ever, in Afrikaans, a language without overt inflectional morphology on verbs, this
contradiction would never arise.

8.2.4 Cross-linguistic variation and the morphology interface

Afrikaans has always had implications for the debate about the role of morphology in
syntactic derivations.. The very existence of Afrikaans was effective refutation of the
early minimalist notion that movement was triggered by the need to check morpholog-
ical features (seeinter alia Chomsky (1995b), Rohrbacher (1999), Solà (1996), Zwart
(1997) but cf. Alexiadiou and Fanselow (2000), Bobaljik (2002) for a different view).

An important question is why Afrikaans is so unique in allowing Complex Ini-
tial constructions. The answer alluded to in this dissertation is that Afrikaans has two
important properties. First, it has overt verb movement. Second it has absolutely no in-
flectional verbal morphology. These two factors constitutethe syntactically necessary
conditions to create Complex Initials. However, they are not sufficient conditions: the
fact that the grammar of a language allows a construction is no guarantee that it will
be used in discourse.9

The uniqueness of Afrikaans Complex Initials thus boils down to the unique com-

9Mainland Scandinavian languages also use pseudo-coordinative structures to instantiate these mean-
ings (Josefsson 1991, Lødrup 2002, Wiklund 1996; 2005). Lødrup (2002) shows that these are not a het-
erogeneous class. Wiklund (2005) argues for infinitival constructions with ‘copying’ of morphology onto
the embedded verb. These constructions appear subject to theMorphological Sameness Condition but are
not necessarily contiguous and the first verb must undergo verb second independently of the second verb.
All this suggests that ConCo or Afrikaans-type Indirect Linking Verb constructions are not at play, or
at least, their presence may be camouflaged by surface-identical SceCo constructions. Additional evidence
that Norwegian complex predicates are of a fundamentally different nature to those found in West-Germanic
languages comes from Reduplicative Coordination, where thefirst verb is able to undergo verb-second in
an apparently optional fashion (Julien, Nilsen, p.c.).
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bination of syntactic properties that Afrikaans has.10 However, there is at least one
language that does have verb movement and inflectional morphology in a subset of
paradigms. This language is Edo (EDO: Niger-Congo, Atlantic-Congo, Volta-Congo,
Benue-Congo, Edoid, North-Central, Edo-Esan-Orac (Ethnologue 2005)). In the per-
fective, Edo verbs raise and also have overt morphology (Baker and Stewart 1998). In
other tenses, they remainin situand are morphologically unmarked. Edo also has non-
contiguous complex predicates (serial verb constructions). When a complex predicate
is used, then it must remainin situ and can never raise. In example (24a), it is shown
that raising a verble ‘cook’ across the adverb is ungrammatical in the context of a
serial verb construction. Consequently, Edo complex predicates cannot be used in the
perfective.

(24) *Evbare
food

ore
FOC

Ozo
Ozo

le
cook

re
PERF

(ge!le)
truly

khien
sell

(-ren)
PERF

’It’s food that Ozo has truly cooked and sold’ [EDO]

’In fact there is no possible outcome for such a numeration inEdo . . . there
is no way to have an SVC in past perfective in Edo’ (Baker, 1998:9).

The generalization seems to be that raising a complex predicate is blocked by overt
morphology. However, when no overt morphology is present then complex predicates
may raise. This state of affairs is strongly reminiscent of English pseudo-coordination
with try, not to mention bare aspectuals.11 This supports the idea that the absence
of overt morphology in Afrikaans allows for the manifestation of complex initials. It
also predicts that all other West-Germanic languages cannot have complex predicates
parallel to Afrikaans Indirect Linking Verb constructions.12

Consider English pseudo-coordinativetry and bare aspectuals which have much in
common with Afrikaans Indirect Linking Verb constructions. The very fact that these
constructions cannot be derived with overt morphology is highly relevant. There is no
possible convergent derivation. The generalization seemsto be that verb-movement
does not tend to occur in contexts where overt morphologicalmarking would be ap-
plied to certain types of non-contiguous complex predicates. While it has not been my
intention to analyse either the Englishtry or Edo examples in any depth, it can be noted
that none of these examples involve contiguous verbal strings of the ConCo/ReCo
type. All of them allow some XP-like material to occur withinthe verbal complex.
In this respect, they are similar to Afrikaans posture verb constructions. Moreover, all

10At the very least, such languages seem rare although Irish, Louisiana Creole (Baptista 1999) and
}Hoan (Collins 2002) are other candidates.

11Interestingly, Newman and Rice (2001:citing Heine et al. (1993), Köhler (1962)) claim that in the
Khoisan language Kxoé certain posture verbs do not conjugate and can only be used in the present tense.
Similar examples of overt morphology constraining movement occur in Louisiana Creole (Baptista 1999),
where inflection-bearing verb forms cannot undergo movement whereas bare variants of verbs do raise,
and in Lango where verbs cannot move in contexts where prefixalmorphology is required (Alexiadiou and
Fanselow 2000:citing Noonan (1992)).

12This only applies to complex predicates with Complex Initial/Simplex Initial optionality. There is
no prediction made about the occurrence of complex predicateswhich are obligatory Complex Initials i.e.
ConCo/ReCo constructions. Nothing prevents these from occurring in other West-Germanic languages.
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of these constructions have restrictions of one kind or another where morphology is
concerned. The English conativetry construction cannot take morphology and Edo
complex predicates cannot have morphological marking in the presence of movement.
This would seem to indicate that although verb movement is not triggered by the pres-
ence of overt morphology, it is constrained by it.
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Nomenclature

1PL First person plural

1SG First person singular

2PL Second person plural

2SG Second person singular

3SG Third person plural

3SG Third person singular

AUX Auxiliary

DIM Diminutive

EGR Egressive

EMPH Emphatic particle, discourse particle etc.

HON Honorary, polite form

LEXV Lexical verb

MOD Modal

PASS Passive

POSS Possessive

PRT Separable verbal particle

PST Past tense markerge-(occurs as a prefix on participles)

BA Baster Afrikaans

CI Complex initial

CI/SI alternation The ability of an ILV or DLV to optionally occur in either a CI or SI
with no semantic distinction between the two constructions.
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ConCo Contiguous coordination

CSC Coordinate Structure Constraint

DLV Direct linking verb, a restructuring verb taking a bare verbal complement.

DLV CI A complex initial with a direct linking verb

GA Griekwa Afrikaans

ILV Indirect Linking Verb, a restructuring verb taking a pseudo-coordinative com-
plement headed byen.

ILV CI A complex initial with an indirect linking verb

KBA Knyska Boswerker Afrikaans

LCL Law of Coordination of Likes

MSC Morphological Sameness Condition

ReCo Reduplicative coordination

SceCo Scene-setting coordination

SI Simplex initial

V2 Verb second

VVT Velddriffse Vissertaal
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Samenvatting

Constructies met verbale pseudo-coördinatie zijn complexe predikaten. Deze predikaten
bestaan op zijn minst uit twee werkwoorden die gescheiden worden door een verbind-
ingselement dat vaak de vorm heeft van een coördinatie markeerder. Normaal gespro-
ken komt het werkwoord in het eerste conjunct uit een gesloten klasse van lexemen.
Dit werkwoord is semantisch ondergeschikt aan het tweede. Samen vormen de con-
juncten een eenheid van gebeurtenis. Onderzoek naar deze constructies verschaft ons
meer inzicht in de aard van coördinatie, de structuur vaneventsen de eenheden waar
syntactische operaties op toegepast kunnen worden.

Dit proefschrift legt de nadruk op: (i) het ontwikkelen van een typologie van con-
structies met pseudo-coördinatie en (ii) een taalkundige analyse die systematisch de
eigenschappen verklaart van deze constructies.

Hoofdstuk (1) introduceert een typologie van constructiesdie mogelijk gecoördi-
neerde verbale constituenten hebben.

(25) Caesar wentacross the Rubicon andhe conqueredGaul [OCo]

(26) Caesar wentto Gaul anddevastatedit [SceCo]

(27) Caesar saluted his legions before. . .
he wentandaddressedthem [ConCo]

(28) Caesar’s legions marchedandmarchedfor days [ReCo]

Deze zinnen zijn voorbeelden van respectievelijk Gewone Coördinatie (OCo),
Scène-beschrijvende Coördinatie (SceCo), OpeenvolgendeCoördinatie (ConCo) en
Reduplicerende Coördinatie (ReCo).

Hoofdstuk (2) is voor het merendeel gewijd aan het aantonen dat Gewone Coördi-
natie systematisch verschilt van pseudo-coördinatieve constructies als Scène-beschrijvende
en Aangrenzende Coördinatie. Door middel van tests kan aangetoond worden dat
Opeenvolgende Coördinatie bestaat uit een gecoördineerdeopeenvolging van aan-
grenzende verbale constituenten, met andere woorden de verbale opeenvolging gedraagt
zich als constituent.

Hoofdstuk (3) breidt de empirische dekking van het onderzoek uit naar pseudo-
coördinatie mettry (’proberen’) en reduplicatieve coördinatie (28). Reduplicatieve
coördinatie is extreem productief, niet alleen in het Engels, maar ook in talen zoals
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het Nederlands en het Duits, waarin pseudo-coördinatie verder niet voorkomt. De
tests die ontwikkeld werden in hoofdstuk (2), werden hier systematisch toegepast
op reduplicatieve coördinatie. De resultaten lieten zien dat Engelse reduplicatieve
coördinatie en Opeenvolgende Coördinatie gecategoriseerd kunnen worden als syn-
tactisch gelijkwaardig: de beide soorten coördinatie gedragen zich alsof de verbale
opeenvolging een hechte constituent is. Deze classificatiestelt ons in staat om in
hoofdstuk (4) een meer diepgaande analyse van pseudo-coördinatie te geven. In dit
hoofdstuk wordt aangetoond dat de unieke eigenschappen vaneen deelverzameling
pseudo-coördinaties verklaard kan worden door echte coördinatie van Vs die samen
een complex hoofd vormen. De analyse kan gemakkelijk wordenuitgebreid worden
naar andere soorten gecoördineerde predikaten zoals reduplicatieve coördinatie. Als
coördinatie onder het niveau van syntactische hoofden kan plaatsvinden, dan is de
vraag wat er precies onder dit niveau gecoördineerd wordt. Standaard aannames over
de aard van hoofden geven het vanzelfsprekende antwoord op deze vraag: defeatures
van hoofden worden eigenlijk gecoördineerd. Dit wordt tevens bevestigd door de in-
teractie van pseudo-coördinatie metAktionsart. AfzonderlijkeAktionsart-featuresuit
de verbale feature-opmaak kunnen namelijk door de syntaxisgemanipuleerd worden.

De tweede helft van het proefschrift breidt de conclusies van het eerste gedeelte
uit, en vormt tevens extra evidentie voor deze conclusies, naar pseudo-coördinatie in
het Afrikaans met werkwoorden die een lichamelijke houdinguitdrukken, zoals bi-
jvoorbeeldsit (’zitten’), staan(’staan’),lê (’liggen’) en loop (’lopen’). Het paradigma
dat de basis voor discussie vormt wordt hieronder herhaald en wordt oorspronke-
lijk besproken in hoofdstuk (5).Complex Initialsis een constructie waarin twee of
meer werkwoorden in de V2-positie voorkomen. De werkwoorden die in deze con-
structies kunnen voorkomen zijn of werkwoorden van lichamelijke houding (Indi-
recte Verbindingswerkwoorden – ILVs) of aspectuele directe verbindingswerkwoor-
den (DLVs). Werkwoorden van lichamelijke houding selecteren altijd een complement
dat het pseudo-coördinatieveen (’en’) als hoofd heeft.Simplex Initialszijn construc-
ties waarin alleen maar een werkwoord zich in V2 bevindt.

(29) a. Jan
Jan

sal
zal

die
de

boeke
boeken

sit
zit

en
en

lees
lees

‘Jan zal de boeken zitten te lezen’

b. Jan
Jan

sit
zit

die
de

boeke
boeken

en
en

lees
lees

‘Jan zit de boeken te lezen’

c. Jan
Jan

sit
zit

en
en

lees
lees

die
de

boeke
boeken

‘Jan zit de boeken te lezen’

Deze constructies in het Afrikaans verschillen van die in het Engels doordat er
hierin sprake is vanverb raisingen dat er sprake kan zijn vanpied-pipingvan extra
hoofd-materiaal naar de V2-positie.
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In hoofdstuk (6) wordt aangetoond door middel van de tests voor het Engels dat
pseudo-coördinatie in het Afrikaans verschilt in sommige opzichten van die in het
Engels.

Hoofdstuk (7) is gewijd aan een analyse van de Afrikaanse constructies. De kern
van de analyse is dat pseudo-coördinatie echte coördinatievan verbale hoofden is
met het cruciale verschil dat er in plaats van coördinatie van V sprake is van coördi-
natie vanv. Een bespreking van de unieke eigenschappen van pseudo-coördinatie in
het Afrikaans toont aan dat deCoordinate Structure Constrainten deLaw of Coor-
dination of Likesook van toepassing zijn op features en daarom strikte beperkingen
opleggen. Tevens toont deze discussie aan dat syntactischeoperaties zoals werkwo-
ord verplaatsing gevoelig zijn voor de feature-opmaak van gecoördineerde hoofden.
Het hoofdstuk eindigt met een korte discussies van directe verbindingswerkwoorden.
Alhoewel deze klasse niet homogeen is, kunnen directe verbindingswerkwoorden die
optioneelcomplex initialsvormen, geanalyseerd worden op dezelfde manier als indi-
recte verbindingswerkwoorden. Het enige verschil is dat inhet geval van de directe
verbindingswerkwoorden de coördinator niet fonologisch gerealiseerd is.
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